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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this thesis is to examine the Islamic tendency in al-Jibiz's 
prose works, with special reference to the selected texts from the Rasi'd 
a1-J9bi.., - collection. This thesis consists of eight chapters including the 
introductory chapter, and is divided into two parts. Part one covers three 
chapters. This part starts with an analysis of the historical background of 
study and literature review. It then proceeds to a brief discussion on the 
development of Arabic literature, and ends with a discussion on the 
significance of al-RbiZ and his prose work as a whole. Part two consists 
of five chapters. This part deals with an analysis of the text from twenty- 
one extant risgla from the collection. This covers textual introductions, an 
analysis of the main issue in the risala, the use of the Qur'in and 1jadith 
and the style of writing. In the course of investigating all these subjects, 
provisions of classical Arabic literature works, particularly al-RbiZ's 
works, have been referred to and various sources of Arabic language and 
literature studies have been consulted. 
It has been found in this thesis that the nature of al-J5biZ's work focused 
on adab and social issues including religious, political, scientific elements 
etc. A]-Ribiz's observations on Islamic elements and issues such as 
theological, legal, ethical and social are scattered among his rasid. This 
study has also revealed that the raa'il of al-jabiz, which has been chosen 
for an extensive study in this thesis, in many of its aspects constitutes a 
rich resource for Islamic studies. It would seem that the Qur'dnic verses 
and the Ijadith of the Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) constitute the main 
sources in al-Bbiz's works. Therefore, we hope that this thesis will 
encourage further study, especially in the fields of Islamic studies and 
particularly in Arabic prose literature study. 
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TRANSLITERATION, VOWELS AND NOTES 
A. Transliteration: 
Many Arabic words were transliterated into Roman alphabet in this thesis. Tlie 
Library Congress System (LC) is used for this purpose. They are as follows: 
a t 
b z 
t 9 
th gli 
i f 
b 3 q 
kh 'A k 
d j I 
dh In 
r n 
z A h 
s W 
UA sh y 
0.2 -) 
L).:. a (in construct state - at) 
B. Vowels: 
a) Long vowels: 
.I: i 
j fa- 
L,; : 
b) Short vowels: 
a 
u 
I 
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C: Notes: 
1. The proper names and the names of the well-known cities such as 
Muhammad, Ahmad, Abdulla 
' 
h, Mecca, Basra, Baghdad and Cairo etc., have 
been spell as internationally known. 
2. 'Ihe year of death (abridged as 
both the Islamic (Hija) and the 
206/821-2 = 206 (Anno Hijrae) 
Domini). 
d. ) had been given wherever available in 
Christian (or Common) calendars; e. g. 
corresponding to parts of 821-2 (Anno 
3. The letter ( b. ) is short for 'Ibn' =I son of , whereas 'bom' 
is written in full. 
4. In the bibliography, author with Arabic names that begin with definite 
article "al" is listed according to their main surnames. For example, al-Ribiz is 
included under "J". 
4. As for the translation of the Qur'dn, I mainly make use of Abdullah Yusuf 
Ali's translation. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATION 
This thesis has not used many abbreviations. 'Me following is a list of 
abbreviations used in this thesis: 
A. D. (Anno Domini): Gregorian calendar. 
A. H. (Anno Hegirae): Islamic calendar. 
Art. - Article. 
b.: ibn (son of) 
B. C.: Before Christ. 
bt.: bint (daughter of) 
cf. : compare. 
d.: date of death of an author or scholar (to show the age in which he lived). 
d. c- uncertain date of death of an author or scholars. 
e. g. (exempli gratia): for exwnple. 
et. al. (et. Afii): and others. 
etc. (et cetera): And the others; so forth. 
Eds.: Editors. 
]bid. (Ihidem): in the saine book or passage. 
i. e. (id esl): that is. 
MS: manuscript. 
p.: page. 
pp.: pages. 
Pl.: Plural. 
p. b. u. h.: Peace be Upon Him. 
rev.: Revised. 
r.: reign. 
Sing. : Singular. 
Transl.: Translation. 
viz. (videlicel): namely. 
Vol.: Volume. 
vs.: Verses 
20: 25 : Qur'fin, Siira 20: Aya 25. 
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Al-Agh5n? : Kitab al-agliani by Ab(i al-Faraj al-Aýfahdlfi 
Al-Am9F: al-Amal7i ft lugliat al-ýArab by al-Qdl-t. 
AI-Amkina wa al-miyali wa al-jibal: Kitab al-wnkina wa al-miydli wa al-jibal by al- 
Iskandairt. 
Al-Bay, ffn wa al-tabyin: Kitab al-baydn wa al-taby-in by al-Jdbiz. 
al-Bid, ffya wa al-nihffya: al-Biddya wa al-nihaya fi al-Virlikh by Ibn Katli7ir. 
Bughyal al-wtfR: Bughyat al-wdiit fi tabaqat al-lughawiyyin wa al-nubat by al- 
suyiif-l- 
AI-Bukhall' Kitab al-bukhali' by al-Jdbi?. 
al-Burs&i wa al-ý'Urjfn : Kitib al-burýdn wa al-ýcuýdn wa al-%mydn wa al-biflin by 
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Hadiyyal al-Firiji'n: Hadiyyat aVirifin fi asm! ' al-mu'allifm wa ddidr al-muqannifm by al-Baghdid7i. 
Al-, Uayaw, fn: Vitib al-bayawin by al-jabiz. 
. yawffn: 
Uayit al-bayawin al y , UayAl al-ha -kubrii b al-Dimia. 
Inbaih al-mwwft: Inbih al-ruwwit cali anbi' al-nuhit by al-Qift-l 
Al-Inti, vir wa al-radd: al-lntiýar wa al-radd call In al-Rdwandl al-Mulbid by al- 
Khayydt. 
Jam'al-jawAhir: Jard al-jawihir fi al-mulh wa al-nawidir by al-uuýd. 
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Kilaib, Di lial-J. Vji,?: Kit5b5n 11 al-Jdl)iz, kitab al-mdallim-in wa kitdb fi al-radd'ald a]- 
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Kithlb al-kharij: Kitab al-kharaj wa ýini%t al-kitaba by Quddma b. Jdfar. 
Khiz. ffnal al-adab: Khizanat al-adab wa lub lubdb lisan al-'Arab by al-Baglidii(ri. 
A I-Lubib : Kivib al-lubab fi tah(Hiib al-ansiib by Ibn al-Ath-ir al-Jawzl. 
Al-Mah&in wa al-ao&l: Kitab al-mabasin wa al-add5d by al-Ribiz. 
Maqal, fft al-Isl&niyyTn: MaqdIdt al-lsliimiyy-in wa ilditilif al-mu*al]7m by al-Ashari. 
Al-Mathal al-s. Vir: al-Mathal at-sd'ir: R adab al-kRtib wa al-shgir by Ibn at-Atlffr. 
Mir', fft al-jinNn: Mr'dt al-jindn wa "ibrat al-yaqz5n by al-Yiifii. 
Mkin al-itidal: Nfizin al-itiddl ft naqd al-rijil by al-Dhahab-i. 
AI-Munla.? am : al-Muntazarn ft tin-kh al-muliik wa al-umarn by Ibn al-JawzI. 
AI-Munya wa al-amal: al-Munya. wa al-amal ft sharb al-milal wa al-nibal by Ibn al- 
Murtada. 
Murq al-dhahab: Muroj al-dhahab wa ma%din al-jawhar by al-Maeiidi. 
A I-Mustap-af : al-Mustatraf ft kull fann mustazraf by al-jbshW. 
Nihiyat al-arab: Nihiyat al-arab ft funiin al-adab by Nuwayff. 
Al-Nuian al-zgiira : al-Nujlim al-zaWra ft mulUk NE*r wa al-Q5hira by Ibn TighrT 
Birdf. 
Nuz-hal al-alibbX: Nuzhat at-alibbi'fl tabaqat al-udabW by In al-Anbiri. 
Rawflit al-janng: Rawdit al-jannAt fi abwdl al-Vamal wa akddit by al-I*fahirff. 
Risalaftkitm&i al-sirr Risila ft kitmin al-sirr wa hifz al4isan by al-Jihiz 
Risalafi-al-md, W wa al-md&h: Risila f! al-ma%sh wa al-mdAd aw al-akhliiq al- 
mabmiida wa al-madhmiima kataba bihd ili Abli al-Wal-id Mubammad b. Ahmad b. 
Ab-I Du'Ad by al-JibiZ. 
Risalaf, t-manjqib al-Turk- Rissla fi'mwldqib al-Turk wa rimmat jund al-khildfa by al- 
Atliz. 
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Risalaf, r-al-nubl wa al-lanabbul: Risdia fi al-nubl wa al-tanabbw wa dliamm a]-kibr 
by al-JibiZ. 
Shadhar5l al-dhahab: Shadharat al-dhahab f-i aklibdr man dhahab by Ibn 'Imad al- 
Ijanbali. 
Sarh al-ý'uyan : Sarh al-ýuyiin fl sharti risdia Ibn Zaydan by Ibn Nub5ta. 
Al-$ini'layn : al-$ina'tayn al-kitaba wa al-shir by AVAskari. 
Subli al-a'sh& Subb al-aýshd ft ýind'at at-inshi by at-Qalqasliand-L. 
T. ffr,, -kh Baghd&l: T&Ikli Baglidid aw mad-inat al-sallm. by al-Khal-ib al-Baglidad-i. 
Al-Tanbih wa al-radd. al-Tanb-ih wa al-radd "ald ahl al-ahwd' wa al-bidaby al-Shdf'i. 
Al-ý'Umda: al-ýcUmda fi mal)5sin al-shi'r wa ddiibih wa naqdih by In Rasli7iq al- 
QayrawWi. 
"UyCm al-anbj': cUyan al-anbal ff tabaqiit al-atibbW by Ibn Atif U*ayVa. 
Wafaygt al-dyffn: Wafayit al-eyan wa anbi' abni' al-zaman by In Khallikin. 
Yal, Unatal-dahr: Yat7imatal-dahrfiinabasinahlal-ý4rbyal-The tff 
Zahr al-&Ifb : Zahr al-Sdab wa thamar al-albiib by al-Iju*ri. 
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LIST OF THE TITLES OF AL-JAMZ'S BOOKS AND RASAYL 
APPEARING IN THE TEXT WITH 
ENGLISH TRANSLATION 
1. Afimat al-"Arab: The Book on the food of the early Arabs. 
2. Al-Bayin wa al-tabyin: The Book of Eloquence and Exposition. 
I Al-Bighil: The Book of Mules. 
4. AI-BukhahV: The book of misers. 
5. AI-Bur$dn wa wa al-'urj&7 wa al-'umy. §n wa al-tNin: The book of lepers, 
cripples, the blind, cross-eyed. 
6. Al-tlayawin: The Book of Beasts/Book of Living Beings. 
7. AI-Mab&in wa al-a(ldid: Book of Beauties and Antithesis. 
8. Risjlaj, -t al-"Abbasiyya: The Abbasids. 
9. Ris9ajl-al-akhbffr wa khayf tasia: Traditions and the requirement for their 
authenticity. 
10. Risgaft al-balighah wa al-fj& : Eloquence and conciseness. 
11. Risfflafttbaydn madhihib al-Shfa: An account of Shi'te doctrine. 
12. Risilafi-dhamm al-kuttib: An attack on secretaries. 
13. Risilaf-ldhamm al-zamin: Attack on the present day. 
14. Risgafl-fa(f H&him "ali ", 4db al-Shams: Superiority of the Banfl Hdshim to 
the '-Abd Shams. 
15. RisSafl-faOt at sintat al-kalkn: The merits of dogmatic theology. 
16. Risildfi-fakhr al-sWin "alial-bIA'q: Superiority of the blacks to the whites. 
17. Risilafl-faamffbayn agadiwa waal-basad. The difference between hostility 
and envy. 
18. Risjlafj-fa4 mi bayn al-ryjl wa al-nisj'wafarq mf bayn al-dhuki7r wa a, - 
ingh: The difference between men and women, and the distinction between 
males and females. 
19. RisSaftal-fuly& Concerning the book on legal opinion. 
20. RisSafl-al-b&idwa al-majmCd. The envious and the envied. 
2 1. RisXafj-hyX Muhammad b. al-Jahm al-Barmakr: Attack on character sketch 
of Muhammad b. al-Jahm al-Barmalri. 
22. Risilaft biyal al-lusfiv: Robbers and their trick. 
23. RisXafi-&jaj al-nubuwwa: Proof of prophecy. 
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24. Ris5laft al-ý'ishq ma al-nisi!?: Love and women. 
25. RisVaj, -tjawAbRj7aI-im&na: Response on the imamate. 
26. Risiflaffal-jidd wa al-hazl: Jest and earnest. 
27. Risj7Iaj7khaIq aI-Qur', Tn: The creation of the Qur'dn. 
28. Risglaffkilmdn al-sirr wa hirfreal-fis&7: The art of keeping secrets and holding 
one's tongue. 
29. RisjIafi-aI-md&h wa al-md&1f. -ral-adab wa IadbTr al-n& wa muc&nalalihim: 
Letter for this world and the next on manners, managing men and social 
relationship. 
30. Risglafr-madb al-nabilh: Justification of nabrdh. 
3 1. Risglajj-madb al-tidjffr wa dhamm 'amal al-suýtgn: In praise of tradesmen and 
disparagement of officialdom. 
32. Risga ft mangqib khulafg' banr al-Wb&: The Virtue of the Caliphs of the 
Abbasids. 
33. Risgaft-maniqib al-Turk wa "&nmatjund al-khil5fa. : The merit of the Turks 
and of the Imperial army as a whole. 
34. Risilafl-al-masdil wa aljawhbRjl-al-mdfifa: Questions and answers about 
knowledge. 
35. RisAlaft al-mawadda wa al-khilp: On affection and friendship. 
36. Risfflajj- mawl A brtIarb al-$affir: The funeral oration Abli Ijarb al-$affar. 
37. Risglafi-al-mdallimhn: Schoolmasters. 
38. Ris9lafi-mufa-kharat al-jaw&, rwa al-ghilmgk Boasting match between girls 
and pretty boys. 
39. Ris9laffal-nabIwa al-mutanabbi': The True and False Prophet. 
40. RhuVaji-nafy al-fashbA : Concerning anthropomorphism. 
4 1. Rishlafi-al-nubl wa al-lanabbul wa dhamm al-kibr True and assumed nobility: 
An attack on pride. 
42. Ris9aj, -taI-qiy&r Singing slave-girls. 
43. Risgaft- al-radd "alial-Nasird: Refutation of the Christians. 
44. RisVaffal-shkib wa al-mashri7b: Drink and the drinkers. 
45. Risgafj-, ýinj'al al-quwwV: Ile art of the masters craftsmen. 
46. Risalafi-pbaqAt al-mughanniyyhn: Types of singers. 
47. RisAlaftitafail al-hapi 'algal-xhr Superiority of the belly to the back. 
48. RisSlaft laf(fil al-nutq "alial-samt: Superiority of speech to silence. 
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49. Risilaffal-larblo wa al-ladwk: The circle and the Square. 
50. Risga fj- laswi-b 'Alf fi- talikTm al-hakamayn: Support for "All over the 
arbitration by two arbiters. 
5 1. Risglafi- al-wukaIX wa al-muwakkalin : Steward and those that appoint them. 
52. Al-Tjjfi-akhlgq al-mulak Book of the crown concerning the conduct of kings. 
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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER 
1.1 Background of the Study: 
It has been known that Arabic literature is one of the richest literary traditions in 
the world. Its history reached more than fifteen hundred years and it is generally divided 
into six periods: 1) the Pre-Islamic period; 2) the Early Islamic period; 3) the Umayyad 
period; 4) the Abbasid period; 5) the Maml5k period; and 6) the Modem period-' 
To begin with, the first phase of Arabic literature was the pre-Islamic period (al- 
OAýr al-JAIWI) or known as "the Heroic Age"I which covers two centuries at least. 
3 A 
number of literary works such as shir (poetry), khuffia (oratory), and risala 
(letter/epistle) etc. were written down during this period but, as described by Bakalla and 
the majority of them were handed down orally. 4 The second phase of Arabic literature is 
the early Islamic in which the Qur'dn was revealed and Muslim poets and writers started 
to produce what was to be later recognized as the beginnings of Islamic literature. 5 The 
1 F. F. Arbuthnot suggests that Arabic literature may be divided into three main periods only. These are as 
follows: 1) The time before Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h), 2) From Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) and his 
immediate successors, viz, Aba Bakr, 'Umar b. a]-KhattAb, TthmAn b. 'Affain, 'Alli b. Ab-1 TAlib, through 
the Umayyad and Abbasid dynasties, to the end of the Caliphate of Baghdad (656/1258), and 3) From the 
fall of Baghdad to the present time. See Arbuthnot, Arabic Authors, a manual of Arabian history and 
literature, William Heinemann, London, 1890, p. 25. 
2 Gibb, Arabic literature: an introduction, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1963, p. 13. 
3 Bakalla, Arabic culture through its language and literature, Kegan Paul, London, 1984, p. 113. 
41bid., p. 113. In his of-Baym wa al-labyrn, al-JAbiz, for instance, has collected much information on the 
significance of the art of orators of Jihiliyya period. See, al-Bay&i wa akabyDi, Dar al-Xil, Beirut, undate, 
Vol. 1, pp. 40.41,91,144, etc., for more detailed, see, Haran's index of the book, Vol. IV, pp, 107-108. 
3 Bakalla. Arabic culture, p. 113. 
2 
third phase of Arabic literature is the Umayyad period of which the famous Arabist from 
the University of Oxford, Hamilton Gibb called "The Age of Expansion". 6c Abd al- 
IjamTd a]-Kdtib (d. 132/750) and In al-MuqafW (d. c. 139/757) are recognized as the 
two foremost literary prose writers of this period. 7 
The fourth phase of the Arabic literature is to be found in the Abbasid period that 
is known as the richest intellectual and literary age of the Arabs. At this time, Arabic 
literature reached a high standard and complexity. Goldziher, also one of the western 
Arabists, describes Arabic literature, which includes poetry and prose, at this period, as 
"a polite literature7'. 8 Normally, among scholars, Arabic literature at this time is sub- 
divided into two periods. 9 The first period is known as the Golden Age and the second 
period as the Silver Age. The Golden Age period stretched from the year 132/750 and 
continued until 334/1055, and the Silver Age started from the year 334/1055 until 
656/1258.10 Baghdad, the new capital for the Abbasid government and one of 
magnificent cities of the medieval world, became the centre of leaming and every kind of 
intellectual life including literature. When explaining this situation in Baghdad, Gibb 
states that it was like 'the market' for literature and arts. " Threfore, it was generally 
accepted as profound changes in Muslim social, political and intellectual cultural alike. 
6 Gibb, Arabic literature, p. 32. 
7 Bakalla, Arabic culture, p. 111 
a Goldziher, A short history of classical Arabic literature, Goerg Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, Hildeshiem, 
1966, p. 72. 
9 There are three studies of Arabic literature during Abbasid period which deserve mention here. The first is 
Aba al-Khashab's book T&jkh al-adab agarabiftagasr agabbWal-awwal wa al-th&fi, Dar al-Fikr al- 
'Arabri, Cairo, 1966, and the second and third is two books by Shawqi Vayf, AI-Adabftagasr agabbw 
al-awwal, Ddr al-WArif, Cairo, undated, and aI-AdabftaI--FaX ol-! abbjvJraI-IhMT, Dir al-Warif, Cairo, 
undated. 
10 Gibb, Arabic literature, p. 46. 
11 Ibid., p. 46. 
3 
M-Jaliiz, who will be our focus in this present study, is rated as the most popular prose 
writer during this period. 
The following period is the age of Maml5k. It extends from the year 656/1258, 
which witnessed the end of the Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad, until the year 1198/1800, 
which marks the beginning of Modem Arabic literature. 12 This last period is also known 
as the nah4a 13 period which according to some account starting in the later half of the 
19'h century in Lebanon, then spreading to Egypt and Syria, then to other parts of the 
Arabic speaking world. 14 
In early Arabic literature especially in the Umayyad period and the beginning of 
the Abbasid period, a kind of secretary art was employed to lay down the rules of conduct 
and behaviours for different classes of people. These rules were written in various literary 
styles and introduced in the shape of poems and anecdotes, etc. Thus, whoever occupies 
himself with classical Arabic literature will sooner or later find numerous prose works 
have come down from this period such as Risga i1jal-kuttib by OAbd al-Hatnild al-Kdtib 
and al-Adab al-kabhr and al-Adab al-pghk by Ibn Muqaffaý. 
12 Ibid., P. 142. 
13 This term usually translated in English as 'renaissance' or 'revival', it was first used by Jurj-i Zaydan and 
some other scholars to describe the process of Arabic literary and cultural development which occurred 
during the second half of the nineteenth and early twentieth century. For further detail, see Encyclopedia of 
Arabic literature, art. M-Nahda, Vol. IL pp. 573-574. Nowadays, this movement is running under the new 
term which called "the Ijadatha movement". For excellent observation on this movement especially the 
Ijadatha movement in Saudi literature, see, Izzi Dien, Religion. the State and the ffadalha movement M 
. Saudi literature, BRISMES, (St. Andrew), 1992, pp. 574-581. "' Beeston, Sample ofArabic Prose, p. 4. 
4 
Certainly, this type of writing 'Adab' was also a popular literary exercise in the 
Abbasid age and it is accepted amongst Arabic prose works, which combined anecdotal 
prose with other elements, including Qur'anic verses, IjadTith of the Prophet Muhammad 
(p. b. u. h. ) and poetry. In this basis, it seems to me that Arabic literature in many of its 
aspects constitutes a rich resource for Islamic studies. In addition, our knowledge of 
Islamic medieval society depends almost exclusively upon literary sources. Therefore, it 
has been stated that anyone who seeks to understand the social, economic, political and 
intellectual life in Islamic history or the nature of foreign influences upon the people, can 
find echoes of all these things in poetry as well as in literary prose. For that reason, the 
main corpus of Arabic literature of the f irst two centuries of Islam is clearly the works of 
men deeply involved in the theological, political and social issues of the day. In 
conjunction with this matter, Chejne claims that in Arabic prose literature, especially in 
helles letter during the Abbasid period, writers such as al-Ribiz (d. 255/885), Ibn Qutayba 
(d. 276/890), al-TanUkhTt (d. 384/994), and AbU Ijayydn al-Tawyidt- (d. 419/1028) 
developed this branch of literature work into a height never attained before. 15 Few 
specimens of such writing have been preserved by classical scholars. Special mention 
should be made of the works of al-Rihiz. On this basis, this present study will focus on all 
these considerations with special reference to the risila of this famous Abbasid's prose 
writer, known as al-Jabiz. 16 
15 Cheine, 77, e, 4rabic Janguage, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1969, p. 67. 
161t is important to note here concerning the differences of the pronunciation of the nickname of "al-JAbi? ", 
whether it is al-Djabiz, JAbiz, at-Jabiz, al-Gabez or al-Yabiz. Pellat, for instance used al-GabeZ or al-DjAbiZ, 
Walker in his translation of the works of al-Jabiz used Jibiz (without "al") and Serafin Fanjul in his 
translation of BukhalJ'into Spanish used at-Ydbiz (al-Y§bi, ýLibro de los, 4varos, Madrid 1984), Ramazan 
S6sdn in his catalogue of MS of al-Jabiz's works at Topkapi Museum in Istanbul used CAbiz (Ramazan 
S&6n, CjM. - it, ecerjerinin Istanbul Kutu-phanelerindeki, Sarkiyat Mecmuasi, VI, 1965). This thesis, 
however, will use al-JAbiZ with Arabic article -al" because "al-Jabi7, " is already known throughout most 
centuries of Islamic history particularly in the area of Arabic literature studies. 
i 
5 
1.2 Significance of the Study -. 
Al-Jdbiz lived more than a thousand years ago; however, there is consensus 
among scholars, researchers and students of Arabic literature that the writing of a]-Jabiz 
constitutes a peak of literary attainment in Arabic. As a literary figure of the first rank, it 
is agreed unanimously that a]-Jdbiz has attracted much attention from students of Arabic 
literature. He is regarded as "one of the early masters of Arabic prose literature, a 
humorist, he was also a theologian associated with the Mutazilite movement. He was an 
ad1b, a man of letters who hoped to educate his readers. He was a scholar of rare 
distinction in Arabic prose literature". 17 It is widely acknowledgeable that al-Jdhiz can be 
considered as one of the first Muslim prose writers who expressed a great interest in 
Islamic thought. For al-Jdhiz, as described by Khalidi, Islam in intellectual aspect is a 
beginning and not an end; this is based on aWatiz's belief that Islam bad inherited world 
civilization. 18 This means that Islam did not end all intellectual activities but rather 
advancing it and the Qur'5n and Ijadith are the starting points for that advancement. 
Khalidi added that neither the veneration of antiquity of foreign cultures nor a 
conservative refusal to tolerate foreignness was acceptable but an open-mindedness 
which sought wisdom in all its manisfestations, and whatever its sources. 19 
17 See Me F-I)cyclopaedia of Islam, art. Al-DjAbiZ, Vol. IL pp. 385-387, Pellat, Me life atid works ofJOi4 
Trans. By. D. M. Hawke, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1969, p. 3. 
1R Khal idi, Arabic historical thought. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1997, p. 104. 
19 lbid, p. 104. 
6 
It is interesting to note here that al-Jdbiz has over forty of his writings - of 
varying length - survive to the present day, 20 from an estimated total of upwards of one 
hundred and twenty, or another estimated puts the figure at three hundred and sixty. 21 
Although much of his work has already been published, a vast field remains to be studied 
and explored. Almost all of his works deal with various subjects, as was described by 
Pellat, which includes animals, Arabic rhetoric and poetry, national characteristics, 
ethical qualities, human sexual behaviour, the various professions and ways of making a 
living and in fact countless other matters. 22 
Bearing this issue in mind, one can easily understand why much research has been 
devoted to the study of M-Ribizs work and has occupied the minds of many. And indeed, 
much has been written regarding this great writer as Jackson comments, concerning the 
keenness of his observation; the insights he gives into the social life of the Basra of his 
day, the subject of his intellectual coterie, and in relation to his religious inclinations, in 
particular his espousal of Mdtazilite doctrines and so forth. 23 While we would agree with 
Jackson on this, most of these studies have been written in Arabic, with very few written 
in English or other languages. In addition, most part of the research is centred on his 
contribution to literary form and expression, and not on the content of his ideas. 
20 Bakalla, Arabic Culture, p. 144. 
21 In another sources, Sibt Ibn al-Jaw; Ci (d. 654/1256) in his forty-volume Mir'& al-zamai records saying 
that he has heard that the works composed by al-Jabi7, came to total two hundred and sixty books. Quotes 
from cAt7lq, Tjrikh al-tiaqdal-adabj-"itidal-, ýArab, D5r al-Nahda aVArabiyya, Cairo, 1986, p. 325; see also 
Tannfisjlal-nathragAraR, JlmiýatUalab, Aleppo, 1981, p. 325. 
22 Pellat, p. 8 1. 
23 Jackson, An F-uay in the Practical Appreciation of a storyfront Kita-b Bukhali'of al-Jjpi4 BRISMES, 
St. Andrew, 1992, p. 297. 
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It is in this spirit that this present study that another aspect of al-JdbiZ's prose 
works will be examined. This study will concentrate on the Islamic tendency in a]-Jabiz's 
prose works. As far as we are aware, his observations on Islamic issues such as 
theological, legal and ehtical, social are scattered throughout his books and rasi'd. 
Therefore, any research project such as this must define its boundries, since the potential 
area of research is too vast to encompass within one study. So, this thesis offers only an 
extensive analysis of this aspect in the selected texts from the Rasi'd al-JAU? collection. 
To date, no work has focussed exclusively on this side, a vacuum which this study 
attempt to fill. Thus, the significance of this study emerges from the fact that the previous 
studies only focus on main works such as aI-, ffqyawAn, al-Bayin wa al-tabyhn and al- 
Bukhal, Vas can be seen in the survey of sources in the following literature review. 
In the effort to reach a good understanding of the topic that we are going to 
discuss in this thesis, a study of the rasj'il al-Ribiz's work is essential. For the purpose 
of this study, there are a number of his risala that we can examine beause it contains a 
vast amount of raw material for our subject of the discussion. We believe that the study 
of these rasj'il can give us as much as information for our interest. Worth mentioning, by 
way of example, his Risala al-larbf wa al-tadwTr, which is satirical work, as can be seen 
later on, where O-Ribiz has discussed various Islamic issues. Many of them are religious 
questions relating to the Prophet Adam and Satan, to other prophets, kings, peoples and 
historical events mentioned in the Qur'5n, to angels and devils, to Paradise, Hell and the 
Day of Judgment, etc. 24 
24 The detail analysis of the ri. YVa can be found in chapter seven of this thesis. 
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According to Mans5r, these entire elements arise in al-JahiZs works because the 
era of al-Jdbiz witnessed the recording of the commentaries on the Qur'5n- For example, 
a]-Tabaff (d. 310/923) and his tafvFr belong to a later period than that of a]-Jdbiz., but it 
contains the kinds of commentaries that circulated in earlier timeS. 25At the time of al- 
Jdbiz also vvitnessed a great effort of collecting and examining the large body of IjadTth 
literature. It is enough here to mention as an example that al-Bukhaft (d. 256/870), the 
famous Ijad-ith scholar, was a contemporary of a]-JabiZ. From this point of view, this 
study will also investigate the Qur'dnic verses and the Ijadt-th text that had been quoted 
by the author. Therefore, we hope that this study will be a new contribution to studies 
concerning al-JdýiZ and his works. 
1.3 Type of Research: 
There are two basic locations for research: outside and inside. Outside research is 
what we call fieldworks. Fieldworks or field research deals with real life, while library 
research deals with whatever has already collected by field research. 26 From this point of 
view, this present study is mainly a library research or inside research. 
For this research, we have a variety of material we can utilize, especially printed 
sources. There are different kinds of printed sources we can use in this type of research 
such as handbooks, dissertation or thesis, periodicals, occasional papers, and etc. We 
have several resources, for instance, Adab literature, anecdotal and narrative literature, 
25 Manstir. 7he World-View of al-JAIV, 7j, " Kilibal4hYaw&i. DAr al-Ma'lrif, Alexandria, 1977, p. 18, 
26Dcnffcr, Research hi Islam, The Islamic Foundation, London, 1983, p. 7. 
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historical literature, biographical literature and miscellaneous sources. Moreover, this 
study is inter-disci pl i nary, since it looks at texts from the RasXil aI-JJPi, - collection from 
various angles and at empirical evidence. 
1.4 The Scope of Resarch: 
As it has been mentioned earlier that a]-J5jiiz has written a huge number of works 
with varying length and some of them are surviving to the present day, all of these works 
can be divided into two types; books and rasj'il. The focus of this present study will be 
on the second type i. e. the rasVil by a detailed analysis of twenty-one extant Jabizian 
works. 
This study will be based extensively upon the collections of the rasi'd of al-JdtiZ 
that have been edited by different scholars. The first collection is Rasi'd al-Jjbijý edited 
by cAbd al-Salam Muhammad Har-un which in four volumes (Cairo, 1964-79) and 
reprinted by Dar al-RI, Beirut in 1991. 'Me other collection is Rasi'd al-Jibi., 7 edited by 
Muhammad Basil cUyUn al-Srid. This collection consists of four volumes printed by Dar 
al-Kutub al-' 'Ilmiyya, Beirut in 2000. On the other hand, other works of al-Jabi7, apart 
from his rasj'il are also taken into consideration here, since they contain references to the 
subject under discussion. 
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1.5 Literature Review/Survey of Sources: 
It is possible to come across a wide range of books written by Arabs scholars 
concerning a]-J5biz and his works. So, the literature that this study is based on are 
primarily and secondary books, articles, and written materials produced by Arabs 
scholars and some Western scholars. Most of the material collected for the present study 
is in Arabic, but other parts of it are in English or translated into English. 
In Adab literature particularly in classical period, these books can be among our 
among references such as 'Uy; Un al-akhbdr by Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889), al-'Iqd al-fadd 
by Ibn 'Abd Rabbih (d. 328/940), al-AghdnT by Abd al-Faraj al-AýbahdnT (d. 363/972), 
a1-$indtqyn by Abri Hilal WAskaff (d. 393/1005), Zahr al-&15b by al-ljuýff at- 
QayrawanT (d. 413/1022), Subb al-dsha by al-Qalqashandi- (d. 821/1418), and al- 
Mustap-af by al-lbshlilff (d. 850/1446) etc. All this books hopefully will provide us with 
some views about the works of al-Ribiz. 
In addition, we will refer to historical literature books to find some information 
about personal life and also the political, economic and social condition in a]-Jabiz's era 
such as MrTkh al-umam wa al-mulilk by al-Tabart (d. 314/923), al-Kilmilflal-tadkh by 
Ibn al-AthTr (d. 630/1233), alýBiddya wa alýnihCjya by Ibn Kath-ir (d. 774/1373), and al- 
Muqaddima by Ibn Khaldiin (d. 780/1378), etc. 
On the other hand, Islamic biographical literature books are also important. It is 
varied, and often rich, in its genres. It offers collection of biographies of tradionists, 
judges, poets, grammarians, the Qur'5n reciters, exegetes, writers, women and other. This 
kind of writing is one of the most extensive areas of Arabic literature, because it is 
devoted to the life and works of individual authors throw many sidelights on the topic, 
which we are discussing now. The length of notices varies widely, some are very detail 
and some others are very brief For example, Ydqgt a]-IjamaWf (d. 626/1229), author of 
the monumental biographical work "Mdjam al-udaba" devotes thirty pages to discuss 
27 about al-JabiZ life and works (Cairo edition). Some other biographical dictionary also 
offers an account of al-Jabiz such as Murflj al-dhahab by al-M&Udl (d. 345/956), Anbah 
al-ruwwat by aI-QifjT (d. 646/1248), "Uyfin al-anbaby Ibn Ab-i Uýaybia (d. 668/1270), 
Wafayal al-dydn by Ibn Khallik5n (d. 681/1282), Bughyat al-wifat by al-Suyfa-t7i (d. 
911/1505) and Shadhardt at-dhahab by Ibn al-elmdd (d. 1089/1679), etc. 
Miscellaneous sources from the classical period also important to the study. For 
instance, the heresographical writings such as al-Farq bayn al-firaq of al-Baghddd71 (d. 
429/1037) and al-Milal wa at-nibal of al-Shahrastarii- (d. 459/1153). A long account of al- 
JdbiZ's theology side appeared in these two books. Al-Ribiz, as the founder of a particular 
sect of Mdtazila, has a place in al-Milal wa al-nibal, the standard work of al-Shahrastd T m, 
as we shall see in later discussion. In addition, the bibliographical works such as al- 
Fihrist by Ibn Nad7im (d. 385/995), Sarb al-ý'uyi7n by Ibn Nubata (d. 768/1366) and Kashf 
a1-,? unj7n by ljdjT KhalTfa (d. 1067/1657), the Ansdb literature particularly Kitib al-Ansdb 
27 yjqatý Afdjam al-udabj', Dar al-Ma'mon, Cairo, undated, Vol. XVI, pp. 74-106. This work is also 
known by the title of lrshilal-arl-b. 
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by al-Sam'dn-i (d. 562/1167), the geographical and historical works such as Mur9j al- 
t1hahab by a]-MascCidi (d. 345/956) also supply us with fragments of information and 
cross references which are, at time necessary as other literary sources to construct a 
composite picture of famous Arabic prose writers and their works. 
However, the secondary sources are at various times very important and of a great 
assistance to our present study, not because of the information they supply but for their 
analysis and criticism of primary sources. There are number of Eastern and Western 
scholars who have examined various aspects of al-Jdbiz's life and his prose works either 
in Arabic or other languages. 
For example, it is vital to understand that numerous secondary sources have been 
written in Arabic regarding al-JabiZ's life and works by Arabs scholars. SandUb-1, an 
Egyptian scholar, for instance, draws very detail information about al-Jdtizvs life and 
works in his book Adab aj-japj. ý: 28 Most of his material was drawn from primary sources. 
As a result, the detail evidence present in the book cannot be found in any other 
secondary sources. Al-Ii5jid, another Egyptian scholar, describes JdbiZs life and works 
in his book al-Siti, 7 bayatuh wa Rharuh. Besides giving a vivid picture of al-JdbiZ's life, 
he puts al-Jdbi7, s achievements in order to classify them according to the stages of al- 
RibiZ"s biography and this study also offers a brief study of individual works by al- 
jabiZ. 29 Shafiq Jabfi, another scholar of at-Jdhiz contributes towards the studies of al- 
izibiZ through his book al-JCIPiir mdallim al-. 'aql wa al-adab. In this book, Shafiq Jabr! 
28 See Sandabli, Adab al-A!, &A al-Matbea al-RabmAniyya, Cairo, 193 1. 
2' See al-IjAjirT, a1-JJPjjrjx7p2Wh wa Rharuh, DAr al-MdArif, Cairo, undated. 
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analysed al-JOWS writing in a general approach. Nevertheless, the analysis of the 
original elements in al-Jdbi; ý scientific inquiry is the most important part of Jabfi's 
book. 30 
The term of Arabic criticism in al-Jabiz's works has been studied by Mishal 'Aji, 
a Lebenese theoretician, in his book Mafa-hTm al-jamd1iyya wa al-naqdfi' adab al-Jabij. 
Whereas, 'Abd al-Ijakim Balbaý focuses on the influence of al-Jabizs prose writing on 
, 
7j' 1 Arabic prose literature in his book entitled al-Nathr al-fanni wa athar al-JCjhi V. 'Abd 
Rabbih 'Id looks at rhetorical aspects in al-Bay5n wa al-tab5il-n in his book al-Maq! iYEs al- 
baldghiyya 'ind al-Jab4fi- kiMb al-baydn wa al-tabyTn . Al-Ghzil-i draws attention on the 
Mdtazila's aspect from al-Jdtiz thought in his book entitled al-Sinib al-fliz&T "ind al- 
Sibiz Zakariyya Kitapchi, draws some information about the Turks in the works of a]- 
-J, +7 JdhiZ and their position in Islamic history in his book al-Turkft mu'allarfa-t al 67 i wa 
makdnatuhumfi'al-06kh al-AILW. 
In addition, a number of Western scholars have also examined some aspects of al- 
Jdhiz's work. Charles Pellet, for instance, is of course, the acknowledged learned and the 
highest authority in the west on al-Ribiz, hugely contributes towards al-Jabiz's studies by 
collecting and translating selected works of al-Ribiz in his book The life and works of 
J5ý47 This book is the fruits of many years of his research. According to Beeston, it is a 
noteworthy contribution towards making Arabic literature available to English reader. 31 
30 See JabrT. al-JiIii, 7mucallim agaell wa al-adab, Dir al-Warif, Cairo, 1948. 
31 See The life and works of JAbiz. translation of selected texts by Pellat, trans). from the French by D. M. 
Hawke, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1969, rev. by A. F. Beeston, Jouriial ofArabic literature, Vol. 11, 
pp. 195-197. 
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This book was published firstly in French in 1967 and then translated into English 1969 
and German in 1967. Pellat divides this book into two parts; twenty-seven pages on "the 
life and works" which serve as an introduction to main bulk of the book and in effect, this 
introduction is a summary of previous published articles. The main bulk of the book and 
the most valuable part consist of the second part, which contains a large number of short 
extracts from the whole range of al-Jabiz's works. 
Pellat, in addition, publishs critical edition and translates some of al-Ribiz's works 
into French such as al-BukhalV and al-Tij f-t akliliq al-mulul- which is attributed to al- 
Jabiz. However, his magnum opus devoted to al-Mbiz's studies is entitled Le milieu 
basrien et laformalion de G. 5ft In this book, Pellat draws some information about al- 
Ribiz's life especially when he was in Basra, Baghdad and then in Samarra'. This book 
has been translated into Arabic by Ibralfirn al-Kildiff. 32 Subsequent of these books, 
Pellat's article in The Encyclopaedia of Islam on al-Jabiz provides us with very useful 
material for this present StUdy. 33 
On the other hand, the translation of some part of rasWil of al-Atiz begins with 
William M. Hutchins in his Nine Essay of al-JCzbi,? - This translation is his tribute to the 
memory of Joseph Thayer Skold. The author translates nine risala or essay 34 of al-JabiZ 
namely Kilmdn al-sirr wa &f? aI-fisJn, al-Fa# nid bayn aA'adawa wa al-basad, Dhanim 
akhlaq al-kul0b, al-Md5sh wa al-inddd, FT al-jidd wa al-hazI, Mufa-kharat bayn al- 
32 See pellat, al-joir flal-Baora Wa Baghd&l Wa SivnarrJ, Trans. by: lbrWim al-KIIAnli, Dar YaqZat al- 
"Arabiyya, Damascus, 1984. 
33 Me ElIcyclopedia of1slany, art. A]-Djlbiz, Vol. 11, pp. 385-387. 
34 Hutchins prefers to use "essay" rather than "epistle". 
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j. awarl mw al-ghilmCin, Tafoi al-bapi 'aIj al-,? uhr, and Mandqib al-Turk. Only Risila f. -I 
laffli-I al-bafti 'aIj al-.? uhr is translated from a MS in the British Library, and the rest from 
'Abd a]-Saldm Muhammad H5rGn's edition. This translation starts with a brief 
introduction of a]-Bbiz Is life and works and ends with a general bibliography and index. 
According to Beeston, this is a brave attempt at a terribly difficult task. 35 
Jim Colville is another translator who had already translated some of al-Atiz. )s 
prose work. Al-Bukhala' of al-Jabiz is his first translation. In Colville's second book 
entitled Sobriety and mirth: a selection of the shorter writing of al-Aft. the author 
translates some shorter rasXil of al-AbiZ such as al-Mddsh wa al-mddd, Fakhr al-si7din 
"ala al-b FdAn. Ffal-h&id wa al-mahv W, Taffril al-baln 'ala al-? ahr, Mufa-kharat bayn al- 
36 
jawdrfwa al-ghilm5n, and etc. HdrUn's edition has been used by Colville as the basic 
text for this translation. This book is relatively recent writing on the Rasj'il of al-Atiz 
that we have. 
Other authors who have dealt with the classical Arabic literature has also given a 
brief information about the life and works of al-Jabiz, either directly or indirectly, such as 
Goldziher by his book A Short History of Classical Arabic Literature, 37 Gibb through his 
book Arabic Literature: an introduction, 38 and Brockelmann through his great book 
Geschichle der Arabischen Lifteralur that has been translated into Arabic. Brockelmann's 
35 See Nine Essays of al-Jabiz, transi. by W. M. Hutchins, New York etc. Peter Lang, 1989, rev. by, A. F. L. 
Beeston, in: Jounyal O)fArabic Literature, Vol. XX, 1989, pp. 200-209. 
36 See Colville, Sobriety wid mirth, Keegan Paul, London, 2002. 
37 Joseph DeSomogyi in his preface to the book remarks that this is the only text-book written by Ignaz 
Golziher (1850-1921), Professor of Semitic at the University of Budafest, Hungary. It was written in 
Hungarian with the title of Az Arab irmialom ffivid lorMnete and translated into Croation under the title of 
KratAa povyest arabske ktýdenosti. 
3" Gibb, Arabic literature: an introduction, pp. 75-77. 
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book contains valuable resource material and is of interest to the academic reader 
particularly to the student of Arabic literature. 39 Moreover Watt gives some explanation 
of the maturing of Arabic prose literature in his book The Majesty that was Islam. 40 
Arabic Authors: A Manual Arabian History and Literature written by F. F. Arbuthnot that 
has been published in 1890 is the first English book giving brief infonnation concerning 
classical and medieval Arabic author including al-JabiZ. 
41 
Apart from these sources, there has been considerable extensive research at 
Doctorate level conducted on al-JdtiZ and his works. Wadfa Najm for instance, in her 
thesis entitled Studies on the writing ofal-Joivdeals with al-Jabiz's social works such as 
al-Bukhal. ff' and some of the ras. Fil of al-RibiZ. She tries to draw out through al-JdbiZ's 
works a picture of Abbasid society with its classes and social problem that occurred 
during that period. 42 
Sa! 'id H. Manslir in his Ph. D thesis entitled "The Worldview o al-Aýi, 7 in KiMb )f 
al-tlayawgn" attempts to clarify the place of religion in al-Ribi; ý's worldview in his 
magnus opus, al-tIayawAn. He says that this thesis purport to find out al-Jahiz's 
worldview as exemplified in this masterpiece and it tries to reconstruct al-Jabiz's outlook 
on the universe and analyses his conception of the entire system of life. 43 Whereas 
Mathias Zahniser focuses only on Kil9b or Ris9Iafj-aI--'UIhm&fiyya by al-Jabiz in his 
39 Brockelmann, Mrikh al-, adab al-. ' . 4rabl, Vol. 111, pp. 110- 125. 10 Watt, The Majesty ihal was Islam, pp. 182-183. 
"' Arbuthnot, 4rahjc, 4uIhor, pp. 58-59. 
42 NaJm, Shidies on the Writings of al-ddft Ph. D. thesis, SOAS, 1958. This thesis subsequently appeared 
as a1-JJPi? r wa al-00ra al. -F, 4 hbivi5ya, MaIWat al-Irsh5d, Baghdad, 1965. 41 Mansfir, The World Dew of aI-JJbi, - in Kit9b al-Hayawat, Thesis Ph. D. (published in 1977), McGill 
University, 1968, p. 4. 
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Ph. D. thesis entitled "The '-UIhmjnijya of al-Jjhiz: An analysis of content, method and 
sources". The author points out that The cUIhmJniyya of al-Jdhiz was a risila or treatise 
on the imamate, and it was written for Caliph a]-Ma'man. This risila shows us the nature 
of the caliph's religious PoliCY. 44 
A recent study that we have is by Lebenese Jamdl F. El-'Attdr which contains 
valuable insights on a]-Jabiz's political thought. Through his Ph. D. thesis entitled "The 
political thought of alJffbij-, with special reference to the question of Khilj)'a (Imamate): 
A chronological approach", the author attempts to reconstruct chronologically al-Jabiz's 
political works and thought by a detailed analysis of twenty-seven extant JdtiZian works 
including books and some rasJ ij. 45 
As we have seen above, the material survey in this introductory chapter is 
relatively abundant, and its content is rich and sometimes is colourful. Based on these all 
works, we hope to reach to our aim in this study. 
1.6 Aims and Objectives of Study: 
This study will focus on the following objectives: 
1. To study some of the earliest literary works in classical Arabic prose literature 
particularly in the Abbasid period. 
44 Zahniser, The 'UIhm&fi"Ia of al-JOix An analysis of content, method and sources, Ph. D. thesis 
junpublished), John Hopkins University, 1973. 
5 EVAltar, Me political thought ofaI-JffZWjr with special reference to the question ofKhilafa (7mamfe): A 
chronological approach, Ph. D. thesis (unpublished), University of Edinburgh, 1996. 
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2. To arrive at more fruitful understanding of al-JdbiZ's works especially in his 
rasg'il. 
3. To investigate that 'Arabic literature in many of its aspect constitutes a rich 
resource for Islamic studies'. 
4. To identify the Islamic tendency in the rasg'il of al-Jabiz which contains the 
considerable Islamic interest. 
1.7 Organisation of the Study: 
This present study will be divided into two parts with the following tentative 
chapters: 
Introductory Chapter contains of the background of study, significance of study, 
scope of study, aims and objective of study and literature review and survey of the 
sources, and at the beginning of this chapter, it is our task to introduce the structure of 
Arabic literature in brief 
PART ONE of the thesis is focuses on the historical background of al-Jabiz. The 
important of the studying the historical context lies in the essential role played by a]-jabiZ 
in the development of prose literature writing. Part one consists of chapter one and two. 
Chapter one will focus briefly on the significance of al-JdbiZ, which includes the 
personality of al-Jdbiz and the development of his intellectual life. 
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In Chapter two, the discussion goes on to the significance of al-JdbiZ's works in 
general, which includes his main extant books and risila. Before that, this chapter will 
also shed some light on an overview of Arabic prose literature before a]-JabiZ and then 
give some introduction note about the development of early Abbasid prose literature. 
This chapter ends with the discussion on the significance of al-Ribiz's methodology of 
writing and composition. 
PART TWO of the thesis focuses on the extensive reading and analysis of the 
selected texts from the RasVil a1-Jjhi, 7 collection. It begins with chapter three which is 
focuses on the rasj'il concerning Ada-b which carried the meaning of manners and 
character traits. There are seven risala in this category such as Risilla fl-al-ma'ad wa al- 
mdash, Risfila fttfaý; F ma bayn al-: adiiwa wa al-ýasad, RisCila fi- al-basid wa al-mats W, 
Risillafl-kitmAn al-sirr wa bifz al-lisin, Risalaft-taf0i al-nutq "a1Ja1-pMt, RisNafi-al- 
jidd wa al-hazl and Risa-lafi-al-nubl wa al-tanabbul wa dhamm al-kibr. 
The study in chapter four will go further onto examine ras, 571 of al-Abiz on the 
issues of social group. This part of an investigation goes on to look at Risalaftal-qiyan, 
Risalafl-al-nisil', Risalafi-mufjkliarat al-jawirTwa al-ghilmin, Risalafi-tafdjl al-baM 
'al, ffal-,? ahr, Risgafffabaq& al-mughannh, Rislafi al-mifallimbn and Risalafi-dliamm 
al-kutiCib. 
In Chapter five, the study will then continue to analysis of the Islamic tendency in 
a]-J5biz's semi-theological works. The focus will be on rasi'd concerning an account of 
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Mu'tazilite doctrine such as RivCjla fl- intiaj al-nubmwa, Risala fl- al-radd 'ali al- 
inushabbiha and Risillaftal-sh5rib wa al-mashrj7b. 
Then, the discussion of chapter six will be extended into rasg'il concerning the 
semi-political work's particularly the rasVil which contains the meaning of the defense of 
the Abbasids against their opponents such as Risjlafj-al-radd'alJ al-NaArj and RisdIa 
ji-manakib al-Turk. 
In final chapter, the study will examine risgla on quasi-scientific works. There are 
two risild of this type, which will be analysed, i. e. RisdIa al-tarb! "c wa al-tadwhr and 
Risidafl-fakhr al-sidian'alii al-bT&n. 
This present study will then end with concluding remarks. 
1.8. Conclusion: 
We hope that the present study might give the reader an appreciation on the 
significant of a]-Jdbiz's literary prose work for Arabic literature and Islamic thought at 
that time and in the present time because some of his work still remains to be translated 
into the English language and into other prominent western. and eastern, languages, and, 
we hope that it will be done some day thoroughly and well. In addition, we hope the work 
of this present study is attempted to realise one part of al-Jabi7, 's studies that scholars of 
al-JatliZ has sketched and also can revise the common image of this great scholar. 
PART ONE 
AL-JAkHZ AND HIS WORKS 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AL-JkUlZ 
1.1 Al-JabiVs Life: 
Biographical sources are agreed upon his ism (name): ' 'Amr b. Babr b. MabbUb al- 
Fuqaym-i a]-Kindn-i a]-Layth-i al-Baýfj'. They also agree on his laqab (nickname): a]-Jdbiz 
(the google eyeS)46 which must. have been given to him in childhood . 
47 His kunya 
(surname) is Abfa- 'Uthman 
. 
48 However, YdqUt aI-IjamaWI- records in his bibliographical 
dictionary that al-RibiZ forgot his kunya for several days. 49 
4'6See Lane, Arabic - English Lexicon, Williams and Norgate, London, 1863, Vol. 1, p, 382. 47 On the biography of al-JAbiz in general, see Ibn Kballikin, Wafaya alýdyai, Ddr al-ThaqAN Beirut, 
undated, Vol. 1114 pp. 470-472; Al-SanfW, al-Ansab, Da'irat al-Warif al-'Uthminiyya, Hyderabad, 1966, 
Vol. 1, p. 246; al-MaeUd-1, Muriy al-dhahab. Mu'assasat al-Ism51liyAn, Tehran, 1970, Vol. 1, p. 33-35; Ibn 
al-AnbarT, Nu. -hat al-alibbi', Dar al-Nahda, Cairo, undated, p. 192; Ibn Ijajar al-ýAsqalirfl, Lisat al-mkai, 
D. Wirat al-Maftrif al-NazZamiyya, Hyderabad, 1909, Vol. IV, p. 355; al-Suyfat7i, Bughyal al-w7icS, 
Maktabat al--ýAsfiyya, Beirut, undated, p. 213; Ibn al-Inidd, Shadhark al-dhahah, Maktabat al-Quds, 
Cairo, undated, Vol. 11, p. 121; YaqfAt, Mdjam al-udabJ. Dir al-Ma'mWi, Cairo, undated, Vol. XVI, pp. 
74-106; a]-DhahabT, Tadhkiral al-INiffJ4 DA'irat al-Ma! dfif a]-Uthmaniyya, Hyderabad, 1963, Vol. 11, p. 
I 11; Ibn al-Atifir al-Jazad, al-Lubib, Dar $ddir, Beirut, undated, Vol. L 246; al-Iýfaharff, Rawfla al-janng, 
Maktabat al-Ism! "i iyyAn, Tehran, 1971, Vol. V, p. 322; al-YAMI, Mir& al-jinky, Ddr $Adir, Beirut, 1970, 
Vol. H, p. 162; at-Khairib al-Baghdadi, TffrAh Baghd&l, Ddr al-Kitib aVArabf, Beirut, undated, Vol. XII, 
p. 214; Ibn Kadfir, al-Bid-Va wa al-Nihiya, Maktabat a]-Meifif, Beirut, 1966, Vol. X1, p. 19-20; Ibn 
Nubata, Sarý al-Fuyrai, Dar at-Fikr al-! AraVi, Cairo, 1964, pp. 248-260; 777e Encyclopaedia of Islam, art. 
A]-DjabiZ, Vol. 11, pp. 3 85-387; Pellat, 7he life and works ofJjbi4 pp. 3-12; Sandobt, Adab al-Jaft p. 15- 
20; al-IJIjiff, al-Jabir bayatuh wa ahdnih, p. 79-89. 
411 In his Risga ill AbJ'af-Farai b. Najjfi at-K&M, al-UýiZ listed thirty men whose nickname is Abil 
"Uthman. See al-J&biz. Risild iliAbTal-Earaj b. NqiJP al-K&ib, Hanin's edition Vol. 1, pp. 325-328, and 
Tyan al-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. 1. pp. 229-232. 
'9 YAqAt, Mifjam al-ndabs ', Vol. XVI, p. 74. 
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According to the other tradition, a]-J5biZ is also known by the nickname al- 
IjadaqT50 as he sometimes introduces himself to other people in his hometown as al- 
liadaq-i. 51 As a matter of fact, at-JabiZ is not happy with all these nicknames, he urges the 
people in his hometown to call him 'Amr, his real name which he quite happy with. 52 In 
addition, al-lbshlih-i in his al-Mustaft-af records some verses of Abbasid poetry which 
describes al-JabiZ's face as being uglier than a pig. 53 However, this is not surprising, as 
al-JabiZ himself informes us that the Caliph Mutawakkil intended to appoint him as tutor 
to his sons, but was deterred by his ugliness, and dismissed him with a present of ten 
thousand dirhams. 54 On this basis, the view may be put forward with some confidence 
that a]-Rihiz's face was indeed very ugly. 
Al-RitiZ was born in Basra; however, the date of his birth cannot be determined 
55 56 57 precisely. Dates from 159 A. H. , 160 A. H. and 168 A. H. have been suggested. The 
most we can do is to place his date of birth somewhere in the middle of the second 
century of hyra, particularly during the regency of a]-Man*Gr, the second Caliph of the 
5OThis laqab comes from the root ( Cia- ), which for according to Ibn ManZar (d. 711/1311) has the same 
meaning with see, Ibn Manzi1r, Lis&i al--ýArab, Dar al-Maarif, Cairo, undated, Vol. 1. p. 550 & Vol 
11, p. 806, 
"For a story of al-JOiz with his friend's servant, see, Ibn Khallikin, Wafay& al-aly. Fyi, Vol. III, p. 471, Ibn 
Nubata, Sart aguyrai, p. 250. 
52 Apparently, al-Rbiz writes an essay entitled ', 4mr in which he mentions names of the famous people 
from the Jaihifi)ya age and in Islamic period, whose first names were 'Amr. See Khaf-aji, . 4b aUthmai al- 
ijbi;; D5x al-Kitab al-Lubnarii, Beirut, 1973, p. 55; Sandfibi, Adab al-jibir, p. 15. 
53 Al-lbstfifff, al-Mustap-or, Matbeat Muýtafa al-Babli al-Halabl, Cairo, 1952, Vol. 1, p. 28. 
54 Al-Ylftolf, Mir& al-jimtt, Vol. I I, p. 162. 
55 Amin, 4%hif al-lsl&n, Vol. 1, p. 408. 
56 See Yhe Dicyclopaedia of Islam, art. AI-Djibiz, Vol. 11, p. 385; Pellat, Me life aiAd ivorks qfJOigr, p. 3; 
Malti-Douglas, Siniclure ofAvarice, p. 30; however, Zahniser suggests it cannot be much earlier or later 
than the year 160 Mi. see Zahniser, Me cU1hm&fiya of al-JOii,: An Aiialysis of Conlent, Meihcxl aW 
Sources, p. I- 
57 Al-Aghlrfi, Alw4i min al-adah ua al-naeld, Malba! at al-ljij&zT, Cairo, 1962, p. 206. 
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Abbasid dynasty who was in power from 136 A. H. to 158 A. H. 511 YdqUt says that al-Jdbiz 
59 was a inawla (client) of the Bang Kindna, and his grandfather, Fazara was black. 
Not much is known about a]-Mbiz's childhood. From the few references to his 
childhood, it is reported that his family was very poor. He lived with his mother in small 
house in Basra. Al-Jdhiz was seen selling bread and fish on the Saybdn '60 a canal in 
Basra, dug by Yabyd bin Khdlid al-Barmald (d. c. 182/805). 61 Sometimes al-Mbiz received 
some occasional gifts from unexpected patrons instead of selling fish and bread. 62 Here, 
one can catch brief glimpses of the independently-minded boy of his future service to 
Islam. 
We find in the references of his biography that the turning point in al-Ritiz's life 
came when he move to Baghdad, where he had close ties with court official and 
influential Abbasid figures. According to Harfin, al-RibiZ was at that time fifly years 
old . 
63 This means that al-Jdtiz spent half the period of his life in his birthplace, Basra, 
before he decides to move to Baghdad in the reign of the Caliph al-Ma'mOn. During his 
reign, the Caliph recognised the potential of al-JatiZ to be a scholar. 
53 Ibn al-Ath-Ir, al-Kknil, Dar $Idir, Beirut, 1965, Vol. V, p. 46 1. 
59 YAqrit Muýam al-udabJ, Vol. XVI, p. 74. There is a long discussion within scholars of a]-JabiZ 
concerning his origin. For more detail, see, Pellat, aI-JJPj9jj-a1-Baxa wa Baghd&l wa Simarri', Dir a]- 
Fikr, Damascus, 1985, p. 96; Am-in, J)uPial-IsIdyn, Vol. 1,386; a]-Ijdjirl, al-JOiA Ddr al-Mddrif, Cairo, 
undated, p. 84; I)ayf, al-Fann wa madhahibithfi-al-nathr agArabT, Ddr al-Madrif, Cairo, undated, p. 154; 
Sandahi, Adab al-JO4 Ddr a]-Mdarif, Cairo, 193 1, p. 19, 'AIT, Uniarg'al-bqy&i, p. 285; 
'60 See Ydqfit, Mifiam al-udabj', Vol. XVI, p. 74. 
61 About the location of the canal, see YAqf1t, Muýam al-buldty, Dar $Adir, Beirut, undated, Vol. 111, p. 
293. 
62 See Ibn al-MurtaA Taba(IN al-Miflazila, al-MalWa al-KathCIt-ikiyya, Beirut, 1961, p. 69; Aba Milbim, 
al-ManjPral-fahvqfýýya 'ind al-JJpi4 DAr wa Mak-tabat al-Hilli, Beirut, 1994, p. 62; Pellat, Me life and 
works ofJjhix p. 3. 
63 Hirfin, Tahdhib al-1kryaw5i ITaI-JJIV4 Maktabat al-KhanjT, Cairo, 1983, p. 4. 
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A]-Ma'man hirnslef is known for his awareness of his contribution to the 
intellectual life of his age. It is reported that al-Ma'm5n asked al-Jabiz to write a book 
. 
64 
-Jdt about a]-lmdma From this moment, al iiz's brilliant career got its start particularly 
when the Caliph al-Ma'man was pleased with the quality of his works. Al-J5! iiz also had 
a close ties with Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Malik b. al-Zayyat (Ibn Zayyat) the vizier of al- 
Mdtasim. As well as being a vizier, Ibn Zayydt was also a famous adib. He died in 233 
A. H. during the reign of Caliph at-Mutawakkil . 
65 It is reported that al-Ribiz received a 
gift of four hundred acres of land from him. 66 During his vizierate, al-Jabiz had a chance 
to visit some other cities, such as Cairo in Egypt and Damascus in Syria and within this 
time he had frequent return trips to Basra-67 However, according to Pellat, there is no 
evidence that al-RibiZ went on even a single trip to Mecca to pe oa ha . 
68As a result rfi rm 
of his travel, he came into personal contact with various races, atmospheres and 
geographical enviroments. Perhaps, his Kit, §b al-huldkl, which, has not survived, is the 
result of this travel. 69 
Al-Fatb b. Khdqdn (d. 247/861), who is a powerful statesman and a famous 
., 
had close ties with. littdrateur, is another important figures that al-JAhi7 70 During his 
vizierate, he helps al-Jabiz develop close ties with the caliph al-Mutawakkil and he also 
64 Al_j&biZ , aj-Bay, ýyj wa apabyin, 
Vol. 111,374. 
65 Ibn al-Taqia4-i, al-Fakhrrfiral-Alab aI-swj1,7vjjyya, MatbAt al-Rabmaniyya, Cairo, 1927, p. 175-177. 
66 pellat, Yhe life and works ofJOiz, p. 6. 
67 Al-Filchfirl, al-Jift p. 18. 
68 Pellat, The life and works of Jffft p. 8. 
"' YAqrit al-Ijamawi- has mentioned this book in his list of at-JabiZ's works. See, YAqgt, Mtfjam al-ndabff', 
Vol. XVI. p. 108. 
70 Ibn Khallikin. WafV, & al-dj, Ai, Vol. 1. P. 88; see also at-Kutubt, Faws al-wafayfft, Dar $adir, Beirut, 
undated, Vol. 11, p. 246. 
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asks al-Jdtiiz to accompany him on trip to Sham and then to Egypt. 71 Nevertheless, 
although, in this age of patronage, a]-J5tiiz presents himself to his readers as an 
independent author who has received no commission because when asked if he had a 
plantation in Basra, al-Jabi? replied that his establishment in Basra consisted of himself 
44 72 and a woman to serve her, a man servant and a donkey" . 
lbrah-im b. Sayy5r b. Hdrft, who is better known as al-Nazzam and bom in Basra, 
is also an important figure that had a great influence on the personality and life of al- 
JdtiZ. He was a great scholar of Mdtazila and his followers were known as al- 
Nazzamiyya. 73 Al-Nazzarn was al-Ritiz's first teacher in Mdtazilite doctrine. AI-Mas%df 
(d. 345/956) informs us that al-JahiZ was the ghulkn (page/boy) of al-NazzaM. 74 Al_jdhiZ 
was proud of his teacher and it is reported that he claimed that al-Nazzarn. was a 
Mujaddid (reformer) in the second/eight century. 75 
A careful reading of the references, we do at least know that al-J5hiz also had 
close ties with other important figures during his time, such as lbrah-im b. 'Abbas al-$511i 
(d. 234/857), Thumarna b. al-Ashras (d. 213/828), AbQ Muhammad al-Yaz7idt- (d. 
202/817), Ahmad b. AM Wad (d. 240/854), and his son Muhammad. Thumama and 
Ahmad b. Ab-i Du'5d are a]-Ma'mOn's advisers and both of them are said to have played 
a significant role in encouraging the Abbasid caliphs to hold and enforce their dogma of 
Ictizat as the state belief. Aba Muhammad al-YaEctf, a grammarian and poet who served 
71 Kitapchi, al- Turkfi-mu'allaft al-Abiz; Dar al-Thaqdfa, Beirut, 1972, p. 211. 
72 Sandabl, Adab al-JJft p. 32. 
7.1 AWagiA, awhipjal-Matjrizýyya, Dar $Adir, Beirut, undated, Vol. 11, p. 346. 
74 AI-Maeridi. Muro al-ilhahab, Vol. VIII, p. 33. 
75 A]-BalkhT. ]. ý7fff al-fikil, Dar al-Trinisiyya, Tunis, 1974, p. 256. 
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the Abbasids court, is said to have introduced al-JabiZ's work to al-Ma'mQn. 76 
Nevertheless, according to Hutchins, patronage of these people sometimes put somebody 
in dangers, as well as riches . 
77 For example, al-Jdhiz was nearly to be tortured in 
7 79 Tunnuk ?' by Ahmad b. AbIt Du'dd. However, al-Jdbiz reportedly fled at that time. 
The first official profession at-Jdbi? is known to practise was that of KRib 
(Secretary). This was during al-Ma'm5n reign, however, it is reported that al-Ribiz held 
this government post in Diw. §n al-rasVilý 0 and he resigned after three dayS. 81 Concerning 
the duty of secretary at DJAvjn al-rasi'd, Qudama b. Jaýfar (d. 326/938) describes that is 
being similar to the duty of a minister. 82 It was the ultimate goal for many Baghdadi or 
Iraqi families since it not only led to rich and the possibility of placing family and friends 
in similar posts but also was the route to the vizierate. 83 As a result, Sahl b. HdrUn, one of 
al-Ritiz's best friends is even quoted as having said: "While al-RihiZ holds this post, there 
will be no future for the rest of the secretaries". 84 On this basis, most probably, these 
people were feeling envy towards al-JdbiZ. 85 Ibn Shuhayd, an Andalusian writer who 
76 EI-Atprý 7he political thought ofalVoi4 p. 4 5. 77 Hutchins, Nine Evsay of al-JO4 p. 4. 
78 This tool (a spike-studded drum) originally has been created by Muhammad b. "Abd a]-Malik al-ZayyAt 
Ibn Zayydt) and it is used for torture and punishes his enemies. See Ibn al-Ath-ir, al-Kimil, Vol. VU, p. 37. 
9YAqQt, Mdjam aI-udahJ, Vol. XVI, p. 77. 
0 The word of DTW. M (pl. Dawjwii) originally has many meaning. The DAV&I at-Mutanabbi for instance is 
a collection of his poems. Later, the word was used of an office or bureau of government. By the end of the 
Umayyad period, the government bureaucracy, organized as a group of dAv&is or government departments. 
Under Abbasids, the existing dAv&is increased in size and complexity. For more detailed views on the 
development of DAvirt, see, al-Qalqashancl7i, Subb al-dývhj, Vol. 1, p. 89; 7he Encyclopaedia of Islam, art. 
D-Iwan, Vol. 11, p. 323-336, Glassd. 777e Concise 7he Encyclopaedia ofIslam, art. D-iwan, p. 10 1. 
1 Y! q0t, Wjam al-ndabi', Vol. XVI, p. 79. 
2 Quddma b. JAar, Kiijb al-khar4, Ma'had TAn-kh al-'Ulfim al-ýArabiyya wa al-Islamiyya, Frankfurt, 
1986, p. 19. 
" See Bray, 'Men, women and slaves in Abbasid society', in: Gender in the earfy medieval world, 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2004, p. 140. 
84 yAqrlt, Mlfjam al-ridabi', Vol. XVI. p. 79. 
35 Al-Bas1r, EraJýadab al-FAbb. &T, Matbaat al-Nu'mAn, Baghdad, 1970, p. 44. 
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died in 426/1035, comments on this event by saying that al-J5biz's ugliness prevented 
him from achieving the degree of success at that DAvAn . 
86 However, we can say that al- 
Jdbiz probably did not like to be tied up by such official duties; he wanted to be free to 
continue with his own work. 
On the other hand, some classical Arab scholars, such as al-Nuwayflt (d. 
732/1331) and al-Qalqashandi (d. 821/1418), claimed that whoever was chosen to be a 
secretary in Mv, ýn al-ras. Vil should have to fulfil several criteria, for instance: an open 
mind, good personality and to be knowledgeable in every fields of sciences, etc. 87 Whilst 
Gibb refers to the position al-JdbiZ held in his time as follows: "Although as a 
Mdtazilite, his views were so tempered by his breadth of mind that, we are told, 'he was 
held in high esteem among both Miftazilites and non-Mdtazilites, by all the learned who 
knew men and couldjudge affairs"'. 88 
Before the end of his life, a]-Jabiz left the capital city Baghdad, returning to his 
hometown in Basra. This was probably before the assassination of al-Mutawakkil and al- 
Falb b. Yhdqan in 247/861.89 When al-Ribiz came back to his hometown, he was 
partially paralysed and complained that while one side was totally insensitive, the other 
ached with pain if a fly passed. The cause of a]-Jdbit's illness has been stated by Ibn AM 
U*aybi"a (d. 668/1270) in his 'UyCm al-anbj' as follows: "one-day al-MbiZ has been 
invited to a dinner at house of vizier, 1=5ýfl b. Bulbul (d. 278/892), and he was 
" Al-BustWI, UdabJ'a9ArahfTaI-dsir al. -FArabiyya, Dir a]-Rl, Beirut, 1979, Vol. IL p. 26 1. 97 Al-Qalqashand-j, Subp al-dshj, Vol. 1, p. 65-67; see also al-Nuwayff, Nihjyal al-arah, al-Mu'assasa al- 
Mi*riyya li al-TibYa, Cairo, undated, Vol. VII, pp. 6-7. 
Gibb, Arabic Literature. p. 75. 
ibid., p. 9. 
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accompanied by Yfibann5 b. MSsawayh (d. 243/857). Fish and milk were among the 
dishes that had been served. Al-Jdliiz ate both of these dishes. As a result, a]-Jabi? 
suffered from herniplegia (fily) and gout (nigris)". 90 According to report mentioned in 
Sarh al-o'uyCqi by Ibn Nub5ta (d. 768/1366), Ibn Bukht-isha' (d. 256/870), a doctor, was 
among those who were present at the time. He has already warned at-Jabiz from eating 
fish and milk together. Nevertheless, al-Ri1ji? did not heed this warning and proceeded to 
eat. 91 Al-Ribi? is reported also that Nvas not only suffered from herniplegia and gout, but 
also that he suffered from calculus stone in his urine which meant that he did not feel 
well. 92 
In the final year of his reign, the caliph at-Mutawakkil sent a delegation to Basra 
inviting at-JabiZ to meet him; however al-Mbiz declined the invitation for reasons of ill 
health and age. 93 During his illness he often said to his friends: "Sicknesses of opposite 
against my body. If I eat anything cold, it strikes my feet, and if I touch anything hot, it 
goes to my head". 94 
Al-J5bi7, died in Basra, his birthplace, in the month of Mubarrarn 255 A. H. (either 
the first or last month of 868 A. D. ) during the reign of the Caliph al-Mdtazz. 95 This 
means that al-Jdbiz lived up to age of ninety-six. 96 However, according to another 
(perhaps less reliable) source, al-J5biz died in Baghdad, and his coffin was said to be 
90 Ibn AM Uqaybia, 'Uyaz at-alibi', Ddr Maktabat al-ijaydt, Beirut, 1965, p. 18 1. 
91 Ibn NubAtaý Sar4 al-Filyal, p. 253-254. 
92 Aj_yif IC7. Mir-& aj_jjjj', jfj' Vol. 11, p. 164. 
93 Ibn Khallikin, Wafaya al-, dyti, Vol. III, p. 474. 
94 YAqQt, Mifjam al-udab 17, Vol. XVI, p. 114. 
95 Al-Isbahliff, Rawd& al-janns, Vol. V. p. 326. 
96 Golziher. A Short hislog of classical Arabic hieraiure, p. 8 1. 
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buried in Khaizurdn Cemetery in Baghdad. 97 By referring to the date of his death, it 
seems a]-J5tiiz had lived and accompanied twelve great Abbasid caliphs from al-Manýgr 
(r. 126-158 A. H. ) to al-Mutazz(r. 252-255 A. H. ). 
One further point should be stressed regarding the cause of death of al-Jdbiz. 
There is a different version of his death from a later tradition in which In al-Imad (d. 
1089/1679) quotes in his Shadhargi al-dhahab that a]-JabiZ was crushed to death under a 
pile of books in his private library in his home . 
98 It is possible that such a thing could 
happen because according to some scholars, al-Rihiz's house was crowded with 
bookshelves. 99 It is obvious to us that the most likely cause of death was old age, because 
al-Khal-ib a]-BaghdSd1 (d. 463/1071) in his T&jkh Bagl? d&l informs us that when al-Jabiz, 
died, his age was more than ninety years old. 100 
It can be seen from the long life of al-RitiZ, that he was no doubt the product of 
the Golden age of Abbasid rule which, as Nicholson says, was marked by a great 
intellectual development. In his brief description of the atmosphere in which a1-Jdbi7, 's 
mind was born, Nicholson says, "All sorts of new ideas were in the air. It was an age of 
discovery and awakening. In a marvellously brief space the diverse studies of theology, 
97 Al-Ildshirrit Jaw-Oir al-adah. MalWat al-HijM, Cairo, 195 1, Vol. 1, p. 174. 98 Ibn c1mad, Shadhara at-dhahab, Vol. IL p. * 122. 99 See al-Yaziji, al-Asillb al-adabi)ya fi- al-nathr agArabr atqadhn, D5x al-Pl, Beirut, 1986, p. 73; 
Fayyld, AbacUihmful al-JOZ Ddr al-Manikh, Riyadh, 1982, p. 50. For instance, from his risila entitled Risilaftmadb al-kylub wa al-hatht cajajanfih, indicates that al-Jibi? has a huge collections of books. The 
manuscript of this ri. vJla is in the British Library, London, MSS No. OR 13014, see, Stocks, Subjed-guide 
io the manuscrips in the Brifish fibran% The British Library, London, 2001, p. 328. 10 Al-Khairib al-Baghd5d-% TJr'Ih Baghdal, Vol. XII, p. 218. 
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law, medicine, philosophy, mathernatic, astronomy, and natural science attained their 
maturity, if not their highest development". 101 
It is notable that the Abbasid dynasty was established about one generation before 
the birth of al-Jdhi; ý and this period of the time was a great period in Islamic history. Al- 
Jdbiz in his works had described some of the Abbasid caliphs as great persons in Islamic 
history namely, al-SaMb, al-Man*5r, al-Ma'miin and al-Mdtaýim. 102 In the Abbasid 
period the capital city had been transferred from Damascus to Baghdad. As a new capital 
city, Baghdad became a new environment for different nations including Arabs, Persians 
and later Turks, to start a new life. At the beginning of the Abbasid dynasty, the Persian 
influence began to prevail over every aspect of society's life and thinking. 101 This had a 
great influence on al-Ritiz-'s personality and his intellectual life. 
1.2 AWAbiz's Intellectual Development: 
it was repoted that al-Ribiz attended a traditional school al-Kulta-b 104 in the Bana 
Kinana residential area to study under scholars who were teaching the Qur'dn, ]Uadi-th and 
Arabic grammar (NajAv and $arj). 105 There are no records telling us at what age al-Jdbiz 
101 Nicholson, A Literaryffistory of 7he Arabs, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1969, p. 367. 
"' See a)-Miz, 'Risala Jadida 11i al-JAbiZ fi mandqib khulafa' Bard al-ý'Abbas', (Edit by: al-Darilb; i) in: 
Hawfiy& al-adab wa al-Fulan al-Ulimliyya, Jami'at al-Kuwayt, Kuwait, 2001-2002, pp. 61-76. 
103 Ijasan, TArikh al-Islim, Maktabat a]-Nahoa al-Miýriyya, Cairo, Vol 11, p. 398. 
104,41-Kutijb (pl. al-Kat5lib) or al-Maktab was an elementary school in the second and third century. The 
curriculum included Qur'Anic studies and other subjects, such as Ijad-ith, S-ira, Arabic grammar and 
arithmetic instead of instruction and guidance in worship and good behaviour. For more information about 
of-Knug, see Ghirbil, al-Mawsifa agarabiyya al-mityassara, Dar al-Shaab, Cairo, 1965, p. 1441. 
. y, 
ti u-a al-tabyjli. Vol. 1. p. 231, and "05 Al-JIbiz called them Mdallint kal&J-b al-qurl See al-JAbiz, al-Ba 
for more information on this group, see a]-Shadhar, Aff4al-fiaýfjra a9Abbjsi", afrn? u`aIIqf& al-Jift 
Dar Quba', Cairo, 1998, p. 268. 
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was admitted into this kuttib nor do we know when he left it. We do know, however, 
that a]-J5tiiZ attended this kutlAb when he informs us that AbG al-Waii-r and Aba 'Adnan 
were among his teachers at kulljb. lO'(At this stage, Pellat says that al-Mbiz started his 
first formal education in Basra - which he has described as a birthplace of Arabic prose - 
under some of the finest and the most distinguished scholars of his day. 107 
Y5q5t has listed the names of scholars that al-JdbiZ studied under when doing his 
advanced studies in Basra, namely a]-NaZZ5m, a]-Asmai (d. 213/828), AbU 'Ubayda al- 
Muthanna (d. 209/825), AbU Zayd al-Ansdff (d. 215/831) and al-Akhfash al-Awsat (d. 
221/835). 108 Al-Jdbiz learnt Arabic education from al-Aýma: I, Abii-Ubayda al-Muthanna 
and AbU Zayd al-Ansdd. All three were famous philologists and scholars who made a 
fundamental contribution to the development of Arabic culture. A]-Akhfash al-Awsat 
was his teachers in Arabic grammar. 109 
Al-Jabiz is said to have studied liadlith with Abfa- YrIsuf YdqUb b. lbrdb7im al- 
Qsdi, Yaz7id b. 115r-On, al-Saff b. 'Abdawayh and al-Hajj5j b. Muhammad b. Ijamm5d b. 
Salama. 110 Lastly, al-Jdtiz studied "ilm al-kal&n (theology), especially Mutazilite 
thought, with al-Nazzdm, Thumama b. al-Ashras, Bishr b. al-Mutamir and Ahmad b. Ab-I 
Du'5d. 111 These scholars contributed and played a big role in the intellectual formation of 
106 Al-Jdbiz, al-Bayat wa al-labyht, Vol. 1, p. 252. 
107 pellat, Ike Life w)d Workv OfJ-04 p. 3. 
"I yaqcit, Muýam al-udaba' Vol. XVI, p-75- 
109 A]-j,, U)iZ himself mention; d these names of scholars in his al-Bayat wa al-labyAn in which he called 
them as al-RuwwN. For instance, he writes "I got to know the ntwW& who were among the regular 
attenders at the great mosque and the Mirbad". See al-Jabiz, al-Bayat wa at-tabyVi, Vol. IV, p. 23. 
110 SandabT, Adab al-Býi4 p. 28-29. 
III see Yaqat, un"jam at-udabif, Vol. XVI, p. 75. SanditbT, Adah allabi4 p. 27. 
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al-Jabi4. For this reason, al-J5lji4 attributes one of his ra. 471 entitled Ris. §Ia JI- at- 
indallimTh to praising this group of scholars and defends their profession. ' 12 
In addition, al-J5biz also informes us that he sometimes went to mosques and 
joints the groups called al-Masjidiyyfin 113 of which he mentions several times in his 
Bayin wa al-labyTn and Bukhalg'. 114 These people gathered at the mosque in Basra to 
discuss a wide range of knowledge such as al-Qur'dn, 1jacti-th, Qur'dnic exegesis and 
Arabic grammar because it was usual at that time for education to take place in the 
mosque, where the teacher sat surrounded by a balqa (circle) of young people. ' 15 Every 
scholar was knowledgeable in all branches; the philologist was also a Qur'dnic 
interpreter, a theologian, a philosopher, and historian, etc. Al-Jabiz informs us that the 
Muhammad b. Rughban mosque and Banfl M5zin mosque were famous mosques where 
these groups had their gathering. 116 In addition, he tells us that he studied Qur'dnic 
exegesis under supervision of Aba 'AlT al-lswdri without mentioning the name of the 
mosque where the halqa was held. 117 When he moved to Baghdad, he continued this 
habit by joining Masjidiyyj7n who held their gathering at the Baghdad mosques where he 
112 See Aba Milbim, Ras. 01 al, 114iz; pp. 199-212. For excellent analysis on this group, see Haran, lal- 
15biZ wa al-mucallimiln', in Maiallal al-K&b al-Mi, 71. Vol. 11 (1946): pp. 564-57 1. A detailed analysis of 
the risild, see chapter four of this thesis. 
113 Uasjidf (pl. Mas/AwCjl), an adjective formed from masjid Mas0droriginally was a group of adults and 
young people who were accustomed to meet together in that building. Pellat suggests that these 
ma. Vidiyyat were members of the bourgeois, or idlers who exchanged ideas and held conversations on 
varied subjects. The group was diverse, including, among others, poets and transmitters of poetry. A]-JabiZ 
was the first writer tells us about this group particularly in his Bukhala. He always refers to these people as 
follows: "Our companions from among the MasJidites said". See a]-Jabi7- al-Ra . yawki, 
Vol. III, p. 360; al- 
BukhaW, p. 29; for more information on the term, see 77ie Encyclopaedia of Islam, art. Masdjidl, Vol. VI, 
P, 
4709. See al-Jabiz, al-Bayai wa al-laby. #Y, Vol. 1, p. 234; al-Bukhall', p. 29. 
115 For an excellent study of the relationship between al-JabiZ and this group of people, see Montogomery, 
4al-JAbiz on the MasJidittes of Basra', inJournalofArabic Literature, Vol. XXIV (1993), pp. 236-245. 
. yaw, 
M, Vol. 11, P. 156 & 23 1; and about the Muhammad b. Rughban mosque, see YAqf1t, 116 Al-Abiz. at-Ha 
Atit'jam al-buldat, Vol. IV, p. 265. 
11 7AI-jab iZ. al-Baym w-a al-tabyrit, Vol. 1, p. 252. 
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found the same atmosphere with Ma. vjidiyyan group at Basra. "" This shows us that 
besides serving as institution for teaching the Islamic sciences, the mosque was used for 
the teaching of adah studies. 
In addition, al-Jdbiz also attends, as a spectator; the philological enquires 
conducted by scholars who he called Mirbadiyyan who were based at Mirbad, 119 which 
was probably located not very far from his house. 120 Mirbad attracted many visitors 
including celebrities, such as grammarians, orators, and poets etc. According to AbU al- 
Fara al-AsfahZinif, Bashshdr b. Burd (d. c. 167/784), a great Abbasids poet, was among the i- 
celebrities who always attended this place. 121 AI-Jdýiz had many opportunities to meet 
these people and increase his learning. When describing the knowledge that al-Jdhiz 
received in Mirbad, Malti-Douglas called it "extra academic". 122 
What is remarkable to mention concerning al-JabiZ-)s learning is that al-Jdtiz use 
to hire the shops of the manuscript copyists (i. e. bookstore) and would spent the entire 
night there studying the books in order to increase his knowledge. 123 However, regarding 
this matter, Matti Douglas said that Pellat poses the very interesting question as to where 
and bow, aside from the way described above; al-Jabiz could have had access to books in 
'"Pell at, Me life and works of J04 p. 8. 
119 Mirbad or Saq Mirhad was a famous market place outside Basra town. Unfortunately, this place was 
destroyed by the al-Zanj when they fought against the Abbasid government between 255-270 A. H. For the 
location of this place, Yaqfit, Mtfjani al-huldln, Vol. V, pp. 97-98; al-Istakhff, al-Masgik wa al-manigirk, 
ET Brill, Leiden, 1927, p. 80; Me Encyclopaedia of1slam, art. al-Mirbad, Vol. VII, pp. 113-115. 
120 See al-JabiZ, BayM wa al-laby. ýi, Vol. IV, p. 23; Khafýj-i, Aha, Ulhmal al-jift p. 47; al-1jAji1T, al-japi, 7 
Aýqztuh wa shanth, p. 10 1- 
12' Aba al-Faraj al-Asfahaii-1, at-Agh&ir, Ddr al-Kutub al-Miýriyya, Cairo, 1929, Vol. fit, p. 135. 
122 Matti-Douglas, Structure of&arice, p. 33. 
123 Yaqat, Afdjain at-udabr, Vol. XV1, p. 74; see also Ibn Khallik1n, Wafay& al-dy&t, Vol. III, p. 47 1; at- 
Isbahkff, I? awd& al-jalmil, Vol. V, p. 323. 
his native Basra. Firstly, because there were no public libraries in the city, and even more 
importantly, the cost of books was such that our author could not have had it within his 
means to buy many of them. One is tempted to draw the same conclusion as Pellat, that it 
was certainly the friends and teachers of al-Jdbiz who gave him access to their private 
libraries. 124 
Apart from the learning described in the above venues, at-J5jiiZ might also go to 
personal lectures. Some of the scholars at that time might address a gathering of people 
within their own home. For example, it has been said that Khalaf al-Abmar (d. 
c. 180/796), who succeeded M-Kisall (d. c. 189/804) as tutor to the children of Haran a]- 
RasIffd (r. 170/786-193/809), delivered his lectures in his own splendid residence. 125 
It is not certain whether al. -Jatiz was able to speak and read Persian and Turkish 
or not, but it is quite certain that he had some awareness of Persian vocabulary. 126 
Therefore, Pellat claims that there seems no reason to doubt that al-Ribiz had knowledge 
of Arabic, Persian and Turkish language and culture. If he received only a traditional 
education, involving no more than regular attendance at classes by reputable teachers, he 
would not have achieved the distinction that he did. 127 
124 Malti-Douglas, Struclure OfA Varice, p. 3 1. 
125 Pedersen, 7he Arabic Book, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1970, p. 20. 
126 For instance, in his al-BukhaW, a]-JOiz often Mentions Persian foodstuffs, dishes, etc. For a further 
discussion on this matter, see AniTn, 'Babth fiml naqatah at-JabiZ min akhbar al-Furs fi kitibayh al-bayan 
wa al-tabfin wa at-bayawAn', in: Alaiallat 
K11114'al QI-Adab, al-Jamica al-Migiyya, 1936, Vol. VIII, pp. 
170-186. 
127 Pellat, 77je Itfe alld, 4, orks Ofjjpir, p. 4. 
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It is remarkable to note that the reputation of al-Mbiz remained unrivalled, as 
described by Rosenthal, although there were later authors who could stand comparison 
with him. 12' For this reason, there are a number of different biographical writers 
mentioned a variety of exemplary scholars in which each proved a list of different names 
but what stands out is that all these writers mention al-Jabiz within their list. For instance, 
Y5qat records that Thabit b. Qurra. al-5dVt (d. 288/901) was reported as saying that there 
were 'three men' within the entire Arab nation that he envied; the Caliph '-Umar b. a]- 
Khatt5b for his political genius, al-Ijasan al-Baýft for his religious knowledge and 
personal piety, and al-RibiZ, the orator of the Muslim and the chief of the dialecticians. 129 
Here we find that Thabit b. Qurra al-Sdifi, a non-Arabs scholar expressed an opinion 
concerning these three greatest men among Arabs, each in virtue of his own special 
qualities, a sufficiently high complement. 
On the other hand, some scholars expressed their tribute to a]-Ribiz's scholarly 
life. For example, the lexicographer and poet Aba Hiff-an Abdullah b. Ahmad al- 
MikWrn-i (d. 255/869) said that he had never seen or heard anyone who loved reading 
the books except for three persons. The first of these being al-Ritiz, who whenever a 
book fell into his hand would read it exhaustively; the second person is al-Fatb b. Khdqdn 
(d. 247/861); and the third, the judge IsmYlil b. Ishdq al-AzdII (d. 282/895). 130 Al- 
Mubarrad (d. c. 286/899) said that he have never met scholars who excelled in Arabic 
12"Rosenthal, 'Literature', in: Me LegacY of Islam, Edit. by: Schact, Joseph, et al., The Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1974, p. 326. 
129 YAqGt, Ajifjam al-udaba'. Vol. XV1, p. 95. 
130 KhafAj-i, Ab a'U1hmti al-JJN4 p. 75. 
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eloquence as much as AN Hudhayl al-Wldf and al-JahiZ. 131 Ibn Nubdta said that 
someone told him that among the characteristics that Allah gives to the Umma (people) of 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) is the great personality of '-Umar b. a]-Khattab in political thinking, 
the cleverness of al-Ijasan al-Bqff in learning, and the brilliants skill of al-JdbiZ in 
Arabic eloquence. ' 32 
Some other scholars such as AbU Hayyan al-Tawhidt- (d. 419/1023) has devoted a 
special book entitled Kitalb al-laqr. Tz in praise of at-JabiZ, however, this book has not 
come down to us; we only have the title of this book as preserved in YaqUt's biographical 
WorIC133 In addition, some of the Abbasid poets have also paid their tribute to al-Jdtiz 
such as AbU Shirga al-QaysT, one of the famous Abbasid's poets. 134 
The popularity of the nickname "al-Jdýi: e' remained high throughout the period 
from the end of the second century of hijra until today. People have conferred this 
nickname to others to indicate their intellectual qualities. For example, AbU Miisd 
Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Kfifli, a well-known prose writer from Baghdad who died in the 
forth century of hijra was known as al-Atiz. 135 Abil Zayd al-Balklff (d. 322/934) was 
known as al-JaIiiZ of Khurasdn; Ibn al-ýAnffd (d. 360/970) was dubbed as "the second al- 
131 Ibn al-Murtadd, al-Munya wa al-Amal, p. 150. 
132 Ibn Nubita, Sharb aguyay, p. 49. 
1-33 Yaqilt, Mdjam al-udabff ', Vol. XVI, p. 78. 
134Aba Shirga al-QaysT said: 
D 
J; awl 411, ! A, 
. 
L-W blj. ý to 1_-A a "_>Wl : Ljj : rglj 
. 
ý- e'- J-)- 
See A]-Khafib al-Baghdadl, T&Ah BaghdV. Vol. XII, p. 219. 
135 See Ibn Kathfir, al-Bidfya wa al-nih, ý, a, Vol. 11, p. 129; KaWla, Mujam al-mu'alfiflit, DAr Iýyl' al- 
Turith al-ýAratCi, Beirut, undated, Vol. VIII, p. 311. 
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Jdbie', "' and Mabmud b. "Abd al-Afiz al-Aridt- as "the third al-Jabiz7'. 137 In the modem 
times, Tdhd Uusayn (d. 1975), the famous man of letter in this period, was also known as 
a modern al-Jdtiiz. 
138 
Badi al-Zaman (d. 398/1007), also the great prose writer, devotes part of his 
Maqamg to al-Jabiz entitled al-Maq, ýna al-Jibi0yya (The Maqdma of al-Jdbiz) 139 in 
which he quotes a story from his narrator, 'Isd b. Hish5m as saying: ..... 0 people, every 
work hath its men, every situation its saying, every house its occupants and every age its 
,, 140 al-Ribiz... . 
There is no doubt that for much of the time al-JdýiZ received much praise, but 
sometimes some scholars, either his contemporaries or later, also blamed him and 
criticised him. He does not seem to have been trusted by some scholars, especially by 
those who were authorities in the science of Ijadith. For instance, al-ThAliVif (d. 
427/1035) says that al-Rihiz was not to be trusted in IjadIth. Al-DhahaVif (d. 748/1348) 
claims also that al-Jdhiz is an innovator, therefore not to be trusted in this area. 14 1 Al- 
Baghddd-i (d. 429/1037), by his prejudice against Mdtazila and the spirit of attacking al- 
RibiZ, he asserts that al-JabiZ has stolen the meaning of Aristotle book on animals. 142 
136 Pellat adrnits that this honouree title has been given wrongly to Ibn al-ýArrfid. See Pellat, TArAh al-lugha 
wa al-&Ijh al-ýArahi)ya, Dar a]-Gharb al-Isidnij, Beirut, 1997, p. 206. 
137 Sandjibri Adab al-Jjbi?, p. 18. 
138 Pei I al-Baga wa Baghd&l wa Sknarrj', p. 62. lat, aiýJbigf- 
139Badic al-ZamAn, Alaq&nal Bad' 'I-Zal"&' '71-Hamadh&i7, Dar al-Mashriq, Beirut, undated, p. 75. 
1401bid. p. 75-78; see also Me Maq&nal Of 
Badf 01-Zamffii af-HamadhaiT, Trans. by: W. J. Prendergast, 
Curzon Press, London, 1973, p. 70. 
141 Al-Dhahab-1, hf&m at-ffidg, MajWat al-Sa%daý Cairo, 1904, Vol. III, p. 247. 
142 AI-Baghdldlý at-hirrq bayn at-firaq, Malbacat at-MadanT, Cairo, undated, p. 175. 
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In conjunction to the issue of criticism towards al-Jabiz, it is interesting to note 
here that Ydqat relates the story that when a]-Jabiz was arrested and brought in shackles 
to the chiefjustice Ibn AVF Du'dd, he was said to have won his freedom by reminding the 
judge that it was better to suffer evil than to inflict it. Ibn Abli Du'ad commented on that 
event that he was "confident of al-Atiz's wit but not of his religion". 143 
On the other hand, Ibn al-JawzT (d. 597/1200) openly disapproves of some of the 
works of al-Rihiz, which he regards as poor qUality. 144 Al-MascUdi- criticises al-Jdti7, for 
writing a book on the Imamate of the children of al--ýAbbds, which was according to him, 
nothing but an expression of the argument of al-Rawandiyya, the partisans of the 
Abbasid. 145 We find that al-Bdqilldrfi (d. c. 403/1013) in his I'jk al-Qur'&? is also 
criticised al-Ritiz. 146 Ibn Qutayba also aimed his criticism towards al-JdtiZ's life as well 
as his works. 147 For example, he points out that al-Jdtiz "is the most forceful of writers 
in using subtle means to make a small thing look great". Elsewhere, he describes al-Jdtiz 
as being capable of "doing a thing and its opposite7. For instance, attacking and 
defending 'AIL or arguing the superiority of black people over white people. Ibn Qutayba 
goes so far as to caH al-JAtiz 'among the greatest liars in the community of believers 
(umma), its greatest inventor (i. e. falsifier) of badj7hs and its greatest supporter of 
falsehood. 149 It seems from this statement that al-RitiZ has no friend of the AN al-yadi7h. 
Therefore, describing the attack of Ibn Qutayba on al-MbiZ, Pellat said that he 
143 yAqrjtý Afdjam al-udabj', Vol. XVI, p. 80. 
144 Ibn al-jawel, al-Mumamm, Ddr a]-Kutub al-Ilmiyya, Beirut, 1992, Vol. X11, p. 96. 
145 A-Mascild1j, MIrUY al-dizahab, Vol- VI. p- 55- 
146 Al-BAqillarj-j, fj&- al-Qur'. M, Dar al-Wlrif, Cairo, 1962, p. 6, 
'4' For further infomation on Ibn Qutayba's criticism on the personality of al-JabiZ, see, Ibn Qutayba, 
Ta'wjj mushkil ajý-Qur 'at, Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmiyya, Beirut, 198 1. p. 65 ; and see also Ibn Qutayba, Ta'Wfl 
mukhtalifal-&dA, DAr al-Kutub al. -Flimiyya, Beirut, 1985, p. 72. 
149 Ibn Qutayba, Ta 'wil mukhIafifaI-&dRh, p. 72. 
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consequently misunderstood al-JabiZ because he was radically different from al-Jabiz's 
view. 149Nevertheless, al-Jabiz occasionally expressed his awareness of such criticism. 
For example, in Risila fj- fabaqjI al-niughannTn, he says: "... and we may know that 
many of them will exaggerate in criticism and insolence and hold an opinion different 
from ours, but what an easy thing that is for the due rights of al-Futy,! ýP. 150 While 
describing this situation, Najm asserts that the reason of this attitude of al-Jabi4 is thought 
to have been because many of at-Ribiz's works were commissioned by the authorities and 
that al-JabiZ was actually living on his writing. 151 In addition, we can assume that the 
cause of all criticism lies on al-JabiZ's character which many people did not like and for 
which they took against him. 
1.3 Al-Ja-biz and Mutazila: 
Much has been written on the origin of the name of Mdtazila, the history and the 
doctrine of this intellectual movement in the far and the recent past; 152 however, we shall, 
by way of introduction, make some general remarks. If we take the the Mutazilite school 
to have been founded by the Basrans; WI*il b. "Ald'(d. 131n48) and 'Amr b. Ubayd (d. 
144f761), then its origin go back to the early second/eightth century and later on became 
149 Pellat, 'al-JAW, in: AbbasidBelles Letters, p. 94. 
150 See Tyfln al-Srid, Ravi'i1al-jift Vol. 111, p. 99; Aba Milbirn, Rasi'dal-Joi4 p. 219. 
151 Najrn, Studies on the Wrifing of al-JOA p. 9. 
152 S 7710 F CIO ee Y paedia of Islam, art. MU' . jlc 
tazfla, Vol. VIL pp. 783-793; Brandon, A Dictionaty of 
Comparative Religion, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London, 1970, p. 462; Watt, 7he Formative Period of 
Islamic 7hought, Edinburgh University Press, Edinburgh, 1973. pp. 209-211; De Boer, Ae Hisimy qf 
philosophy it? Islam, Luzac and Company, London, 1970, and for detailed analysis on this school of 
thought, see Arallah, ol-Miffazila, Maktabat al-Ahliyya li al-Nashr wa a]-Tawz, -i, Beirut, 1974. 
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the most important theological school of Islam. 151 In his al-Milal wa al-nihal, al- 
Shahrastah-i (d. 548/1153) gives his opinion on the origin of Mdtazilite by saying that 
W5*il b. 'At5', founder of the Mutazilite school, disagreed with his teacher a]-Ijasan a]- 
BaýCi (d. 110/728) and then he left the al-Ijasan al-Baýff circle, and his followers then 
formed, a new group. 154 
Anawati regards the Mutazila as philosopher and the first who tried to give a 
systematic presentation of religious belief In this way, one of their leaders, AbU Hudhayl 
al-W15f, adopted the following plan for the presentation of Muslim doctrine: firstly, 
predestination and divine attributes; secondly, divine unity and attributes; thirdly, 
eschatology (promises and threats); fourthly, legal terms and statutes; and fifthly, 
ordering the good and forbidding the evil, the role of prophecy and the Caliphate. 155 
Briefly, the Mdtazila are known for the five principles: I)Tawh. Td (God's unity), 
2YAdI (God's justice), 3) al-Wdd wa al-wd. Td (the promise and the threat), 4) al-Manzild 
bayn al-manzilatayn (the intermidiate position of the grave sinner), 5) al-Amr bT al- 
mdraf wa al-nahy 'an al-munkar (commanding the right and forbidding the wrong). 
156 
All Mdtazilites accepted these principles, which was a requirement for membership of 
their school. Of these five principles, the first two are concerned with divinity; the third 
has an eschatological aspect, and the fourth and fifth deals with moral theology. Watt 
153 7he Dicyclopaedia of Islam, art. Muctazila, Vol. VII, pp. 783-793, see also Encyclopaedia of Seerah, 
art. The Growth of Reasoning in Islamic History, Vol. VI, pp. 560-568; Brandon, A Dictionary of 
Comparative Religion, p. 462; Watt, 7he Formative Period of1slamic 7hought, p. 209. 
154 About the origin of name of Mu'lazila is found, for instance, in al-Shahrastinl, al-Milal wa al-Itibal, pp. 
75-76; Al-Shdfi'l, al-Tatibih wa al-radd, Maktabat al-Muthanna, Baghdad, 1968, p. 38; Al-BaghdAd-1, al- 
Fqrq bapi al-firaq, P. 114. 
'"Anawati, 'Philosophy, Theology and Mysticism', in: 7he Legacy off. slam, p. 362. 
156 Al-Khayyat. a1-1nti4; jr wa al-radd, p. 126. 
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points out that the last two or indeed three principles had political implications, but most 
of the theological discussions were about the first two. 
157 
As well as these five principles, the Mutazila also believed in the doctrine of the 
creation of the Qur'an'58 and free will. 159 Based on the first principle, i. e. Tawbrd, which 
is fundamental to the dogma of Islam, the Mdtazilite also liked to call themselves as 
"Ahl al-lawpid" (The People of Tawb-id) or "Ahl al--adl wa al-tawpV" (The People of 
Justice and Divine Unity). 160 
Encouraged by the Abbasid Caliphs particularly from al-Ma'mUn and al- 
Mdta§im had made this school of thought very popular. For instance, al-Ma'mUn made 
Mdtazila doctrines as a state belief In 212/827, he officially declared that the doctrine of 
the creation of the Qur'5n is the only true one. But it was not until the year of his death 
218/833, he tried to force that doctrine upon the ulamj', and via them onto all Muslims. 
However there was popular opposition to this doctrine lead by Ahmad b. Ijanbal (d. 
241/855). In that year, the mibna (an inquisition) 161 was instituted. Ahmad b. Ijanbal 
1571bid., p. 138. 
158. laýd b. Dirharn is said that the first person who holds the idea of the creation of the Qur'An, but little is 
known about this man. As we know, almost all the early scholars insisted that the Qur'An is truly Kaljm 
Allah (The Speech of God) and denied that it was created. Ahmad b. IJanbal in his discussion during the 
time of the mi4WA affirmed that the Qur'An is part of knowledge of God and as such uncreated. A full 
discussion of this issue as reported in al-Jdbi4's works may be found in Madelung, 'The Origin of the 
Controversy Concerning the Creation of the Qur'an', in: J. M. Barral (ed. ) Orientalia Hispanica sive studia 
F. kf. Pareja ocyogenario dicala, Vol. 1/1, E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1974, pp. 504-525, reprinted as Part V in 
Wilferd Madelung, Religious Schools and Sects in Medieval Islam, Variorurn Reprints, London, 1985, pp. 
504-525. 
159 Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 224. 
160 Glassh, 7he Concise Dicyclopaedia ofislam, art. Mu'tazilites, p. 291-292. 
"" The word 'MiMa' is derived from the verb mahruia, which means to test, to smooth, to purify, to 
scourge or to force one to confess to something which one did not do or did not believe in. This word then 
applied to the religious policy initiated by al-Ma'miln in 833 A. D and ended by al-Mutawakkil in 849 A. D. 
The question around which the mily? a centred was the doctrine of the creation of the Qur'An. There are 
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suffered flogging and imprisonment for his faith. What is remarkable to note here that a]- 
JabiZ is the first writer who record this most important event in the history of Islamic 
thought in his work. 162 
After the death of Caliph al-Ma'm9n, the Mdtazilite policy continued during the 
reign of al-Mdtaýim (r. 218-27/83342) and that of al-Wathiq (r. 227-32/842-47). 163 The 
miýna reached its climax during the reign of a]-Mdta*im. However, according to El- 
cAjt5r, this does not mean that the Mutazilites were influential ftorn the beginning of the 
Abbasid period, 164 but their rise to power under al-Ma'miin and its continuation under al- 
Mdta*im and al-Wdthiq was political. 
Al-Rihiz, our ad1b, is among influential scholar in this school of thought. Al- 
NaZZ2m, one of the leading scholars in this school of thought, has played a big role in 
teaching al-Jdbiz the basic principals of Mutazila particularly when al-Ribiz was still 
living in Basra. 165 For this reason, he is very proud with the personality of his teacher. It 
is reported that al-Abiz describes the portrait of al-NaZZam as follows: "Ibrdhim (al- 
Nazz5m) was a man of his word, and guilty of little wrong or unfairness in the realms of 
frankness and truthfulness. When I say that he was guilty of little wrong or unfairness, I 
do not mean that he -was guilty of it, albeit only a little. If be stated anything in the form 
of apodictic evidence, the hearer could be sure that he was reporting something he had 
seven leading theologian authorities of Baghdad that has been tested. Ahmad b. Ijanbal was at first in the 
list. See Ae F-jicyclopaedia of Islam. art. Mibna, Vol. V11, pp. 2-6; Shorter Fixyclopaedia of Islam, pp. 
377-378. 
162 Watt, Me Formative Period of Islamic 7hought, p. 242. See also al-J&bi7_ RisVaftkhalq alýQur'ai, in: 
Aba mijbim, Rasff'd al-Aft pp. 165-173. 
163 Sourdel, 'The Abbasids Caliphate'. in: The Cambridge History of1slam, Vol. 1, pp. 123-124. 
164 El--ýAjjar, The Political thought of al-Abiz p. 34. 
165 Shalbat. at-Nazea al-kahtnýiyajl-nsh7h al-JJft, Dar al-MacArif, Cairo, 1964, p. 19. 
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himself positively and directly heard or personally and vividly %vitnessed". 166Then al- 
Jdbi? receives further lesson vith other prominent Mdtazila figures such as Thumdma b. 
a]-Ashras, Bishr b. a]-Mutamir and Ahmad b. Abli Du'dd. 
It was reported that among the Mdtazilite figures, al-JdbiZ is in the seventh 
pbaqa (generation), 167 which is led by Thumama b. al-Ashras, and then Aba Masd al- 
Murdar, Ahmad b. AIA Du'5d, YFasuf b. "Abdullah al-Sabbarn and others. 168 Al-JdbiZ is 
among the Mutazila of the Basra's school. 169 
Though al-Jdtiz's contribution to Mdtazila forms a minor of his literary output, 
as Watt asserted, 170 nevertheless, we find a number of his works deal with questions in 
theology from a Mdtazila standpoint. Al-Khayyit (d. c. 300/913) gives a most valuable 
list of al-Mbiz's works in this category including Fa(filat al-Miftazila, al-ftizal wafafffill 
'aIj al-faOj7a, al-Istilda wa khalq al-af cil and KhaIq al-Qur'jn. 171 On the other hand, 
172 Pellat claims that there are nine works of al-Ribiz which reflect of Mdtazilite doctrine. 
Al-Gh5l7I is another scholars of al-JAbiZ claims that al-Jabi? has written about twenty-four 
166 See a]-JOiZ, al-bbyaw', §?, Vol. 11, p. 229. 
167 The term phaqa originally meant 'layer', but developed a technical meaning of 'generation' or 'class' 
to denote a group of person who had played some role in history of significance from a religious, scientific, 
military, artistic or other point of view. See Ibn ManZar, Lism al--ýArab, Vol. IV, p. 2637; Steingass, A 
Leanier 's Arahic-D? gfish Dictionary, Maktabat Lubnan, Beirut, 1972, p. 626; Young, 'Arabic Biographical 
Writing'. in: Religion, Leanfing and Science in the Abbasid Period, Edit. by: Young & et. al., Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1990, p. 171. 
169 Ibn al-Murta0d, al-Munja ua al-amal, p. 162. 
169 Watt, Formative Period ofIslamic thought, p. 218. 
170 Md., p. 220. 
171 Al-KhayyAt, al-MILY& 14'a al-radd pp. 70 & 99, 
172 For instance, RisXafj-jaOVa1 gnYat al-kalk", Risilafl-al-masid wa al-jawjbatfta1-mdrjf,, 4 Risfflaft 
al-akhbir wa ka)f tagbA RisA1ajj-jRfjqj al-nubim, %, a, RisXajJ-kha1q alýQurbi, Risga '11JAhmad b. AbT 
DIPW j7ikhbjruh filig hi kitib al-fut), 4 Risild ft nafj, al-lashbih, RisNa ff al-. vhjrib ua al-mashrab and 
Ri. vfflafirmadit al-n ffb TEA, see, Pel I at, The life and u, ork of Jibir, pp. 14-16. 
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books on Mdtazila thought, but unfortunately some of these books have not survived .1 
73 
However, one should not be worried about this matter; because as Pellat already asserts 
that all the Mu-tazila material can be found in a]-Jdbiz's works, from al-ffayawill 
through various minor works to al-Bayki wa al-labyTh. Nevertheless, he claims that no 
text entirely devoted to the exposition of his views has survived. 174 As far as we are 
aware that no writing about any of five basic principle of Mutazila doctrine has 
survived. 175 What is important to say here is that almost all of al-Jabiz's works contains 
some reflection of Mdtazila and, of course, he has made clear his theological position. 
Although the Mdtazila were noted for upholding the five principles that we have 
already mentioned above, this does not mean there were no differences between them. 
For instance, although al-RitiZ had received instructions from the leading Mdtazila's 
scholars, he never followed any one of them exclusively, nor did he join one of the 
Mdtazilite circles. However, he has his own idea regarding the Mdtazilite thought. Ibn 
al-Murta4d has quoted two of at-JdtiZ's idea, which differs from other Miftazila 
scholars. Firstly, is about "necessary knowledge" or "immediate knowledge" 176 and 
secondly, "the reputation to al-RdfiýW'. "n Moreover, al-Baghd5df and AbO al-Ijasan al- 
173 For example, such as RisJ1aJ1-a1-radd'a1Ja1-qawh"q, RisJ1aftal-radVaIJ man ýdama camia al- 
i11s, *1juz, 1jya1qja=a'. Rjsfflafral-yi&hTwaal-mufalashZ and Risilaftal-radd"oliastibal-ilh&n, etc. 
For more detail discussion of the lost Mdtazilite works of al-Jibi7, see at-Ghall, al-JýMb al-ftizilr "indal- 
JA04; Ddr Ibn Ijazm, Beirut, 1999, pp. 91-94. 
174 Pellat, Ae life and works OfJOiA P. 15. 
175 Perhaps, the only work that corresponds a little to one of them, as described by Pellat, is RisXafiral- 
wdd wa al-wdid. Ibid. p. 16. 
176 The idea of knowledge is discussed at length by later Mdtazilite scholars such as al-Maqdis7i (d. c. 
380/990) in his al-Bad' wa al-Wrikh, for more detail analysis on this book, see Khalidi, 'Mu'tazilite 
Historiography: Maqdisi's Kitab al-bad' wa at-ta'dikli, Journal ofNear Eastern Studies, Vol. 3 5/1 (January 
1976), pp. I -I I- 
177 Ibn al-Murtadd, al-A-fuq5w wa al-anyal, p. 162. Al-RAfida is the names given to the Shi"a. Midi 
originally is founded as a pejorative term, the ImAmis soon turned it into an honorific. Rafidisim, which 
first emerged in Kufa, had spread to Kumm in Iran, by the end of the 2"d/8h century. According to the later 
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Ash'afi (d. 324/936) also has quoted various Mu'tazilite ideas of al-JSbiz which differs 
from others. 178 For instance, according to al-Baghddct-i, al-Jdbiz believed that God does 
not put anyone into Hell, but it is the nature of the Fire to pull people to it and so forth. 179 
De Boer in his book summarises some of al-Jabiz's idea as follows: "Man's 
reason is capable of knowing the creator, and in like manner of comprehending the need 
of a prophetic revelation. Secondly, man's only merit is in his vAll, for on the one hand 
his actions are interwoven with the events of nature, and on the other his entire 
knowledge is necessarily determined ftom above. And yet no great significance appears 
to accrue to the Will, which is derived from 'knowing'. At least Will in the Divine Being 
is quite negatively conceived of, that is, God never operates unconsciously, or with 
dislike to his work7.180 Having dealt with the idea of al-Jabiz's, al-ShahrastanIf records 
that al-JdbiZ has his own of followers known as al-JAbiziyya. 1,81 This is not the place, 
however, to discuss more detail the idea in which Ibn at-Rdwancri who died in the middle 
or in the end of 4th/10'h century is reported to attribute to al-RibiZiyya, some of which al- 
Khayyg has already refuted in his al-Inli$&- wa al-radd. 182 
Saba'iyya, the followers of Abdullah b. Saba' was the first Rafidite. See for further information on this 
matter in: 77ie Fixyclopaedia of Islam, art. Al-R-Iflda, Vol. VIII, pp. 386-388; see also Shorter 
DiCYClopaedia of1slam, art. Rafidite, p. 466. 
178 See al-Baghdicri, al-Farq bq9,71 al-firaq, pp. 177-178; al-Astfaft, Maq9&aj-jsj&niyY. ýj, Maktabat al- 
Nahda al-Miýriyya, Cairo, 1969, Vol. 11, pp. 32,34, etc. 
179 See al-Baghdad-i, at-Farq bqwi at-firaq, p. 176. In addition, Ibn Uajar Al-ýAsqalAfff (d. 852/1449) relates 
also that al-Jabiz has said that al-&jar al-aswad (Black Stone) originally was white in colour, but this 
colour has changed due to the sins of MushrikTh (unbelievers), so it has become Muslims' duty to wipe it 
white again. See Ibn 1jajar al--ýAsqallai, Liski al-mkay, Vol. IV, p. 356. 
" De Boer, 7he Hislorj- qfPhilosophy hi Islam. Luzac and Company, London, 1970, p. 54. 
"'Al-Shahrastliff. al-A-Wal wa al-idbal, p. 75. However, D. S. Richards declined that this school of thought 
is really existed. See Dic), clopedia ofArabic Literature. art. al-ilbiz. Vol. 1, pp. 408409. 
'82See al-Khayyst, al-Intisk wa al-radd, pp. 70,99,126, etc. 
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1.4 Conclusion: 
Although information about a]-J5jiiz's private and public life is not readily 
183 forthcoming from either his biobqaphers or himself, as claimed by Pellat , 
however, it 
appears from what we have discussed in this brief account of al-Ribiz's life and the 
course of his scholarly life that some of that information can be seen from the beginning 
of his till his death, and how he build up himself as scholars of the top level. He was a 
great scholar who built his scholarship on the Miftazilite doctrine which was based on 
the important of the rational faculties for seeking and verifying truth. In addition, we can 
see also from the examples that had been given through out the chapter, how al-JabiZ was 
in continuous relationship with the men who were directing the policy of the state. He 
lived in the first Abbasid century where the government in full power, and he also lived 
part of his life in the second Abbasid century that witnessed a sharp decline in the power 
of the Abbasid dynasty, and also the appearance of both semi-independent and 
completely independent states within the area of what had been the Islamic empire. In 
short, one can say that the greatest adib with Mutazilite thought or the new Muslim 
intellectual of the second half of third century was without any doubt was al-J. Rbiz. 
im See plebicyclopaediatfislant. art. AI-DjjhjZý Vol. 11, P. 385. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AL-JkUI7, 'S WORKS 
2.1 Prose Literature Works Before al-Abi7p 
The aim of this chapter is briefly survey of the historical trends in the 
development of Arabic prose literature particularly during the late Umayyad and early 
Abbasid period. The importance of studying the historical context lies in the essential role 
played by al-RibiZ in the development of this genre subsequently. 
it was general knowledge that the Arabic language and Arab speech are divided 
into two types; one is rhymed poetry and the other is prose. As a result, Arabic literature 
contains a rich body of poetry (shir) and prose (nathr). As with all literature in the 
world, it is agreed that poetry appeared before prose in Arabic literature. In defining the 
prose, we find that Encyclopaedia Brilannica defines it as "the plain speech of mankind, 
when it written or composed without reference to the rules of verse or all fortris of careful 
literary expression which are not metrically versified and is used for stating precisely that 
which is true in reason or facf'. 
184 And almost all student of Arabic literature in modem 
yclopedia Brilaindca, art. Prose, Vol. XV111, p. 591; Lane, Ait Arabic-Digfish Lexicoit, 134 See, Dic 
Williams and Norgate, London, 1863, Vol. 11, p. 2763. 
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times agrees that the Arabic word nathr is equivalent to the English word 'prose', while 
the Arabic word Adab (pl. AdAb) is equivalent to the English word 'literature'. However, 
the original meaning of the verbal root ( . -jJ 
) "adab" is to invite someone to a banquet. 185 
From that meaning, it is developed to the meaning of good manners, good breeding, 
decency, and by extension, also humanism, and belles-letters. 186 
The above Arabic root indicates the possession of refiment or good habits 
bequeathed down the ages. Therefore, Malti-Douglas admits that the development of the 
usage of adab, has comes up from two particular usage. The first usage would be the 
gleaning from every area of knowledge of elegant titbits, as well as the gathering of 
morsels of poetry and stories. The second usage would refer to the literary works written 
with elegance and distinction and not merely to their isolated parts. These works 
encompass prose as well as poetry". 187 Hence, al-Nathr al-adabj* or prose literature 
cannot be separated from the literary concept of adab, since many of its works are 
permeated by the didactic intention of guidance to learning and refinement. 
1'5 For further detail on the lexical origins of the term Adab. see Lane, An Arabic-Dighsh Lexicon, Vol. L 
pp. 34-35; BalabakkT, Al-Mavvrid al-was7l, A Concise Arabic Diglish Dictionary, DAr al. -Fllm IT al-Mallyin, 
Beirut, 1991, p. 43. 
"'For further detail on the concept of Adab, see Me Encyclopedia of . 1slant, art. Adab, New Edition, Edit. 
by: H. A. R. Gibb, et. al., E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1995, Vol. 1, pp. 175-6; Allan, An introduction to Arabic 
Literature, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1998, p 134-, Bonebakker, 'Adab and the concept of 
belles-letters', in: Abbasid Belles-Letters Edit. by: Julia Ashtiany, et. al., Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1990, p. 16-30, Malti-Douglas. Structure of Avarice, ET Brill, Leiden, 1985, p. 8; Pellat, 'al- 
jabiZ', in: Abbasid Belles-Leflers Edit. by: Julia Ashtiany, et. al., Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
1990, pp. 79-95. 
197 See Malti-Douglas, Structure ofAvarice, p. 8. Al-JabiZ himself defines al-Adab as a process of building 
up a new culture in which reflection; doubt, observation and even experiment were involved. In other 
occasion, he defines again Adab as a precious tool in matters religious and everyday life. See al-JAbiz, 
Risilafiral-nia"Ah ua al-nia'51, in Mran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 99. 
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Serjeant states that the earliest known form of prose is the khuffia (oratory). "'8 
This type of prose literature is spoken art, and later on, it was compiled in books which 
can be found, for instance, in classical works, such as in al-AmilTby a]-Q51T, al-Aghkir 
by Aba al-Faraj, al--Iqd al-far7d by Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, al-Kinfil by al-Mubarrad and also 
in the writing of at-Jdhi-T, Ibn Qutayba and others. However, Arabic prose literature as 
written rather than spoken really started with the genre of writing risila. This marks the 
foundation of a distinct branch of prose literature. 189 It was the first literary art of Arabic 
written prose and was invented by the Kuttdb (the secretaries). 190 
It may be useful to give examples of some of the types of evidence avaible for the 
earlier period of Arabic prose literature. Though letters in Islam begin with Prophet 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ), his Companions and Successors, but as an art form began with 
'Abd al-IjaiTfid al-Kdtib, who introduced this kind of writing to the public. He is, as 
claimed by Ibn cAbd Rabbih, the first to 'burst open the buds of eloquence and smoothed 
its ways". 191 He is also the one whom the Modem Egyptian writer Taha Ijusayn, himself 
a celebrated master of style, said that there had probably never been any writer to equal 
' 'Abd al-Ijarrilid in purity and euphony of language, clarity of concept and aptness of 
style. 192 His full name is according to Ibn Khallikan, 'Abd al-Ijarrild b. Yabyd al-Kdtib b. 
SAd. 193 He is of Persian origin from Anbdr and has known as the last KRib of the Diwin 
188 Sedeant, 'Early Arabic Prose', in: 4rabic Literalure io the End of The UmaYYad I`eriod, Edit. by: A. F. 
L. Beeston, et. al, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1983, p. 117. 
189 See D, icyclopaedia of, 4rabic fileralure, art: Prose, Vol. II, pp. 615-618. 
191 Me Du7clopeadia of1slam. art. 'Arabiyya, Vol. 14 p. 586. 
1911bn 'Abd Rabbih, aP'lqd al-farV, Vol. 11, p. 106, see also 7he Di c opeadia fs am, aAda- cY It rt bI 
Ijarniid. Vol. 1. pp. 65-66. 
192 Ijusayn, Min, ýadRh al-shfr wa at-nathr, Dar al-Ma'arif, Cairo, 1969, p. 40. 
193 Ibn Khallikin, WafayNal-dyM, Vol. Ill, p. 228 
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al-rasj'il in the Umayyad period. 194 He has been killed with Marw5n 11, last Umayyad 
caliph in the battle at 135ýir in 132/750.195 
'Abd al-Ijam7id played an influential role in Arabic prose literature, particularly in 
the writing of risila. He is considered the founder of this genre, the first to extend the 
length of risala, and to introduce eloquence into the art of letter-writing. His works aims 
to attract the ear of the listener rather than capturing the thought of reader. 196 For this 
reason, al-Tha%libl (d. 429/1038) claimed that the art of writing risila begins with "Abd 
al-Ijanfid. 197 His most famous work is Risga dj al-kuttib which is addressed to the 
chancery secretaries. This risila is a code of conduct dealing with the qualities and duties 
required of a man of position and honour. The text of the risala can be found in al- 
Qalqashand7i's encyclopedia "Subh al-a'shg"98 and it is thanks to Ibs5n ' 'Abbas, that we 
now have 'Abd al-Hanfid's rasj'il in an academic edition. 199 When describing '-Abd al- 
Ijanfid's works, WadAd al-QaTi states: "they are of varying length between two lines and 
forty pages, deal with topic which are mainly public in nature (letters on conquests, 
obedience, civil discord, and so forth), in addition to a few letters which are personal and, 
whereas most of them are complete, other are fragments of longer lettere' . 
200 Regarding 
194 Al-Ist", Afasilik al-mamWik, E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1927, p. 145. 
195 Ibn Kath1r, al-BidjYa Waal-Nih-51a, Vol. X p. 55. 
196 Latharn, 'The Beginnings of Arabic Prose Literature', in Arabic Literature to the Did of Unyqyyad 
Period, Edit. by: Beeston et. at, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1983, p. 174. 
197 Al-Thahlibli, YaOnat al-dahr, D5r al-Fikr, Beirut, 1973, Vol. In, p. 154. 
198 For the Arabic text, see al-Qalqashandli, Subb al-dshd, Vol. 1, pp. 85-89. 
'" According to Wad1d al-Qdj-i, the best study so far of "Abd al-Hanffid and his work is that of Ibsdn 
. ývff al-K&ib uamJ tabaqqf min rasd'ilih", 
Amman, 1988, cAbbas in his book entitled "Abd al-&nird b. Yat 
pp. 25-60. See also al-Q&A 'The Impact of the Qur'An on the epistolography of "Abd al-Ijarrrid', in: 
Approaches to the Qurlan, Edit. by: G. R. Hawting & Abdul Kader A. Shareef, Routledge, London, 1993, 
p. 312. 
200Encyclopedia ofArabic literature, art. 'Abd M-Ijamid b. Yabyl al-Katib , Vol. 1, pp. 13-14. See also, Al- 
Qddi, 7he Impact of tile Our 'at, p. 286. 
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the style of his writing, Roger Allan claims that the ras-Vil of '-Abd al-IjamTd and his style 
reflect a complete familiarity with the Qur'dn in words group and structure. 201 
Moving to the early Abbasid period where our study will take place, it can be 
found that almost all scholars agree that prose literature work begins with '-Abd al- 
Ijam7id's disciple, Ibn al-Muqaffa. He is bom in Firuzabad in Fars and known as Ruz 
Bih. 202 His precise date of birth is not known or given, but probably in the early years of 
the second/eight century. 203 In Arabic prose literature, it is said that Ibn al-MuqafW 
opened the door to the golden age of this kind of prose writing. He also introduces a wide 
204 humanistic concept of letters to the Arab world. Although he died very early at the age 
of thirty-six, he left behind a considerable quantity of works. 205 Among his significant 
prose product is the translation and the adaptation of non-Arabic works such as Kalffa wa 
Dimna from which al-Jdhiz has quoted sayings on two occasions in his al-tbyawimh 206 
The works of Ibn al-Muqaffaý remain among the most fascinating innovations in Arabic 
prose literature, especially in the classical period, alongside the ra. vj'il of 'Abd al-1jamTd, 
Sahl b. Hdrfa-n 207 and other earlier kutig. 
201 Allan, Air hitroductiott to Arabic Literature, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1998, p. 140. For 
excellent analysis on this aspect, see al-QWii, 7he Impact of the Qur'ai oti the epistolography of 'Abd al- 
Ibmid, pp. 285-321. i02 M-Baghdldi, MzMal al-adab, DAr $Adir, Beirut, undated, Vol. 111, pp. 459460. 
203 See Ibn Qutayba, Tyrit al-akhhffr, Vol. 1, p. 201; al-JahsiyAd, a1-Wuzzarj'ua al-kuttib, Matbeat al- 
BaM al-Ijalabli, Cairo, 1938, p. 109. 
204 Latham, Ibn al-Muqaffd and early Abbasidprose, p. 48. 
205 See The Ecyclopeadia of1slam, art. Ibn al-Muqaffaý, Vol. 111, PP. 883-885. 
2" See al-Jdbiz, al4kyawl&', Vol. V1, p. 330, Vol. VH, pp. 92-95. 
207 He is a writer and poet, a contemporary of al-Jabi7, who died in the year 244/858. He is also K&ib to the 
Barmakids and the Abbasid Caliph al-Ma'mfin, but his works have been lost. Al-jabiz mentioned some of 
the title of Sahl b. Hirdn's works such as Kitib al-Ahwat, Thdia iva cafra, al-Makhzrsnf wa al- 
makh--rini)a and al-Masjil. See, al-Jibiz, al-Raybi wa al-labyhj, Vol. 1, p. 52. Describing Sahl b. Haran's 
works, Goldziher says that "the literary curiosity which made him famour. See Goldziher, Muslim Studies, 
George Allen & Unwin Ltd, London, 1971, Vol. 1. p. 137, see also Goldziher, A short history of classical 
Arabic literature. p. 85. MeEin: yclopeadia of Islam, art. Sahl b. Hdrfin, Vol. V111, p. 62. 
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In general, during the Abbasid period, there are two groups of prose writers who 
contributed to the growth of Abbasid prose literature. The first group is the kuttib, of 
whom the most important representatives were Sahl b. Hdran and Ibn al-Muqaffa. The 
second group of writers is the scholars of the third/ninth century, to whom Arabic prose 
style are deeply indebted. They was represented by al-Jabiz, Ibn Qutayba, Badi al- 
Zam5n, and AbFi Hayydn al-Tawli7tCl-l. 
Their style of writing can be divided into three main categories: the mullaq or 
mursal, that is the free unadorned style of the second/eight century represented by Sahl b. 
Hdrfin and Ibn al-Muqaffa% the muzdawaj or mutaw&in, the assonantal style of the 
tbird/ninth century represented by al-Jabiz; and the musajjd, the rhyming style of the 
fourtb/tenth century represented by Bari al-Zaman. 209 It can be said that the writings of 
men such as 'Abd at-Hatrild al-Kiitib, Sahl b. Hdran, Ibn al-Muqaffaý and others paved 
the way for al-Jdbiz with their contributions in the development of prose writing. 
2.2 The Significance of al-Jibi7, ls Prose Works: 
The prose literature work continued during the first Abbasid century and it was 
the beginning of the great creative period of Arabic prose literature. The first really great 
representative of Arabic prose writers at this time was al-JdbiZ. It is not known when al- 
Jabiz began writing but, according to Pellat, his first works certainly date from before the 
""Al-MaqdisT. 74pmw1jr aj-asgib al-naffiri"a ft al-adab al-, 'Arabr, Ddr al-'Ilm IT al-Malayi-n, Beiru4 
1965, p. 6. 
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end of the second/eight century. 209 More specifically, he suggests to be dated from 
roughly 200/815-816.210 Perhaps by this time, al-Jabiz had already written some works 
which his first work is about al-Imimia. 211 Quotation from al-Jdliiz himself in his al- 
Bayin wa al-labyTh will be interesting to show this point: "After (Caliph al-Ma'man) 
having ordered al-YazTd-t to look through the books which I had written on the imamate 
and to convey to him his opinion about their contents, and after having read them himself 
... ( a]-Ma'mUn) sent 
for me and said to me, "Someone whose intelligence we respect and 
whose information can be trusted informed me that these books were well composed and 
of great usefulness. I said to him, "Maybe the description will prove superior to firsthand 
contacV. But when I looked them over I found that on inspection they were better than 
the description of them. So I examined the books more closely and found that my 
pleasure with them had been a greatly increase by a second reading as it had been the 
first... This is a book, which does not require the presence of its author or other 
supporters to defend its contention. It combines depth of meaning with fullness of 
treatment. It has excellent diction and smoothness of style. It is a book for the 
marketplace or the palace, for the common man or the specialise". 212 This statement can 
be accepted and helps to understand the circumstances in which al-Abiz started his 
writing. Through this work, al-JdbiZ won the compliments of the Caliph al-MamUn. 
209 See Pellat, 'al-Abi? ', in: AbbbasidBelles-Leller, p. 79. 
210ne FjCyClopeadia of ISIaM, art. A. 1-DiAbiz. Vol. 11, p. 395. 
21 II ar I, 1 For the development of the teory of IMAWa, see Ae Encyclopedia of s am, t m1ma, Vol. III, pp. 
1163-1169. An excellent study on the works of al-JAbiz concerning al-Iniania (Imamate) that we have so far 
is-7hepolilical thought ofal-Jibi, 7withslyccialreftretice to the question of Khil. ý'a (7maniale)" by Jarnal 
EVAttlr, Ph. D. thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1996. 
212 At-Abiz, a1-Bqy. §t wa al-lakyji, Vol. 111, pp. 374-375. 
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Strictly speaking, one knows that, as Goldziher said, that it was al-JabiZ who 
initiated the kind of Arabic literature styled adab (meaning culture, good manners, and 
humanitieS). 213 One may assume that al-JdlýiZ is also one who brought Arabic prose 
literature to bear on all aspects of contemporary life in a series of works. 214 In the 
following words, Gibb describes how al-Jdbi4 began his career: "the man [al-Jdlji4] who 
more than any other, found the reply to literary challenge of the secretaries, and 
established the new Islamic literature firmly upon the foundations of the Arabic 
humanities. He began his career as a writer by imitating the secretarial works, and 
215 
whether of set purpose or not had learned the secret of their literary art and successý' . 
During his long life, like many Arabic writers, al-Jdýi; ý had a very great output in 
Arabic prose literature. Pellat claims that this achievement is something unique and 
remarkable in Arabic literature particularly in an age when writing materials were very 
expensive and paper only just coming into use. 216 The list of the works of al-RibiZ can be 
found in several premier sources. For instance, Ydqut in his MdJam al-udabj'has listed 
one hundred and twenty-eight titles of al-Ritiz's worksý 17 Ibn al-Nadim in his al-Filirist 
has listed around one hundred and twenty one titles, 218 and U5JI Khallfa in his Kashf al- 
,? unan 
has another account with approximately around seventy titles. 219 In the first 
volume of al-&wayin, al-J5! iiz himself only mentions thirty-six titles of his works. 
220 In 
213 Goldziher, A Short history of Classical Arabic Literature, p. 8. 
214 Yhe Encyclopeadia of Islam, art . A] -Di db 
i Z. Vol. L p. 589. 
21 5 Gibb, Studies on the Civilization of1slam, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1962, p. 7 1. 
216 pellat, 'al-ldbiz% in: Abbasid Belles-Letters, p. 81. 
217 See index of al-JAbiz's works as appeared in Mucjam al-udabj'by YAqQt at-IjamaWi at the end of this 
thesis. 
218 Ibn Nadi rn, al-Mrist, pp. 207-209. 
219 HAjj-i Khallfa, Kashf al-. pinai, Vol. V. pp. 802-803. 
22" M-Rbiz. al-Hayaw4i, Vol. 1. pp. 13-16. 
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modem times, 1.1asan SandabT was the first scholar of al-AbiZ who has made a list of al- 
Jdtiiz's work in his Adab a1-. JJPi,, - He has collected nearly one hundred and fifty-nine 
titles of al-Jdbiz's works. 22 1 However, according to Sandab-i and followed by Ghurayyib, 
some of this great output of al-Ribiz is wrongly attributed to him. For example, both of 
them assumed that al-Ibil, a1-Tjjfi-akh1jq al-mub7k, Tanbj7i al-muli7k wa al-makj'id, al- 
, ffank i1j al-amýhk, al-Dalj'il wa al-flibir cali al-khalq wa al-&hjr, 
222 Salwa al-kharif 
brmungzura al-rabFc wa al-kharif, al-MahliVin wa al-adW and al-Had'! YJ was not 
included in al-Miz's work. 223 In addition, some of the works of al-Jdtiz survived only a 
part, although they still appear under the title of the whole original works and some other 
works were lost altogether and only quotations from them in other references could be 
224 found 
. 
Subsequently, Brockelmann, who is the first western authority of Arabic 
literature, has set out his list of the works of al-Jdbiz in his great book Tirl-kh al-adab al- 
"Arab. T. 225 After that, Pellat, the French Arabist, has also set out a provisional list of al- 
ijibiZ's work in Arabica 1956/2 226 based on the Brockelmann's book. However, 
221 Sanddbr, Adab al-Jift pp. 117-144, 
222 According to Rieu, the manuscript of this book can be found in the British Museum, see Rieu, 
Supplement to the Catalogue of theArahic Manuscript in the British Dhrary, Gilbert and Rivington Ltd., 
London, 1894, pp. 709-711. 
223 Ghurayyib, al-Jibig dirisa '&nma, Ddr al-Thaqdfa, Beirut, 1975, p. 41, and see also: Sand0bT1,, 4dab al- 
Jaft pp. 145-158. 
224 Nai m, Siudies on the wrifing of al-JAM4 p. 3 5. 
223 lie collected nearly one hundred and seventy-six titles; see Brockelmann, T&Ah alýadab agArabr, Vol. 
111, pp. 110-128. 
22,6 See Pellat, Gabiziana III, Essei D'inventairi De Uceuvre GAhiZienne, Arabica, Vol 111,1956, pp. 147- 
190. 
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according to Pellat, the most recent published catalogue of al-Ribiz lists two hundred and 
thirty-one authentic works, and only two-dozen have survived intact. 227 
The most important, however, of the voluminous work of al-Jdbiz consists of his 
cultivation and extension of the category of adab. This has been described as a literary 
genre comprising works which combine entertainment and instruction. Some scholars 
described that almost all at-Jahiz works dealing with too many things, animals lore, 
Arabic rhetoric and poetry, supposed racial and national characteristics, ethical qualities, 
human sexual behavior, the various professions and ways of making a living, or any of 
countless other matters. 228 
Based on this wide contribution, Hutchins claims that al-Ribiz is one of the first of 
the major authors to use the new secular Arabic art prose in specifically Arab and Muslim 
WaYS. 229 Whilst Gibb describes al-Rihiz as independenct thinker, becauce he resigned an 
official post three days after his appointment and even in Islamic law he formed a school 
of his own. 230 Hirschfield also stresses the same view, he says "al-Ribiz is akeen 
observer, an original thinker, and reveals deep thoought even in apparently tribal 
subjects, and his field is wide". 231 Marmura describes al-Jabiz as lillirateur par 
excellence, as versatile and witty, while his style of writing was characterized by 
assonances, balance phrasing and tendency to digress. 232 
227 Pellat, 'al-Jdbiz', in: AhbasidBellers Letters, p. 81. 
228 Ibid., p. S1 
229 Hutchins, Nine F-ssay ofal-JANA p. 3. 
230 Gibb, A Short History of the Classical Arabic Literature, p. 75. 
231 Hirschfield, 'A volume of essays by al-BbiZ', in: A whime of Oriewital Study, Edit. by: T. W. Arnold 
and Reynold A. Nicholson, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1922, p. 202. 
"2 Marmura, Arabic literature: a Iiiing heritage, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1976, p. 68. 
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In any case, McDonald says "if we are to judge from the title of so many of his 
works, both extant and lost, a]-Jabiz must have thought of himself as primarily a 
Mu"tazilite theologian and political controversialist, and after this an essayist and an 
adi-b. 233 G. E. von Grunebaum in one of his brilliant essays also suggests that Arabic 
prose literature has reached a first perfection in al-Jabiz who he says, was eminently 
successful in 'Arabizing' Arabic prose by providing a great deal of new matter, not 
derived from Iranian sources. 234 
The forementioned are the most important views of the significance of al-JdýiZ's 
work and his contribution to the development of Arabic prose literature which scholars 
have expressed. Although these views differ in detail, they agree in general that the 
nature of al-Jdbiz's work focused on adab and social issues including religious and 
political elements. 
As far as classical Arabic literature resources states, al-Jdtiz dedicates some of his 
works to Abbasids court officials for which he received large sums of money. For 
example, YdqUt cited that al-, býýawan was dedicated to Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Malik al- 
Zayydt (Ibn Zayyat), and he had given al-jabiz five thousand dinars for this book. 235 
Risalaflal-.: atý' wa al-nakid which is not extant dedicated to Ibrahim b. cAbb5s al-$Urt 
and he had given him five thousand dinars, and Ahmad b. Abli Du'dd, the chief qC707- 
(qaýri al-quegh) had given al-Jabi7, five thousand dinars for al-Baylin wa al-tabyTn. Al. 
233 McDonald, al-JOr's method ofcomposition, BRISMES, St. Andrew, 1992, p. 5. 
23' See Grunebaum, 'Aspects of Arabic Urban Literature', in: s am S udies 71, Is amic Re arc M ic 1 P7 1 se h 
Institute, Islamabad, 1969, pp. 281-300, reprint as Part IV in Grunebaum, 7hemes ill Medieval Arabic 
literaiure, Edit. by: Dunning S. Wilson, Variorurn Reprints, London, 198 1, p. 29 1. 
235 Yaqrit, Mucjam al-udabX, Vol. XVI, p. 106. 
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JatiiZ also dedicates some of his works to Ahmad b. Abli Du'dd, his son and deputy, 
Muhammad, especially Risida fj- al-lndClsh wa al-indad. While Rishla J-1 inan5qib al- 
Turk and al-Tij fl- akhl5q al-mulC& was dedicated to a]-Fatb b. Khdqdn, an Abbasid 
commander of Turkish descent. 236 
Brockelmarm in his discussion of al-Jdbiz's work has classified it according to 
whether it has been printed or edited under the following heading: theological and 
politico-theological writings, history, anthropology, general ethics, professions, animals, 
languages, geography, anthologies and polemics. He added that the lost works covering 
the further categories of, games, plants, and other substance, literary history, work of 
237 entertainment. 
it seems that this selection of his books and rasi'd represent the author's wide 
range of interest and views. However, Pellat suggests that al-Jdbiz had only two main 
fields of activity; firstly, theology and politics, and secondly, adab. 238 In other words, as 
Gibb describes, al-Rihiz's work "widened the range of Arabic literature to cover all 
aspects of contemporary life and remain to this day the master pieces of Arabic prose. No 
doubt he chose his subject for his own pleasure, but at the same time almost all his 
writing were directed to specific, though often well-concealed, end§"). 
239 
236 Ibid., p. 106. 
237 Brockelmann, MrAhal-adabal-FArabl, Vol-III, pp. 110-125. 
239 Pellat, The life and works of Jitir. p. 82. 
23' Gibb, Studies on the Civilization of Islam, p. 7 1. 
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The above quotation from Gibb draws the logical consequences of what we have 
discussed in the previous pages in chapter one and part of this chapter. We have 
attempted to show that a]-Jdbiz lived in the intellectual, political, social, religious 
tendencies of his age. 
2.3 A breif introduction to al-J5biZ, 's main works: 
Some of the books and rasj'il from the list of al-Jdlýiz's work have been edited by 
many leading scholars of al-Jahiz. Nowadays, a number of al-jabiz's works such as al- 
, Uayawin, al-Bayin wa al-taby. Tn, al-Bukhal, §, al-Mab&in wa al-apUid, 
240 al-Bur$jn wa 
wa al. -Furjgn '24 
1 al-Tg J. -I akhIAq al_MUlak, 242 al-Bighg243 and other collection of his 
rasj'il have become widely available in scholarly editions of varying quality. Thanks for 
eastern and western scholars, viz. 'Abd al-Saldrn Muhammad Hdrian, Tahd al. -Ijajiff, G. 
van Vloten, Charles Pellat and many others with their efforts in editing and reviewing all 
21According to Gelder, this work is by unknown author, however, it used to be attributing to al-Joiz. See 
Gelder, 'The Paradox in Calssical Arabic Literature', in Jounwl of Semitic Studies, Vol. XLVHI, 2003, p. 
344. It has been edited by "Al-I Faar and others, reprinted by DAr al-Had-1, Beirut, 199 1. 
24'The title of this book is mentioned only in the al-Baybi wa al-tabyji with other three titles i. e. Kita-b 
abill- al-sar&, T wa al-mahrr& (lost), Kilib alýasmJ' wa al-kung wa aI-aIqJb wa alýanb& (lost) and KiIjb 
al-insM Oost). See, al-Dibiz, al-Bayki wa al-labybi, Vol. L pp. 34 & 186 & 255; Vol. IH, p. 74. Pellat 
suggests that these four books were written between 233 A. H. and 237 A. H. see Pellat, 777e life and works 
ofijbi, g p. 10. The content of the book is about the handicaped which the author set forward his thesis that 
these people in fact are capable of outstanding achievments. He also set his arguments by citing examples 
from his contemporaries. 
242 This book has survived and it has been edited by Ahmad Makki Basha, al-Matba% al-"Amiriyya, Cairo, 
1914, and translated into French by Pellat, 1954. In this book, the author describes the etiquette in force at 
the Sasanian court and under the caliphs, and gives advice to the rulers of the government. See, Pellat, 7he 
life and works of JAN7, p. 23. 
243 This book has been edited for the first time by Pellat, Maktabat at-IjalaVI, Cairo, 1955 and the latest 
edition we have is AbO Milbim's edition, printed by Ddr wa Maktabat al-Hildl, Beirut, 1997. The book also 
can be found in the collection of "Rasjil al-Jjbie by Hdran and 'UyUn al-Srid. Harran in his preface to the 
book said that it is also known as Killb al-qavi-Iftal-bighS, while Dawad al-IjalabT, on the other hand, said 
that he found on manuscript from Allepo which caring the title KiIjb al-highg wa manffiiuhl This book 
was written after al-Ha), awty. The main focus on this book is about a hybird animal. See, Hdran, Rasj7I 
al-ijbi. A Vol. 11, pp. 215-378, see also in TyUn al-Sild, RasJ71 al-Jjb;, A Vol. 11ý pp. 159-280. 
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of al-JabiZs work. Among these works, the three principal ones are al-gayawki, al- 
Bayin wa al-tabyk and al-Bukhald'. 
In this present section, before we turn our attention to the intensive study of the 
rasXil, it would be useful in this thesis to offers a brief study of each of these extant 
books particularly al-gayawin, al-Bayin wa al-tabyTn and al-Bukhalj'. 
2.3.1 A I-tlfyfw&: 
This book has been edited by 'Abd al-Saldin Muhammad Hariin in seven volumes 
and printed several times in Cairo and Beirut. The first edition has been printed at 
Maktabat al-Khanj-1, Cairo, 1938. The latest edition of alUayawin that we have has been 
edited by Yabyd al-ShaniT and printed at Dar wa Maktabat al-Hilal, Beirut, 1997. 
Describing this work, Pellat said as follows "this is a monumental and chief work of al- 
jabiZ, which is not so much a bestiary as a genuine anthology based on animals, leading 
off sometimes rather unexpectedly into theology, metaphysics, sociology etc.; one can 
even find embryonic theories, without it being possible to say how far they are original, 
of the evolution of species, the influence of climate and animal psychology, which were 
not developed till the nineteenth century". 
244 
There are three notable points from Pellat's statement; the first is that al-, Uayawin 
is a genuine anthology of material on animals. The second point is al-Abiz's tendency to 
present his varied subject matter with little regard for specialization or organization. The 
244 See MeDicirlolvadia of1slam, art. Al-Diabiz, Vol. 11, p. 3 86. 
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third point is the embryonic theories that the book contains. 245 In another place Pellat 
states "The al-Ilayawin, which is a work of adab of religious character and not of natural 
science, is characterized by the greatest disorder. This book is also unfinished, though it 
is continued in al-Bighgl'. 246 
The exact date of composition of aI-Yqyaw. §n is controversial. Pellat for instance, 
says that it must have been written before 233/847 . 
247 This means that this book has been 
written before the death of Ibn al-Zayydt, one of Abbasids court official and he had given 
him five thousand dinars for this book, who is seen here as the addressee of the book 
based on a report cited by YdqUt. 248 However, al-Ijajiff, who is another authority on al- 
iatiZ, does not value this citation and assumes that aI-. Uqyawjn was written much later 
than 232/846, depending on al-Ritiz own reference to the reign of al-Mutawakkil. 249 
Furthermore, al-Bafir, suggests that the composition of al-&yawin should have 
stretched over a considerable period of al-RitiZ's life (he suggests that he wrote it when 
he was in his eighties), however, he offers no evidences for this. 2 -50 From this point of 
view, we can safely conclude here that al-Ritiz wrote aI-. UqyawAn in the latter part of his 
life, or in the time of al-Mutawakkil or later. 
Among Arabs scholars, Jabff, in his work on al-RibiZ, gives a special treatment of 
al-Fayawin. He sees the significance of this work in its representation of al-JabiZ's 
245 fdanýiir, The World View of al-JOi4 p. 33. 
246 PelIaL 7he life and works ofJjbi4 p. 22. 
247 Ibid., p. 22. 
248 YiquL Mu'jam al-udabff ', Vol. XVI, p. 106. 
249 Al-UljirT, al-J04r4i, Suh wa &hjruh, pp. 397-399. 
2"0 AI-Baýir, Ral-adab agAbb&T, MatWat al-Nu'man, Cairo, 1970, p. 58. 
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scientific attitude in addition to artistic value. 251 Al-HdjiCt also discusses the significance 
of aI-, ffqyaw&7 when he observes that its significance lies in al-Ribiz's exposition of a 
vivid and rich picture of time, the trends of thought of the age and the different 
tendencies of Muslim society side by side with the treatment of animalS. 252 Therefore, al- 
ljuýrf (d. 413/1022), the author of Jaid al-jawAhir, admits that this book remains as one 
of al-Jdbiz's peculiarities, particularly the way how could he had attempted this work 
when he was old and paralysed. 253 This is the most important point of the significance of 
al-tkyaw&i, which scholars have expressed in different views. 
Speaking about the structure of his a1-tIayawAz, al-Ribiz asserts: "And thus the 
chapters- Allah preserve them - were created which require profuseness and length. The 
words for varied content, few words are for little meaning. Simple content, obvious in its 
form and aim, requires fewer words than a complicated one whose aim is less clear. Even 
if all eloquent people tried to express the latter by means of concise words, without any 
additional explanation, they would not succeed. If the content requires a lot of words, the 
hearers are ready to listen to them" . 
254 
The original sources of the material on which al-J5biz depended throughout al- 
krayawki are the Qur'Sn, Ijadith, Arabic poetry, proverbs, and reports handed down by 
oral tradition. However, the greater part of his sources of al-gayawin consists of pre- 
Islamic and early Islamic poetry, which he quoted extensively, and historical accounts 
211 jabry, al-Joirmu'allim al.! aql wa al-adab, p. I 11. 
252 A]-JjjjjjT, al-Jibi, 7bcýv2uh wa jlh&uh, pp. 422423. 
253 Aj-jjuýa, Janf al: jawlfir, Dar lhya' al-Kutub al--ýArabiyya, Cairo, 1953, p. 204. 
254AI-Abiz, al-Haj'al"61. Vol. 1, p. 7. 
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from J5hiliyya, early Islam and the Umayyad and early Abbasid period because al-RibiZ 
found Arabic poetry contained a lot of knowledge concerning animals. It is interesting to 
note here that Islamic scholarship was at its height when a]-Jabiz wrote this book. 
For this reason, al. -JdtiZ also depends upon verses of the al-Qur'an not only in his 
discussion of theological and religious problems but also in the treatment of subtle 
philosophical questions. As for animals, there are six SUra (chapter) in the Qur'dn having 
the title of the name of animals namely al-Baqara (the heifer), al-Adim (the catlle), al- 
Nabl (the bees), al-Naml (the ants), al-ýAnkab& (the spider), al-Fý11 (the elephant). It is 
remarkable to note that al-Jabiz studied some of three hundred and fifty animals which he 
then described and classified. 
Like the Qur'Anic verse, the Ijadi-th of the Prophet also constitutes one of al- 
jabiZ's sources. Al-RibiZ, however, finds in the prophetic tradition convincing evidences 
to support his idea. Besides the Qur'5n and the Prophetic tradition, there are more than 
three hundred proverbs cited in al-bkWawffn because al-Ribiz could find a suitable 
proverb to support his argument in any context. 255 
The well-known tradition or report handed down orally by transmitters is another 
original source for al-JdbiZ in al-gayawin because he had strong confidence in the 
knowledge of the Arabs or Bedouin. Besides the previous mentioned literary sources, al- 
jjjbiZ's own personal experience played a serious role in his work. He often said that 
nothing less than eyewitness or actual seeing would satisfy him which MansUr described 
211 see Hiran's index of proverbs cited in al-#ayaw&l. 
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that it was the custom of al-Ribiz to listen to everyone, to observe, and to use his careful 
G goggle-eyes' to see every single and subtle thing. 256 
Beside these materials, al-J5hiz quotes also from time to time information from 
al-tIayawin by Aristotle. 257 McDonald reported that F. Sezgin in his Geschichle des 
arabischen Schrifuums identifies thirty-four passages where al-JdbiZ quotes directly from 
Ibn al-Bitfiq's (d. 328/940) translation . 
258 It is interesting to note that, while he speaks of 
Aristotle with the greatest respect, he does not hesitate to express polite doubt when he 
believes him to be wrong as can be seen in alUayawin. 
Later, this book became one of the main references for other scholars after al- 
ijjýiZ. Al-Mmiff (d. 808/1405) for instance, followed al-Jjjhi, 7's approach when he Writes 
his. Uqyjt al-bay"in al-kubri. 259According to ljdjjT Khal7ifa, 'Abd al-Lallf al-Baghdacri 
(d. 626/1231) also had also tried to summarise al-gayawin by al-RibiZ, however his 
summary has not survived . 
260 Ibn Sand' al-Mulk (d. 608/1211), an Egyptian prose writer, 
also attempts to surnmarise al-gayawAn by al-Jdbiz in his book entitled RO al-bayawin, 
but this book is also IoSt. 261 Tadhlb ha . yawin 
IjaI-Jjbi, 7 by Ibn ManZOr (d. 711/1311) is 
Man$f1r, Yhe World New ofal-JANA p. 33. 
Aristotle major zoological works Historia. 411imalium, De Parlihus Animalium and De Generatione 
Animalium were translated quite early into Arabic by Ibn Ba q under the unsurprising title a yawai. Iff 1-k1a 
This work is still extant. See Ijarl Kharifa, Kashfal-ýunrji, Vol. 1, pp. 695-696; Ae Encyclopedia ofislam, 
art. Aristutallis, Vol. 1, pp. 630-633. 
259 McDonald, 'Animals Books as a Genre in Arabic literature'. in: British Society for Middle Eastern 
Studies Bulletin, (Vol. 15, No. 1 &2,1999), p. 6. 
239 The special value of this book is that the surveying of the aninaml kingdom in an alphabetical order. It is 
. yaw& Z rT reported that there are one hundred and seven quotations 
from al-Ha i of al-Rbi see, al-Dami 
11ayX al-bayaw&y, Malbdat a]-IJij1271, Cairo, undated. 
See H1jr1 Khallifa, Kashf al-pn roy, Vol. L p. 457; a1-Suy%T, Bughyal al-miS, p. 311; Kabbala, Mifjwn 
ajýmll lalfifll, Vol. VI. P. 15. 
261 See Zamri Arifin, 'Ibn Sana' al-Mulk and Muwashshab' (Malay version) in: Ketokohan Cejudikiaualy 
Islam, jpATI, Faculty of Islamic Studies, UKM, Bangi, 2000, pp. 129-141. 
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the only summary of al-tkyawin that has survived in which Ibn ManZGr has also cited 
262 
some of the anecdotes from Rab al-bayawin by Ibn Sand' al-Mulk . 
Al-Jahi? normally in all his work exhibits a strong desire to record as much oral 
material as possible, whether it is relevant to his main purpose or not. As a result the 
main point of the book is hidden among irrelevancies and has to be ferreted out. Hdr9n, 
the editor of the scientific edition of al-Ilayawin, has constructed a valuable index in 
several parts occupying most of the seven volumes. Finally, we would like to quote 
McDonald's view regarding al-RibiZ's approach in this book. He claims that "al-Ribiz 
was not a specialist in the study of animals, nor did he have any practical expertise in the 
handling of animals, or in falconry or farriery". 263 He further argues "one of the results of 
this is that it is often difficult or impossible to identify the animals of which al-J5hiz is 
speaking, and no doubt it is difficult to explain what any animals look like in the absence 
of a picture". " However, almost can be said here is that aI-. UqyawAn, is a foundation for 
further study in that field which reflect the Islamic tendency in al-Jdýi7, 's writing. 
2.3.2 A I-Bayin wa al-tabyrn: 
This book was among the most important of al-Jdbi7, 's works. Ibn Kbaldan, a 
notable scholar of the ninth/fourteenth century, remarked in his great work at- 
MU, qaddima, on the importance of al-Bayin al-tabyh by al-Jdhiz particularly in Arabic 
262 This book has been edited by Zahran Muhammad JabrAbd al-Ijarrad, and forward by "Abd al-Mudim 
KhafAj-j, Dir a]-J-i1, Beirut, 1992. 
263McDonald, A nimals-Books as a Genre in Arabic Literature, p. 4. 
2" ]bid., p. 5. - 
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prose literature as follows: "We heard our shaykh (teacher) say in class that the basic 
principles and pillars of this discipline are four works, the Adab al-kilib by Ibn Qutayba, 
al-Kilind by a]-Mubarrad, al-Bay, 77n wa al-fahyTh by a]-J5tiiz and the al-Mawidir by Aba 
'Ali a]-Q5lV. All other books depend on these four and are derived from them. 265 
The first edition of this book has been edited by 'Abd al-Salarn Muharnmad 
145ran in 1948-50 into four volumes (and also in other editions e. g. Mubibudd7in a]- 
Khafib, undated and Sandglfi, in 1345 H. ). HdrGn also constructed a valuable index in 
several parts occupying most of the forth volume. According to Ydq5t, this book was 
written in two copies, and the second copy was much better. 266 We do not know which 
copy that we are using today. In addition, there have been some controversies over the 
correct reading of the title of this work either al-Bayin wa al-tabayyun or al-Bay, §n wa 
al-tabyin. 267 However, this book is better known among scholars of Arabic literature as 
al-Bayin wa al-taby. Tn. 
This book dealt with literary topics; as can clearly be seen from the title itself. The 
word "al-Bayin" means elegance of expression, and "al-labyjw' means clarity of 
exposition. Hence, al-Bay. 5n wa al-tabyTh is an anthology of poetry and oratorical 
prose. 268 There are many oral materials that have been recorded by al-Jabiz. The author 
depended,, throughout this book, on the original sources of his material such as the 
263 Ibn Khald0n, al-Mwaddima. Vol. IlL pp. 340-341. 
266 YAq0t, Mdjam al-udabj', Vol. XVI, P. 106. 
267 For this problem and full discussion of this work, see al-BFashaykhl, Mug7labit naqdiyya wa 
bal4rhiyya 
frkiijb al-baym wa al-tabay)7m ITal-JOA D5r al-al-Af-aq al-Jactida, 
Beirut, 1982, pp. 27-46; Makki, 
Dir&S fi- ma$, Vir al-adab, Mir al-Ma%rif, Cairo, 1968, pp. 164-165; 
Tabbana, al-BeVat al-FArabjr, 
Maktabat al-InjIG al-Migiyya, Cairo, 1956, p. 3 1; 
'Id, al-Maqffyn al-balkhi)ya 'itki allj&?, p. 43; "Aý7i, 
MqfliTm al-jamili"v wa al-naqdfladab al-Jib; 7, Dir abllm 
ti M-Maldfin, Beirut, 1974, p. 40. 
268 Pellat, lal-AbiZ'. in: AbbasidBelles Letters, p. 88. 
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'169 Qur'dn, 1.1adith, Arabic poetry, proverbs, and reports handed down by oral tradition. ý 
One can notice that a]-JdbiZ used al-Istimil (digression), his famous method to compose 
this book. A sense of humour can be seen in this book, for example, in the volumes two 
and four, al-JabiZ offers us more than forty pages of anecdotes entitled "Bib al-17awki wa 
al-majinin wa al-aghbiyj"'. 270 
This book contains several important topics concerning the study of Arabic 
language and literature, which had been summarised by Haran, the editor of the book, in 
the first volume. 271 Tahd tfusayn seems to have agreed with Hariin's edition whenever he 
also suggests that the important subject that had been discussed by a]-Jdbiz in this book 
can be divided into these four groups: 1) a discussion on Arabic phonetic; 2) a discussion 
on Arabic grammar and its relation with phonetic; 3) a discussion on some of the rhetoric 
rules; and 4) a discussion on the rules of oratory and speeches. 272 However, according to 
al-Bahit7i, the content of the al-Bayin wa al-tabyhn was not come down to us in its 
original structure, as had been listed by Hdr(in, because it may been added to and changed 
unreservedly by the copyist. 273 
There is no definite sign to show exactly when al-Jdbiz wrote his al-Bayin wa al- 
tabyh. We only know -without any doubt that he wrote alUayawki in the later part of his 
269 See Index of al-Bayat wa al-tabyjt organised by Hdrfa-ný Vol. IV, pp. 103-32 1. 
270 See al-jjbi4: ,, a1-BqyRi wa al-labylt, Vol. II, p. 225-246 
& Vol. IV. p. 5-22. For further detail on the 
sense of humour in al-Bqy4i wa al-iabyji. See al-IjGfi, al-Fukalwfi-al-adab, Dir a]-Nahda, Cairo, undated, 
p. 7; and also Zamri Arifin, 'al-FukAha R kitAb al-bayAn wa al-tabyin ti- al-JabiZ', in: Jurnal lsltniyy&, 
FPI National University of Malaysia, Vol. 23 (2002): pp. 69-82. 
271 HArfln, Mitqaddima kilAb al-bay4i wa al-labylt, Vol. 1, p. 7. 
272 See Tahl 1jusayn, Afuqaddima kitib naqd al-4sathr IT OndIna b. Jdfar, Dar al-Kutub a]-'Ilmiyya, 
Beirut, 198Z pp. 7-8. 
273 Al-BahitT, 'Manhaj al-Mbi? ri kit5bih at-bayAn wa al-tabyTn', in: Alajallat al-Altiqla. pf, Cairo, 1950, Vol. 
117, p. 50. 
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life, in the time of a]-Mutawakkil or later, and was perhaps followed by al-Baygil wa at- 
labyTh. This sequence is reliable since al-Jdbiz in al-Bayin wa al-labyTh mentions al- 
274 Hu 
. 5, uwan as a previous work 
There are two aims in the composition of this book, one 
is that al-JIliiz tries to demonstrate Arab superiority to all other nations in the literary 
field particularly in Tni al-Bal, §gha (rhetoriC)ý75 and the other one, as was explained by 
al-JabiZ himself, is to add to the arguments directed against members of other cultures 
especially the Sluf i7biyya 276 group who claimed that the Arabs were barbarian. 277 Because 
of this reason, some scholars of al-Jdbi? have said that al-RN7, has played a role as 
defender and solicitor for the Arabs in the Abbasid period against their enemy viz. the 
Sh d ab iyya. 278 
Many scholars pointed out that this book is a great achievement of al-JdtiZ's 
writing in the literary field. Aba HiM al--ýAskad, Ibn RashIq al-Qayrawari7i and al- 
M&acti for instance, said that al-Bayin wa al-labyhn was the first Arabic book which 
focused on the discussion of 'Ilm al-Bal. §gha or al-Bayin (Rhetoric). 279 Al-Jabiz 
elaborates his theory of explication of al-BayAn in this four volumes work which includes 
the definition, forms and meaning of al-Bayin, etC. 280 Al-Ribiz also exploits religious 
274 Al-jjbiZ 
275 , 
al. Bay4t wa al-lab! yfit, Vol. 111, p. 302. 
In Arabic, the term bal*ha and bay-! Dy had each the meaning of both rhetoric and eloquence. When it 
prefix with 'ilm (science), they meant rhetoric, i. e. the science of eloquence. See 276 This term refers to a movement of Persian nationalism whose aim was the glorification of the Persian 
origin. For detail analysis of this movement, see Ae Dicyclopedia of Islam, art. A]-Shu%biyya, Vol. Dý 
pp. 513-516. For excellent analysis on the infucrice of this movement on Arabic literature, see 1jijab, 
Maoir al-shif i7biyyajj-a1-adab agArabf, Maktabat al-Nabda, Cairo, 1961. 
" See at-Mbiz, al-Bayki, Vol. 11, p. 5; Pellat, 'aWdbiz', in: Abbasid Belles Letters, p, 88. 
278 See for instance Abil Zayd, at-Manfig al-i'lizVrft al-bay&i wa fj& alýQurai, Maktabat al-Warif, 
Rabat, 1986, p. 13 1; Uijab, Ma4dr a1-shu'i7biyyafj al-adab al-ýArabr, p. 43 1. 
2" See aVAskaff, al-, 52nfalai7i. p. 4-5, Ibn Rashiq al-Qayrawatff, agUmda, Ddr al-Ril, Beirut, 1972, Vol. 
1. p. 257; W-Maeadi, Murffi al-dhahab, Vol. Vill, p. 34. 2'For the detail analysis on this aspect. see Krystyna, 'Some Aspects of at-Jabiz's rhetorical theory', in: 
()ccasional Pajvrs of lhe&-hool ofAbbasidRudies, University of Edinburgh, Vol. 111,0 99 1), pp. 89-116. 
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2 texts (i. e. the Qur'dnic verses and Ijadi-th) in his attempt to highlight his theory. 81 It has 
been reported that the people from the town of Basra, where al-Jdbiz was born and died, 
were very proud of four books which were written by their scholars, i. e. al-Bayin wa a/- 
labyTh and al, Vayawin %vritten by al-Ribiz, al-Kilgh written by S-iba%vayh (d. c. 180/796) 
and al-ýcAyn written by al-KhalTI b. Ahmad at-Fardhid-i (d. c. 175/79 1). 282 This is clear 
evidence of the importance of this book in the literary field. 
In modem times, Gibb for example, says that in al-Bay&i wa al-tabyfin, al-Jdbi 7, 
displayed the rich resources of the Arabic humanities, and taught the classical 
philologists that their studies served a wider purpose than the mere classifying of 
linguistic nicheS. 283 Ahsan describes al-Bay&i wa al-tabybn as a most important book 
since it offers valuable data on the mode of costume of the people in classical period 
284 
particularly in the Abbasid era. In conclusion, it can be said that al-Bayin wa al-tabybl 
represents al-Ritiz's contribution to the study of literary, philological, linguistic, and 
sociology studies. 
233 Al-Bukhalj': 
AI-BukhaIX was written towards the end of al-Ribi? 's life. The first edition of al- 
Bukhalg' has been edited in 1900 by a Dutch Arabist, G. Van Vloten. This European 
edition, as was described by Sedeant, based on what appears to 
be the unique MS. the 
281 For excellent study on this subject matter, see, El-ý'Attar, 'al-Jabi4: 
's view of Arabic in relation to the 
Qur'An', BRISMES, (St. Andrew. 1992), pp. 20-33. 
292 CAl-1. Umarj'al-bqrat, p. 387. 
2" Gibb, 'Studies on the Civilkation of Islam, p. 7 1. 
234 Ahsan, Social life taider the A bbasids, Longman, London, 1979, p. 4. 
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Upriild text transcribed in 669/1300.285 In 1938, it was edited again by 'Ari al-Jarim and 
Ahmad aVAw5mitii. Later on, a]-Buk1za1j' was once again edited for the third time by 
Tah5 a]-ljdjiCi. According to a]-Ij5jirTi, only two manuscripts of the al-Bukhalj' of a]- 
J51)i? have been discovered, a complete one in K6priffl! dated 1890, and an incomplete 
one in Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Arabe 6011, which consists of a segment stopping 
in the middle of the work. 296 Therefore, Serjeant suggests that al-li5jif-i's text is on the 
whole a very good edition indeed. 287 
According to Multi-Douglas, there are three books which are known with 
BukhaIX in the title, namely al-Bukhalj' by al-Jdbiz, al-Bukhal, §' by al-Khat'ib al- 
Baghd5di- (d. 463/1071)288 and the Wuqg' al-balgWal-bukhl wa al-bukhalif'by Ibn al- 
Mibrad (d. 909/1503). 289 However, only the first two of these works have been edited, 
whereas the third is extant in manuscript only. 290 
As can be seen from the text, al-Bukhalg' consists largely of prose anecdotes. 
Malti-Douglas has listed thirty-two topics of this book starting with the introduction by 
295 See Sajeant, 'Translating a]-Bukhald' of a]-JabiZ', in: Occasiotial Papers of the School of Abbasid 
S111djes, University of Edinburgh, Vol. 111, (1991), p. 20. Later on, Sedeant translates Bukhall' of al-JoiZ 
completely into English entitled "The book of misers7, Garnet Publishing Limited, London, 1977. 
236 See al-Ijajia, Muqaddima kilib al-bukhalJ', pp. 13-14. 
2'7 Sedeant, Trwislating a1-Bukhalj'qfa1-J4i4 p. 23. 
288 This book has been edited by Ahmad MatlFab, Khad-ija al-Uaditlfi and Ahmad at-Qays7t (Baghdad, 1964). 
On his biography and his works, see The Eticyclopedia of Islam, art. al-Khat-ib al-Baghdidi, Vol. IV, pp. 
1111-12. 
2" His full name is Yrisuf b. liasan b. Ahmad b. rAbd al-Had-i al-$Ilit * i7l. 
However, he is known as Ibn a]- 
Mibrad. See KabbAla, Mdjam al-mu'allifin, Vol. XIII, p. 289. Malti-Douglas remarks that a detailed 
analysis of this book can be seen in her article, 
'Y0suf b. 'Abd al-Hidl and His Autograph of the Wuqd al- 
balj' b! al-bukhl wa al-hukhall". Bullethi deffides oriewalis, Vol. 31 (1979), pp. 
17-50. Qoutes from: 
Malti-Douglas, 'Structure and organization in monographic Adab work', Joun? al of Near Eastent Studies, 
Vol. 40/3 (1981), pp. 227-245. 
*290 Malti-Douglas, SIMC111re OfAllarice. p. 6. 
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al-JdbiZ2" and ending with various anecdotes. 292 Al-Jabi7, opens his discussion in the 
introduction with a lengthy discussion of the topics which he was asked to treat in his 
book concerning the mentality of the bukhald'and the reason for their behavior and their 
choice of this particular way of life. The risila of Sabl b. HdrUn on avarice fon-ns the 
beginning of al-Jdbiz's Buk-hald' . 
29*1 Furthermore, we can see that each section within the 
book can be perceived as a self-contained literary unit. 
Malti-Douglas also suggests that the collection of anecdotes in alýBukhalj'can be 
divided into three subgroups: I)groups of anecdotes concerned with different individuals 
with no unifying element; 2)groups of anecdotes or a series of anecdotes concerned with 
single individuals; and 3)groups of anecdotes concerned with different individuals but 
294 
with some unifying elements. Pellat asks whether the last part of this book entitled 
. 4p. ifnzin 
'ilm al-ý'Arabfj al-tdim" (The Utmost Parts from the Knowledge of the Arabs 
Concerning Food), could be the Kitib afiniat al-ý'Arab that was listed by Brokelmann. 295 
This controversial issue appears because this chapter in al-BukhaIX present in only one 
manuscript. " Nevertheless, we entirely agree with Brockelmann, when he admits that 
Kitalb afimat al.! Arab was among al-JabiZ's work. 297 
al-Rukhalif, pp. 1-8. 291 Al-ijbiz 
292 Ibid., pp. 195-212. 
293 We assumed that the reason why this risffla comes first is that al-Jdbiz wants to attack the personality of 
Sahl b. Harran because he is said to have been a fanatical supporter of the Shd? abiyya. See Gibb, 'The 
Social Significance of the Shdubiyya', in: Gibb, Studies on the Civilization of Islam, pp. 62-73; Norris, 
Shu'ubiyya in Arabic literature'. in: Ashtiany et. al., Abbasid Belles-Letters, pp. 31-45. 
"4 Malti Douglas, Structure ofAvarice, p. 47. 
293 Pellat. 77je ýjfe and works qf al-Jahiz, p. 23. 
2" For further discussion on this matter see, Malti-Douglas, Smicture qfAiy7rice, pp. 43-45. 
"7 Brockelmann. T&O al-adab al-`Arabr, Vol. Iff, p. 123. 
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Regarding the motive of the composition of this book, al-Jdbiz states in his 
introduction that the reader will find three things in his book: the first being the 
explanation of a novel argument (labayyun lmjja farya), the second being the revelation 
of a witty stratagem (1darruf j5djal-laffia), and the third being the benefit of a wondrous 
anecdotes (islifad& nidira 'ajiba) . 
298 In addition, at-Jahiz ., also wants 
to highlight the 
Arabs superiority against the Slid i7b4ya group. This book also represents the sense of al- 
Jdhiz's obedience to the Abbasid government against the Umay 299 yads. 
Describing the methodology of al-JdbiZ's writing of his Bukhalff', Pellat says as 
follows: "he wrote the al-Bukhalj'in which he used laughter as an element in moralizing 
desingi,. 300 This book of al-JabiZ also is a treasure-trove of information on the food and 
dietary habits of various groups of people living in early Abbasid society. 301 In praise of 
the composition of al-Bukhalj% Jackson said that we are fortunate in al-Bukhalj'of al- 
JabiZ that the composition of the book as a series of anecdotes enables us to enjoy and 
appreciate an individual story or stories, without necessarily having read the entire 
book . 
302 In addition, al-Jabiz also exploits religious texts (i. e. the Qur'anic verses and 
1jadith) in his way to highlight how Bukhali's person attempts to defend their vice. 303 
In short, we can say that this book would fall within the group of works dealing 
with a specific category of people. One can cite other books in this category composed by 
298 Al-JAbi7,. al-BukhalJ', P- 5; see also, Malti Douglas, 
Structure ofAvarice, p. 49. 
299 Aba 'All-, Sukhriya, 71-ijbigmin bukhalj7h, Maktabat al-AqA, Amman, 1982, pp. 
37-39. 
300 7he Euicylopeadja of1slam, art. Al-Djidd wa a]-Hazi, Vol. 11, pp. 536-537. 
30' Pellat, The life and works of Jabiz, p. 4. 
'102 Jackson, Ail &-wy in 1he Practical ApIvecialion of a storyfrom 
Kiab Bukhall'of al, 14Yx BRISM ES, 
St. Andrew, 1992, p. 297. 
"j See for example, at-Jabiz, al-BukhalX, pp. 9-16,185-86,192-94. 
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al-JahiZ. He himself for instance, mentions Risilafl-biyal al-lusi s, however as has been 
mentioned above, this work is unfortunately not extant. Further titles in this category, 
would include al-Buryki wa al--urjgn, RisjIafJ-aI-qiyjn and etc. 
2.4 Rasj'il of al-J&bi7,: 
It seems from the list of his work that al-Jdbiz has a large number of books and 
rasVil. We have already offered a brief explanation about some of his main extant works. 
Therefore, this part of the study will now focus on the discussion of the second part of al- 
jabi4's woks i. e. the rasj'il. 
2.4.1 The derinition of Risala: 
Risila (pl. Rasj'io is Arabic term used in classical Arabic literature to describe 
the literary letter/epistle which addressed to a name (or without naming) person as a 
literary device. The composition being in fact designed for public consumption and 
commonly much lengthier than any genuine private letter would be. At the start, this 
device was mainly used for works of moral and political advice, but soon came to be 
employed also for scientific, and philosophical, etc. which we would be call treatises, 
essays or epistles. This kind of writing has not always 
denoted a short work; a risga can 
extand over several volumes. 
304 Whilst Fann al-rasi'd also known as "epistolary arV 
"tor further information, see 7he Encyclolvdia of Islam, art. RisAla, Vol. Vill, pp. 532-544, Beeston, 
I n-'-' '977 Sample ofArabic Prost, . 
Oxford University Pres., p. 3. However, this thesis will use risSa 
and rasild for plural usage. 
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which derived from three Arabic words, viz. (J-j), (U-1 ), and ). The words 
larassul, larsil, kiliha, MAY, designated the art of letter-writing, 105 
2.4.2 The collection of the rasg'il of al-35biz: 
The rasi'd of al-J5hiz originally is preserved in fragments in classical works 
particularly in the margin of al-KAmil written by al-Mubarrad (d. c. 285/898). Then it has 
been collected from these fragments by "Ubavdullah b. 1jass5n. 306 In modem times, 
almost all these rasj'il has received considerable scholarly attention, mainly because of 
its value. As far as I am aware that the first collection of the rasXil of al-JdýiZ has been 
edited by Van Vloten but this edition contains only three rasi oil . 
307 Unfortunetely, he 
died before completing the work; it was then continued and sent to the press by de 
Goeje. 308 Later, Muhammad Sdsl al-Maghrib-1 edited a new edition of risffla which 
contained eleven risila; three ras-Vil from Vloten's collection and the other ras. Vil from 
his new collection. 309 Then, J. Finkel collected and edited three more ris5la in his 
303 We find that some of these rasilil are sometimes called kilib, but most often risila. See Lane, An 
Arabic-English Lexicon, Vol 1. p. 1084, Vol. 11, pp. 2592,2791. 
306Thanks to 'Ubaydullah b. HassAn, that we now have al-JabiZ's rasi il in an academic edition. According 
to Tylan al-Sad, rUbaydullah b. HassAn was unknown Adj-b, who lived in the fourth century of hijra. See 
Tylin al-Sild, RasJ71 al-JOZ; Vol. III, p. 3. 
307 This collection entitled "Tria Opuscula Aulote Abu Ohman Amr ibn Bahr al-Djahiz Basrejjsr,, it was 
printed by E. J. Brill, Leiden in 1903. It contains three rasJ71 namely: 1) RisNa J1j al-Fatt b. Khjqal fl- 
mangib al-Turk, pp. 1-56,2) Risilafifakhr al-sWai 
'a1, ffa1-bFd&', pp. 57-85, and 3) Kilib or Risjja al- 
larbl' wa al-ladwir, pp. 86-157. 
-10' See Walker, C. T. Harley, Jahiz of Basra to al-Fath Ibn Khaqan on the "Exploit of the Turks and the 
Army of the Caliphate in General", Jounialof the RqTal Asiatic Society, Vol. XXIII, (1915): p. 41. 
309 The eight risga as follows: I)Risga ftal-P&id wa al-mahvrd, 2)Ris a1 taf a -n a a- m. 51 J 0, 'rl I uA7 ' 11 1XI 
3)Ris-faflmadt al-1119k wa dhamm "amal al-sullat, 4)RisJ1aj7a9ishq wa al-nis-V, S)Risgafiristhy& al- 
wdd, 6)Risj1aj7baYR' madhahib al-Shfah, 7) RisXaJ-a1-wuka1J', and 8)Risj1ajY-jabaq& al-mughwinhi. 
SasT al-MaghriN, Alainida MOW, Matbeat al-Taqadduni, Cairo, 1324, and see also: Hartin Muqaddinia 
rafJ'i1a1-JJP14 Vol. 1, P 10. 
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. 
310 mnd5M edited a hiam-r nortion of the rasi'd of al-Jdhiz in his collection In 1933, S -- , 
collection which contained seventeen rasj, ij. 311 In 1943, Taha al-Ijdjif-i and Paul Kraus 
published four rasj'il in their edition which has been published by Lujnat at-TaTif wa al- 
Turjuma, Cairo. 312 
The first complete collection of the rasXil of a]-Jdbiz has been edited by 'Abd al- 
Salam Muhammad Hdrun in two volumes. He based his edition on the previous 
collections and on some classical works such as SharP nahj al-baligha by Ibn Ab-I al- 
Uaiji-d (d. c. 656/1258), Tir& al-mqijlis by at-Shih5b al-KhafýjT (d. 979/1571) and Janf 
aIjawilfir by al-Husfi (d. 413/1022) etc'g. 313 Later on, in 1974, 'Abd al-Salarn 
Muhammad Hdriin published another two volumes which consists of ten ras, 571. 
The edition that we are going to use in this study was reprinted in four volumes by 
Ddr al-Ril, Beirut, 1991. This edition has clearly been prepared with immense care. The 
usefulness of Har-un's edition is considerably enhanced by his introduction and indices of 
the Qur'Anic verse, Ijacti-th, proverbs, poetry, persons, tribes and groups, and countries 
and other places. For this reason, all modem studies on RasVil al-Jitiir are, of course, 
indebted to Hdran's edition. 
310 The three rasJ71 are as follows: I)al-Mukhl& min kitib al-radd Ca Wa 2)Ris a mm 4711 1 'F&A X Ji- dha 
akbIAZ al-kullib, and 3)Risj1ajj-aJýqiy&i. See: 7halgh rasjil 
11al-J-04 Edit. by. Finkel, Matbacat a]- 
Salafjyya, Cairo, 1928. 
311 The seventeen rasj'il as follows: l)KiIjb agOhm&dya, 2)KiIjb 
fadl H&him cali 'Abd al-Sham, 
3)Kit, #b bujaj al-nubinvwa, 4)KiIjb al-bijib, 5)KiIjb al-tarbf wa apa&k, 6)RisVafj-iSfibqjq al-imima, 
7)FT §ing'al aI-qmvwW, 8)Fr al-nisg', 9)Ral-sharib wa al-mashri7b, 
I O)FT madt al-nabVh, I I)Fr Bal, jr 
Umayya, 12)FTagAbb&iýya, 13)Ff al-mawadda wa al-khap, 14)Frdliamm aI-zam&05)RisjIa i1j Ibl, 
7, *yjt, 16)Risffla OJAhmad b. AbrAi'jd, 
17)Risga MlIbrahbn b. al-Mudabbir, See: Mrfln, M"qaddima 
rasj'iIaI-JJ&4 Vol. 1, p. 13. 
3 13 The four rasVil arc: 1) Risjtaj7a[-mdjsh wa aI-mdAI 2) Ris9ajj-kftmM a -si 
JRff, a -is 3) 
MsXafiral-jidd iva at-had 4) Risjlaftfaýl mi bayn agadiwa wa al-fiasad. 
I rrua W I-/&, 
313 Ibid. p. 4. 
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The first volume of Mran's edition contains ten rasj'il, namely: 
1. Riv5lafi-manjqib al-Turk. 
Riv. §Iafi-al-i?? a', Ivh wa al-ma'&I. 
3. Risgafl-kitniAn al-sirr wa hi al-lisin. Ift 
4. Risilafi-fakhral-si7din'al. §al-bid. §n 
5. Risalafi-al-jidd wa al-hazl. 
6. Risalajj-nafy al-lashbA. 
7. Risilafi-al-futyd 
8. RisalailffAbial-Farajb. Najifpal-K&ib. 
9. Risalafi-fagmjbaynal-'ad, -Iývawaal-basad. 
10. Risalafi-sinda al-quww&l 
And the second volume contains seven rasi'd, namely: 
1. Risilafl-al-nAbila. 
2. RisJlajj-al-, by*jb 
3. Ris-Vafi muf9harat al-jawir. Twa al-ghilmAn 
4. Kitib (Risjla)jj-al-qiyjn 
5. Risalafi-dliamm akhlgq al-kullib 
6. Kitalb al-bighg 
7. . Risila al-banin 
ilial-awf&i. 
The third volume consists of rasi'd as follows: 
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1. Risilafl-al-P&O wa al-maPsW 
2. Risilafl-al-mdallimbn 
3. Risjlaal-farbT'waal-fadwTr 
4. Risilafi-madýal-nabidliwaofataýýibih 
5. Ris, §Iaft-pbaq& al-muglianiyyTtz 
6. Risilafi-al-nisj' 
7. Risalafi-manAib al-Turk 
8. Risglaj, -ttujaj al-nubuwwa. 
9. Risgafl-khalq al-Qur'jn 
10. Risalafl-al-raddalial-Naygra 
The fourth volume contains this rasxil: 
1) Risalafi-al-radd'alial-mushabbiha 
2) RisJIajj-aI--ýUIhm. Tniyya 
3) Risalafi-al-masi'd wa al-jawg&f7al-mdrifa. 
4) Risalaft al-md&h wa al-mdW 
5) Risalaffal-fidd wa al-ha--l 
6) Risilaft al-wukalg' 
7) Risalaffal-awfAn wa al-buldkz 
8) Risalaft al-balggha wa al-ý& 
9) Risilafi-tafol al-bafti calgal, phr 
10) Risilaffal-nubl wa al-tanabbul 
11) R isgaffal-mawadda wa al-khil! a 
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12) Risj1afi-istihq, -7q al-inignia 
13) Risilafi-islinjit al-wad 
14) Riv. §Iaf7tafffll al-nufq 'ahTal, vnil 
15) Rivjlaji-. yina at al-kalgin 
16) Ris. Vafl-al-shirib wa al-inashri7b 
17) Ri. vilafi-al-jawjbgfj-al-itizima 
18) Risilafi-maqala al-zaydiyya wa al-raTifla. 
Subsequently, in 1995, 'AIT Aba Milbirn comes with his special collection and 
edition of the rasXil of al-Jdhiz which he divided into two groups; the first group is 
314 315 called al-Rasj'il aI-KaI&niyya and the second group is al-Ras. Vil al-Adabiyya. In 
addition, he also provides a lengthy introduction into each risala. 
The third and the latest collection of rasi'd of al-Mýiz that we are going to use for 
this study is the collection of Muhammad B5siI 'UyUn at-SUd. This is a further step 
toward a better understanding of the rasj'il of al-Ribiz. The editor has added occasional 
notes, both philological and historical, to the text. This collection consists of four 
314, rbere are eleven rasi'd in the this group, namely: I)Risjlajl-, y infat al-kal&n 2)Risj1aj7ab-qiy. *t 
3)Ris, flafi-al-nisJ'4)Risjlaj, f-al-masj'jI wa aI-jdwjb&jj-aI-mdrifa5)Rj a ai al-n bu 6 S, V ftki u wwa )Msjlaj7 
khalq ajýQuran 7)RisSa fj- jsfiýqjq al-imkna 8)Rjsjla fir- nafy al-lashhOi 9)Rjsjla J-1 al-radd laij al- 
jN Tjrf. mushabhjha I O)Risgaji-al-nibila I I)RisWafi-al-radd eal al- a 315 These are as follows: I)Risga fi- kilm i al-sirr wa hif al-fis j 2)Ris aI al-P id wa a -ma 
& 
47 51 
J- &I bs id 
3)Risala fj- al-imbI wa al-tanabbul wa dhamm al-khr 4)Risga fir muf9haral al-jawtr wa al-ghilm&I 
5)RisJIafj-IafOjI al-hao 'aljal-mhr 6)RisffIafj-aI-mu'aIIiMjh 7)RisXafTjabaqjf al-mughaniyyh 5)RisSa 
j7aj-wjjk, ajj' wa al-muwakkaiii 8)Risjlaftmadý al-iqUir %, a dhamm "amal al-sulpt q))PjsffIaf7-aI-fiqyj 
jO)Risj1ajjmadfi al-nabVh wa ýifal asbibih I I)RisVaftaI-shjrib wa al-mashrob 12)RisffIaj7aI-baIjgjja 
wa al-#& 13)Risj1aj7tqf0j aI-nuIqaIJaI-, vmI 14)RisjIafj-ýin. Iat akziwwjd 15) Risfflaffaljidd wa al- 
had 16)RisVdflfV nd AVII al-W-iva ua al-Insad 17)RisjIafj'isthy& al-udd 18)Risila HJA Mral-I-arqj 
b. NajjbaI-KMb jq)j? isjjajj-aI-mawadda waal-kifilla 20)J? isSafraI-Iarhf uaal-ladwk. 
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volumes in which the whole rasj'il appeared as the same order as Har-un's editions which I 
are as follows: 
1) First volume contains ten rasj'iL 
2) Second volume contains seven rasg'iL 
3) Third volume consists of ten ras. ViL 
4) Forth volume contains eighteen rasj'iL 
On the other hand, there are some other risild which not have been mentioned in 
these three collections. For instance, it has been said that Risilaftal-zalS wa al-nakId wa 
al-z-aytrx was supposed to be the work of al-JahiZ. 316 According to McDonald, this work 
was very possibly quite large if the report quoted in the Fihrist of In Nadirn is correct, 
because five thousands dinars at that time was a large amount. 317 However, as far as we 
know, this work has not survived. 
It is remarkable to note bere that some manuscripts of this rasj'il still exist in the 
British Museum. For instance, in his "Supplement to the Catalogue ofArabic MSS in the 
Brisith Mesuene', Charles Rieu mentioned some of title of Rasj'il al-JAiir which can be 
seen in the British mesuem. 318 
316AI_jdbiZ adapted the title of this work from the Qur'Anic verse (16: 11). He dedicated this work to 
IbrAlfirn b. "AbbAs al-$11111, who has given him 5,000 dinars. However, Abi! Milbim suggests that the 
complete title of this work isal-Zar" wa al-nakh] wa al-zaylCoi wa al-dn^ 
See: Aba Milbim, Kashshoy' 
&hjr al-JffbiA p. 3 76. 
317 McDonald, Animals-Books as a Genre in Arahic Lilerature, pp. 3-10. 
31" See for further information, Rieu, Supplement to the Catalogue of 1he Arahic Manuscript in the Brijisjj 
Library, Gilbert and Rivington Ltd., London, 1894, pp. 709-7 10. 
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Refering to Pellat's book on The Iýfe and works of. lilliz ., we 
find that Pellat 
divided all of the rasj'il of a]-JdbiZ's into three categories; the first category is on semi- 
political or semi-theological, the second category is on al-Jahiz's own particular type of 
adab, and the final category is on traditional adab, merging into the portrayal of people 
and society. There are eighteen rasFil in the first category, which Pellat divided into two 
sub-titles; an account of Mutazilite doctrine and a defence of the Abbasids against their 
opponents 319 . 
In category two, Pellat divided the rasj'il of al-JdtiZ into two sub-titles i. e. risga 
on literary and quasi-scientific. There are seven risga on literary and two risild on quasi- 
scientific issues320. And in the final category which is on traditional adab merging into 
the portrayal of people and society, Pellat divided this into four sub-titles i. e. manners, 
character traits, emotion and social groups. 321 It is important to take a note here that our 
study will be in agreement with Pellat on this subject matter. 
319 These rasJ71 are as follows: l)ksjIajj-fa0'1at Oinft al-kal&n 2)RisjIajj- al-masjIij wa aj-jawfb&ftaj_ 
mdrifa 3)Risalaftal-akhbar wa khayfa 104.0 4)Risgaft-, ftýaj al-mibuwwa 5)1? isjlaj7khalq alýQurai 
6)Ris, Va J7 al-fulyj 7)RisNa J7 iiafy al-lashhk 8)Risila ft al-shirih wa al-masbrfi-b 9)RisVa J7 madP al- 
iiabVh I O)RisffIajJ-aI-FAbh&i"v I l)RjsjIqftfapF H&him `aIjAdb al-Shams 12)Ris9aftbJyki madhAih 
al-Shr"a l3)IUsffIaftjawffb&jj-aI-im&na l4)RisjIaftIaswj-b "Airfi-labkrm al-bakamayn 15)Risjlaftal- 
'Ohmadyya 16)Ris, 04flal-iijbita 17)Risalaftal-radd "all al-Aapfr-ff 18) Risilafrmaniqib al-Turk wa 
'&nmaIjuWaI-khiI, Y'a. 
320 These rasid are as follows: I)Risilaft al-balfgha wa al-Y& 2)Risilaftal-mifallimbi 3)Risalaftgntal 
alýquww, dd 4)Risga fi- mawt A br lbrb aI-$qff& 5)RisjIa ji- hyf Muhammad b. al-jahm al-Barmakr 
6)RisjIafi-dhamm, al-zamki 7)RisVajI-Pbaq& al-mughanniyin 8)Risila al-larbir'wa akadwk 9)Risgaji- 
fakhr al-s alai i "ali al- &VAY i. 
321 There are sixteen risAla in this category namely: l)RisjIafi-aI-md&h wa al-mdjd 2)Risj1aj7aI-jidd wa 
al-hazI 3)RisSa f7ja4 mi bapi agadAva wa al-ýasad 4)Risga fi- al-Wd wa al-mabsw 5)1, Usga fir 
kim, tut al-sirr wa bif, 7aI-hs&i 6)Ris. Vaj7WOjl aI-mdq'aIJaI-xmI 7)RisVajj-aI-nubI wa al-tanabbul wa 
dhamm, al-kibr 8)Risj1afta1-wukaIJ'wa al-muwakkalbi 9)Risjlaft biyal at-hq4 I 0)1? jsjIaj7aj-mawadda 
m, a al-khilla I I)RisNa fir al. -Fisliq ua al-nisr 12)Risfla fi- aAqipti 13)]Usila fi- taf0i al-bapt 'aij al-? uhr 
ýUjr ha -S 14, 14)1? is. lafTmufAliarilal-jaw-*'fwaal-ghilm&I 
15)Risilafirmadpal-lu wa d, mm amal al ul 
16)1? i. vffIafi'dhamm al-kiat5h. 
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2.5 The Significance of al-Abiz9s Nlethadoloov of Writing and Composition: 
Ibn Khaldan states in his Muqaddima that most of the scholars in early Islamic 
period have been non-Arab and mostly Persian. 322 This fact can be found in Arabic prose 
literature because this type of literature was mainly started by non-Arab writers especially 
by these two famous names namely 'Abd al-Ijamlid al-Katib and Ibn al-MuqafW. They 
introduced Persian cultural influence to the Islamic world by producing translations and 
adaptations from Pahlawi literature. However, al-JdbiZ changed this type of prose 
literature into a new type, which was based on the foundation of early Arab culture; 
although Pellat has said: "it must be conceded that al-RibiZ's style is hard to 
. -)-) 323 characterize . Nevertheless, in other occasion he has described some of the 
significance of al-Atiz's writing, for instance he claimed: "his sentences, which almost 
always dispenses with internal rhyme, are often complex and extremely long, so long 
indeed as to mislead some editors who fail to grasp their flow into breaking them up at 
the wrong point. They are balanced by the juxtaposition of units of similar quantity and 
by the repetition of the same idea in two different forms, so that the reader may be sure to 
grasp its sense. His vocabulary is rich and as precise as the state of language at that 
period allowed; foreign terms and neologian are used with discrimination, and many 
passages seem quite modern7' . 
324 It is clear from this quatation that Pellat already knew 
some of al-Atiz's type of writing. Now, this thesis will offer some explanation of al- 
iatiZ's writing. 
322 Ibn Khaldan. al-A-fliqaddima, VOL IIL p. 311. 
323 Pellat, 'al-Jibi? ', in:, 4bbasidBellesLellers, p. 93. 
3241bid., pp. 93-94. 
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325 iS 1) Istip-&I or digression . one. of the main features of al-Rihiz's style of 
writing. Baldick defines digression as a temporary departure from one subject to another 
326 
more or less distantly related topic, before discussion of the first subject is resumed. 
According to Hutchins, digression was already a recognized stylistic device in Greek and 
Roman literature. 327 In more modem times, Laurence Sterne in Tristam Shandy, for 
instance, as quoted by Hutchins, said that "digressions are the very sunshine of reading, 
its life and soul. To remove them from his book would leave winter reign in its pages". 328 
We can find that a similar suggestion had been made by al-Jabiz long time ago when he 
recommended that an author should "nurse the readers enthusiasm7 by taking them from 
one thing to another and from topic to topiC. 329 The reason behind this method, as 
explained by B5 Qdz7l, has two aspects; one is that al-Atiz has a lot of information to 
relay to the reader and the other is al-Jdhi, 7wants his reader to continue their reading 
untill the end of the book . 
330 The same idea was highlighted by Zakit Mubdrak in his great 
work al-Nathr al-fannifl-al-qarn al-rgic. 331 In short, we can say that al-RitiZ does this in 
an effort to keep the reader interested. 
Though such digressions will mislead the student, they may, however, entertain 
the reader. When explaining this method of al-JdbiZ's writing, Manýiir said that a]-RibiZ 
makes us understand, for example, that he did not want to ignore the differing 
325 Ba%bakkj, Murffr, al-Mawrid- A Modern English - Arabic Dictionary, Dar aVIlm lif al-MaIA3ý! n, Beirut, 
1995, p. 273. 
326 Baldick, Me Concise Oxford Dictionary of Lilerary Terms, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1990, p. 
58. 
327Hutchins, Nine Essays of al-J04 p. 2. 
328 Ibid., p. 2. 
329 A141biz, al-Bayai wa al-labyii. Vol. III, p. 366. 
330 B1 Qazt, a1-Qifphf7adab al-JJýir, p. 53. 
331 Mubirak, al-Arathr at-fal"14 Maktabat al-TijAriyya al-Kubra, 
Cairo, undated, Vol. II, p. 103. 
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inclinations of his readers at whatever level they may be. He did not forget or scom even 
those who were uninterested in reading books. In an effort to cater to the widest possible 
audience and readers, he included much that obscures the main thrust of his explanation 
and that might have been omitted . 
332 Nevetheless, al-Jabiz was criticised and attacked on 
this point by later writers such as Ibn Qutayba, Abfa- Hilal al-ýAskaffi and others. 
2) Another peculiarity of al-Jdtiz's writing, which he himself admits is the fact 
that he writes some of his works and attributes them to some early prose writers, in order 
that people would read them without prejudice against him. For instance, he said "... I 
may write a perfect and excellent book on religion, jurisprudence or literature ... and 
attribute it to myself, a group of scholars then agree on calumniating it for the envy which 
it created in them, although they know its creativeness and cleverness ... But I may write 
a book which is not as good as that, in meaning and words, and publish it under another 
name, attributing it to a writer earlier than me, like In al-Muqaffaý or al-Khal7II or Salm 
of Bayt al-Ijikma, Yahyd b. Khalid and aVAttaVi... then the same people come to me 
To copy the book and study it under my supervisioný'. 333 
We do not know how far al, -Jdlýi; ý went this way, but it is interesting to notice that 
he tend to hide his identity in some of his works and delude the reader about the 
authorship of the works. We can find this particularly at the beginning of his involvement 
in writing. The reason for this method as explained by al-1.15jiff, has two aspects; one is 
that it was one of the typical artistic methods of al-Jabiz to write pieces and attribute them 
332 Mang1r, 7he World View q? f al-JOiA p. 4 1. 
333 See al_jjbjZ RjSjjaftfaýj Mj hapy al-ýadjwa wa al-basad, 
in: HAdIn's edition, Vol. 1. p. 35 1, 'Uyfln a]- 
Slid's ediflon, Vol. 1, p. 237. 
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to other writer of the time. The second reason, is that al-JabiZ himself stated that he had 
attributed many of works to other writers whom the public respected. 334 
3) Another characteristic of a145biz's writing, which makes the study of his 
thought a difficult task, is the fact that he, very often, does not express a personal opinion 
on the subject he deals with, but tends to discuss the contradictory views of various 
people and parties. We can see in al, -Jdýiz's works several words that refer to other 
opinion such as "Qj-r' (It has been said), "QgiV (They said), "Qgr' (He said), QJ1a al- 
"Arab (The Arabs said), and Q9a al-Akhar (Another said), etc . 
335 In reference to this 
method of al-Jdbi; ý's writing, aI-BSqilldnT1 describes it as follows: "Whenever he mentions 
one line of his own words, he would follow it by pages of other people's speech, and 
whenever he writes one page, he would construct a whole book of other people's 
saying... iv. 336 Through the usage of this method, we assumed that in this way, al-JabiZ 
was able to rid himself from a great responsibility of what he has done in his works. 
However, al-Ribiz has his justification for this method, (i. e. quoting various references), 
that he intended to leave the judgments to the readers, therefore, as he described "... the 
,, 337 dispute would be only between him and the evidence... 
4) Another element in al-RibiZ's writing sets him apart from other prose writers is 
the used of hurnour and satire. Humour in Arabic is "al-FukSza". 
338 In English literature, 
334 See al-IjAi iff, in: Muqaddima kimb al-bukhalj', Ddr al-Ma%rif, Cairo, undated, p. 4 1. 
335 The usage of these phrases is known in the Ijad-ith literature as "narrative structure". For excellent study 
on this aspect, see Speight, 'Narrative Structure in the Ijadith', Journal qfNear Easlern Siudjes, Vol, sq/4 
joktober, 2000): pp. 265-271. 
"6 Al-Bdqillirff, lcj& al-Qur 'A,. p. 3 77. 
337 Al-JibiZ, al-Hay"M, Vol. VI, p. 14. 
33313aalabakkT, al-Mawrid-A Moden? Diglish -Arabic Dictionary, p. 438. 
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humour is forms of the genre of 'satire'. However, there is no exact equivalent in Arabic 
for 'satire'. HYX or hajw is often translated as 'satire'. 339 This term is thought to come 
from the Latin word satura, originally meaning the vessel used for carrying harvest 
produce. 340 By extension, the word also came to mean a mixture, and then a mixed sort of 
entertainment, of the kind people might have at harvest time, with songs and jokes and 
other kind of humour . 
341 So, satire is related to comedy which focuses on people's 
behaviour. 
In Arabic literature as well, we can find this kind of humour, particularly in prose 
writing, and the main focus of Arabic humour is more likely to be on human behaviour. 
Therefore, this type of writing is a main feature of Arabic literature from medieval times 
to the present day. The most important value in humorous writing as described by 
Ogborn, is wit, sharpness of observation and cleverness with language - this can give the 
work a cutting edge, which can amuse and entertain while it criticiseS. 342 
Several of al-Ribiz's works have humorous and satirical elements. 343 The 
Bukhal-j'and Risala al-tarbj' wa al-tadwk are the greatest of al-Jdbiz's work in this style 
of writing. However, it is remarkable to note here that he tried to justify his method of 
writing by saying that had he encumbered his readers with the burden of truth and 
seriousness, none but the devotees of science would have had the patience to read so long 
339 See Encyclopedia ofArabic literature, art. Satire, Vol. 11, p. 693. 
340 Ogborn et. al, Satire, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2001, p. 13; see also Baldick, 7he 
Concise Oxford Dictiompy of Diermy Terms, p. 198. 
341 ibid., p. 13; see also Baldick, p. 198. 
342 Ibid, p. 13. 
343 See al-1: 10, al-FuLizaftal-adab, DAr a]-Nahda, Cairo, undated, p. 7; Zamri 
Arifin, aI-FukAaftkijjb 
al-bayki wa al-tabyli JTaI-Jjbi;; pp. 69-82. 
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a work . 
344 According to Manslir, the reme. nf himour that has been shown in al-J5hiZs 
writing may do him credit; but the exaggeration to which it led him, is a definite 
weakness. 
345 
Instead of using humour and satire, Nve also find that al-jabiz tries to mix 
seriousness and joking in his writing. Seriousness in Arabic is al-Jidd and joking is al- 
Hazl . 
346 Al-Jabiz remarks on fidd and hazl are scattered throughout a number of his 
works. It is remarkably to note here that al-JabiZ wrote one risila entitled Risalafi al-jidd 
wa al-hazl, which will be taken for extensive discussion in chapter three. This risila, as 
was described by Gelder, is far from being a risild "on earnest and jesf', it ought to be 
rendered as "in earnest and jest" because the pair offidd and hazl is not even found in the 
text. 347 Pellat says that the seriousness and joking was a common combination of 
antithetical terms which have a certain reso nance in Muslim ethics and the Arabic literary 
genre known as adab . 
348 Referring to his Risga fi- al-shirib wa al-mashrab, al-Ribiz 
clearly mentions this methodology of writing when he writes: "I have leavened 
seriousness with humour and spiced reasoning with jest to lighten the reader's labour and 
spur the listener"s interest. I have alternated sobriety and mirth in order to amuse and 
344 Al_jAbi4, al-Bay&l WW al-labyll, Vol. 1, p. 186. 
141 manor, 7he World View of al-JOA p. 43. 
346 See Madina, Arabic - English Dictioncny, Pocket Book, New York, 1973, pp. 109 & 711. In the Qur'An, 
the word fidd is absent; had is found only in SUra al-T5xiq (86: 13-14) when the Qur'An said: "Innnah a la 
qaw1un fag, wa mJ huwa bi al-hazr' which means: (Behold this is the word that distinguishes (good from 
evil), it is not a thing for amusement). See, Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Holy Qur'bi, Text, Translation and 
Comenimy, p. 1633. In addition, there are a few l3adiths that employs the word "hazl" and "jiiU' such as 
the Prophet saying: "0 God, forgive me, my hazl and my jidd", which clearly means (Forgive me all my 
sins, whether they were committed in earnest or 
jestingly). For excellent study of the concept al-jidd wa al- 
had in Arabic literature, see Gelder, 'Mixture of Jest and Earnest in Classical Arabic Uterature', in Journal 
ofArabic Literature, Vol. XXIII, 1992, Part One, pp. 83-107 & Part Two, pp. 169-190. 
3"7Gelder, Mixture ofJest and Ezzrnest in Classical Arabic Literature, p. 95. 
. 
yclopeadia of1slam, art. Al-Djidd wa al-Hazl, 
Vol. 11, p. 536. 349 7he Epc 
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mixed wit with argument to divert and entertain". 349 We find that on several occasions al- 
Jdhi, 7justifies and explains this habit of mixture offidd and ha. -I such in his al-Bavin wa 
al-labyin, al-, Vqvaw. §n and al-Bukhal, §'. 350 For that reason, Gelder admits that the most 
interesting early author on jest and earnest is unquestionablely al-Jabi?. 351 In short, al- 
JabiZ succeeds in harmoniously, as described by Pellat, in blending together the serious 
and the joke in several of his writing. 
352 
5) Techniques of argumentation or debate played a significant part in the 
development of Arabic prose. 353 Munimra, which may be in prose, saf or verse, is the 
most common term for both the scholarly and the literary debate. 354 Accoding to Gelder, 
the debate or argument in literary field is a genre with a long history. It appears in Arabic 
and other numerous languages such as Sumerian, Akkadian, Egyptian, Aramaic, Syrian, 
355 Middle and New Persian, either in prose text, often rhymed, or in poetry. In the Arabic 
literary debate, the words such as munjxra, mutz5vara, munifara, mufAkhara, 
Mukhjyala, munjqafla, mi[Saba, and mungdala, etc are used to prescribe the debate and 
we can find some these pharases in al-Jdti: ý's writing as well. However, it is in the form 
of an individual argument, which we can be assumed also as a form of debate. 
349 AWW7, RisAlaft al-sh&ib wa al-mashrfib, in Hardn's edition, Vol. IV, p. 280-28 1, "Uyfln al-Sad's 
edition, Vol. IV, p. 216. 
350 See al-Baym wa al-labyji, Vol. 1, p. 186; al-Hayawki, Vol. III, pp. 5-6; al-Bukhall, p. 7. 
351 Gelder, Mixture OfJest andEarnest in ClassicalArabic Literature, p. 95. 
352 Charles Pellat has studied the concept ofjest and earnest or seriousness and humour in Arabic literature, 
concentrating on religious and literary attitude towards humour, joking and laughter, and, to a lesser extant, 
on the combination of those with earnestness. See Pellat, 'Seriousness and humour in early Islam', in 
jounial of Islamic Studies, 2: 3 (1963), pp. 353-362; and see his article W-Djidd wa al-Hazl', in The 
F, ncyclopeadia of Islam, Vol. IL p. 537. 
353 Leder, Classical Arabic prose literature, p. 8. 
354 See Fpcyclopedia ofArahic Literature, art. Debate literature, Vol. 1, p. 186. 
355 Gelder, 'The conceit of Pen and Sword on an Arabic Literary Debate'. in: Joui7ial of Semitic Studies, 
Vol. XXXII (1987): p. 33 1. 
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His arguments, however, are sometimes presented in a systematic way in spite of 
the generally disordered nature of the work. This form of debate reflects the dialectical 
aspect in al-Jabiz's methodology and at the same time gives us an idea about the kind of 
controversies current in the circle of the MulakkfiniTn. It is most difficult to see which 
side al-Jabiz favours in this kind of debate, however, generally speaking he takes both 
sides as we can be seen in later discussion. In al-Jdbi?, 's prose writing, one can notice that 
words like mufAkhara, farq, ikhIi4; &n, fapf and muw&, ana occur frequently in the title of 
. 
356 'Aýi, al-Jabiz did not given any specific definition to his work However, according to 'I 
these debate terms. 
357 
From this point of view, Gelder suggests that the style of literary debate may have 
been introduced into Arabic literature by al-JahiZ. We can find, for instance, the contest 
between spring and auturnn, 358 and the debate of musk and civet (Mufjkharat al-misk wa 
al-zabad) 359 in al-JdbiZ"S prose works. Moreover, in the introduction to his debate 
between a lover boy and lover of girls in Risalaftimufgharat al-jawirrwa al-ghilmin, 
al-Ribiz refers to another debate of his, also lost, called IkhIiv&n al-shiti'wa al-§ayf wa 
iptU4 aindiiiimäcali, ýjiýibilt360 
... See List of al-JAWs work in Y&qfa-t, Mu"Jam al-udabj', Vol. XVI, pp. 106-110. 
337"Afl, MafA! tnal: iamfflijyawaal-naqdfi-adabal-JI i. pp. 101-102. b z' 
359 The title of this risla is Salwa aI-kharY'bTnYunVara al-rabir' wa al-khar#' However, according to 
Brockelmann, this risild was wrongly attributed to al-Jabi7, because later on, it appears to be written by a 
Persian writer. See Brockelmann, Ta-jkh alýadab agArabZ Vol. III, p. 127. 
-'" Sandia-b-I claims that the original title of this risMa is RisWaftmufgharal al-misk wa al-ramAl, Sandabri, 
Adabal-Jjbiz, p. 141. 
-161AI-Abiz, Ri. vfflaftimuf1harat aI-jawffrI'wa af-ghilm&t, in: 'Uytin al-Stid's edition, Vol. 11, p. 76. See 
also Gelder, 77ye conceit ofilen and Sword on an 
Arabic Liferag Debate, p. 333. 
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Futhermore, we can see that al-J5biz also wrote risild in which one thing is 
declared superior to another such as Risilaftlafffil al-bapi 'algal-,? uhr (The Superiority 
of Belly to Back), Risila fi- 1qfO77 al-sVin 'aIJ al-bVin (The Superiority of Blacks to 
Whites). From this point of view, when examining the work of al-JdbiZ, Ibn Qutayba 
, 361 describes our author as being capable of "doing a thing and its opposite'. In modem 
times, NaJm came up with the same idea when she says: "al-Jabiz enjoyed a remarkable 
quality of producing one idea and its reverse and being, at the same time, able to defend 
both side with equal interest and ability. His books on praising and condemning various 
groups of people stand as an example of his double-side mind". 362 Gelder agreed with 
Najm in this matter, therefore he claimed that al-Jdhiz may be considered the true founder 
of talarn (beautifying) and taqb. A (uglifying) as a genre, and of the related pratice of 
praising and blaming the same thing. 363 Risala f-Ijakhr al-sadffn 'aIj al-brdjn and al- 
Bur, yin wa al-ýcurj, §n, for instance, are clear example of beautifying what was commonly 
deemed ugly. Therefore, al-Rihiz is able to express his ideas through this method 
whereby he would present opponents view; or he would fabricate a debate between two 
groups to present both sides of an argument in which there is no clear winner. 
6) Al-Jabiz also used his linguistic skills to delight and win over his readers. The 
most famous linguistic skill of al-Ribiz is the beauty of his saj, a certain rhythm and 
congruity of sound, which makes the reading go smoothly and awakens the admiration of 
the reader. The advantages of this style, as was described by al-AbiZ, are two fold; it is 
361 Ibn Qutayba, Ta'wil mukhfalaf al-WIM, pp. 59-60. 
362NajM, Sjudies my the writing of al-JOA p- 9- 
36' Gelder, 'The Paradox in Classical Arabic Literature', in Journal of Semmetic Studies, Vol. XLVIII 
(2003). p. 332. 
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pleasing to the ear and easy to remember. However, he himself is not slave of rhetorical 
devices; rather we can say that his style is very natural, where it is natural to drift toward 
saj -C , 
he will use it. 364 This ývpe of writing skill is also known as "Uslab al-mulamtin" 
which reflects the style of the Qur'5n. The use of Qur'anic style enhances the beauty of 
the prose. Because of this, it has been said that a]-J5biZ may be the earliest prose writer 
whose work has been preserved who makes use of the Qur'Zinic style. 365 
Another linguistic skill of al-JahiZ is the use of al-Junda aI-ddJ7yya, which 
includes the optative meaning, particularly in the debate. Abfa- Bakr al-$517i named this 
type of writing as "DdJ'aI-mukjtab&", which normally used by Kultib (secretaries) in 
DAvki al-rasff oil . 
366 By using this type of writing, al-Jabiz attempts to convince his 
enemies by giving them good wishes before attacking them. We can find this type of 
phrases scattered in al-J-5hiz's works such as Al 814 (May Allah preserve you), Al A--) 
(May Allah honor you), (May Allah give you right guidance), and,,,, -'11-'-- (May 
Allah grant you long life), etc. 367 
In addition, repetitive structure also can be found in al-Jdbiz's works. This kind of 
style of writing is normal phenomenon with classical Arabic literature either in pre- 
Islamic poetry, in the Qur'dn, Hadith literature, and in the literature following the 
foundation of Islam, poetry as well as prose, and particularly so in what is known under 
364 See al-Jibizal-Baj,. -ýimaal-tabyit, Vol. I, p. 112. 
365 See Zahniser, 7he "Ohm-joyiya ofal-J, 04 p. 69. 
366 See the list of Du'j' al-mukRabm in A-SOIT, Adab al-kuilib, pp. 173-175. 
367 See for instance in al-JAbiZ, al-Bayat wa al-tabyhi, Vol. 1. p. 76; al-Bukhalf. p. 1; al-14aww, Vol. 
p. 35; RisffIajj'a1-md&h wa al-mdll, Risilaftal-fidd wa al-hazl, Risfflaftfa# mi bayll aj-ýadjjja waal- 
bavml, in: Hartin's edition, Vol. 1, p. 91,93,233,241,337, etc; 'lJyfa-n al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1. p. 69,70,72, 
166,173.237 etc. 
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the heading of adab. "6" According to Bfirgel, repetition is a structural element of general 
importance in various kind of art, all over the world. He claims that repetition in Arabic 
literature, Arabic prose in particular, if the phenomenon is ubiquitious in various arts; it 
was certainly more than usually favored by authors of the Arabic adab literature. 369 
7) The most important elements of al-Jdliiz's writing in this study is the use of the 
Qur'dn, Hadith and historical narrative such as khabar, qissa, proverbs and poetry, etc. 
As we know, the Qur5n is book of guidance which set up for Muslims new principle of 
religious, moral and social conduct. The Qur'5n is also a literary work of the highest 
quality. it is the final authority regarding the Arabic language and grammar and the 
standard by which a literary work might be judged. While the Hadith, or the Sunna, of the 
Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) is used as supporting evidence. From this point of view, 
al-Jdtiz used all these elements in his writing in making his case and to support his 
argument. Because of this, for al-Ribiz, there is no question that the Qur'5n and the 
Ijadi-th are the most important source for use as evidence in the construction of his 
argument. This is followed by historical narrative. Describing the use of the Qur'dn and 
Ijadith in al-NihiZ's writing, Zubaidi said: "From the third/ninth century onwards the 
influence of the Hadith went hand in hand with that of al-Qur'dn. In al-JdbiZ's essay 
quotations from the Qur'5n and Ijadi-th are used in abundance. He usually resorts to them 
in support of his argument"'. 370 
368 For further explanation on the repetitive structure in Arabic prose, see BOrgel, 'Repetitive Structure in 
Early Arabic prose', in: Crifical Pilgrimage: Studies itz ihe, 4rabic Literature Tradifiol?, Edit. by: Fedwa 
Malti-Douglas, the University of Texas, Austin, 1989, pp. 49-64. 
369 Bargel, Repetitive Structure in Early, 4rabicprose, p. 49. 
370 Zubaidi, 'The Impact of the Qur'an and Hadith on the Medieval Arabic literature'. in: 4rabic literaillre 
to the End of the Vmqj3, ad Perim], p. 342. 
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2.6 Conclusion: 
From the extant works of at-JdbiZ's, we would like to note here that some early 
writers, as were noted by Pellat, recognised the importance al-Jahiz and dubbed him as 
mdallim al-! aqI wa al-adab, which means "the teacher of reason and polite learning", or 
in other words they said that the works of al-JabiZ teach us to reason first, and instruct us 
in literature next. An interesting point should be mentioned here concerning his works, 
besides their literary merit, his writings are are of considerable historical interest which 
provides valuable material for the detailed study of social and intellectual developments 
in the the third century A. H. or ninth century A. D. century in Baghdad. Therefore, we 
may assume that all his works becomes the major sourcework on this important genre 
within the Arabic literary heritage. Concerning the method of his writing, there were 
writers who tried to follow this method, but were criticised of being unsuccessful. Ibn al- 
'ArnTid, for instance, is said to have been one of the great admires of al-Jabiz and wanted 
to be like him, but was disillusioned about his ability. However, "he fell far away from 
al-JabiZ, near to his own self". 371 Thus, this is clear evidence for the significance of al- 
Ribiz and his works. 
371 Abtl HayyAn al-Tawb-ld-I said that on the authority of Ibn ThawwAba (d. 277/890), qoutes from Naim, 
Snidies on the wrilbig ofal-Jift p. 323. 
PART TWO 
A STUDY OF SELECTED TEXTS FROM 
THE RASAIL AL-J. A-t-ffZCOLLECTION 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE RASAU CONCERNING THE ADAB 
3.1. Introduction: 
The study of morals, manners and character traits is an important subject in 
Islamic thought. Generally, it has been known that Islamic manners and characters traits 
are derived from the two main sources in Islam, namely the Qur'an and the Sunna of the 
Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ). 372 Therefore, the main aim of this chapter is to elucidate 
the significance of the rasi'd of al-Jabiz concerning the AdAb 373 which carried the 
meaning of morals, manners and characters traits. In addition, an attempt is made here to 
appraise al-Jdhi? 's point of view concerning the subject matter. From the list of the works 
of al-jabiZ as was recorded by YdqUt, 374 we find that al-RibiZ also contributed several 
rasi'd in this area of study. 
372 For more detail about AdAb al-lsl&n (Islamic manners) see al-Kaysi, Morals andManners in Islam, The 
Islamic Foundation, Melksham, 1996. 
373 There have been many definitions and descriptions of Adab (pl. AM). It is an Arabic term meaning 
custom; it denotes a habit, etiquette, a manner of conduct derived from people considered as models. 
During the first two centuries following the emergence of Islam, the term "adab" carried the meaning of 
ethical and social implications. For our purpose in this chapter, we shall adopt the above simplified 
definition. For more detail, see Ejicyclopedia of1slam, art. Adab, Vol. 1, pp. 175-6; see also in Chapter tw9 
of this thesis. In the same case, Pellat also asserts that there are two types of Adab; the first was concerned 
with general ethic, the second with worldly wisdom and polite behaviour. See Pellat, 
77ie life and works of 
Jjbi4 p. 23. 
" See Ydqfit, Mdjam al-uJabl, Vol. XV1, pp. 106-110. 
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Although, there are several works of varying length by al-Jabiz in this category... 
this thesis will however, only deal with certain works such as Risilaftal-Indw wa al- 
md5vh, Risila ftfaý; I m5 bayn al-SadAva wa al-basad, Risga fi- al-bivid wa al-mabs ad, 
Risilafi-kilmin al-sirr wa hifial-fisin, Risiluji-tafOW al-nulq 'abyal-'Vmt, Risilafl-jidd 
wa al-hazl and Risild fj- al-nubl wa lanabbul wa dhamm al-kibr. This work can be 
assumed as moralistic literature which was known to have influenced other writers such 
as Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889), Ibn al-Mdtazz (d. 296/908), and others. 376 
With some of the rasj'il in this category, only a few pages seem to have survived, 
for instance, Risj1afj-a1-wuka1. ff'wa al-muwakkalrn 377 and Risgafi-istinj& al-wdd. 378 In 
same cases, only a few quotations of a text have survived, whilst in some cases the whole 
risga has been lost such as Risalaftibiyal al-lup! ý 79 and Risilaftbiyal al-mukaddk. For 
example, we know about Risala fi- biyal al-lusds only by al. -RihiZ's quotation in his al- 
375 The works of al-JabiZ in this category as listed by Pellat are: Risj1ajj-aj-njdjj wa al-md&h, RjsVaf- 
Js1jnj& al-wa'4 RJsJ1a ftjjdd wa al-hazzi, Risala Alfwi mJ baivi agadiwa 14 a al-jusad, Risila fi- al-b&jd 
wa al-mabsg RisSafl-kitmki al-sirr wahifz al-lis, 11, RisfilaftlafO71 al-nufq "alial-xmi, Risilafi-al-nubi 
wa janabbul wa dhamm al-kibr, Risj1afta1-wuka1j'wa al-muwakkalh, Risfflafl-biyal al-lup7g and Risffla 
fif biyal al-mukaddZin, Kilib al-, Njjb, al-Bukhalj'. See Pellat, Ae life and works of J04 pp. 24-26. 3761bn Qutayba by his Wy0i al-akhbjr, Ibn al-Mutazz in his Kilib al-cdab and perhaps from al-jabiZ into 
the Islamic religious tradition through the jurisconsult-theologian al-GhazzAt-i (d. 505/1111). For an 
excellent introduction to moral philosophy in Islam, see 7he Dicyclopedia of1slam, art. Akhlik, Vol. L pp. 
325-328; see also Encyclopedia of Religion andElhic, art. Ethic and morality (Muslim), Vol. V, pp. 501- 
512. 
377Yiqat mentions it under the list of at-RbiZ's works. See Y! qat, Mujam al-udabV, Vol. XVI, p. 107; 
The risffla, like many other works of at-JlbiZ, seems to have been a refutation of another work which was 
written against the wakll (agent). In publishing this work, SUT al-Maghribr, for example, selected less than 
three pages of it. See Sda al-Maghrib-1, Majmd rasjil, pp. 170-172. However, this work, in HArran's 
edition, contains more chapters than those published by SW al-Maghrib-i. 
372A fragment text of the risila can be seen in Hiffin's, cUyan al-Sild's and Abil Milbim's collection. it 
seems from Aba Milbim's collection that be collected the risild within the group of RasJ71 al-Adabiyya. 
See Abri Milbim, Rasjil al-JJft pp. 421425. The author commands the keeping of promises; however, 
Pellat claims that the extract of the risSa is virtually untranstatable. See Pellat, 7be life and works ofia(W4 
p. 25. 
3" Multi Douglas describes this risala as among the earliest work of classical Arabic crime narratives. See 
Malti-Douglas, 'Classical Arabic Crime Narrative', Journal of Arabic Lilerature, XIX (1988), p. log. 
Charles Pellat lists only an apparent fragment of this risda. See Pellat, 'Nouvel essai dinventaire de 
l'oeuvre g1biZienne', Arabica, XXXI, (1984), p. 146. 
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Bukhal, F when he says: "You remarked, Allah preserved you, that you have read my 
book on the classification of the ruse of thieves who rob by day and the detailed expose 
of the tricks of thieves who rob by night. (You also remarked) that thereby you have 
stopped up each crack and fortified each breach, surpassing (others) through what it told 
you of subtle deceits and strange devices against which it cautioned you - that perchance 
not stratagem will succeed in countring or cunning manage (to foil). You remarked 
(furthennore) that it has been of graet benefit (to you) and that it is essential to (devote 
oneself to) to study of ir. 
380 
Whilst we know about Risila fi- lWyal al-mukaddhn from al-Baghdacri's (d. 429 
A. H. ) statement when he criticised al-idýi4 as follows: And among his work ..... is 
[his book] on the trick of al-MukaddTn (beggars), the content of which is appropriate to 
him [i. e. al-JdýiZj, his profession and his faMily)-ý. 381 Based on the above two statements, 
we believe that some quotations on al-Mukadd7n, which have been recorded by later 
writers such as al-lbsh-11fl, without mentioning where they were taken from, are quotations 
from al-Jdbiz's work on the subject of al-Mukaddin. " 
380 AI-Miz, al-Bukhal-I'(Me book of misers), transl. by R- B. Seijeant, p. 1. In another occasion, al-JabiZ 
named this risila as Kilib al-lufd$- See al-JAbiz, al-Hayaw&I, Vol. IL P. 156. However, al-Baghdid-i 
critises al-JAWS approach in this risSa which according to him more appropriate to al-JAbiZ himself See 
al-Baghdad-i, al-Tarq bayn al-firaq, p. 126. 
381 A]-Baghdad-i, al-Farq hqpm al-firaq, p. 162. 
382 Al-lbshllff, al-Muslafraf, p. 133 1. According to Pellat, the same quatation of al-IbshibT can be found also 
in al-MaWn wa al-masjwic by al-Bayhaq-i (d. 565/1169). See 77ie Encyclopedia of Islam, art. Mukkacri, 
Vol. V11, pp. 493-495. Afukadd! (pl. Afukaddrm) is known as a man who practises kidj'($JPib al-kidJ). Al- 
JAbiZ probably the first writer to have introduced this group of people into Arabic literature through the 
story of KhAlid b. Ya0d in his Bukhall', see al-RbiZ, al-Bukhalj', pp. 46-53. . 
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In contrast, Kilib al-hyjb, a text consisting entirely of prose quotations and verses 
of poetry, 383 although described by Pellat as the first text containing practical rules of 
conduct 384 is however, doubtfully attributable to al-JdtiZ. In the list of al. -Jdtiz's work 
cited by Yaq5t, there is no mention of a work under this title . 
385 Najm also maintains that 
there is no confirmation as to whether this risila belonged to al-Jahiz or not. -86 It was 
387 published, with other Rasj'il of al-RibiZ, for the first time, by al-Sandubi . 
The text of 
Kitib al-býjjb can be seen now in Harfin's and '-Uy5n al-SUd's collection. 398 
On examining the text of the above risSa however, we find that the pattern of al- 
JabiZ's writing is very obvious. The author proceeds to list ýadRh unfavourable to the 
employment of doorkeepers; then, still drawing on Islamic tradition, he quotes historical 
examples of the advice given by famous men to their doorkeepers. Next, he considers the 
reasons for the employment of these servants, and the qualities needed in them. The 
author discusses the class of al-tIujjjb (chamberlains) and the post of a1-, WAba which 
became a necessity to the rulers and governors, particularly in later time. The author also 
says that the Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) did not approve of it and he advised his 
governors not to hide themselves from their people. However, the system of at-tTyiha 
was practised. We find that the author attributes a saying to Persian Dihq&z (local 
393 There are more than one hundred aby& (verses) of poetry from different poems which has been quoted 
b the author. 
374 Pellat, Ae Itfe and works ofJOiA p. 24. 
395 Ydqatý Mu5am al-udabj', Vol. XVI, p. 107. 
3" Najm, Studies on the wrifing of al-Joi?; p. 16. 
3x7 See al-Sandflb-1, Mcýnnf radd al-Jffft pp. 155-186. 
3"See al-jabiZ, Kilab al-fiyffb, in Hdrftn's edition, Vol. 11. pp. 29-85, Tyiln al-SCId's edition, Vol. II, pp. 
21-69. 
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chief), 3"9 who advises a govemor at the time of at-ljajjdj b. YUsuf al-Thaqaft (d. 95/714), 
on how to deal with the common people in the question of aI-, ffYjba. 390 
Now, our first analysis on the I? asj'il of al-Jibi, - in this category goes to Risila 
at-md&I wa al-nid&h which according to Pellat the only text of al-Jdbiz that can be 
placed in the subject of manners. 
391 
3.2 Risalaffial-ma'id wa al-ma%h (Ris-la on this world and the Hereafter) 
3.2.1 Title and text of the Risala: 
392 YSq0t and Ibn "Abd Rabbih named it as KiMb al-md&h wa al-mdjd Hdran, 
in his editorial remark to the text of the ris-la, claimed that it was originally in two copies 
of manuscripts with different titles. The first copy is entitled "Rishla Ab! "Uthmin 'Amr b. 
Ba tr a I-J, §bi., 7 iIj Muham mad b. 'A bd al-Ma lik fi- akh h7q al- ma jim Cda wa a I-madhm Ch? i a" 
and the second copy entitled "Risilaft-al-mdW wa aI-mdi7Shfj-aI-adab wa ladabbur al- 
n& wa md&nalatihim kataba bihi fli Abjal-Walld Muhammad b. Ahmad b. AT 
Du jd,. 393 However, Hariin himself, in his collection of Rasjil al-JJ&4 used al-MdW 
wa al-mdjsh as a heading of the risla. 394 
3" This term is from the Persian for "head of the village". See Glass6,7he Concise Encyclopedia qfIsI4M, 
art. Dihqdn, p. 99. 
390 See al-JAhiZ, KilAb al-Pyjb, in Haran's edition, Vol. II, pp. 29-85; 'Uyffn al-SFad's edition, Vol. 11, pp. 
21-69. 
391 Pellat, The life and works of JOi4 p. 24. 
392 YAqat, Mucjany al-ndahi, Vol. XVI, p. 107, Ibn 'Abd Rabbih, al-ýckjdal-farrd, Vol. JIL p. 29. 
393 See Harrin's, editorial remarks to the RisSaftal-nidavi, wa al-mdw in: RasVil al-Jift HjrLjn, s 
edition, Vol. 1. p. 89. 
394 Ibid.. Vol. 1. p. 89. 
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On the other hand, in Tyan al-SUd's collection, the text of the risila appeared 
under the heading Risila al-md5vh wa al-mdW aw al-akl? ljq al-inabmala wa al- 
madliminia kataba bihä ilä Abi al-Walid Muhanzmad b. Ahinad b. Abi Du äl. 
395 lt 
seems to us here that copyists of at-Jabiz's works, have suggested different titles 
according to their different approach and understanding of the text or it may be al-JabiZ 
made more than one copy with different title. However, other scholars of al-JabiZ in 
modem times, Pellat, for instance, assumed that the correct reading of the title of this 
work is Risila fl- al-mdjd wa al-md&h fl- al-adab wa tadbTr al-nis wa md&nalatihim 
which means "Letter for this world and the next on manners, conduct and human 
rclationshi pig. 396 Al-ljdjifi later claimed that this risild is also known as Kitib al-adjh. 397 
By referring to the text of the risild, one can observe that al-RibiZ clearly infonns 
us about the title of his works when he declares: "I thought that I would compile for you a 
book of manners ( Y-M C., %A Yt6), assembling much knowledge of the sustenance for life 
and the afterlife ( cýýi 
&, )-)-). 398 Moreover, these two tenns i. e. al-Mdjd and al- 
Md&h are related to al-Ribiz's definition of Adab itself which according to him, Adab is 
a precious tool in matters religious and everyday life . 
399This indicates that this risVa 
contains the combination of the discussion on the issue of manner concerning the life and 
the afterlife. 
395 Al-104, Ris-0afi-al-md&h wa al-mdg in: Tyrin al-Sild's collection, Vol. 1, p. 67. On the other 
hand, Najm suggests that the name of the risSa is also given as 'F7aI-akhI. §q al-n7alinwa'. 
See Najm, 
Studies on the writing of al! 407, P. 16. 
3' Pellat, 'at-JOW, in: Abbasid Belles Letters, p. 89. 
397 Al-10i ia, aI-JJPi, 7fiqyjIuh wa Shinih, p. 327. 
399 
- 
M-UbiZ, Risilaftal-mdavh wa al-md&l, in: Hirfaln's edition, Vol. 1, p. 95; Tyfln al-Srad's edition, Vol. 
1. p. 72. 
3w Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 99, see also Tyrin al-Srid's edition, 
Vol. 1, p. 73. 
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The text of the risa7a in the printed edition consists of forty-three pages with no 
divisions other than paragraphs either in Haran's edition or 'Uyan al-Sad's edition; 
however, in the later edition it is only consists of twenty-four pages. '00 Pellat in his 
collection of translated portion of al-Ribiz's work also has published some five pages 
selected from various places of the risila . 
40 'Hutchins in his Nine Essay of aI-Jffbq7 
translated the whole text of the risila into English under the heading "Life and Afterlife 
or Praiseworthy and Blameworthy Conducf ". 402 The latest English translation of the 
rishla could be seen in Colville's book Sobriety and Mirth entitled "This life and the life 
to come or Conduct Praiseworthy and Offensive". 403 Therefore, beside Arabic text from 
Harfin's and 'Uyfa-n al-SUd's collection, the study of the risila in this chapter would rely 
on the Hutchins's and Colville's translations. 
3.2.2 Addressee of the Risala: 
Harun, the editor of the rish-la claimed that the addressee was AbIl al-Walld 
Muhammad b. Ahmad b. AbIt Du'dd, son of the leading Mdtazila scholars, Ahmad b. Ab-I 
Du'Sd. This is base on al-JabiZ's statement in his introduction to the risild when he says: 
I knew you - may God honour you - in the day of youth when pleasure's authority 
which wears out reputations had sway over your peers". 
404 In another occasion, Hdrfin 
" The text of the risila can be found in two places in Mran's and 'Uyan al-Sad's edition. We find that the 
former is more detail than the latter. See for example in Haran's edition, Vol. 1, pp. 91-134 & Vol. IV, pp. 
69-79; and in'Uyrin M-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, pp. 69-93 & Vol. IV, pp. 49-58. 
Pellat, Ae life and work ofjjpiA pp. 202-206. 
Hutchins, Nine Essay of al-JOA p. 67. 
Colville, Sobriety andMirth, pp. 3-24. 
404 See HArfin editorial remarks to the Risgailal-nd1h wa akidW, 
in Rasj'j1 al-JjpiA Vol. 1, p. 89. 
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again claims that he found other statement in the second copy of the risila which stated 
that it was written to Muhammad b. cAbd al-Malik al-Zayydt or known as Ibn Zayy at. 405 
However, we assume that Ibn Zayy5t could not be accepted as an addressee of the risga. 
This is because al-Jabiz starts his relationship with Ibn al-Zayyat when he was in power. 
For example, there is a clear evidence of this relationship when al-JabiZ states in other 
risala: "You are a poet and I but a r&T (narrator); you are tall and I am short, you are 
bald on top and I at the temples; you ride your horseback and I ride donkeys; you are 
phlegmatic and I quick tempered; you manage you own affairs and at the same time 
provide for the needs of others, your action affect every citizen of the empire and your 
organization makes itself felt to the further comer of the nation, .... you are prince and Ia 
yokei". 406 
The above statement indicates that it was addressed to Ibn al-ZayyZit in which the 
author describes their position at the time. From this point of view, it is safely to be said 
that the addressee of the Risjlajj-al-md&h wa al-mdjd is AbB al-Wal7id Muhammad b. 
Abii Du'5d not Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Malik al-Zayy5t. 
3.2.3 The Purpose and the date of writing: 
The aim of this ris5la is to inform someone about the discussion of ethics and it 
also speaks of virtue as a mean between excess and deficiency and habit 
in which the soul 
Ibid.. Vol. L P. 89. 
I? isXaflaj-jjdd wa al-hazi in: HAran's edition, Vol. 1, pp. 265-266 c 406 AJ-JAbiZ, ; UyIIn M-Sad's edition, 
Vol. 1. p. 197. 
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should be trained . 
407 Al-JabiZ points out his purpose of the composition of the risala as 
follows: "Then I recalled that I still had one way of showing my gratitude by doing you a 
favour which would be within my power, provide you with something indispensable, and 
profit you considerably both in this world and the next, if God wills. I am still - may 
Allah grant you long life - harness to the same task, namely collecting, studying and 
pondering over the book". 408 He then states clearly on the first page of the risila the 
thesis of this work: "So I decided to write you a book of adab, bringing together various 
theories about the life hereafter and life here on earth, and setting out for you the causes 
of things, their outward appearance and their generally accepted significance"'. 409 
Our author keeps this aspect of his subject clearly in mind throughout the risj1a. 
After stating his purpose, al-Jahiz immediately informs us that the earlier writer has not 
dealt satisfactory with the subject of idib. For instance, he states: "I think that many 
writers before me have entrusted to those remaining after them in literature legacies in 
which they approximated the truth. In them, they gave excellent guidance. I think, 
however, that they primarily depicted derived conclusion without making clear the 
causes, pleasing attributes for which they did not indicate" . 
410 
From the above statement, we know that al-JabiZ presumably denotes by "the 
earlier writers" was Ibn al-Muqaffaý particularly with his two works on the subject of 
407 Pellat, Me life alld work of JOi4 p. 202. 
40" Al-JAbiZ, RisjIajj-aI-md&h wa al-md&l, in: HAran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 95; 'UyQn M-Sild's edition, Vol. 
1, p. 72. 
409 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 95; see also Tyan al-S(Id's edition, Vol. 1, p. 72. 
4101bid., Vol. 1, p. 96, see also Tyrin al-Srid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 72. 
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411 AdAb entitled al-Adab al-kabk and al-Adab al-xghk. From this point of view, al- 
UaJid claims that al-JabiZ and Ibn al-Muqaffaý have a similar approach concerning the 
discussion on the subject of Adab . 
412 Ibn al-Muqaffa, for instance, stresses his approach 
when he declares that his al-Adab al-pghk is a collection of the speeches of the earlier 
generation regarding the Adib in which he hope to be a guidance for later generation. 413 
On the other hand, al-Jdhiz stresses also the same view when he says that he has 
collected, studied and then examined a book concerning the Adg. For this reason, he 
says "I have composed this book of mine for you, describing for you in it the natural 
characteristic with which mankind has been endowed and with which all creatures were 
414 brought into existence" . Later he remarks "I will clarify for you how their states are 
distinguished and how their levels differ, what the causes are which necessitate each 
other, what thing is a cause for something else so that the existence of the first implies 
4 that of the second, what the cause is of which the second comes only by the first. 15 This 
is clear evidence that there is a great similarity between the style of this work and that of 
In al-Muqaffaý in his ethical work. 
The precise date of the composition of the risild is unknown; however, al-Ij5jia 
suggests that it could be between the periods of the death of Ibn al-Zayyat (d. 233/847) 
till to the year 236 A. H. when cUbaydullah b. Yabyd b. Kh5q5n has been appointed as 
411 According to Latham, the Kilab YUO al-Kabk is commonly, but incorrectly, style al-Adab al-Kabi- 
which conveniently distinguishes it from al-Adah al-Saghk. See Latham, 'Ibn a)-Muqaffa' and Early 
Abbasid Prose', in: AbbasidBeller-Lelfers, p. 57. 
412 M-131jid, aI-JAN, -, 6qyXuh wa &h&wh, p. 306. 
`3 Ibid., p. 329. 
414 AWW7, RisJIafTa1-mJJvh wa al-ma'jd, in: Haffin's edition, Vol. 1, p. 97; IJyiIn al-Sild's edition, Vol. 
Lp. 72. 
-d's editiOn. VOL 1, p. 72. Ibid., Vol. 1.97; see also 'Uyfln at-Sfa 
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vizier. 416 At that time, Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Abi Du'ad, the addressee of the ris9la, 
had already replaced his father as Qdýt' particularly Nvhen his father partially paralyzed. 
Qd(r 417 Therefore, this risAla is the first work of a]-Jabiz attribute to the new . 1. 
3.2.4 Organization of the text: 
According to Pellat, the risga is a guide to etiquette; but it is plentifully and come 
418 
together with digression and psychological comments. The organization of this risila 
can be divided into these separate parts: 
1. Introduction 
2. A token of gratitude to the addressee. 
3. The aim of the composition of the risila. 
4. The differences between this risa-la and the risala of earlier prose writers. 
5. The subject and method of composition of the risalla. 
6. The skill of rules for this world and the hereafter. 
7. Relations with one's associates. 
8. Attitude to be adopted towards friend and enemy. 
10. The friend. 
1. Notes on the most reprehensible faults; untruthfulness, anger, envy and pride. 
12. How to behave to one's friend. 
13. The risild ends vAth some general advice. 
4: W-Mjiff, a1-JjbirhaY&'-'h w-ahlh&"h- p. 327. 
'Ibij.. p. 327. 
Pellat, 7he life alld i4, ()rks ofJjbi. A p. 25. 
IU6 
3.2.5 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
The main issue of this risila is a]-J5bi4's instructions to his addressee and perhaps 
to all of his reader. For example, in his introduction, al-Jabiz starts his word by sending to 
his addressee a special prayer by saying "May Allah grant you a long life and allow you 
to delight othm"". 4 19 Then he proceeds: "Many wise people have said that it is necessary 
for wise person to explore the place of desire thoroughly. He must take the causes of 
thing clear and help prepare for the consequences. For scholars are praised for carefully 
ascertaining the first principles of affairs and for discerning with their intellects what 
consequences will alloWý. 
420 
In his introduction, al-Jdhiz claims that he knew his addressee in the days of youth 
when pleasure's authority which wears out reputation had sway out. Because of that he 
sent him his token gratitude to his addressee "I was under an obligation to show you my 
gratitude, indeed felt guilty that I could not begin to repay the debt I owed you, but had to 
confess myself unequal to the task" . 
42 1 The result of this gratitude was giving "my total 
thank to my God, the Master of each blessing and initiator of every benefaction, thank for 
you and an attempt to recompense you however possible with word and deed ýI . 
422 
It seems here that al-Jdbiz explained the necessity of gratitude and thanks in the 
fact that it is logical and rational. The reason is that, according to him, he who does not 
419 AwAbiz , RisgajTal-md&h wa al-ma'W, 
in: Haran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 91; 'IJyan al-Srid's edition, Vol. 
I, p. 69. 
4201bid., Vol. 1, p. 91. see also'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. I, p. 69. 
4211bid., Vol. 1, p. 91; see alsoUyrAn al-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. 1, p. 69. 
4221bid., Vol. 1. p. 9 1; see also Tyrin M-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 69. 
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thank people will not be able to thank God, for God gives easily, but it is not the same 
vAth people, they give with difficulty, therefore, he who gives generously must be 
thanked and praised. 
3.2.5.1 Al-JibiZ. 's instructions to his addressee: 
Approximately two-third of the risga is devoted to al-Jdti7, 's instructions to his 
addressee. For instance, proceeding from his introduction, we meet with the first 
instruction in which al-RibiZ reminds his addressee to fear Allah because that is the 
common ground for all good, the cause of all salvation, and the origin of all right 
guidance. And then he starts by giving his advices to his addressee, here are the list of 
some passages of al-RitiZ's instructions with Islamic flavour as can been seen in this 
risala: 
- A. 4 JS r-Wi 4SW LI-S L; 14. u 4rwjj 
. 4, 
(My first counsel for you, and myself, is to fear Allah. That is the common ground 
for all good, the cause of all salvation, and the origin of all right guidance). 
-><. 
J t z41u, 11.3 t b-4 vi (DtAi71. i 6 ju jl, - 
(I caution you and myself about Allah. Do not take Him for granted. Do not try 
bypass His Command, treat His duties lightly, and assume you can beguile Him). 
, Yjml 
211A lojýj 
S4j-j aAr- &- L% AU4 
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(Know that your treating affairs equitably and your taking matters at their actual 
worth bring you the heart's friendship. Everyone will deal with you with affection). 
ll. J 
AL C: J-P 
J Aý-ýl &-A W 
(Know that when your preference is not based on sound advice, compassion, 
revenge, or sufficient reason, it will occasion for you estrangement and lack of 
confidence on the part of the one you favoured or discriminated against). 
- O-JiD 441a L; J-ý uj S -)Wl JA L-ki Jjl. ý 1 -4 
J C-I-- Ij- 
(Know that the most traits are habits in which the. souls are trained). 
. iýN '4 U J-41 , b, J at-it ýýj 4 e-P'L JUL" 
(Know that increasing wealth is an instrument for generous act, an aid to religion, 
and a way to alliance with brothers). 
Aw") Lis 1-4-) 
(Know that the silence in its place may be more useful than the delivery of speech in 
its place and on the attainment of its opportunity, if you are silent before one who 
knows you do not remain silent with him out of weakness of fear). 
bJ. JI (DA (. 
$ 
cc (Dl - 
(Know that having secrets spread is evil in every respect, whether by enemy of 
friend). 
-3S 
11 L)Aa &4 -51 4116 e, 1 401 
A5. juaA 41 
.. -3LI4 
(Know that you will associate with people in group of differing conditions and 
disparate ranks, each of whom you need). 
LA,. ýUJ ý-zýJ., - LýI 4. ýs r. tLNi 4ý-3L-- t-WW LZU-" Vi 
4 
->-, w 431 fL--1-9 - 
e41ii., 
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(Know that in dealing with people there arise for you circumstances in which you 
will need to be sociable with different types and classes of people). 
As was observed above, the bulk of the text of the risga is comprisesed of the 
author's instructions. All these instruction to his addressee manifests a commendable 
concern for al-JabiZ's relation with him. 
3.2.5.2 The conclusion of the Risga: 
Near,, * end of the risjIa, al-JabiZ again lists some general advice to his 
addrcssee and perhaps to all his readers by stating that: "the need to discipline yourself to 
do good works. Each good deed is a burden to the soul since it is a denial of its pleasure. 
If you neglect this then beware, for your base instincts will rise up to dominate YOU9. %423 
The risala ends with al-RibiZ's final praise to his addressee by asking God to 
continue His favour on him, and add to what has already been granted to him, etc. It 
seems that this risala was entirely devoted to the advice of an authority, accompanied by 
various examples of good morals. 
3.2.6. The use of the Qur'In and Ijadith in the text: 
After a careful examination, the most noticeable way in which al-Jabiz expressed 
his views is through the usage of Qur'Zinic verses and Ijadt-th of the Prophet Muhammad 
423 A]-JabiZ, I? isjIafTai-md&h wa al-md. W, in: Harrin's edition. Vol. 1, p. 133; Tyfin al-SOd's edition, 
Vol. 1, P. 9-1. 
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(p. b. u. h. ). There are a number of both of the main Islamic sources which had been quoted 
by the author in order to strengthen his argument. Since he had learned the Qur'Zin and 
the liad-ith for the religious purpose, this was the style of writing with which he was 
intimatlely familiar. Therefore, it can be strongly recommended that this risga is Islamic 
in favour. 
The following list is some of Qur'dnic verses that have been quoted by the author 
in the risila: 
1) According to al-Jdbiz: "Judgment here is the same as judgment there 
M- 
kHereafter). If it was not for that, no kingdom would arise, no dynasty is established, and 
no leadership be confirmed7'. The author quotes this verse (23: 102-103): 
o-, 
J ý 
. 
41 
'11-4 4.43, J. - k: -ý ci-i c ýA 
&P A. 4-31 J.. :. Iz &.; 
0J-A-iL ?: ý Vi 
"Then those who balance (of the good deeds) is heavy, they will attain salvation? 
But those whose balance is light, will be those who have lost their souls, in Hell will they 
abide". 
AI-Jdýiz then asserts: "Know that judgment in the next world is the same as 
judgment in this world; an equitable balance and just ruling". 424 He then emphasises this 
idea by the quotation of this Qur'dnic verse (17: 72): 
4 N*'d J"Ij Lea, S. A: 
'll 
vi '41 Lea, 0, 
ýA 
vi 
is &-i ý 
"But those who were blind in this world will be blind in the Hereafter and most 
astray from the path". 
424 Ibid., Vol. 1. p. 10 1; see also: Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1. p. 75. 
III 
This verse was used as evidence when al-Jabiz talks about the principle of 
regulatory matter for religion and the world. This followed by quotation of Ibn "Abbas's 
interpretation of the above verse. He claims that: "Ibn "Abb5s's interpretation of this 
verse holds that whoever lacks the intelligence to know how to manage his worldly 
affairs will be transported to the next life vAth the same level of intelligent". 425 
This comment seems to us that al-Jabiz agreed with Ibn 'Abbass interpretation. 
2)The second Qur'5nic verse has been quoted by the author is from Sfa-rah Ritir 
when the Qur'5n said (35: 45): 
4 41. a em 1 Lýa -11-ý t- 1-9-4 Lq LA' -ll ýL, 3.3 Ji ý 
"If Allah were to punish men according to what they deserve, He would not leave 
on the back of the earth a single living creature"? 
This verse was quoted when al-Jabiz explains concerning the issue of repentance. 
For instance, he writes: "If Allah was unrelenting with His creatures, He would torture all 
of them, however, Allah accepts repentance, overlooks a false step, and doubles good 
deede'). 426 
3) Al-JabiZ says that Allah gave desire and fear control over boundaries and the 
scales of equity and adjusted them harmoniously. Related to this matter, at-Jabiz again 
quotes the following Qur'dnic verse (99: 7-8): 
425 Md., Vol. 1. p. 99; see also 'Uyfan al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1. p. 74. 
426 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 10 1, see also 'Uyfin al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 75. 
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<D-)41 ; ýZA ulwy 
JU 
L 
'A JAA4 &4i 
"So whosever does good equal to the weight of an atom (or a small ant), shall see 
it. And whosever does equal to the weight of an atom (or a small ant), shall see it. 
The author then comments: "Every agent was made confident of what He 
threatened and promised. Then the hearts of mankind were bound by desire and fear. 
Organization proceeded and policy was established according to the innate character of 
man and the promotion of matters of public welfare". 427 
4) The author writes: "Beware with all caution lest Satan tempt you from your 
determination and portray negligence to you in the form of trust in God, wrest caution 
from you and create in you languor through your surrender to the fates. God ordered 
trustful surrender only after the exhaustion of available procedures and submission to 
divine decree after seeking pardon". 428 The author quotes these two Qur'dnic verses to 
support his idea. Firstly, when the Qur"dn said (4: 71): 4 Iji-L ý which mean 
Take your precaution ... " and secondly, when the Qur'dn said (2: 195): 
4 A-ý' 
LA C-S+ýh 
'-a vi ý 
"Do not throw yourselves into destruction (by not spending your wealth in the cause 
of Allah)". 
5) At-Jdbiz suggests his addressee to discipline himself with God's instruction 
I ike His instruction to His Prophet (p. b. u. h. ). Here, the author quotes this verse (17: 29): 
4 _Jg_4 LQjL ' 
427 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 104, see also TyGn al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 76. 
421 Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 111-112, see also 'UyUn al-SOd's edition, Vol. I, p. 80. 
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"'And let not your hand be tied (like a miser) to you neck, nor stretch it forth to its 
utmost reach (like spendthrift), so that you become blameworthy and in severe poverty". 
However, a]-Jdbi7, does not make any explanation towards this verse. 
6) Al-Jabi? also suggests his addressee the three ways of getting better from his 
enemy. According to him, the first one is to treat him in a kind and friendly manner from 
the outset. In conjunction with this matter, al-Ribiz quoted the Qur'dn saying (41: 34): 
"Repel (the evil) with one which is better (i. e Allah ordered the faithful believers 
to be patient at the time of anger and to excuse those who treat them badly), then verily! 
he between whom and you there was enmity, (will become) as though he was a close 
friend". 
Regarding to this verse, al-JatiZ then asserts: "If your enemy is one for who that 
neither is nor appropriate, then guard your secrets from him. Leave him blind to the effect 
of your design and do not let him become informed by word or deed of any part of your 
conspiracy against him lest he be wary and learn your weak point. To protect secrets is to 
take the guiding reins. To threaten enemies much is cowardly. Conceal your dislike for 
your enemy as much as he conceals his for you. Recount his vices when he quarrels with 
you,,. 429 
On the other hand, since the ethical and manners problems have been discussed in 
considerable detail in the Ijad-ith of the Prophert Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ), al-Jabiz quotes 
also five Ijadith to support and strengthen his idea. 
429 ibid. $ Vol. 
1. p. I 15, see also TyOn al-Slid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 82. 
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1) The first Ijadith is the Prophet's saying: 430 
(ä Jý- ý UAI ý L» 
"He who does not thank people does not thank God". 
Related to this Ijadith, al-Jdbiz offers his opinion: "By my life, the intellect knows 
that instinctively. Whoever is ungrateful for a favour performed by one of God's 
creatures is even more ungrateful to god for His favours. When people give they feel it is 
an imposition and an inconvenience. It weighs heavily on their hearts. God gives 
effortlessly. For this reason, He connected giving thanks to Him and to the benefactors 
among His creature§". 431 
2) Afterwards, he again quotes the second liadi-th in which the Prophet 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) was reported as Saying: 432 
D-)SL 1; 61A. IS, ,U 
-s, 
ý4 iku ta.. >14ls 9ý au tbjs,! ý& 
-P 
(bý4.. ýL4J 
"Let a man to whom kindness is done show gratitude and if he cannot, let him 
make the kindness known. A man shows his gratitude by making it known. To keep silent 
is a sign of the ingrate'. 
However, the author does not offer any comment on this Ijadi-th. 
430 Narrated by Abd Hurayra and collected by al-Tirmidh-i in: Sunan al-Tirmidhror al-J&nf al-, vapiý, Dar 
al-Kutub al. -Flimiyya, Beirut, 1987, Chapter 
35, "MA JA' fi al-Shukr", Vol. IV, p. 298. jbdj7h $apzp. 
431 AWAbiz, Rjsj1ajj-a1-md&-h wa al-md&l, in: HArfln's edition, Vol. 1, p. 94; 'Uyfa-n al-SOd's edition, Vol. 
1,71. 
43F' This Ijadith can be seen in Sunan AaDawdl, No. 4814, "Ffshukr al-mdr@', book: "al-Adab-, with 
slightly in different wording. See Abil Dawild, 
Sunan AbaDawW, Maktabat aVAsriyya, Beirut, undated, 
Vol. IV. p. 259. 
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3) The third Ijacti-th is the Prophet saying: 433 
(kill j+-2j juij a JLý-L ýýl 
"Heaven is surrounded by hardship; Hell is surrounded by pleasure". 
Inconjuntion with the meaning of this Ijacrith, al-JabiZ comments: "By which he 
(the Prophet Muhammad) meant that the road to heaven is pitted with ordeal and the road 
to hell is strewn with pleasure -) -) . 
434 
4) The following Ijadi-th was quoted in connection with the discussion on the 
determination. The Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) said: 435 
( LIVi 4tc-l ) 
"Think first and then place your trust in God". 
In accordance to this 1jadi-th, al-JdbiZ explains: "Beware with all caution lest 
Satan tempt you from your determination and portray negligence to you in the form of 
trust in God, wrest caution from you and create in you languor through your surrender to 
the fates. God ordered trustful surrender only after the exhaustion of available procedures 
and submission to divine decree after seeking pardoif 1, . 
436 
433 Reported by AbU Hurayra and Anas b. Malik and collected by al-SuyQ171 in: al-Jknf al-pghk, No. 3732, 
Vol. 1, p. 576. This is iYadj7h FaMb- 
43"Al-jabiZ, RisffIafj-aI-md&h wa al-md&l, in: Hiran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 105; Tyan al-Sfa-d's edition, 
Vol. 1, p. 77. 
4"Reported by Anas b. Malik and collected by a]-Suy0fi in: al-Jknf al-mghk, No. 1191, Vol. 1, p. 18o. 
jbdNh Dd'j. 
436 AI-AbiT, Rjsffjajj-aj-md&h wa af-md, 11, in: HarrAn's edition, Vol. 1, P. 112, 
'UyiIn al-Sfa-d's edition, 
Vol. I, p. 80. 
I- 
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5) The final IjadIth waq qnoted by a145tiiz is the which reNted to the 
subject of secrets spread. According to a]-Jdtiiz, having secrets spread is evil in every 
aspect, whether by enemy or friend. Concerning this issue, he quotes the Prophet 
(p. b. u. h. ) saying: 437 
( "3 41 L. 16 di IA_ý"j Cjlj--JI LS. 
L-- lj4,6"l ) 
"Protect against misfortune by concealing it; the fortunate are always envied". 
For this reason, al-JabiZ suggests his addressee to confide his secrets only in 
someone who would be harmed as much as by their disclosure and who stand to benefit 
no less than him by keeping them concealed. 
In the light of this attitude, we can see that the Qur'dn and Ijadi-th stands at the 
very root of his thought before he goes on to set all of his significance idea into motion. 
3.2.7 The Language of the Risala: 
Moving to another important part of al-Jabi? 's style of writing is his linguistic 
skill. It is known that his linguistic skill is to delight his reader's interest and to win their 
sympathy, Therefore, it is for this reason that the following stylistic and linguistic 
observations are included here. In an attempt to give his advice, for instance, we find that 
437 Collected by al-Suy0r, in: allknf al-saghk. No. 985, Vol. Lp 150, with different wording. &d,? h 
ZV'r. CE The original wording for this Ijadi-th is: 
( . 3j. - L.; 41 
LK au - J--= CJJJ r-W. ý- IJ5--aj ) 
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al-J5biZ usually begins his words by using imperative style 4313 ( ýýI LW 
) such as ýý) 
(Know), (Beware), ýjU (Maintain), 2"n-5 (Take heed), ll-ýl (Remember), and 
(Be economical), etc. to stress his addressee. The usage of this style has made almost all 
of a]-Jabi? 's instructions more important than others. 
For instance, he says: 
1) ' 
dJj 
(Know that the AdAb (ethics) are the tools which can be soundly employed in 
religion and in worldly corlCern .... ) 
e3mJl C. P CX141 J Jýý L% ! )Ial 
(Beware with all caution lest Satan tempt you from your determination) 
ýýl CAL 
(Maintain the status quo and preserve your prosperity ) 
In addition, for the same purpose, al-Mbiz also used the negative imperative ( JA 
V41) or "prohibition, 
A39 such as the usage of (Z. AWi V) in order to achieve his objectives. 
A good example of this, he writes: 
438 The Imperative formed by: 1) Taking away the vowel of the final radical as in case of the jussive; 2) 
Dropping the pronominal prefix; 3) Replacing it by an alif. See 
'Abbds al-NadWi-, Learn the language of the 
Holy Qur 'aty, Iqra' International Educational Foundation, Chicago, 198 1, p. 20 1. 
439 The 2"d person of the jussive mood preceded by "Id' gives us the prohibition. See Cowan, Modeni 
Literary Arabic, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1958, p. 98; al-NadwT, Learn the Language of 
the Holy Qur'gy, p. 203. 
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('! ý C). '! ý C. ý' Y) (Do not let your luck prejudice your faith), 
And in another occasion, he writes again: 
(Do not leave any of them). 
It seems to us that the usage of this type of expression is absolutely suitable for 
that situation in which the author is trying to persuade his addressee to follow his 
instructions. 
Instead of using F0 al-amr and LAm al-ngiiya, al-Jdýiz used the oath style 
of L ,;, _0 
). 440 
-Jdýiz had used this such as the usage We find that al 
special oath in three occasions of this risild. For instance, he says concerning the issue of 
total thank: 
( S-0-ml vi I IM CA ý: E 
(And by my life, the intellect knows that instinctively) 
Elsewhere, in the occasion of the destinies, he says again: 
(jJI'll lLSJ 14 
(And by my life, that rarely comes about except in a few affairs) 
The last oath comes when al-Jahiz speaks about patient, truthfulness and loyalty, 
ctc. Here, he swore again: 
&p, 01,51,31 1, 
44OThe 
meaning of this oath: By MY life. 
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(By my life, the philosophers did not make a mistake when they termed these the 
pillars of religion and of the world). 
The usage of rhythmic balance and measured termination style or Usli7b al- 
mu: dawaj is very obvious in the risila. This type of writing makes the reading go 
smoothly and awakes the admiration of the reader. To illustrate it, let us observe the 
paragraph below to see how al-Jabiz divided it into small parts which ended with the 
same letter al-Kaf (J ). For example, is a passage where he is showing the merits and 
status of people, in which he divided into two groups, he writes: 441 
-i. ar- L. 
A dl, J di, - 
u14 ül LAJ- -mi 4(,; -94 
di Jum-ýA-4 0-Asi ý db, tl-. i ý4li (r-j-P c). - 1-1 
jjý 
JýLj ýjj jA 
5A 6UI, 11'j kL6 
Ig- Aj L. Am Zu" ->ý ., - 
This is a cognate repetition but the rhythm and similarity of form catch the 
attention of the reader and give him a feeling of pleasure and delight. On the other hand, 
from the above paragraph, it can be seen also that the usage of Arabic grammar by the 
author was very systematic. For example, the usage of particle "U" had been used in two 
occasions. In this case, by referring to the Arabic grammar, if the subject of the nominal 
sentences is introduced by "U", then the predicate must be prefixed by ( L-1 
). 442 So, it 
44 1 M-Jabiz, Risjjaf, -aj-nd&h wa al-mdAl, in: Haran's edition , Vol. 1, pp. 106-7; 'Uyan a]-Sild's 
edition, Vol. 1, p. 78. 
442 cowan, Modem Literary Arabic, p. 66. 
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should be two subjects and two predicate in the above paragraph. To illustrate, let us refer 
to the above paragraph again to find out those things. 
1) The first one is ý li e, ý AýU ýý U ), and the subject for 
this is (C-3-P &- L-1 ), and the predicate is d Li d-ý 4ýU ) 
2) Whilst, the other one is 
4r- C)ýl Lý) L14JI Al ), the subject for this sentence is ( ýý-A &A L-1-9 
A4L-- ) and the predicate is ( 4a Lýj LWJ Al i: -" -Z ). 
Finally, the use of poetry in this risga is very limited. Only seven verses of poetry 
were cited by the author, namely the poet of Abd al iya443 (r444, -ýAtah , Abfa- Du'dd at-Iya i 
Qadab b. Vamra 445 and Zuhayr b. Janab b. Hubal al. KaIUI-. 446 HoWeVer, the main bulk of 
the main part of the risila, as can be seen in HdrUn's and 'Uyfin al-SUd's, collection, 
consists of the author's instructions and the approaching conclusion is signalled by 
selection of nawidir. 447 
443 Aj_jabi?, I&sjIaJ7aI-ma&h wa al-mdAl, in: HarfLn's edition , 
Vol. L p. 113; 'Uyrin al-Siid's edition, 
Vol. 1, P. 8 1. 
4441bid., Vol. 1, p. 114; see also Tyan al-SUd's edition, Vol. 1, p. 82. 
445Jbid., Vol. I, p. 115; see also Tyrin al-S(Id's edition, Vol. 1, p. 83. 
4461bid., Vol. I, p. 128 ; see also Tyfln al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 89. 
44"Alaw, Wir (sing. NWira) is literally means rare thing, and its denotes a pleasing anecdotes containing wit, 
bumor, jocularity of type which has never ceased to be an integral feature of all social gatherings, whether 
intimate or official. See Me Dicyclopedia ofIvIam, art. Naw5dir, Vol. VII, pp. $56-7. 
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3.3 Risalaft-al-t&id al-majnW (The Envious and the Envied) 
3.3.1 Background of the Risala: 
One of the most dangerous diseases that haunted men all over history is al-tlasad 
(Envy). It is regarded as the virulent disease that caused many distresses and difficulties 
to all human nations including the Islamic umma. The epidemic of al-Hasad, which 
forms one of the diseases of the "soul", if not being well controlled will give a great 
consequence on human development, be that in the aspect of psychology, moral or 
social. 
448 
In this context, as far as we are aware that al-Ritiz has made great contributions to 
this subject matter. His first contribution is this risild entitled Risilafl-al-b&id wa al- 
malm9d and the other is entitled Risalaftfa# mjbayn al-ýcad,! Wa al-hasad. According to 
Pellat, both risila are the materials on the subject of bad qualities which contains some 
odd details about the risk writers run in approaching patrons . 
449 %iSt, Colville in his 
remarks to the translation of Risilafi-al-h&id wa al-ma&rd said that the risild displays 
al-Jabiz's insight into human character . 
450 The main issue of this risild is about the first 
4411 Elicyclopedia of Refigioli wid Ethics defines envy as an emotion that is essentially both selfish and 
malevolent. it is aimed at persons, and implies dislike of one who posesses what the envious man himslef 
covets or desires, and wish to harm him. See F-tiqjc1qjxdia of Refigioti w)d Ethics, art. Envy, Vol. V, p. 
322. 
4"Pel I at, 7-he life and ivorks qfJJft p. 25. 
450COlVille, Grat-ity andMirth, p. 23 1. 
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deadly sin or the first transgression to appear in heaven and first sin to occur on earth i. e. 
enVy. 
451 
3.3.2 The text of the RisMa: 
In Hdr5n's printed edition, it consists of twenty-one consecutive pages, whereas, 
"Uyan a]-Sgd's edition consists only thirteen pages. The risila begins with the heading 
"Faýl min ýadr Oýj kitibih al-tisid wa al-makilf'. It was divided into five divisions in 
which every division begins with the initial word "Fasl min". The first division starts 
with Faa min pdr kitibih ffj) Pisid wa al-majaad'; second division starts with "Fa$lfi- 
Pasad al-jkAn" and the rest with "Faa minhil' or "Fa§r". This study will rely the 
52 translation of the risala on the Colville's translation entitle "Envy"4 . 
3.3.3 Structure of the Risala: 
Before going onto further discussion of the content of the risala, this is a brief 
outline of the risgla that can be seen as follows: 
a. The definition of envy. 
b. The reasons of envy. 
c. The consequence of envy. 
d. The author established a link between hypocrisy and envy. 
45 'A]-Gh=ltl-. the jurisconsult-theologian, in his IjyJ"uICsn al-dit has special treatment on this issue, see 
al-Ghazziri, lbT'ulan al-d, #', trans]. 
Fazlul Karim, Kitab Dhavan, New Delhi, 1982, Vol. 111, p. 177-178. 
"521bid., pp. 145-150. 
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e. Quotation of e examples from the days of the Prophet (p. b. u. h. ) and saying 
by famous men. 
f Some advice on how to behave towards envious people. 
g. The risila ends with al-Jdbiz's conclusion that envy is the product of 
hatred. 
3.3.4 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
The risila is al-Abiz's react to his addressee who has evidently asked him for an 
analysis of envy. He starts with recording the questions that were asked by his addressee. 
"You wrote to me asking about envy. "What is it, exactly? " you wondered. "Where does 
it come from? What are its symptoms and sign? How can its features be recognised? How 
can it be detected when concealed? Why is it more common among educated men then 
among the ignorant and the unlettered? Why does it exist between relatives and not 
between total strangers? Why is it a vice of the careful but not of the immoral? Why are 
11pighbours especially prone? 
". 453 
3.3.4.1 AI-RbiZ. 's view on envy: 
From what can be gleaned from the risila, al-Jahiz's definition of envy is very 
clear. He says that envy is a grey area and difficult to understand. It is a sickness hard to 
treat. It enfeebles the body and will ruin a friendship forever. Once out in the open, it 
453AI-Jibiz. RjsjIafi-, aI-p&id wa al-nrabsW, in: Harfin's edition, Vol. 111, p. 3; "Uyan al-S(Id's edition, Vol. 
IJL P. 7. 
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cannot be cured; if suppressed, the treatment is long and laborious. Al-Jdhiz then lists 
some reasons of envy. For instance, he says, a man is envied for the blessing which God 
has given him. And as a result, envy begets animosity and causes of falsehood and it 
creates divisions among families and severs kinship's bond. 454 
The author mentioned that envy was the first transgression (wrongdoing) to 
appear in heaven and first sin to occur on earth. For example, envy appeared in heaven 
when the Satan compared himself with another God's creation, Prophet Adam (p. b. u. h. ), 
because he believed he is superior. On the other hand, the first envy occurred on the earth 
when a son of Prophet Adam (p. b. u. h. ) killed his brother. Al-JdhiZ comments on that 
event: "It was envy that drove him to murder and enters the ranks of the damned. It 
caused him to commit a dreadful sin and deny his brother's life". 455 
In the next paragraph, al-RihiZ developed his writing to describes how envy shows 
itself Here, we find in the risala that the author listed three conditions in which envy 
normally shows itself Firstly, if the man whom he envies is rich, he will claim that he got 
it by criminal and he holds on to it unlawful, etc. Secondly, if the man whom he envies is 
a scholar, for instance, he will accuse him of being a heretic lacking original thought and 
intellectual direction and an opportunist in pursuit of material gain, etc. Finally, if the 
man whom he envies is a cleric, he will accuse him of being a crook who has taken up the 
good fight to qualify as legal executor, etc. In conjunction to this explanation, the author 
assigns a very good example to show how envy bad spread in early Islamic society. He 
4541bid.. Vol. 111, p. 4, see also 'Uyan al-SrId's edition, Vol. III, p. 8. 
4'31bid., Vol. 111, p. 6; see also cUyQn A-SrId's edition, Vol. III, p. 9. 
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writes: "Before becoming a hypocrite, Abdullah b. 'Ubay b. Salal was a man of unique 
qualities and sound judgment who was motivated by highest ideals. Everyone in Medina, 
the Prophet's city, agreed that he was intelligent, astute and stranger to inconstancy 
who's his abilities made him the ideal man for leader. However, when God's work 
brought the Prophet to Medina and Abdullah b. Ubay b. Salal saw the status in which he 
was held by the people, his nose was put out of joint, envy undermined his faith and he 
openly dissented. He ended up in hell-fire although he could have dwelt in paradise for 
ever". 456 
3.3.4.2 The characteristics of envious people: 
Al-JdtiZ describes some characteristic of envious people such as they can not hide 
their envy towards other people. Here, the author reminds us about the story of Prophet 
yiisuf (p. b. iLh) and his brothers. Al-JdtiZ says that Prophet Yi1suf s brothers were 
reasonably respected and educated men, descended from the prophets. However, because 
envy had flaring up in their hearts, they betrayed their promises with their father to look 
after Yfisuf, they threw him down a well and stained his shirt with blood. 457 
Therefore, al-Abiz gives some advice on how to behave towards envious people 
especially when someone detects envy in a friend. He suggests that the best way of 
keeping the envious person from you is to have as little as possible to do with him. In 
addition, al-Jdbiz also suggests us to confide nothing in this kind of people, because he 
456 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 9; see also TyUn al-Srid's edition, Vol. III, p. 11. 
4571bid., Vol. IIL p. 15; see also 'Uyfin al-SOd's edition, Vol. III, pp. 14-1 S. 
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says we will be safe from their mischief As a result, he says that there no sense to deal 
with this kind of people. 
Then at-Jdbi? tells us about God's description of paradise in the Qur'dn and how 
He has adorned it. He writes: "God does not receive men into His dwelling until He has 
stripped malice and envy from their hearts. If not, they would forfeit the rapture of 
heaven and turn their backs on one anothee". 458Therefore, he said that there can be no 
peace unless all contact with the envious is severed. Finally, he asked his addressee to 
follow his advice and at the end of the risga he said that you will have a healthy appetite, 
restful sleep each night and live a long and happy life. 
AI-Jdýiz ends the risga with praise to God Almighty to cleanse our hearts from 
envy and make us avoid unworthy conduct and bless us with concord and amity. 
3.3.5 The use of the Qur'In and Hadith in the text: 
In presenting his idea, at-JdtiZ quotes numerous Qur'Snic verses which come to 
the aid of his writing by indicating certain evidence or proof which enable the reader to 
accept and reject it. Therefore, we can assume that the author has clear Islamic tendency 
in his writing. For example, he states that a man is envied for the blessing which God has 
given him. 459 In the sense of this meaning, he quotes this Qur'Zinic verse (4: 54): 
'"Aid., Vol. III, p. 22, see also 'Uyi1nal-Sr1d's edition, Vol. III, p. 19. 
"" Ibid., Vol. 111, p. 4; see also Tygn al-Rd's edition, Vol. JIL p. 8. 
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M- 
eAlkplj lZ-S-aJIJ yt: 
Zll e; AIjuj 
J LkPi YAi 44"; J C)A ALI eAd U LI= L>. 
Ul 
el ý 
4t4 
"Or do they envy men (Muhammad and his followers) for what Allah has given 
them of His Bounty? Then We had already given the family of Abraham the Book and al- 
Rkma (Al-Sunna - Divine Inspiration to those Prophets, not written in the form of a 
book), and conferred upon them a great kingdom". 
To al-Jabiz, envy is leader of unbelief, the confederate of falsehood, the adversary 
of truth and the enemy of the Qur'dn. 460 Concerning this matter, the author then quotes 
the following Qur'amc verse in which Allah denounced the AM al-kitfib (particularly 
Jews and Christians) for envy. For them, the Qur'dn said (2: 109): 
ý)4 
ttSlj, 
ý. y 
JAI C>4 
"Many of the people of the Scripture (Jews and Christians) wish that if they could 
turn you away as disbelievers after you have believed, out of envy from their own 
selves". 
Al-JdbiZ further states that envy is the first transgression to appear in heaven and 
first sin to occur on earth. For instance, he claims that the greatest angels (Iblk) bore its 
mark and disobeyed his Lord. In the story of Ibl, & disobey his Lord, al-Jdbiz quotes the 
following Qur'dnic verse (7: 12): 
4 aj- &- 452-&-1 
-)u 
C)A 
VL2-z- 
ý 
"Iblis said: You created me from fire, and You created him from clay". 
On this verse, al-Jdbiz comments: "Thus did God curse him and make him Satan. 
He cast him down from His right hand and rendered him 
dismal and foul. Then did Satan 
460 Ihid., Vol. III, p. 4; see also 'Uyran al-Slid's edition, Vol. 111, p. 8. 
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deceive Adam, causing him to forget God's will; thus did Adam disobey. But when 
Adam repented, God forgave him and showed him the way. Satan, however, persisted in 
461 his envy and so was lost and wretched" . 
It seems that this event was the first 
wrongdoing in heaven, and for the first sin to occur in earth, therefore, at-JabiZ writes: 
"On earth, a son of Adam killed his brother, sinning against God and bereaving his father. 
It was envy that drove him to murder and enters the ranks of the damned. It caused him to 
commit a dreadful sin and deny his brother's life: he struck him a terrible blow with a 
rock and was filled right away with regref I. 462 
Describing of some characteristic of envious people, al-JabiZ reminds us about the 
story of Prophet YUsuf (p. b. u. h) and his brothers. Related to this story, al-Jahiz quoted 
three Qur'5nic verses from SUra Yflsuf to strengthen his view concerning the subject 
matter. For example, the Qur'dn said (12: 10): 4 11-41 ýjri ý which mean: 
-... throw him down to the bottom of a well". 
Then, the Qur'dn said again (12: 18): 4 YIS crlr- IjL:?,. j ý which mean 
"they brought his shirt stained with false blood". 
And finally, the Qur'5n said (12: 100): 
which mean: ...... and they fell down before him prostrate". 
" Ibid., Vol. III, p. 6. see also Tyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. JIL p. 9. 
462 Ibid., Vol. 111, p. 6-7; see also Tygn a]-Sad's edition, Vol. IIL p. 9. 
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At the end of his explanation of the story, al-Jabiz reminds his addressee: "Should 
you detect envy in a friend, have as little as possible to do with him, for that is the best 
way of keeping him off your back. Confide nothing in him and you will be safe from his 
mischief and the obstacle he will place in your way. Never seek his advice on anything 
and do not let his flattery or smoothing talking eloquence deceive you, for they are the 
snares of his dupliCity". 463 
The Qur'dnic quotations can be found also before the conclusion of the risffla 
when the author discusses God's description of paradise in the Qur'dn. Al-JdbiZ explains 
to his addressee: "You will have read God's description of paradise in the Qur%in and 
how He has adomed it. He has made it the dwelling of his good servant and prophets. 
Therein is what no eye has seen, no ear has heard and no heart of man has ever felt. God 
spoke in His Book (the Qur'dn) of the rapture men shall feel when they enter into 
paradise and how He has made it their eternal dwelling"'. 464 Then al-JabiZ quotes- this 
Qur'linic verses (15: 45-48): 
1.4,1 c Ch! rýj )ý 
IAj 
"Truly! The Muttaqbn (Believers) will be amidst Gardens and water-springs 
(Paradise). It will be said to them: Enter therein (Paradise), in peace and security. And 
We shall remove from their breast any sense of injury (that they may have), (So they will 
be like) brothers facing each other on thrones. No sense of fatigue shall touch them nor 
shall they (ever) be asked to leave it". 
463 Ibid.. Vol. IIL pp. 15-16; see also 'Uyan al-SrId's edition, Vol. 111, p. 15. 
464 Ibid., Vol. 111, pp. 21-22; see also Tyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 114 pp. 18-19. 
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Al-JahiZ comments on these verses: "God does not receive men into His dwelling 
until He has stripped malice and envy from their hearts. Thus they find delight in 
paradise, reclining on divans opposite friends. They delight in the faces they see before 
them, for peace fills their hearts and malice has been stripped from their breasts". 465 
In addition, the author also records two Had-ith to support his idea. For example, 
he quotes this Ijacti-th in which Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) said: 466 
(çL3j Sii L) 
"The disease of past nations has spread among you: envy and resentmenf'. 
The above Ijadl-th has been quoted after the author identified the terminology of 
envy and its significance. 
On the other hand, the second Hadith was quoted concerning the significance of 
neighbours. For instance, al-Ahi? informs us that a friend told him that how he had once 
brought some meat home and hidden it from his neighbours because he was afraid that 
they would envy him. In conjunction with this story, the author quotes this liadith which 
narrated by Ibn Zubayr (d. 95 A. H) that Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) once said: 467 
( it'. a-Jt;, J IJILX4 Lr-4 &- L>J. ) 
"The man who sleeps on a full stomach while his neighbour goes hungry is not a 
Muslim". 
165 Ibid., Vol. 111, p. 22, see also 'UyUn al-Sad's edition, Vol. 114 p. 19. 
466 Ibid., Vol. IIL p. 22, see also Tyan al-Srid's edition, Vol. IlL p. 19. This Uadith can be seen in a]. 
SuyjitT, a1-J,? nja1-, vghP, Vol. 1, p. 563. 
"Ibid., Vol. III, p. 13, see also Tyfin al-Sud's edition, Vol. 111, p. 13. The full text of the Uacrith can be 
refered to Ibn al-Athlir, a1-NihJyajTgharjb al-badRh wa al-whar, Vol. III, p. 146. See also a]-Suyug, al- 
J&nf al-pght, No 7583, Vol. 11, p. 452. 
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3.3.6 Language of the Risala: 
The usage of rhythmic balance and measured termination style of saj' is very 
clear from the beginning of the risila. This style of writing makes the reading go 
smoothly and awakes the admiration of the reader. To illustrate that, this line from the 
introduction of rhvala is shown how the author separated it into shorter sentences which 
ended with the same letter, the author writes: 468 
llý 4: i_)j 4UZWVI Iýli_3_). j 
AJjSll M 
ellij 4ZaJI 
A, 11 ý. Aj 
(May God grant you security, bless you with integrity, maintain your generosity and part 
you from remorse and regret). 
Moreover, it can be found some sentences in the risila shows us that al-JabiZ's 
style of writing is bearing some similarity to the Qur'dnic style. Although, as we all know 
that the Qur'dn is neither poetry nor prose, it has its relation to both. To illustrate that, 
note these short quotations from the risala which shows exactly how the author style of 
writing reflects the style of the Qur'dn. For example, he writes: 469 
-)J 
JA IIM 
. _)U 
ej,. 
JU-i Ll: ýj 3r- AYY -? -JJ&Il 
Ldl. 
-C-41-31 Lri"j vi L); MX4 (3-0 tftýý. (14J. ) CýJ-j 
462 ibid., Vol. III, p. 3. see also "Uyun al-Srid's edition, Vol. III, p. 7. 
"' Ibid., Vol. 111, P. 3, see also'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. III, p. 7. 
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This similarity can be identified by a comparison to these Qur'dnic verses, for 
example: 
1) The first sentence is similar to this verse in Sgra al-Araf (7: 43) and Sgra al- 
Ijijr (15: 47): 
-I- 
2) The second sentence is similar to the Qur'dnic saying also in SUra al-Ijijr 
(15: 48): 
?A 
1-i (. Iý-I Ij-"s e+, Wý Vý 
3) The last sentence is similar to this verse in Silra al-Zukhruf (43: 32): 
And in another passage, al-jabiZ VaiteS: 470 
cL lslffiý CA.. i 
The above short sentence calling in mind the Qur'dnic style in SGra Maryam in 
471 
which nearly all its verses ended with the same style. 
Another linguistic skill can be found in this risala is the use of rhetorical 
elements. The use of Tibffq (acronym or antitheSiS), 
472 for instance, can be seen scattered 
470 Ibid., Vol. 111, p. 23; see also 'UyFin al-Srid's edition, Vol. IlL p. 19. 
471 See for example verses 2-23 and verses 41-74, etc. 
472 Tibffq is one of five elements in 'ilm al-Badf as has been stated by Ibn al-Mdtazz (d. 296/908) which 
include istfjra (metaphor), tainTs (paronomasia), radd cajaz al-kalffm call xdikih (internal repetition) and 
al-madliahb al-kalkij'(the dialectical manner). According to Ibn al-Mdtazz, MAI is based on total 
opposition between the signified and no relation of signifiers. See K. Abu Deeb, 'Literary Criticism, in: 
Abbasid Belles IxIters. p. 347. 
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through out the text of risga. A good example for this is in the second paragraph of the 
risila, the words with underline come with its acronym: 473 
_yy 
jjj 
... jA 
vi Lý. 3 vi -Z 
ýi ? 
ýpu41 C>- -, 
Zi C_"l 4.9ý -)t- 
Aj 6 +-ýJ 
.( t3) ? 4ý ju- -4 CA, -JLýl 4ý YZ k-k6j ?.; ý 1.1, p 
Elsewhere, he writes: 474 
441 LWI Li 
Agj) 
cr- S UvLjj 4S 
( tj). --C Ir- -L4--"- &. 7 16 ej, ýp &i2ý. 14 -*4 c 'r- 6 
. 475 In other occasion, the author writes again. 
au 'AU. Im U -IOU 
gAAli 
There are many other word that can be found in the risila which comes with thier 
acronym. 476 The usage of this kind of rhetoric style can be assumed as one of al-RibiZ's 
trademarks in the linguistic skill. 
473 Al_jqbiZ RjSjjaf-raj-jj&jd wa al-Ma, 6Sal, in: Haran's edition, Vol. III, p. 3, Uyan al-S(Id's edition, Vol. 
111, p. 7. 
474 ibid., Vol. JIL pp. 18-19, see also Tyfin a]-SOd's edition, Vol. JIL pp. 16-17. 
475 Ibid., Vol. 111, p. 20; see also TyOn al-SCId's edition, Vol. 11 L p. 18. 
476 For instance, see particularly in all paragraphs in the fifth division of the risSa. 
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On the other hand, the use of poetry only appeared once in this risila. The author 
quotes abyg from unknown poem which related to the subject of envy. He writes: "In the 
course of a speech in Medina, the Prophet (p. b. u. h. ) complained about him (Abdullah b. 
Ubay b. Salal) to his supporters from Medina: "Do not blame him. " they said. "Before 
you arrival, we treated him as king. " If the poor man had only been able to rid his heart of 
envy, he would have surely had a place in the Islamic regime. However, he was 
humiliated by God on account of his envy and his hypocrisy made apparent to all". A]- 
eff Ctii, 
477 
: 
478 Jdbi: ý added, "to this e and then he quoted what the poet said 
di, ýl- .A ; -, Z cý. ->i-u 4ii-), u c>- c. LA L. A.. AJ-m-, ýi ,ä Aaj 
4.31-313 JUI 2 jlý 1L 941 ý. r4i 
Lýa t-)u 
Though, the use of poetry only appeared once, the significance of the risala is still 
remaining in the other kind of naw&lir which can be found scattered within the text. 
477 Aj_jibiZ 
,, 
Rjs&Iajj-a1-b&id wa al-nuftsal, in: Hai-on's edition, Vol. IIL p. 10,1401n al-SOd's edition, 
Vol. Ill, P. IL 
"71 For the translation of these verses, see, Colville, Sohreity andMirth, p. 55. 
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3.4 Risfafflfaa m9bayn al-ýcadkwa wa al-fiasad (The differences between hostility 
and envy) 
3.4.1 Textual background of the Risala: 
This is the second work of al-Jabiz concerning the subject of envy. The text of the 
risga can be found in Hdriin's and 'UyUn al-SOd's collection in varying length. In 
HarCin's printed edition, the risga consists of thirty-seven consecutive pages with no 
divisions other than paragraphs. However, in "Uy-an al-SUd's edition, it contains only 
twenty-eight pages and it is interesting to note here, that the text of the risila in 'Uyfa- n al- 
Sild's edition begins with this introduction:.. 
LS 
VIC- 
Al 
49"j AJAI JA 
LS CjqAWI Lr3j .1 
Hariin, however, in his editorial remarks, claimed that this introduction is not 
from the normal al-JAbiz's style of writing. 480 Therefore, we find in his edition, the text 
of the risila begins with this statemen 
e8 1: 
%j ; ý, Z--24 4L--J-9 6 11-2 -2" ýä1 ý-u--, 
v C. P2 4 J. Jyj 
479 'UyGn al-Srad, Ras-VMAJOA VOL 1, p. 237. 
ao Hiran, Rasj'ijajjANA Vol. 1, p. 237. 
4"' Aid., Vol. 1, p. 237. 
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The English translation of the risila can be seen in Nine Eissays of al-jjpi, 7by 
HutchinS. 482 So, the analysis of the risila will be base on the Arabic text in Hdran's and 
cUyGn al-Sad's edition and for English translation, it will rely on Hutchins's translation. 
3.4.2 The Addressee and the date of composition: 
483 The ris9la was addressed to AbG al-Uasan cUbaydullah b. Yabyd b. Kb5q5n, 
because the author himself declares the name of his addressee when he expressed as 
follows: "I said to him (Abfa- al-Ijasan), "I will recite two bayt (verses) of my poet which 
answer you and the enviousý': 484 
4p4-_3 &4 44JIll ZX4 jr. - Lr-wo Zo ul 
L4 L jjý 
The precise date of composition of the risila can not be determined precisely, 
however, it could be between the year 236 A. H. and the 247 A. H. Because, al-115jiff, for 
instance, suggested that the ris9la was among four works that has been composed by al- 
JSbiZ after ' 'Ubaydullah b. Yabya b. Kh5q5n was appointed to be vizier of the Caliph a]- 
482 Hutchins, Nine Essays of al-JO4 p. 33-54. 
4" His name is 'Ubaydul lah b. Yabyd b. Khdqdn, but famous with nickname Abil al-Hasan. He was a vizier 
to the Caliph al-Mutawakkil and then to the Caliph a]-Muta4im. He died in the year 263 A. 11. See al- 
Zirikl-1, al-A'Ijny, Vol. IV, P. 198. 
484 Al-ijbiZ, RisWajj-fa# mi baytt agadAva wa al-Insad, in: Hiran's collection, Vol. I, p. 3 70; 'Uyfin al- 
Stid's collection, Vol. 1, p. 263. 
The meaning of these verses is: 
Tbaydullah b. Yabyl protected me, from accident after I had known fear, 
I will not be wary of those who envy me, however numerous, 
As long as I am still continuing to cling to Abil al-Ijasan's relationship. 
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Mutawakkil in 236 A. H. 485 Al-Jdbiz tell us also: "When I reached this point in the 
composition of this book, I was visited by ten Kullib, whom your benefaction has 
encompassed and whose status has been raised by your generation". 486This indicates 
that the author takes many times to finish his work when he has to break for certain 
period. 
3.4.3 Structure of the Risala: 
Let us now turn from the background of the risild into it contain which can be 
divided into these elements: 
1. The significance of the risga. 
2. Note on the dangerous of intermediaries. 
3. Note on beauty. 
4. Note on the envy and quotation of YahYa b. Khalid on the envious people. 
5. Note on the envy and the literary critic. 
6. Quotations of traditions and anecdotes about envious men. 
7. The ten kuttib came to see him. 
8. Note from certain envious men threatening him. 
9. The ten visitors, having read the note, impart their thought in prose and 
verse. 
10. The last page contains traditions bearing on the subject of envy. 
41's The rest of al-jabiz's works are: Risilaftal-radd 'alial-NassrA Risjlaftal4add 'aIJ-aI-YahW and 
RjsjIaftmanjqib al-Turk. See a]-]Uajirl, al-JO47 tayRuh wa. &h&uh, pp. 359-369. 
"" Al-jabiz, Risfflaflfad niff bayn al. -WAsu ua al-jusad, in: HirtIn's edition, Vol. 1, P. 368, Uyan al- 
SFId's edition. Vol. L p. 260. 
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3.4.4 Analysis of the main issues in the Risala: 
3.4.4.1 The Significance of the Risala: 
Most important is a]-Jabiz's claims that he was to be the first writer who deal with 
this topic i. e. the envy. He describes this work as splendid and excellent. He then adds 
that: "No previous author has treated this topic or that of Fad al-wd. Td (Merit of the 
Promise) which preceded this and AkhIjq al-wicarY (Manners of the Viziers) which 
487 
preceded the "Merit of the Promise". These are splendid, handsome, and excellent" . 
From this statement, we know that al-JdbiZ had written two more works entitled 
Fa(I al-wdid and AkhlTq aI-wuzarJ'- However, as far as we know from the list of al- 
jabiz's works that these two works did not survive . 
488According to al-JIbiZ, Fafff al- 
wdrd contains unusual and elegant accounts, refined and beautiful reports, and traditions 
which promote praiseworthy behaviour and generous deeds of lasting renown. Whilst 
, 4kllljq al-wuzarg' contains the custom of the 
kings and caliphs, of their ministers and 
followers, and their stories. Al-Ribiz mentioned that these two works also were presented 
to 'Ubaydullah b. Yabyd b. KhZiqdn . 
489Therefore, al-Jabiz asks his addressee to take a 
general view of them by leafing through the first few pages. 
487 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 337; see also'Uyfin al-Sild's edition, Vol. I, p. 238. 
483 See yAqrat, Mjfjam al-udahg', Vol. XVI, pp. 106-110.; Sandab-1, Adah al-JoiA pp. 117-144. 
4"AWA4, ffisjlafrfaýf niff bq5w agadNa wa al-basad, in: Haran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 367; cuyun al-Sad's 
edition, Vol. 1, p. 237. 
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3.4.4.2 The nature of scholars: 
Afterwards, the author also reminds us about the nature of scholars in his days. He 
writes: "No era from the past has lacked truthful scholars who read the works of their 
predecessors, studied with their followers, practised with them, and contended against 
their opponents. They would boast of that to rivals and compete with each other about it. 
In their own time envious people found fault with their scholarships and books. Plagiarist 
claimed to have done as MUCh7i. 490 
It is obvious from this statement that there are two types of scholars in the time of 
al-JAbiZ, which he divided them into true scholars and plagiarists. As a result, he worried 
about his works, which he writes at the cost of so much hard work, will be presented to 
his addressee being a subject of plagiarism by an impostor. According to al-Jdbiz, an 
impostor is someone who distinguishes himself as the author of similar works, pretends 
to creative ability equal to other works and prides himself on the fertility which God has 
in fact denied him. In conjunction with this group of scholars, al-RibiZ informed us that 
Bishr al-Marl-sl told him that after he presented his work on the legitimacy of dates wine 
to the Caliph al-Ma'mfln, Muhammad b. Ab5 al--ýAbbds al-T5s71 attacked it and protested 
against al-jabiz's argument in it. However, according to al-JabiZ, the Caliph al-Ma'mcin 
was very upset and anger because of al-Tcis7i's disparaging remarks spoken when there 
was no one in the assembly to oppose him. 
491 
490 ibid., Vol. 1, p. 337, see also 'Uytln al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 237. 
4" Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 342, see also "Uyfin a]-Snd's edition, Vol. 1, p. 240. 
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3.4.4.3 Enmity and envy: 
The author informs us about the distinction between enmity and envy. According 
to al-Jdhiz, "enmity has the intellect to guide it and its hostility is apparent in times of 
stress. Otherwise, it stays hidden to seize the moments of opportunity". 492 On the other 
hand, "envy is stripped of intelligence at all times, occasions, and hours. Part of the 
baseness of envy is that it is concerned with increasingly petty thing-. 493 And also, 
"Enmity even if it disfigures what is beautiful falls short of envy. A declare enemy may 
become a hypocritical friend. In the same way, the hypocritical befriended person may 
become an open enemy". 494 
In another occasion of the risala, al-Rihiz again records some more distinctions 
between enmity and envy. For instance, he writes: "Erimity wears out and become stale. 
Envy is fresh and new whether unsatisfied of gratified. It does not end7'. 495 According to 
al-iabiZ, every envious person is an enemy, but not every enemy is envious. In 
conjunction with this statement, the author gives us an example. He says that it was 
nothing but envy which brought the Jews to reject Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) when 
they knew as they knew their children that he was a truthful prophet and true messenger. 
Because they read of his mission in their Torah and studied together in their religious 
4921bid., Vol. 1, p. 345, see also 'IJyQn al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 243. 
493 Ibid Vol. I, p. 345; see also Tylln al-Sad's edition, Vol. L p. 243. 
494 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 345. see also Tylin al-Siad's edition, Vol. 1. p. 243. 
49' Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 346, see also cfJyfa- n at-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 243. 
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school. Finally, envy came between their scholars and it created in them enmity to 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ). 496 
in the next paragraph, the author informs us the evidence that envy is more 
grievous and more painful than enmity. He writes: "envy is provoked by an act of God 
the Almighty while enmity is free from that. It is only related to the acts of man. No one 
is provoked to enmity by an act of God". 497 This statement shows us the consequence of 
the Mdtazila thought into al-Jatiz. 's writing because the idea of an act of God and the act 
of man are the main issue in the discussion between the followers of this school of 
thought. 
Afterwards, the author offers us other descriptions of the enmity and envy. He 
writes: "Envy is falsehood's brother. They run on the same track. They are 
indistinguishable companions and inseparable bed mates. Enmity can exist without lying. 
Envy is never innocent of calumny. Envy is a fire for which the spirit is the fuel. It never 
subsides through exhaustion of fuel. Emnity is a coal lit by anger and extinguished by 
satisfaction. Envy is substance, enmity something required" . 
498 
Regarding to the issue of enmity and envy, the author relates it with the 
quotation of Yabyd b. Khalid's statement on the envious people. Al-JdbiZ says: "I 
learned 
the truth of what Yabyd b. KhAlid said from trial and suffering. I have on occasion written 
an expert and masterly look on religion and 
law, prophetic massage and biography, 
4961bid., Vol. 1, p. 346, see also Tyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. L p. 243. 
497 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 346; see also 'Uyfa-n &Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 244. 
499 'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 244. Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 347; see also " 
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sermons, taxation, ordinances, or on the other types of vvisdom attributing it to myself. 
Then a group of people of learning attacked it in concert because they envy built into 
them although they knew its brilliance and clarity'. ). 499 
3.4.4.4 Types of envious people: 
He expounds his views on the envy and the literary critic and he divides the 
envious person into two groups; firstly, the envy of the ignorant man, secondly, the envy 
of the wise and discerning man. He claims the first group as: "The ignorant envier 
hastens to attack the book the first instant it is read before he finishes reading a single 
sheet. Then he is not content with a mild or light attack. He launches the strongest and 
coarsest one before attending to its sections or definitions. His censure is not explained or 
iternised. He rather lumps it together saying "rhis is wrong from first to last, false from 
beginning to end7'. He reckons that the more he increases his excess, criticism and 
verbosity in the attack on the book's author, the more that is likely to be accepted from 
him". '0 While, for the second group, al-JabiZ describs them as follows: "When he wants 
to destroy the book and plot its downfall leafs through its pages and masters its 
definitions and sections. He looks at it repeatedly and reviews its thoughf . 
50, However, 
from al-Jdbiz's point of view, the envy of the ignorant is a smaller thorn and lesser trial 
than the envy of one learned and clever. 
499 ibid., vol. 1, p. 350; see also cUyan W-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 247. 
500 Ihid., Vol. I, p. 351-2; see also "Uyan a]-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 248. 
-101 Ihid., Vol. 1, p. 3 52; see also 
'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. I, p. 249. 
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Al-Rbiz again clarifies his objective of this work. He writes: "We will not give in 
full all the sections of the debate in this risila. If we did, many days and nights would be 
exhausted before we reached our goal of finishing the book. We have rather selected 
from each of its sections what would illustrate the idea intended") . 
502 Above all, al-JdtiZ 
states "I was a man few envied until I held fast to your [AbU al-Hasan 'Ubaydullah b. 
Yabya b. Khaqdn] handle, grasped hold of your rope, and stood in the shade you provide. 
Then the envious flocked round me in a crowd and attack me with their arrows from 
every shore and climes". 503 Concerning the envious person, al-JdbiZ tells us about his 
dialogue with the ten Kulthb, who visited him after they read his work on envy. We find 
that al-Ribiz reveals their thought about envy with the quotations of prose and verse 
which can be seen in the text of the risila. 504 
3.4.4.5 The conclusion of the Risala: 
The author concludes the risala with the quotation from the Ijadl-th of the Prophet 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ). He then proclaims that the real envy is in obedience to God 
Almighty and His Messenger (p. b. u. h. ). Finally, he asserts that "this all what has reached 
him of the sayings about envy". 505 
502 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 366-7; see also ýUyan al-SrId's edition, Vol. 1. p. 259. 
5031bid., Vol. 1, p. 368; see also TyUn a]-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 260. 
504 Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 367-70; see also Tyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. I, pp. 260-2 
5'5 Ibid., Vol. 1. p. 373; see also Tyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1. p. 264. 
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3.4.5 The style of writing: 
There is no quotation from the Qur'dn in this risila. The only quotation can be 
found is from the second sources of Islam i. e. the Ijadi-th of the Prophet's Muhammad 
(p. b. u. h. ). However, it is very limited, there is only one Ijad-Ith has been quoted by the 
author. At the end of the risila, the author states that: "We know nothing in favour of 
envy except the saying attributes to the Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ). He then quotes 
this Ijadl-th: 506 
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"There is no envy except for two things: a man on whom God has bestowed 
ability to memorise the Qur'dn who undertakes that night and day, and a man on whom 
God bestowed wealth who expands it in pious ways night and day". 
The author then asserts his final comment: "This envy is in obedience to God the 
Mighty and Exalted and His Messengee'. In addition, in another occasion of the risila, 
we find the quotation of the dialogue between Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) with al- 
Nabigha al-Ve 07 (d. c. 63/683) in which al-Jabiz records some abyit (verses) from the 
poetry of al-Ndbigha al-Vdf and the saying of the Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) 
5061bid., Vol. 1, p. 373; see also 'UyFin al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 264. Cf this liadith to the text of Ijadith 
reported by Abdullah b. Mas'Od in al-Bukh5rT 
in Kilib al-cilm, Vol. 1, No 73; and KjabjafITY al-Qur 
Vol. V1, No 4737/543. 
507 His full name is Qays b. Abdullah b. "Adas b. Rabli a al-Ja! d-i aVAmiff. His nick name is Abil Layll, but 
famous with al-Nibigha al-Jaýdf. He is poet of Mukhadram and one of the companions of the Prophet 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ). It has been reported that he was gave up from making any poetry for thirty years. 
but suddenly, he starts again with good quality of poetry. 
See 7he Dwyclopaedia of Islam, art. al-Nabigha 
al-Djaýdif, Vol. VII, pp. 842-3. 
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particularly when the Prophet prayed for al-Ndbigha al-Jaý&: (! ýU Al Li: -i V )508 after 
he [al-Nabigha al-Jaýdfl recite some verses to him. As a result of the Prophet's (p. b. u. h. ) 
prayer, al-J5biz claims that al-Ndbigha al-Jaýdi lived to be one hundred twenty years old. 
Whenever he dropped a tooth, another grew in its place because of the Prophet's 
prayer . 
509 A145biZ then comments: "This was the best that was related of the hasty word 
by which self-restraint is protected". 510 
Finally, the author records some verse of his own poetry which rarely can be 
found in his works. After an extensive examination, we find that there are three verses of 
al-Atiz's poetry in the risffla. For instance, he says: 511 
WaLi LP qA-, Zj CA: 6j 4ý-I& cigij VSL"Z,. 4: ýý 
In another occasion, he says again: *512 
All A CS4zj ý 4: 
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"a The meaning: "God's blessing on your teeth". 
"9 AWAbiZ, Risila ftjaýl mi hayii agadJwa wa al-Zasad, in: Harlin's edition, Vol. I, p. 3 64; Uytin al- 
Slid's edition, Vol. I, p. 258. 
`OIhid., Vol. I, p. 364; see also Tyiin al-SRd's edition, Vol. I, p. 258. 
511 Aid., Vol. I p. 368; see also Tyan al-Sia-d's edition, Vol. L p. 260. This verse is based on BaIr al-pwil 
(One of sixteen metre's names in Arabic prosody. It is made up, in each hemistich, two of maffilun and 
yclopaedia of Islam two of muslarfilun). For more information about Arabic prosody see Yhe Enc , art 
"Arag 
Vol. I, pp. 667-677. The meaning of this verse is: "You have multiplied my friends and my enemies; few 
used to envy me or be my friend". 
512 AWAW, Risga ftfaýf mi haj7i agadiwa wa al-47sad, in: Harfln's edition, Vol. 1, P. 3 70; Tyfln al- 
Sod's edition, Vol. 1, p. 263. These two verses are based on Balm- al-basjZ (One of the sixteen metre's name 
in Arabic prosody. It is made up, in each hemistich, of two fdcdun, and two of mafi'llun). see 77je 
Encyclopaedia of Islam. art 'ArzU Vol. 1, pp. 667-677. 
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This i ndicates that al-Jahiz not only involved in prose literature, but also has 
witten some good quality verses of poetry. 513 
3.5 Risalaft-kiltn5h al-sirr wa biftal-lisffn (The art of keeping secrect and keeping the 
tongue) 
3.5.1 The title and the text of the Risala: 
We find in Ydqfa-t's list of al-Jabiz's works that the risga was known as Risilaft 
kitmk? al-sirr. 514 However, most of the scholars of al-Ritiz in modem days namely Pellat 
and SandUIA agreed that the correct reading of the work is Risilaftikitm&Z al-sirr wa hi . 
fjr 
al-lisin. 515 The text of the risila can be seen in HdrUn's edition and "UyFan al-Sud's 
edition with varying length. In Hariin's printed edition, for instance, it consists of thirty- 
three consecutive pages with no divisions other than paragraphs, while in 'UyUn al-SUd's 
edition; it only consists of twenty-three pages. Some portion of the risa-la has been 
translated into English by Pellat. 516 Whilst the full translation of the ris5la can be found 
in Sobriety and Mirth by Colville and Nine Essay qfa1Jffti, 7by Hutchins 517 . 
"I Ywit records sixteen verses of poetry which has been attributed to al-JdbiZ. There are ten verses on 
praising of Ibn Abli Du'Ad, four verses on praising of Ibrahlin b. RabW Muhammad b. al-Jahin and Ibn 
AbT Du'Ad, and two verses on attacking the poet al-Jamm5z, see, YAqUt, Mjfjam al-udabj', Vol. XVI, pp. 
80-82. 
514 yAqfatý Mtfja! n al-uJabN1, Vol. XVI, p. 109, 
511 See for instance, Pellat, Me life and works of J. Oi?; p. 54. He claimed that this work entitled RisXajj- 
kitm&t al-sirr orUIJbf7kiIm&i al-sirr wa bif, - al-fisat and also in al-SandfibT, Adab al-JO7, p. 13 9. 
316 pellat, Me life mid works ofJj&?; pp. 223-229. 
317 The translation of the risda in Colville's book entitled "The Art of Keeping Silent", whilst in Nine 
F-uay ofal-jibig by Hutchins entitled "Keeping Secrets and Holding The Tongue. See, Colville, Sobriety 
WidUirth, pp. 151-169 and Hutchins, Nine Essay ofal-Jft pp. 13-32. 
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3.5.2 The Addressee of the Risala: 
Al-JdbiZ as usual did not declare the addressee of this risga. He describes his 
addressee as person with good personality and very polite. However, he broke out this 
personality with two bad habits i. e. give away a secrets and not holding the tongue. AbU 
Milbim suggests that al-Jdbiz addressed this risila to Muhammad b. Ahmad b. AbF1 
Du'dd, the vizier of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil. 518 On the other hand, al-Ijajift in his 
introduction to the risala remarks that ' 'Ubaydullah b. Yabyd b. Kh5qan, the other vizier 
of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil, was the addressee of the risga. 519 He also stress that 
cUbaydullah was very young man when he was appointed to be the vizier. 520 
Al-JabiZ himself in some extant described the personality of his addressee in this 
risala, who he described him as follows: "I have examined your background, considered 
your conduct, and reflect upon your morality. My conclusion is that you have drawn near 
perfection, verged to completeness and ascended the stairway of virtue. No excellent 
person can seek to Surpass yolf ". 521 However, he adds: "Yet, in spite of everything, I have 
found you to be missing and overlooking two matters which I have against you are: 
talking idly and giving away secret". 522 From this point of view, al-Jabiz wrote this risild 
and addressed to this an important man and gives him some advices. 
518 Aba Milbim, Ras! , il al-JO4 P- II- 
5 19 AI-IJAjiff. Afaim If rasJil al-J04 P- 193. 
320 Ihid., p. 193. 
521 Al-JAbiz, Risgafl-kilmti al-sirr, in: Haran's edition, Vol. L p. 139; 'UyrIn al-SLId's edition, Vol. I, p. 
97. 
322 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 139-, see also Tyrin al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 97. 
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3.5.3 Outline of the Risala: 
Below is an outline of the main points to be discussed in our analysis of the detail 
content of the risild, these are as follows: 
1. The author praises his addressee. 
2. He noted the two failings in his addressee i. e. talking idly and giving away a 
secret. 
3. Note on the tongue and the 'aql (reason). 
4. Revert to the discussion on the transmission of traditions. 
5. Keeping secret is very hard to some people. 
6. Some examples to illustrate the difficulty of keeping secrets, notably to the case 
of al-9mash. 523 
7. He goes on to the dissemination of secrets. 
8. Some examples of people who customarily give away secrets. 
9. The qualities needed for it seldom found in one person. 
10. The appeal of forbidden fruit. 
11. Revert to the disclosure of secrets. 
12. Goes on to backbiting. 
13. Some thoughts on the subject of excuses. 
14. Digression on the backbiting. 
15. Revert to the harm done by words. 
-'23 His full name is SulaymAn b. Mahrdn al-Asadl. He was born in Kufah in 60 kH. and died at the same 
place in 148 A. H. He was of a Persian father and was among the 
famous traditionist. For further 
information, see AI-Zirikri, al-A'I&n, Vol. III, p. 135; MeDicyclopaedia of1slam, art. Al-A! mash, Vol. 1, 
p. 43 1. 
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16. The ris5la ends with al-Jdhiz's suggestion on the keeping the tongue. 
3.5.4 Analysis of the main issues in the Risala: 
The author firstly sings his praise to his addressee. He said that he had examined 
his addressee background, considered his conduct and reflects upon his morality. He 
found that his addressee have drawn near perfection and verged on completeness. 
However, al-Ribiz found his addressee has two bad habits i. e. talking idly and giving 
away secret. 524 Therefore, he said that he against him. He added that nothing is harder 
than to confront one's emotion and battle with natural desires because by loosening the 
tongue, emotion invites the disclosure of secrets and allow too much to be said. 
3.5.4.1 The tongue and the reason: 
in conjunction with the issue of talking idly and giving away of secret, al-Ribi4: 
stresses on the function of 'aql (reason) which can be a tool to control the one's tongue. 
Because according to the author, the tongue is the heart's interpreter and the heart is a 
strongbox wherein thoughts and secrets are stored away, as well as everything else, good 
or bad. A145biz says that speech is one of God's greatest gift and blessing, and the 
reasonable man has a responsibility towards it and it will be called to account for how he 
has used it. 525 Here, we find that al-Jdti; ý suggests his addressee to use it in praise and to 
serve Him, to honour his debt to Him and he should avoid whatever contrary to these, if 
524AI_j, %iZ . Rjsj1ajj-kitm&i al-sirrq 
in: Hadin's edition, Vol. 1, p. 140; Tyiin al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
98. 
5251bid., Vol. L p. 142; see also Tyan al-Sad's edition, 
Vol. 1, p. 99. 
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not this will be the limit of stupidity and great loss. Otherwise, a]-JZibiz suggests that 
sometimes silence is better than speech. 526 
However, al-Jdbiz states that men naturally like telling stories and listening to 
news. In conjunction with that issue, we find that the author digresses his writing to speak 
about the importance of transmission of traditions. For example, he calims that if men did 
not enjoy telling and listening to stories, the prophetic traditions (Abid., M) would have 
never been transmitted or acquired the importance they have. 527 
3.5.4.2 The release of secret: 
According to al-JdtiZ, the release of secret is to be guarded against even in an 
elegant report, a distinguished sermon, in what is mysterious and unknown, and in the 
infamous and motley. For instance, he Says, religious secrets should be guarded against 
the victory of passion over the soul and against the hatred of people for each other 
occasioned by difference and opposition, alliance and enmity. Royal secret about 
deceptions aimed at a king's enemies, concealed desires and veiled plans, as are the 
secrets of the high and mighty. 
528 
Of course, it is hard to keep a secret, hence, man find it difficult to keep secrets 
because of the strength of this urge and his proneness to yield to this instinct. AI-Jatiq 
states that it would be easier for person to move well established mountains than to fight 
526 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 143. see also 'UyOnal-Sad'seditioný Vol. 1. p. 100. 
ý27 Ibid., Vol, 1, p. 144; see alsoUyan al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, P. 100. 
5281bid., Vol. 1, p. 144, see also "UpInal-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 101. 
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against his own instincts. 529 In connection with the difficulty of keeping secret, the author 
then give an example to illustrate it, notably the case of aWmash, who was so anxious 
to keep to himself the traditions of the Prophet (p. b. u. h. ) he had collected that he recited 
them to sheep. 530 
3.5.4.3 The backbiting: 
Al-Ati4 claims that to slander people is a tyrannical course forjustice, a failing of 
zeal, weakness of reasoning, baseness in value, a plentiful inconvenience, envy, and 
jealous. However, he said that if the slander limited his abuse to one whose assault he 
feared, he would be more forgivable. 53 1 Elsewhere, al-Ribiz again stresses that most often 
a person apologise only for fear of a fall, or to restrain his power. Related to this matter, 
al-Atiz quotes what has been done by fuqahj'. He says that fuqahg' explain away 
whatever might attach suspicion to the sovereign and make them suspect, especially in 
matters relating to possible loss of life, property or honour. He adds that there is no end to 
this malady except in renouncing excuses. 532 
Finally, the author concludes the risila with a postscript about its usefulness by 
saying that he had treated only a brief of the theme of keeping secret, he says that it ought 
to be sufficient for the man of reason and understanding. 
113 And he adds that the 
529 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 144; see also Tyfan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 101. 
530 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 145; see also Tyfinal-Sia-d's edition, Vol. 1, p. 101. 
"'Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 159; see also Tyan a]-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 112. 
532 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 166; see also 'Uyan at-Slad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 116. 
533 Ibid.. Vol. 1, p. 17 1, see also TyUn al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 119. 
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praiseworthy deeds associate with personal gain, honour and virtue, in life and after 
death. 534 
3.5.5 Analysis of the use of the Qur'dn in the text: 
The first Qur'dnic verse used by al-Jahiz in this risila is from Sgra al-Fajr when 
the Qur'dn saia (89: 5): 
4 (A mg ýim 40ý L> > 
"There is indeed in them (the above oaths) a sufficient proof for men of 
understanding (and that, they should avoid all kinds of sins and disbeliefs, etc. )! " 
This verse was used in connection with the explanation of the meaning of "aql 
(reason). The author comments: "It (reason) binds the excess and shackles it from going 
far down the path of ignorance, error and injUry". 535 He then adds, "In the same way a 
camel is shackled and the motherless calf restrained7 . 
536 
According to al-Ribiz, this world is the home of decay and boredom. There is not 
in its nature, nor for any part of it, any permanence in one state. Everlasting permanence 
is only for the eternal one. He added, "People do not want them merely to supply a need 
the way an ascetic person might. They sought, rather, to curb greed. Greed has not limit 
or end to it, because it is not an effort aimed at satisfying a need". 
537 In conjunction with 
this issue, al-Jdbiz quotes two Qur'dnic verses (89: 20): 4 L--; -L4ý J-11 La, 4-J-a-3j ý which 
534 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 17 1. see also "Uyfin al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 120. 
533 Ibid., Vol. L p. 14 1; see also Tyan al-SfId's edition, Vol. 1, p. 99. 
5-36 ]hid., Vol. 1, p. 14 1; see also Tygn at-Sod's edition, Vol. 1, p. 99. 
537 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 157; see also Tyfln al-SCId's edition, Vol. 1, p. 11 o. 
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mean "You love wealth with great love" and (100: 8): j 44-L, 2 1-4ý A4. j ý which 
mean: "He is surely strong in love of riches". 
The author also stresses about the backbiting. He said "We do not think that God 
gave licence to slander the believer. Rather He coined the phrase about backbiting with 
what is most hateful to souls and before which death is preferred to life',. 538He then 
quoted the Qur'5nic verse (49: 12): 
4 14. AA, ? -j AJ t-: 4 L,;: ý ?<- ý-. 4 ý4'lx4j ý 
"And spy not, neither backbite one another. Would one of you like to eat the flesh 
of his dead brother? You would hate it so hate backbiting". 
He then asserts: "Throughout mankind backbiting is an attitude that betrays deep 
seated unfairness, inherent baseness, meanness and deliberate wickedness based on envy 
and jealously; it has taken hold of the world, governed men's instincts, and flourished on 
habitual misdeeds, the victory of evil over good, and the abounding seeds of discord, 
depravity and envy in men's hearts7.539 At the end, the author claims that no one will be 
free or escape from backbiting. 
However, al-Jdtiz states that each person is responsible for himself and not 
blamed for someone else, he alone rather than his family, children, or relatives. 540 Here, 
we find that al-Jabiz quotes two Qur'dnic verses which related to the issue such as this 
53"Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 159, see also TyUn al-Sad's edition. Vol. 1, p. 112. 
5391bid., Vol. 1, pp. 159-60; see also Ty-an al-Sfad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 112. 
" ibid., Vol. 1, p. 163; see also Tyan al-Srad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 114. 
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verse (52: 2 1 ): 1-1-6 L-4 JS ), which mean: "Every person is a pledge for 
that which he has earned". And the other verse from Sgra is-Md'ida (5: 105): 
"0 you who believe! Take care of your own selves, (do righteous deeds, fear 
Allah much abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden) and 
love Allah much (perform all kinds of good deeds which He has ordained). If you follow 
the right guidance and enjoin what is right (Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam orders 
one to do) and forbid that is wrong (polytheism, disbelief and all that Islam has 
forbidden) no hurt can come to you from those who are in effor". 
According to al-Ribiz, most people like to speak rather than taking action. 
Therefore, he asserts: "Most people answer without being questioned and talk even when 
they have no information". 541 Here al-Jdbiz quotes another verse from the Qur'Zin 
(38: 86): 4 Cxl-ilýl 0- LýI L--9 0-4-ý6 L- LLi ý which mean: "Say (0 r-7 
Muhammad): "No wage do I ask of you for this (the Quedn), nor am I one of the 
Mutakallifik (those who pretend and fabricate things which do not exist). Related to this 
matter, al-Atiz then informs us about the story of Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik (d. 125 A. H. ) 
with the busybody group. He comments on that event by saying: "If something like the 
severity of Hish5m were prepared at all time for busybody, those among them with a 
sense of shame would certainly be restrained. The excesses, imposition, and slander 
would decrease". 
542 
541 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 163; see also 'Uyan al-SrId's edition, Vol. 1, p. 114. 
542 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 164, see also TyOnal-Sad's edition, Vol. I, p. 114. 
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Finally, the author asks his addressee to: "Determine in which of the two matters 
you have spent your life: in wisdom or in foolish talk? "543 In addition, at the same time, 
he also asked his addressee to: "Observe God's description of those He praised highly 
among His servant". 544 Here, al-Jabiz quotes these two Qur'dnic verses which related to 
his question. The first one is from SUra al-Mu'minon (23: 3) in which the Qur'dn said: 
4cjj-; --Y- -4ý 
or- o4lj ý 
"And when they hear al-laghw (dirty, false, evil vain talk) they withdraw from it". 
And the other is from SUra al-Furq5n (25: 72): 
4A-lm j; 
jj Jýjj ý 
and if they pass by some evil play or evil talk, they pass by it with dignity". 
Afterwards, the author proclaim to his addressee that: "He (God) protected the 
ears and tongues of the people of paradise from it". 545 This proceeds with this Qur'dnic 
quotation from SUra al-W5qi'a (56: 25-26): 
4Lzk" La" ý-u uAn vj 1J. 0 L&ýq cjj.., w - 
"No laghw (dirty, false, evil vain talk) will they hear therein, nor any sinful 
speech (like backbiting, etc. ) But only the saying of. Salkn! , Salkn! (Greetings with 
peace)! " 
It is clear from the foregoing that al-JZibiz not only uses of reason in built his case, 
but also in almost circumstances he depended upon Qur'5nic verses as evidence for his 
argument. 
343 Ibid, Vol. 1, p. 168, see also c UyGn al-S Od's edition, Vol. 1, p. H 7. 
5441hid., Vol. 1, p. 168; see also Tyrin a]-Srad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 117. 
545 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 168; see also TyDn al-Srid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 117. 
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3.5.6 Analysis of the use of Ijadith in the text: 
The author has used several Ijadith to strengthen his argument in this risila. For 
instance, when he asked his addresses to be awake in all conditions and be suspicious to 
all mankind 546, he quotes this Ijadith in which Prophet Muhammad said: 547 
( CP f-j-a ) 
"Prudence is suspicious". 
This is because, from al-RibiZ's point of view, suspicion can prevent a man from 
giving away a secret. According to him, people's secrets are most often spread by these 
groups of people, either by their families and servant, or by their followers and 
apprentices, and also by those they control and command. Therefore, the author suggests: 
"do not tell your secret, if no one who fulfils the condition can be found, particularly if 
there is no one whose self-control, intelligence, trustworthiness and sincere advice are 
relied on, who has nothing to gain or lose from secret" . 
548 To show the important of the 
situation, al-Ribiz quotes the Ijadl-th in which Prophet Muhammad said: 549 
(ILLIJ 1+0 v 11- &Is LA, ) 
"People are like hundred head of camel without a single steed among them". 
5'6 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 150; see also 'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 105. 
547 Collected by al-Suyral7i in: al-J&njo al-saghk, No. 3815, Vol. 1, p. 589. &dj7h tlasan. 
349 A-Abiz, Risilafthilmai al-sirr, in: Hirfln's edition, Vol. 1, p. 151; 'lJyiln al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
106. 
5' Collected by Ibn Maja, See Sunan Ibn Mdja, No. 3990, and it was reported that Prophet Muhammad 
(p. b. u. h. ) said as follows: ( ýUj 40 0-0 IJ- LVA,; -4 LAO Oj1*31) 
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Then al-Jabiz adds that merit and demerit are not encountered in fixed proportions 
among people. Because according to him, we might find person who outweighs a nation 
and a nation that does not equal a fingernail clipping of that person. 550 
When speaking about the greed which has no limit or end to it, because it is not an 
effort aimed at satisfying a need '55 
1 al-Jabiz says that those people who are living only to 
fulfil their greed is similar to the meaning of this Ijad-ith in which the Prophet 
Muhammad was reported as saying: 552 
( Lril-Al V) elzi zo --ý ýý vi = UdAl cri: ýv (-ý &. 
c)-u-, ii 
i-11 k: pv -4 ) 
"If one of the sons of Adam (mankind) had two valleys of gold, he would surely 
desire a third. Man is only satisfied in the grave". 
Related to the same issue, al-Rihiz quotes another Ijad-ith in which Prophet 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) said as folloWS: 
551 
( 
C-L-- 
&- Amjt-6ý &- 
oll-i -ýL3 
C>4 a=. j 
->I- C).. olail :; LxJ 
%I ) 
"Four things are never satisfied; the land by rain, the eye by looking, a female by 
a male and the scholar by learning". 
Al-JdbiZ then comments on the meaning of that Ijadi-th: "Generally speaking, the 
eye is not sated by seeing, just as the nose is not sated by smell, although a man may look 
550 Al-JIbi4 RisjIaj7kiIm&r al-sirr, in: Hdran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 15 1; 'Uyfin al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
106. 
5" Ibid., Vol. I, p. 156; see also 'UyFinal-Srad's edition, Vol. I, p. 110. 
552 Collected by al-Suy0iff in: al-Jimi' al-mghTr, No. 7476, Vol. IL p. 436, with slightly different wording. 
gadgh $abjý. Cf, The original wording for this Ijadith as follows: 
('A 
Collected by al-Suytir, in: al-J&nf al-mglik, No. 922, Vol. 1, p. 141. tIadfth Pdj- Cf The original 
wording for this liadith is: 
( t6 C'*4 tIlf-i 4P 
&A 
ulli 6 
A- &- 
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at something to the point of satisfaction then turn aside to look at something else. And as 
for knowledge, it is too vast to be circumscribed. If one seeks it for honour and pride, 
then there is no limit and end to it. The more one seeks it, the more he desires it. ". 554 
Al-Jabiz praises to a man who speaks only of what concerns him and does not 
impose on himself what he can do without, because according to him, the words from this 
man will be few, and as a result, God will compassionate him. 555 Related to this issue, he 
quotes this liadi-th: 556 
(L$,. U J, 
--jj4a Lr- 
A-. h; z 
4j. Lj Aj.; % L). Lýýj IIAJJ 
d.. 
L)A 
Jilill 
Lýýi 
1. ý= Al 
"God is compassionate to a person who expends of his wealth and withholds the 
excess of his talk, whose own fault diverts him from the faults of the people". 
Afterwards he states again: "How worthy is one whose words are countable and 
from whom no statement escaped unaccompanied by the two Angels, Raq-ib and 
cAt, d7, ). 557 
On the other, al-JAbiZ claims that the only cure for this disease i. e. talking idly and 
giving away a secret is to stamp out interference and stop wagging tongues of men 
tarnishing the honour of others and taking pleasure in malice and unkindness. 558 Here, we 
554,4j-jabiz, Risj1afirkimaz al-sirr, in: Haran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 157; Tyan al-Sfad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
110. 
555 Md., Vol. 1, p. 162; Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 113. 
356 1 have tried to find this Ijadith in al-Muýani al-mufahras 1i alf4 al-&dRh al-Naba%, r by A. J. 
Winshick, and also in the computer program, HARF, which contains 'The Six Authentic', but I could not 
find anything similar or close to this text. - 
557 Al-Jabi7, Ris51afi-ki1m&t at-sirr, in: Hadin's edition. Vol. 1, p. 163; 'Uyfln al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
114. 
5" Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 166; see also Tyfin al-SCid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 116. 
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find that al-RiIii? quotes these three tladith. The first one is the Prophet Muhammad 
saying: 559 
AIJ ý)- ý)J-LJ ýL &- 4-L. 11) 
"A Muslim is a man from whose tongue and whose hand other Muslims is safe". 
At-JalliZ comments: "The man from whom others are not safe is a man who is not 
safe from himself 9.560 The following Ijad-ith has been quoted by the author in connection 
with the same issue is the Prophet's saying: 561 
( 017uj ýsl - -- V) Jul vi ? A-)" Lýr- L. )-, 
ul Ysý L3A. ) ) 
Which mean: "What else but the harvest of their tongues drops men head-first 
into hell-fire". 
Finally, from al-Jdhiz's point of view, silent is better than talking idly and giving 
away a secret. In this case, he quotes the final Had-ith concerning the superiority of 
silence when the Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) said: 562 
( 
vi 
1+1. Z,, L 0 
13, j, ; 
_ýý 
) 
"Worship consists ten parts. Nine of them are in silence". 
359 Collected by dl-$ffyW1 in: al-j&nf al-Oughk, No. 9206,9207,9208, &dj7h Vdf. 
560 A]404. Rjs9aj7kjimw al-sirr, in: HArran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 167; 'UyQn al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
116. 
"61This Ijadith narrated by Ahmad, al-Tirmidlif, al-Nasill, Ibn Maja. According to al-Tirmidtfi, this is 
Ijadith Ijasan $47b. See al-Mundhiri, al-Targhlb wa al-farhib, Dar al-Ijad-ith, Cairo, undated, Vol. IV, p. 
5. Al-jabiz also quoted the same Ijad-ith in his al-Bayan. See i7l-Bay'M wa al-fahyhl, Vol. 1, p. 194. 
562 When I looked this Ijadith up I discovered that only in al-J&nf al-gighk by a]-Suyaj contains this 
017 similar reported 1jad-ith in which Prophet Muhammad 
(p. b. u. h. ) said: tij See al-Suy i, 
a1-J&ni'a1-Xghk, Vol. 11, P. 117. 
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3.6 Risalafflpffil al-nutq 'algal-mnst (Superiority of Speech to Silence) 
3.6.1 The text of the Risala: 
in Tyan al-SUd's collection, the risila begins with the heading "Fa# min Xdr 
rislatih fl- taf0i al-nufq 'al. 5 al-ýanu" and it does contain eight pages. cUyUn al-Sad 
divided it into five divisions in which every division begins with "FaSI minhT' and only 
the fourth division starts with "Fayl minhJfj-, yifR man yaqdar 'aIJ al4b&za". The text of 
this risila can be found also in Hdriin's edition. This study will rely the translation of the 
risild on the Colville's translation entitle "Why speech is superiority to silence". 563 
3.6.2 The Addressee of the Risga: 
Al-Ribiz did not declare the addressee of this risila. He only-replies to someone 
who has written a risila on the virtue of silence when he says: "I have read your kitg in 
V 564 which you outlined the merits of silence and summarised its more obvious appeal'. We 
find that the author mentions the context of his friend's book on the superiority of silent. 
His friend claimed that silence more worthy than speech in many situations, even if what 
is said should be true. In addition, the tongue is nothing more than a channel for 
indecency that gets its owner into trouble, etc. 
563 ColVille, Sobriely alidMirlh, pp. 145-150. 
564 See al-jabiz, Ri. vNaj'f WOW al-vulq "ali al-g7ml, in 'RaWil al-AbiZ', Hirfln's edition, Vol. IV, p. 229; 
Tylan al-Srid's edition. VOI IV, P. 177. 
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3.6.3 Outline of the Risala: 
Before going further discussion onto the main content of the ris, §Ia, this is the 
brief outline of the structure of the risgla: 
1. Al-Jdbiz replies to someone who has written an essay on the virtue of silence. 
2. Al-JdbiZ's methodology in writing the risgla. 
3. He then proclaims the virtues of speech. 
4. The story of Prophet Ibrdifi'm (Abraham). 
5. The story of Prophet YiIsuf (Joseph) with the High Priest of Egypt's. 
6. The eloquence of Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ). 
7. The virtue of 'Ilm al-kal&n (theology). 
3.6.4 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
At the beginning of the risila, the author tells us that someone has written an 
essay on the virtues of the silence. We find him also recapitulating his opponent's 
arguments, for instance, he says: "You declared that you found silence more worthy than 
speech in most situations, even if what is said should be true. The tongue, you claimed, is 
nothing more than a conduit for indecency that gets its owner into trouble. You describe 
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the silent men as a thinker. You quoted the Emperor of Persia, AnUshirwan, in support 
of your arguments; you referred to the verses of poets and so on". 566 
AlJabi; ý tells us also that he read all that his addressee had written on the subject, 
and he also studied it with thoroughness and care. Afterwards, he mentions his position 
concerning the respond to that essay: "I shall make my own position clear with 
convincing arguments and illustration, to be the best of my ability and in a way that shall 
be impossible to repute. There is no power but God's. Him I beseech for help, in Him I 
place my trust and to him I turn in repentance". 567 From this point of view, this is very 
clear for us that the writing of al-JahiZ in some extant has meaning of the Islamic value. 
3.6.4.1 Evidence of the virtue of speech: 
First of all he admits that he personally found the virtues of speech are obviously 
amazing. For instance, you can only praise God and thank to Him through speech, you 
can only express your wants and needs through speech, and there are many other 
arguments which according to al-JdtiZ can be easily found through his reasoning and 
experience. 
"' Anashirwan b. Qubadh b. Fairaz, the Emperor of Persia, and he was among the Sasanid ruler who was 
in reign from 531 A. D. to 579 A. D. See aWascildi, Murq at-dhahab, Vol. I, pp. 305-311; Yhe 
Dicycloyvdia of Islam, art. KisrA, Vol. V, pp. 184-185. A 566 See al-jibiz, Risjlafliafdjlal-nutqalial-pnit, in 'Rasa'il al-Jdbiz', Hirurn's edition, Vol. IV, p. 229; 
'UyUn al-Srid's edition, Vol IV. p- 177. 
567 Ibid.. Vol. IV, p. 230; see also Tyfin at-Sild's edition, Vol. IV, p. 178. 
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On the other hand he states that there is no evidence for the superiority of silence 
to speech. In conjunction with the evidences of superiority of silence to speech, we find 
that a]-J5biz used his brilliant skill of reasoning to repute his addressee. For example, he 
writes: "you can describe silence with speech but you cannot describe speech with 
silence. Were silence superior, mankind would have no recognisable primacy over the 
rest of creation. There would be no fundamental distinction between man and beast, 
despite the diversity of their essence, natures, physical characteristic and lifestyles". 568 
Al-Jdbiz then claims that the examples of the superiority of speech to silence are 
too many either from the Qurdnic verses, prophetic traditions, chronicles, narratives, and 
speeches of the grate orators, etc. For example, al-JabiZ constructs more evidence from 
Islamic history concerning the superiority of speech to silence particularly from the story 
of the prophets such as the story of the prophet lbrablim's (p. b. u. h. ) demolition of the 
idols, the story of the Prophet Yflsuf (p. b. u. h. ) with the word of the High Priest of Egypt, 
and the Prophet Muhammad's (p. b. u. h. ) eloquence. And then he writes: "the foregoing 
has provided the evidence to refute your argument and undermine your stance. God sent 
His prophets to spread the word and warn the nations. He commanded them to proclaim 
the message not with silence but with speech. No message ever held substance, no 
argument ever carried conviction and no reason was ever made clear except by means of 
speeclf'. 569 niS is because, according to al-Jabi7,, no message ever 
held substance, no 
argument ever carried conviction and no reason was ever made clear except 
by means of 
speech. 
569 Ibid.. Vol. IV, p. 23 1; see also 'Uyfan al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV, p. 179. 
569 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 239; see also cUyan al-SOd's edition, Vol. IV, p. 183. 
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3.6.4.2 The virtue of 'Ilm al-KaLffm (Theology) 
As a Mdtazila's scholar, the author concludes the risila with the discussion on 
the virtue of 'ilm al-kaldin (theology). He writes "what could possibly be more highly 
esteemed, more consummately good and more manifestly beneficial to mankind than 
something which, if it did not exist, neither God's divinity nor the testament of the 
prophets could be affirmed and, without which proof could not be distinguished from 
sophistry or the genuine distinguished from the counterfeit masquerading as 
authentic? ". 
570 
He then records two reasons why 'ilm al-kal&n is superior to other sciences. 
Firstly, he says that through 'ilm al-kal&n do we differentiate consensus from dissent, 
error from innovation and the aberrant from customary practise. Secondly, it is the means 
of learning the facts about the religious faiths and of rationally affirming the existence of 
the divinity and authenticity of the revelation. It is the testing ground of justice and of 
tyranny, compulsion and free will. 
3.6.5 Analysis of the use of the Qur'An and Hadith: 
It is very clear from the content of the risila that al-Jdbiz used verses and stories 
from the Qur'dn to strengthen his idea about the virtue of speech to the silence. For 
instance, he says: "I have never known that silence to be praised in any situation where 
370 Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 239. see also 'UyUnal-SUd's edition, Vol. IIL p. 184. 
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speech would not be praised more. Speech is the medium of choice for its clarity, 
expressiveness and precision of meaning". 57 1 Al-Jdhiz then provides us an example for 
that point of view particularly related to the story of the Prophet lbrah-Im's demolition of 
the idols which has been mentioned in the Qur'An. He then quotes this verse from Sara 
al-Anbiya' when the Qur'dn said (21: 62-63): 
ýA 
?A 
QA L'-ý ý: ý11 IP 
"They said: "Are you the one who has done this to our gods, 0 Abraham? ". (Abraham) 
said: "Nay, this one, the biggest of them (idols) did it. Ask them, if they can speak! "". 
Afterwards, al-Jdbiz comments on that verse: "Prophet Ibrahim save his life with 
these words, which were more praiseworthy than the silence of another would have been 
in a similar situation because, had he remained silent when questioned, it would have 
been a profaning of his insight and knowledge. He spoke because he knew that to speak 
was the best course of action. He knew too, that whoever is able to speak effectively, can 
also keep silent effectively, but whoever keeps silent effectively may not be able to speak, 
ei V9.572 so eff ct ve 
In addition, al-Ritiz states that speech is a means of affirming virtue and guide to 
knowledge of eminent men, because, without it, it would be impossible to distinguish the 
essential from the inessential in most situations. Related to this statement, the author 
offers the story of Prophet YUsuf with the High Priest of Egypt. Here, he quotes this 
Qur'dnic verse in which the Qur'an praised Prophet Yasuf in Sara Yasuf (12: 54): 
571 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 232; see also cUyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV, p. 184. 
572 ]hid., Vol. IV, p. 234; see also "Uyfin a]-Sad's edition, Vol. IV. p. ISO. 
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4C)4j ckýs. t4-ý e. 3p 
"Verily, this day, you are with us high in rank and full trusted". 
A]-J5biz then adds: "If Yfisuf had not demonstrated his superiority through 
language with his attractive personal qualities, the High Priest would have remained 
unaware of his righteousness and YUsuf would not have earned a place as his trusted 
confident. His standing with the High Priest would have remained simply that one man 
among many others. However, Yfisuf words raised his rank and status, made known his 
integrity and endeared him to the High PrieSf-'. 573 
Speech is a means of distinguishing between man and beast and of appreciating 
the superiority of mankind to all other creatures. Al-Jabiz quotes this verse from Sfira al- 
Isral (17: 70): 
ýA Vi eAlA. -aj eZI VL 
11. 
_A 
aj ý 
"And indeed We have honoured the children Adam, and We have carried them on land 
and sea.. 
The author states that God honoured man with speech and carried him forward 
with the ability to plan. Therefore, according to al-JabiZ, without speech, no one would 
deserve blessing or perfume the duty of giving thanks to God. Gratitude is commonly 
expressed through language; no other way is known. Because of that, al-JabiZ's claimed 
that the Qur'dn said (14: 7): e4,6L CA ý which mean: "If you give thanks (by 
5731bid., Vol. III, p. 234; see also Tyfln al-Sad's edition, Vol. III, p. 180. 
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accepting Faith and worshipping none but Allah), I will give you more (of My 
Blessings),.... ", thus making the articulation of praise the means of deserving increase 
and to praise Him is a key to prosperity. 574 
The Arabs, as was described by al-Jabiz, were famous by their eloquence and 
elegance of expression. It was for this reason that the greatest of God's prophet i. e. 
Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h) from an Arab, his language was Arabic and the Qur'an also 
was in Arabic. To support his argument, al-Ribiz quotes this verse ftorn Sura al-Shu'ard' 
(26: 195): 40; P- 4,. rj->r- CX4 ý which mean: "In the plain Arabic language". This is a 
clear evidence for the eloquence of Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ). 
Al-Jabi. Z also states that God has only sent His prophets to mankind except whose 
moral superiority within their own communities was paralleled by the superiority of their 
eloquence. For instance, Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h) was the most eloquent, expressive 
and articulate of the Arabs and all Arab society was represented in his person. This is 
because; he was born into the tribe of 115shim and, on his mother side, came from the 
Band Zahra. In addition, he was nursed by the tribe of Sad b. Bakr and grew up among 
Quraysh. Then, he married into the tribe of Asad b. '-Abd al-ýUZ7.5 and, when he 
immigrated to Medina, he was taken in by Banii 'Amr (i. e. the clans of Aws and 
Khazraj). 575 
574 Ibid.. Vol. III, p. 236; see also Tydnal-Sfid's edition, Vol. 111, p. 181. 
575 Aj. jjbjZ has contributed also some further information on the eloquent of the Prophet Muhammad 
(p. b. u. h. ). See for instance in his al-Bayti wa al-labyh, Vol. 11, p. 3 1. 
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After this statement, a]-Jabiz quotes the Hadi-th of Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) 
as saying: 
576 
(-ýSj Cýw ý- - Výj ,ý 
aw,. j 6 Lý, J-)i C>- 4"31 z44 Y-1,31 Cýý' u) 
"I am the most eloquent of the Arabs, because I come from Qurays and was raised 
among the Bang Saýd b. Bakr". 
We find that the above Uadi-th is the only one has been quoted by the author in 
this risila. From this point, al-JabiZ concludes: "Of all the tribes mentioned, Quraysh 
alone would have been enough, for they are the most eloquent, articulate, sharp-tongued 
and quick-witted of all and the tribes' most powerful linguistic focus". After a long 
explanation on the origin of Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ), finally, al-Jabiz claims that he 
shall draw a line here for fear of going on too long. 577 
3.6.6 The language of the Risala: 
The use of language of the risila clearly is in debate style. From the first line of 
the rishla, we find that al-Abiz mentions the words Fadila (The Virtue) which mean that 
he will explains to his addressee the virtue of something. In addition, we find in the next 
paragraph, the words such as (4: j, 
61 ), ( 1', - .3), and 
( ), etc. which indicates that 
the author assumed his addressee is his opponent in this discussion. For example, here he 
quotes what his addressee has said: 
576 Collected by Al-$f1yflt7' in: all&nf al-$aghh-, Vol. 1, p. 41 l, with different wording. W17h Pdýr. See 
also, Ibn ManZOr, DsM al--ýArab, 
Cf The original wording for this ljad1th is as follows: 
oiý vu W3 4. j 
J U& U U. 
js"ý- - -- 364-1, -. j . 3qr . 
77 See al-jibiZ, Risilafl-taf(fil al-nulq 
"ali al-pml, in 'Rasl'il al-Abiz", IldrUn's editim Vol. IV, p. 238; 
'Uyiln al-SrId's edition, Vol IV. P. 183. 
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ýA Jj J-1j- vs P-S" o- LL-*-si C". j "' ý. j - 
"You declared that you found silence more worthy than speech in most situations, even if 
what is said should be true". 
ýUj A. LL. Lr6 Vk- 
Zjý ýJLL. Lý. ýýBj 
"You claimed that the tongue is nothing more than a conduit for indecency that gets its 
owner into trouble". 
Uiý LI q 
j ýJ 
"You describe the silent man as a thinker". 
Later on, al-RiýiZ says: "I have read all that you have written on the subject [the 
virtue of silence to the speech], everything you have summarised, itemised, explained at 
great length. I have subjected it to scientific scrutiny and studied it with diligence and 
care". However, he claims: "And what have I found? The words of a man bewitched by 
qv 578 his own opinions... . 
The used of use of Dili' al-mukRabat also can be seen in five occasions of the 
ris5la such as ( &1 111,6 ), ( -11 Iffin-I ) and ( Al d4l ). The first one was used at the 
beginning of the risga before the author goes for further explanation on the subject of 
speech is superior to silence. For instance, al-JAbiz writes: 
(.... C-i-ij , Mý ul--- A' - C-LAij) 
The use of this kind of expression indicates that the author has his personal 
impression to his addressee. 
579 ]bid.. Vol. III, p. 23o; see also "Uytin M-Sad's edition, Vol. Ill. p. 177. 
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3.7 Risalafflal-jidd wa at-had (in Earnest and Jest): 
3.7.1 Text and title of the Risala: 
in the printed edition, the ris, §Ia consists of forty-seven consecutive pages with no 
divisions other than paragraphs either in Hdrfln's edition or 'UyUn at-Sad's edition; 
however in the latter, it consists of thirty-one pages only. 579 The risga is now available in 
English which has been translated by Hutchins 580 and Colville. 581 Pellat also had 
translated some portion of the risila in his book on the life and work of al, -JdlýiZ under the 
heading "Jest and eameSf". 582 So, our reference for analysis of the content of this risga 
would base on Hdranvs collection and cUyUn al-Sia-d"s collection particularly for Arabic 
text, and Hutchins"s and Colville"s book for English translation. 
By referring to YdqUt's and Ha-"- KhalVa's list of al-jzi s wor , we . jji 
biz ks find that 
both scholars claimed that the title of the risa-la is al-Muzab wa al-jidd. 583 However, most 
scholars of al-Ribiz in modem times such as al-Hajia, Pellat and Abri Milbim agreed that 
the correct reading is Risfflaftaljidd wa al-hazi. 584 
"" The text of the risila can be found in two locations in HIrOn's and 'Uyan a]-SQd's edition with verying 
lenght. See, for example in Hirfin's edition, Vol. 1, pp. 231-278 & Vol. IV, pp. 83-94; and in Tyan al- 
Sad's edition, Vol. 1, pp- 165-196 & Vol. IV, pp. 59-66. 
5" Hutchins, Nine Essays of al-Abir, pp. 93-122. 
591 Colville, Gravity andMirth, pp. 231- 255. 
112 pellat, Me life and works qfJ4i4 pp 207-216. 
593 YAqUt, Mu'jam al-udabJ'. Vol. XVL p. 108, UAjýi Khallifa, KMhfa1-; unFj1, Vol. V. pp. 802-803. 
p. 327; Pe at, ee . y2uh wa 
&hjmh, p. 267; AM Milbim, Ral ia1 -524 See at-IjAjid, al-JiNr ha 'I 
I-J, hjA 11 Th lifi 
t7ild works, )fjjbiA p. 5 1; Pellat, 
GJNziana 111, p. 156. 
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3.7.2 The Addressee and the date of composition: 
Haran and "UyUn a]-Sad in their editorial remarks states that the risila was 
composed by a]-Jdbiz to his friend, Ibn al-Zayy5t. 585 This is because al-Jdbiz himself 
states clearly the name of his addressee i. e. Ibn al-Zayy5t, the vizier of the caliph al- 
Mutawakkil. On the other hand, the date of the composition of the risild can not be 
deten-nined precisely. Colville, for instance, suggests that it may have been composed 
towards the end of the author's life. 586 
However, by referring to the text of the risila, we can suggest the nearest date of 
the composition. For example, from internal evidence, this risala can be dated to the 
period of the Caliph at-Mdtasim when the author mentioned the event of the death of the 
587 Caliph, which located in the month of Rabl' al-Awwal 227 A. H. This indicates that the 
rishla was written later than this event. in addition, we find another sign which al-Rihiz 
mentions it in this risiVa concerning his long period of relationship with Ibn a]-Zayydt. 
For instance, he says: "How is it that after you honoured me when I was young you now 
wish to treat me with hatred". 588 Furthermore, some scholars of al-RibiZ suggest that the 
risild has been written between the year 229 A. H. and the year 231 A. H. 589 
583 See Harfin and 'Uyfin al-Srid in their editorial remarks to the RisSafi-al7jidd wa al-hazi, in: Hiran's 
edition, Vol. 1, p. 229; 'UyFin al-Sfid's edition, Vol. 14 p. 163. 
586 Colville, Sobriety widMirth, p. 23 1. 
587 See Me Enc 
. 
Klopaedia of1slam, art. A]-Mdtasim, Vol. VII, p. 776. 
588AI-Jibi7, RisNafTal-jidd iva al-ha: l, in: Hdrfa-n's edition, Vol. 1, p. 272; 'Uyfa-n a]-SfId's edition, Vol. i, p. 
191. 
"'Al-Iiij id. al-J04 bay&uh u,. a *hjruh. p. 268. ai 
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3.7.3 Outline of the Risala: 
Let us now turn frorn the background of the risila to the work itself which 
according to Colville, bearing some similarity to the Risila al-larb. T' wa al-tudwir. 590 
Pellat states that the risga describes the author's approach rather than the subject- 
matter. 591 Elsewhere, he claims again that in this risila, the author reproaches Ibn al- 
ZayyZit with punishing him unduly severely for some unspecified misbehaviour on his 
part. 592 However, before going onto further discussion; let us break down the content of 
the risila into these constituent elements: 
1. Introduction. 
2. Al-Ribiz apologise to his addressee. 
3. The punishment must be proportional to the offence. 
4. Some observation about the bonds of friendship. 
5. Revert to the cause of quarrel. 
6. Warns Ibn al-Zayydt against losing his temper. 
7. Revert to the cause of quarrel. 
8. Replying to an oblique criticism of himself by his patron. 
9. Proceed to inquire into the best way of preserving documents. 
10. Examines the disadvantages of parchment. 
11. Digress on meaning and thing meant. 
-"* Colville, Sobriety alklAfirlh, p. 23 1. See for detail discussion of the Risila al-larbl' wa al-iadwk in 
chapter seven of this thesis. 
591 Pe I lat, 77te life aml H 'Orks of JOA p. 2 07. 
1192 Ibid., p. 207. 
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12. Revert to the comparison of Ibn al-Zayyat and Prophet Adam (p. b. u. h. ), 
asking Ibn al-Zayydt forgiveness and quoting historical examples of 
sustained punishment. 
13. Reminding Ibn al-Zayydt that they were once neighbours and both of them 
are the Muctazila's followers. 
14. Drawing a humorous comparison between them (al-Jabi; ý and Ibn al- 
Zayy5t). 
15. Conclusion - Reverts to the subject of his punishment. 
3.7.4 Analysis of the main issues in the Risala: 
In this rishla, al-JaViz makes a plea for forgiveness to his addressee. He complains 
of old age and speaks of career dedicated to his patron's service. The author also seeks 
earnestly to humour his patron with analysis of anger, punishment, bookbinding and the 
relationship of word to the meaning. Therefore, in the first instance, M-Ribiz complains 
about the treatment he received from his correspondent (Ibn al-Zayy5t), in return for 
which he proceeds to subject him to a sustained and withering attack. However, we find 
that the most important issue in this risild is the subject of anger which can be seen 
clearly in the following paragraphs. 
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3.7.4.1 The relationship between the author and his addressee: 
In his introduction, the author tells us about the two reasons in which Ibn al- 
Zayy5t against him. Firstly, because he addressed his work entitled al-Zar' wa al-nakI71 to 
Ibrahim b. al-ýAbbds al-S911i which he received from him five thousand dinars. Secondly, 
it is reported that al-Jabiz refused to pay al-ft&a (land tax)593 to the authority. However, 
al-RibiZ asserts that was not fair to punish him by these two small matters. For instance, 
he comments on this issue: "One who punishes something small as though big, a slip as 
though persistent, a mistake as though intentional. One who leaves behind all measures 
and is at variance with the balanced scale is the most deserving and fit for extreme 
punishmenf". 594 And he adds: "An indication of the intensity of your fury and of your 
boiling chest is the strength of your motion, the delay in you're calming down, the 
remoteness of an end to your plotting". 595 As a result, al-Jahiz come across that Ibn al- 
Zayyiit was angry with him. 
From this point of view, he then reverts to discuss the anger which he describes it 
as follows: 'Ile reign of anger is tyrannical, the judgement of wrath unjust. The weaker 
the resolve is to act freely, the weaker is prudence. Fury is a characteristic of Satan". 596 
Furthermore, al-Ribiz urges his addressee to distinguish between anger to different types 
of people. He says: "Do not expose yourself to the enmity of intelligent narrators, the 
593 The meaning of this term is similar to al-Kharej (Land tax). It comes from the root ( yl ). See, Lane, 
Arabic - English Lexicon, Vol. L p. 14. '94AI-JAbiZ, Risalaftal-jidd wa alýhazzl, in: HArUn's edition, Vol. 1, p. 232; 'Uy-an al-Stid's edition, Vol. I, p. 
166. 
"'51bid., Vol. I, p. 232; see also 'Uyiln a]-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. T, p. 166. 
5961bid., Vol. 1, p. 234; see also 'Uyan al-Srid's edition, Vol. 1. p. 167. 
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rancour of those who perpetuate the memory of shortcomings, the tongue of those known 
for truthfulness, directness, and lack of idle talk and bias, so long as you find an escape 
from that and a broad path away from it". 597 
In the next paragraph, we find that al-RibiZ records some of Ibn al-Zayydt 
criticisms towards him. Firstly, Ibn a]-Zayyat complained about some works of a]-Jabiz 
which were being in dispersed and disordered and he compared them with the process of 
compiling the Qur'5n. However, al-JSbiZ admits that compiling all of his works is almost 
impossible, and sometimes most of it was lost. Secondly, Ibn al-Zayyat complained about 
the type of papers which al-JdbiZ used for his work. Finally, he criticised about a]-Jabiz's 
family life. Ibn al-Zayyiit claimed that al-JdbiZ did not having a child to keep alive his 
memory and to take possession of his estate. Concerning all this criticism, al-JabiZ writes: 
"What difference would it make to you if I had a little son, especially when my position 
with you is not that of person with an income to be taken, assistance that would matter, 
benevolence worth eyeing, or an ability to provide anticipated delighf . 
591, After all, al- 
jabiz claims that he does not know why his addressee loves to abuse him and to celebrate 
his estate and praise his name. Because according to him, this conduct, indeed, combines 
personal charm, delicacy of procedure, and a distant goal. As a result of this situation, al- 
jabiz also informs us that there was a conspiracy in which Ibn al-Zayyat was planning to 
kill him. So, in this case, al-J5hiz asks his addressee, "If you kill me, so with whom will 
you live? , 599 
597 lbid.. Vol. 1, p. 236. see also eUyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 168. 
599 Jbid., Vol. 1, p. 254; see also Tyan a]-Sfid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 179. 
519 Ihid., Vol. 1. p. 258. see also Tyfin al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 182. 
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3.7.4.2 Some of Alu'tazilite doctrines: 
As usual al-JabiZ digresses in his writing. It is interesting to note that the 
digression in this risila is into the meaning and things meant. Concerning this matter, the 
author relates in his digression on the story of the creation of Prophet Adam (p. b. u. h). He 
writes: "Prophet Adam (p. b. u. h) himself stumbled and went astray, disobeyed his 
Lord ... And yet God created him with His hand, lodged him in His paradise, made His 
angels to bow down before him... For it was impossible for God to have taught him a 
name without teaching him its meaning, or to have taught him a meaning without 
creating for him the thing meant by if'. 600 This idea is in comformity with his Mdtazilite 
teaching. Threfore, he maintains that: "A term is not a word unless it is provided with a 
meaning. A might have no word for it, but no word should be without a meaning". 601 
Later on we shall see that al-JahiZ departs once again to his main topic especially 
about his relationship with Ibn al-Zayy5t. This time, he compares Ibn al-Zayyat, his 
correspondent to Prophet Adam (p. b. u. h. ), who asked forgiveness from God. In this case, 
he also asks forgiveness from Ibn 7-ayyzit. He also reminds that they were once 
neighbours and both of them are among the Mdtazila followers. Therefore, the author 
concludes it with this statement: "I have counted up all the causes for mutual hostility and 
` 602 summed up all the reasons for hatred, except the reason of Satan's enmity to man. He 
then continues: "Among the causes of enmity are the rivalry of neighbours and relatives 
6w Jbid., Vol. 1, p. 262; see also cUyiln al-Srid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 184. 
"I Jbid., Vol. 1, p. 263; see also Wn al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 185. 
602 Ihid., Vol. 14 P. 264; see also cUyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. L p. 186. 
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and the mutual envy of person of similar craft". 60-' Afterwards, he asks for a pardon and 
forgiveness by saying that it is amazing that Ibn al-Zayy5t are annoyed at the length of 
his request for pardon and forgiveness. In this case, the author compares with some 
animals manners which according to him have a better developed senses and a more 
heightened sensitivity toward their enemy. 
It is remarkable to mention here that al-Jahiz described his relationship vAth Ibn 
al-Zayyat like the relation between parts of the body and its soul. For instance, he says: 
"The section of the soul and members of the body in spite of the multiplicity of their 
numbers, the difference of their mixtures ... become one soul and one body through 
harmony of the thoughts". 604 Afterwards he again stresses on his addressee, he says: "If 
your friend is separated from you, part of you has been separated. When your companion 
falls ill, then half of you are ill. When part of them goes all goes. Then my death is the 
death of my friend, my life is my friend's life. So do not remove him from your heart to 
the distance his body is from yours". 605 
3.7.4.3 Final instruction: 
Finally, al-RibiZ addresses his correspondent that he has already pointed out to 
him people who unite the traits in which he can find continuing pleasure and the 
fulfilment of his passion. He then concludes the risila with his final advice to his 
addressee particularly in the relation with friends and enemies. Firstly, be careful from 
603 Ibid.. Vol. 1, p. 264, see also 'UyGn al-SM's edition, Vol. L p. 186. 
604 Ibjd., Vol. 1, p. 270; see also cIJyfln al-SOd's edition, Vol. 1, p. I go. 
605 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 27 1; see also 'Uyrin &SOd's edition, Vol. 1, p. 19 1. 
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those people who have snatched from the treasury of the caliphate, secondly, separate 
them, and finally, carry out the judgment of the Book and the Sunna over them. Because 
according to the author, it will untie the bond of their spirits, knot by knot and your 
reward will be great and the most important thing is you will be remembered. 606 In 
addition, you will serve the caliph and endear him to the people. Then you will have done 
well through administering a beating to those deserving it and will have relieved those 
not deserving from it. From this final conclusion, we find that it denotes that a]-Jdbiz 
denied all criticism made by his addressee. 
3.7.5 Analysis of the use of the QurIFLn and IjadIth: 
The Qur'5n was only used in two occasions in the risa-la. Firstly, when the author 
digresses his writing to describe about the relation between the meaning and thing meant 
especially when he speak about the story of Prophet Adam (p. b. uh). Here, he quoted the 
Qur'Anic verse from $5ra a]-Baqara (2: 3 1): 
4 tex t.. )l elai ý 
"And He taught Adam all the names of everything". 
Al-RibiZ then comments on his addressee concerning this verse as follows: "By 
saying that God taught Adam all the words of speech together with their meanings, we 
mean that He did so only to the extent which necessity required. Remember that Adam is 
6'D6 lbid., Vol. 1, p. 278; see also "Uyfln al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, pp. 195-196. 
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like a tree and you are but the fruit, he is of the heaven and you are of the earth, he is the 
sturdy trunk and you are a flimsy branch". 607 
The other verse was quoted when al-Jdbi? expresses his view concerning his 
relationship with his addressee. Here, he quoted the Qur'anic verse as follows (38: 82): 
"By Your Might, then I will surely mislead them all". 
Al-Jabiz then comments on the attitude of his addressee: "So take up with Satan if 
you are angry at God or with your peers, if you are seeking a cure". 60" 
On the other hand, there are only one Hadith can be found in the risalla. For 
instance, it is reported that Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) said: 609 
( ýý C-, &w J, ? 1ýi I -U. --- Ju I -ý-' AI ? -%-) ) 
"God bless the man who speaks well and profit from it, as well as the one who 
plays safe and holds his tongue". 
In conjunction with the meaning of the 1jadl-th, al-RibiZ then added: "He made 
security alone the reward of silence but security and profit the reward of speech; a man 
can be secure and not profit but he cannot profit unless he is secure". 610 
607 lbid., Vol. 1, p. 262; see also Tyan a]-Sad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 185. 
608 Ihjd., VoI. 1, p. 268; see also TyUn a]-SRd's edition, Vol. 1, p. 188. 
6"9 Collected by a]-Suyaj7j in: al-Jjwi' al-Saght, No. 4425,4426,4427, Vol. 11, p. 11. This Ijadith also has 
been quoted by al-Jibiz in his al-Bayin. See al-Baytz wa al-tabyii. Vol. 1, p. 169. 
6'0 Al-Jabiz, RisJlaftal-jidd iva al-ha: l, in: Haran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 259; Tyan al-Siald's edition, Vol. 1, 
p. 182. 
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3.7.6 The Language of the Risala: 
The author begins the risga with apologise to his addressee by saying ( 
J'I-Ii) I would ransom you with my own life". This special word indicates that al-Jdbiz, 
as the author of the ris, 71a has his own view towards his addressee. It is interesting to note 
here that such word has been used by the author more than eight times in the risila. 611 
In addition, the use of oath style can be found scattered in the text particularly 
when the author stresses on the relationship with his addressee. The author always 
reminds his addressee by saying such as ( Alj ), ( Alj V) and ( -11, j QA ). 
For instance, he says: 
«Sidl lý-)- LA- ýit" L.; U a 03, ýi (-ýLa g 
2u13) 
"By God, I would have hated for you an excess of pleasure for fear it 
would lead to an excess of passion". 
In another occasion, he says again: 
'IJ A+j 
L; _ALB 
1--; -j" IA 
_)jJ; L, 
6 
(L&A- &<-, -L 
"No, by God, you will not find on the face of the earth room for a secret or space 
for a compliant, nor a spirit with whom you can feel at home or a soul with whom you are 
comfortable". 
6" See for example, Vol. 1, pp. 231,233,234,236,250,252,255 &, 264 in H&rGn's edition and Vol. 1, pp. 
165,167,168,177,178,180,180 & 186 in Tyan a]-Sad's edition. 
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Moreover, the usage of other Dzi'j' al-niukitabN as usual can be found scattered 
in the risilah such as ( Al 
0 ), ( Al J3zi ), and ( Al 8ULr- ), etc. Al-J5Ijiz used also 
the word such as ( Al 1" ) and ( -11 L: ýý) to express his view towards his addressee. 
For example he said: 
: J-J1 44P-Ull All, ' 4ýu3 c> ý-, Lýi iu J-ýI ül il t 
- Ll-ý. vi j-hi Lý- -, ýq c)- Y-ýý '311 A--) 
This indicates that al-Jabi7, still respect his addressee and hope their 
relationship will continue in the future. 
Finally, it is remarkable to say that the use of poetry appeared only once in this 
ris, Va. The author quotes only one bayt by al-Qutani7i who died in 130 A. H. concerning 
the patient man. Al-Jdhiz writes: "Mistaken the poet who said: 612 
L" d7- CJA . *j L). 
j vhj -ýi 
He then comments on that bayt as follows: "The patient man is likely to get what 
he needs and the hasty is likely to fail". 61 3 Al-JabiZ claims that the poet would have been 
closer to expressing the truth. 
6121bid., Vol. 1, p. 242. Ibid., Vol. L p. 172. The meaning of the bayl is: -The patient man, at times, gets 
what he needs; the hasty sometimes slips". 
613]bid., Vol. 1, p. 242, see also 'Uyan al-Srid's edition, Vol. I, p. 172. 
Iiý 
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3.8 Risalaft-al-nubl wa al-tanabbul wa dhantin al-kibr (True and assumed nobility: 
An attack on pride) 
3.8.1 The text of the Risala: 
This is the final risSa that has been chosen for the study in this section. However, 
according to Pellat, only an excerpt of it has survived. 614 In HdrUn's printed edition, the 
text of risild consists of twenty pages, whilst in 'UyUn al-Sad's edition; it is in fifteen 
pages only and it was divided into nine divisions. The first division entitled "Faýl min 
pdr kit9ihf-1a1-nub1 wa al-lanabbul wa dhamm al-kibi" and followed by the other eight 
divisions with the beading "FO minhW'. 
Pellat in his collection of translated portion of al-Jabiz's work- also has published 
some five pages selected from various places of the risild under the heading "True and 
assumed nobility; an attack on pride". 615 The study of this risala will be base on Pellat's 
translation of selected portion of the rishla. 
3.8.2 The Addressee of the Risala: 
Al-Ritiz did not declare the addressee of this risila. We know that he only replies 
to someone who has written a risild on the subject of pride and nobility as he mentioned 
in the introduction of the risga. 
""' Pellat, The life andworks of JOi4 p. 25 & 231. 
615]bjd., pp. 231 -5. 
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3.8.3 Outline of the Risala: 
The body of the risAla can be divided into these elements: 
1. The author tells his correspondent that he has already dealt with the main topic. 
2. Then he tackles the subject of pride and nobility. 
3. Define nobility and quotes the example. 
4. Note on Divine pride. 
5. Note on pardonable pride. 
6. Note on pride and snobbishness. 
7. The pride of AIR. 
8. Define pride. 
9. Digress to praise the BanU Mishim. 
10. Reverts to the subject of bilm (generosity). "' 
11. Then he goes on to the qualities of leadership. 
3.8.4 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
The introduction of the risila was a brief explanation from the author to remind 
his addressee that he has already dealt with the main topic of pride and nobility. He 
616 There are many discussions about this term. Most of the lexicographers and scholars are agreed that the 
basic element of N)m is to be self mastery. dignity, detachment and it also connotes the qualities associated 
with patience, leniency, tolerance, understanding or even gentleness. See Hans Webr, A Dictionary of 
Modent Written Arabic, p. 202; BaalbakkL aWawrid-Mbdern Arabic-English Dictionary, p. 308,77je 
Dicyclolvdia of Islam, art. Hilm, Vol. HL p. 390-392. 
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expresses it with: I have already read and understand your work on the subject of pride 
and nobility. I found that everybody agreed that pride and nobility is blameworthy"' . 
617 
3.8.4.1 The definition of nobility: 
The author defines nobility is passing which consists above all of 'humbling 
oneself before one inferiors, behaving justly towards one's equals, and asserting oneself 
with one's superior. For instance he asserts: "If nobility consisted simply of making 
oneself out to be noble, and honour were earned by puff ing oneself up, eschewing regrets 
and apologise and disdaining really worthy men, then all those who are still less retiring, 
more utterly immodest and more conceited, albeit with less reason, would have a greater 
claim to nobility, and their conduct would be more pardonable". "' 
After all, he adds: "Nobility is note like luck: a man may quite well have the best 
of fortune through on his deserts he should have the worst, but a man fitted for 
insignificance will never be noble". 619 He says again: "Remember that unless you plan 
with nobility as your aim, hammer out the tools for it, approach it from the right direction 
and do your duty by it, you will be hated despite your efforts and detested for your pains. 
A man who makes himself open to insults and does not mind being blamed is dead rather 
617 See a]-Jdbiz, Risilaftal-imbi wa al-lanabbul, in Hiran's edition, Vol. IV, p. 169; 'Uyfan al-Sild's 
edition, Vol. IV. p. 129. 
612 Ibid., Vol. IV. p. 169; see also TyUn al-SUd's edition, Vol. IV, p. 129. 
619 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 171. see also "Uytln al-Srid's edition, Vol. IV, p. 130. 
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than alive, a dog rather than a human being7 . 
620 Related to this definition, the author 
quotes the example of al-Ahnaf b. QaYS. 621 
3.8.4.2 The definition of pride: 
Pride is of two kinds, open and secret. Secret pride is the name of feeling of 
superiority. When it is expressed in actions, it is called open pride. Feeling of superiority 
in mind is called self conceit (kibr). When it is expressed in actions, it is called pride 
(takabbar). So, self coceit is the root of pride. 622 
According to al-RibiZ, pride is a character trait such that nothing short of hilm is 
needed to tolerate it, and the patience ofjob to endure the proud. To cease from punishing 
them is a mark of gentleness, and to be kindly to them true glory; generosity is needed to 
ignore them, and dumbness to leave off from blaming them. 
From his point of view "Pride is worse than brutality, which is the worst of sin, 
and modesty is better than clemency, which is the best of good deeds. Pride is a defect in 
620 Ibid., Vol. IV$ P. 172; see also "UyUn al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV, p. 132. 
62'His real name is Aba Babr Sakhr b. Qays b. Mu'dwiya al-Tarn-im! al-Sa'd-z. He was born before Islarm 
His laqah (cognomen) al-Abnaf derives from his feet were misshapen and he also has other abnormalities. 
He was famous as a spokesman and leader of the Tam1mites, who during the first century of hUra formed 
the intellectual, religious and political elite of the city of Basra. He was the legend of the alm within the 
Arabs society. See Me Encyclopedia of Islam, art. al-Abnaf b. Kays, Vol. 1, p. 303-304. For more detail of 
the description of his physical appearance, see at-Jabi7- al-&Wffil wa al-laby'#Y, Vol. L p. S6. 
"" See al-Gliazzal-1, I/j), J "uICIn al-dii, Vol. 111,3 14-3 1 S. DIOTIOPedia of Religion andEthics defines pride 
as a self-regarding passion or sentiment of self-love; it is associated with several related qualities of selfish 
disposition such as arrogance. conciet, vanity, and egotism. See. Encyclopedia of Religion and Emics, art. 
Pride. Vol. X p. 275. 
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which all the elements of evil are put together, and modesty a quality in which all the 
elements of good are combined" . 
623 
3.8.4.3 The Divine pride: 
The author says that pride belongs not to the creature but only to the creator 
(Allah); and the only reason that God rebukes man for his pride is that he oversteps the 
mark, goes too far, and usurps his Lord's prerogatives. 
3.8.4.4 Pardonable pride: 
Though pride is ugly in all men, however, according to the author, it is pardonable 
and commendable in three cases in human being. Firstly, in uncouth Bedouin, savage 
when thwarted and neither a town-dweller nor a peasant because based on their natural 
Bedouin arrogance. Secondly, pride may be the outcome of vengefulness, hostility, 
rivalry and hatred. Finally, if it is shown only towards rules, tyrants, for instance, 
Pharaohs and consorts. 624 Then he points out that the person his correspondent refers to 
falls into none of these categories, for his behaviours are contrary to the definition of 
nobility given above. Because according to him, absence of nobility leads to envy, 
falsehood, backbiting and impiousness. 
623al_jjbiZ 
. Rigap-al-nubl wa a]-ianahbul, 
in Hkan's edition. Vol. IV, p. 18 1; cUyan al-Sad's edition, 
Vol. IV, p. 137. 
624 ibid., Vol. IV. p. 176; see also'Uyfin al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV. P. 134. 
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3.8.4.5 The pride of Ibl, &: 
The author declares that the first misdeed committed in heaven or on earth was 
the sin of pride. For instance, the author claims that it was pride prevented AIR bowing 
down [before Adam], persuaded him of uselessness of friendship and the value of wrath, 
made disobedience pleasant and loneliness and isolation attractive to him, made the curse 
of the Lord seem light to him and eternal punishment bearable, promised him victory and 
gave him hope of salvation, put specious arguments into his mind and made lying words 
seem fair to him, led him to eschew the company of the angels, united in him all qualities 
and combined in him all the marks of wickedness, for he wasjealoUS. 625 
3.8.4.6 Other issues within the Risga: 
The author takes the opportunity in passing to praise people of the Bana Hashim, 
who are according to him not proud. Then the author quotes AbU "Amr b. al-Wd' '626 who 
omits pride from his list of the failing that disqualify from holding off-ice: for it can be 
counterbalanced by bilm. He refers also in passing to military commanders who are 
averse to seeking advice, and then reverts to the subject of hilm. He points out those 
qualities that go unrecognised when a man is of lowly station are acknowledged or even 
exaggerated when he attains high office. 627 
625 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 179; see also 'UyUn al-SOd's edition, Vol. IV, p. 136. 
626 He was a founder of the grammatical school of Basra and died in 154/770. He was also famous as a 
celebrated reader of al-Qur'An. His place among Arab lexicographers seems to have been very important, 
since he is said that to have been the master of al-Kharil b. Ahmad at-Fadihidli. See ne Encyclopedia of 
Islam, art. Abft'Amr b. al-Wl', Vol. 1, P. 106. 
627 See a]-JAbiZ. Risffla ft al-nubt wa al-lanahbul, in Harfin's edition, Vol. IV, p. 183, 'Uytln al-Sild's 
edition, Vol. IV, p. 139. 
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The ris5la end with the discussion on the qualities of leadership that make man 
loved, and we find that the author states that the Arabs needed tribal chiefs to defend 
thern because they were too remote from the central authority. 628 
3.8.5 Analysis of the use of the Qur'In and Vadith: 
The use of the Qur'dn and the Ijad-ith is very limited in this risila. There are only 
three Qur'5nic verses and one Ijadith has been quoted by the author. The Qur'dnic verse 
was used when the author records some of his opponent"s views concerning some God's 
name such al-Mutakabbir and al-JabbAr. For instance, he writes in the centre of his 
discussion: "they might say: "If mulakkbir (haughty) were very bad and mulakabbir 
(proud) blameworthy, God would not have so described lEmself, or have used these two 
adjectives in a favourable sense in the Qur'dn i. e. when God says in the Qur'dn (59: 23) as 
follows 4 J44 ý "... the Compeller, the Supreme" and He said again in another 
occasion (59: 24): < ol-M Al ý ...... To Him belong the Best Names. ... 
m, . 
629 
Now notice this brilliant answer from the author to that question, hewrites: "Man, 
who is created to be subject to the divine will, frail and downtrodden, could only be 
humble and may only be modest. How could pride be an attribute of a being that is 
capable of being defeated by hunger and shows him unjust when sated? What possible 
628 Ibid., Vol. IV, pp. 187-188; see also 'Uyan af-Sad's edition, Vol. IV, pp. 142-143. 
6291bid., Vol. IV, p. 172, see also Tyfin al-Sild's edition, Vol. IV. p. 133. 
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connection is there between pride and the eating, drinking, urinating, defecating human 
being? What right has a being whom weariness exhausts and rest refreshes to be proud 
,. )630 and haughty? . 
Later, the author quotes another Qur'5nic verse when he declares that the first 
misdeed committed in heaven or on earth was the sin of pride. Here, he quotes this verse 
from SGra al-Aýrdf (7: 13): 
j 14Aý 'Usu JA (ý uý 
"It is not for you to be arrogant here". 
Finally, when he claimed that the pride belongs not to the creature but only to the 
creator (Allah); the author quotes this Ijadifth in which Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) was 
reported as saying: 631 
( A_&. A Am. )U C>j , 
Aj 
pll_) 
U;,, 31 ) 
"Greatness is God's mantle, and he who contends with Him for it tears it to 
shreds". 
The above Ijacti-th is the only quotation made by the author to support his 
argument concerning the subject matter, however the Islamic value of this fisild still can 
be found in its content as has been shown above. In addition, it is interesting to note here 
6"Ibid., Vol. IV. p. 172; see also 'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV. p. 133. 
6"' This 1jadith QudsT was reported by Ibn Maja and it can be found in a]-Mundhill, al-Targhl-b wa al- 
tarhizib, Vol. IV, p. 16, with different wording. Cf The original wording is as follows: 
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that the author had quoted only one bajt of poem by al-Farazdaq 632 in this risila, 
however; on the other hand, there are a large number of proverbs that had been quoted. 633 
3.9 CONCLUSION 
This is a part of the rasj'il of al-Jahiz which can be considered as an essay on the 
questions of proper behaviour and moral studies, All these ra. 471 have been the object of 
our extensive analysis. As we have seen in this chapter, Adab went through various stages 
of moral thought, combining various elements. We have seen that the author adopts a 
critical approach to evaluate his idea in all circumstances and mix together with other 
elements such al-Qur'5n and Ijadi-th, etc. It is obvious for us from a]-J! ibiz's works that 
the dimensions of manners of morality in Islam are numerous, far-reaching and 
comprehensive. 
Through his discussion of a number of the ra-vi'd in this category, we find that al- 
Ribiz displays his remarkable talent for human observation, for instance, his observation 
on certain emotions such as envy and jealousy in his Risilaft-al-h&id wa al-makal and 
Risalafi-fag mg bayn al-: cada7vva wa al-basad, snobbishness and pride in Risjlafi-al-nubl 
wa al-tanabbul, etc. In addition, it is clear that the author's approach is based on Islamic 
thought which can be considered as his Islamic tendency in his writing. For instance, in 
the discussion of a number of the Qur'dnic passages, the author refers to the views of 
632 His full name is TammAm b. Ghalib. This poet was born in Yamama probably after 20/640, died at 
Basra about I lOn28 or 112/730. See AeDicjv1qpaedia ofislany, an. A]-Farazdaq, Vol. II, pp. 788-789. 
633 A]-JAbiZ, Risgafl-al-nubl wa al-tanabbul wa dhanim al-khr, in: Haran's edition, Vol. IV, p. 169, UyUn 
al-Sfid's edition, Vol. IV, p. 14 1. 
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respected early authorities such as Ibn 'Abbds and others. On the other hand, in his 
discussion of the text of 11adifth, we find that there is some problem particularly to cross- 
check the author's liad-ith quotations. Therefore, we have to refer directly to their 
sources. Finally, we find that al-Jabiz addressed some of this rasi'd to historical figure 
particularly among the Abbasid caliphs and vizier, accompanied by various examples of 
good morals such as in Risilaftal-mdid wa al-mddsh. To conclude, we can say that the 
content of these works conforms to the content of books on adab moralistic literature 
which is one of the prolific genres in Arabic. This is, of course, al-Jabiz made it popular 
in the third/ninth ccntury. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE RASAIL CONCERNING THE ISSUES 
OF SOCIAL GROUPS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter of the thesis attempts to study the social works of al-JdhiZ. As far as 
we are aware it is generally known that the most important work of al-Ribiz concerning 
the social group is al-Bukhalff, however, it will not be considered in this part of the 
Stud Y'634 instead, I will concentrate only on the collection of his rasj'iL As usual, in 
studying all these rasj'il, other works of al-Ribiz will be taken into our consideration. 
According to Pellat, in the 2d century AIL writers were busy collecting together 
traditions about various Arabs tribes and recalling the life stories of people belonging to a 
particular group, starting with a collection of transmitters of tradition, then thefuqahj', 
governors, cadis, etc. In addition they also compiled the collection of hilarious anecdotes 
634 AI-Bukhalff'is discussed briefly in the chapter two of this thesis. In addition to what has already been 
said, there has been much work done concerning this work both in Arabic and English. For example, 
Wadfah Taha Najm in her Pb. D. thesis "Sludies in 1he wrifing of al-JAN, ý' has a detailed discussion about 
the book. Also Fedwa Malti-Douglas compared between two books on al-Bukhal! ' namely Bukhala' by al- 
JabiZ and BukhalA' by al-Khat-ib al-Baghdadi in her book "7he Sinicture ofAvarice". This book concludes 
with an excellent bibliography of the case study. Also, Muhammad BurkAn Hamdi discusses about 
mockery in al-JibiZ's Bukhal! ' in his book Sithkriyat al-Jifii. 7 min bukhald7h. Within the same tradition 
comes two books written by Ahmad b. Muhammd Ambezik and 'Abd al-lual-im Muhammad entitled $Vraf 
bakhTl aj-j,! bi, 7a1-fannj)), a min khital khaA7$ us1j7bihj1'kRjb al-bukhald'and at-Sukhriyaji- adab al-jahjg 
etc. 
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with the aim of contributing to the development of the &Ijb works. However, these were 
feeble attempts, which never reached a full scale toward picturing the social situation at 
that time. 
635 
Referring to Pellat's list of the works of al-J5biz in this category, it seems that 
there are several risila, which can be taken for further extensive reading and analysis. 
These are as follows: Risgaftal-qiyin, Risjlaji-abý'ishq wa al-nisX, Risj1afi-Pbaq& al- 
mughannfin, Ris5la fi- lafffil al-bah? 'ahY al-. zahr, Risala fi- mufjkharat al-jawArT wa al- 
ghilmzbi, Risilaf-ldhanim at-kullib and Risgaftal-nufallim. Th. It should be pointed out, 
before proceeding further, that the first two of these rasff'd are clearly related to the issue 
of groups of women, who appeared in the Abbasid society and played an eminent role in 
social life, the life of art, pleasure and literature. Whilts Risalaftal-mdalfimrn will be 
discussed together with another two risga of al-Jdtiz entitled Risalafi-Ondat al-quwwgd 
and Risilaffmadt al-tujiffr wa dhamm 'amal at-sultan. This is based on the considerable 
social elements attaching to the text of the risalla. 
4.2 Risalaf-tal-q! yki (Risala on singing slave-girls) 
4.2.1 The Text of the Risga: 
We all know that Islam introduces new dimensions into the human relationship of 
man and women and gave them a new philosophy of life, enriching the family with love, 
pleasure, comfort, mercy and security and, at the same time, enabling them both to gain 
635 See Pellat, Me life and works ofJift p. 27. 
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moral goodness and spiritual excellent through this relationship. Thus, al-JdbiZ through 
this work sheds some light on the relationship between men and women particularly on 
the lawfulness of social contact between these two sexes. This issue, even today, as 
described by Colville, is a highly sensitive one in parts of the Muslim world. 636 
One finds from the text of RisiVa J-1 al-qiy, §n, a]-Jdbiz, firstly, focuses his 
discussion on the group of people known as al-Qiydn, 637 whom he portrays in connection 
with the Abbasid social life. However, at the same time; he also digresses into the subject 
of relationship between men and women. So, we are trying to highlight this aspect in this 
study. Now, before going into further detail on the content of the risila, it is important to 
know briefly about its background. 
Yaqift did not mention this ris5la under his list of al-Jdbiz's work. It is possible 
that he had this work in mind when he mentioned the book of al-Muqa in 638 , VY 
T/7 which he 
named it as KitAb al yyinin al -niuqa -ghinj'wa al-sadat . 
639 The text of Risj1, afj-a1-qiyjn 
I_jj i 640 f-Irstly was published by J. Finkel in his Three Essays of a ý,?: In 1959, the rJsXa 
appeared again in Beirut under the collection of "Al-Bay, §n wa al-tabyrn wa ahamm al- 
rasj'ir', which according to Beeston, is completely devoid of critical value; it is an 
636 Colville, Sobriety andMirth, p. 18 1. 
637AI-Qayn (pl. alýQiy&i) means slave-girls either she is singer or not. Ibn ManzUr, Ljs&i agArah, Vol. XI, 
p. 376. According to Charles Pellat, the first female slave-singers among the Arabs appeared as early as the 
Uhiliyya period. See for further details on "qiybe', Pellat, Me En,: yclopedia of Islam, art. Kayna, Vol. IV, 
pp. 820-824. On the other hand, A. F. L. Beeston thinks of the geisha of Japan as being similar to the Arab 
institution of al-Qiy&?. See Beeston, Me Epistle of Singing-Girls ofJjbi2; Aris & Philips Ltd, Warminster, 
1980, p. 2. 
638This word al-Muqa", in (pl. at-MuqqyyinTn) means merchant of singing slave-girls. On the meaning of 
al-Muq4yin. see Ibn ManZi1r, Listi agArah, art. Qiyan, Vol. XT, pp. 376-377. 
" Yaq1t, Mifjam al-ndahl. Vol. XVI, p. 108. 
64' Finkle, 7hree Eksays of al-Aft pp. 53-75. 
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unaltered reprint of Finkel's edition, without even the trouble having been taken to 
incorporate his corrigenda. 641 However, the excellent edition of the risila has been done 
by '-Abd a]-Sa]5m Muhammad Mirfin, who devoted the first two volumes of his projected 
complete edition of al-AbiZ to its content. In this edition, the risila appears in volume 
two, pp. 143-184. The latest edition of the ris, §Ia can be seen in the 'Uyan al-Sad's 
collection. 642 The text of the risila in the printed edition did not consist of any divisions 
other than paragraphs either in Hdr-Gri"s edition or cUy-an al-SUd's edition. Therefore, for 
this study, we will use the combination of Hariin's edition and '-UyUn al-Sod's editions. 
A complete translation of the risila has been translated for the first time into 
French by Charles Pellat which was based on Finkel's edition. However, the rissa was 
edited again and then translated into English by A. F. L. Beeston. This edition was 
published in 1980 under the title "The Epistle on Singing-Girls ofJjbi, 4'. Pellat produced 
also a partial French translation of the risiga in his Le Melieu Basrien. The same portion 
of Pellat's translation now can be found in his book on the works of al-Ribi Z. 643 Whilst, 
the latest translation of the risala can be seen in Colville's book Sobriety and Mirth 
entitled "ChanteuseS, '. 644 So, all quotations in the text relating to the risga are from both 
Beeston's and Colville's translation. 
64' see 13eeston, Me Episile of Sitigitig-Girls qfJ4i4 p. 6. 
642See al_jlbiZ 
643 , 
Risjlajj-al-qiy&j,, inUydn al-SOd's edition, Vol. 11, pp. 111-136. 
See Pellat, 77ie Iffe atid works of Jjýi, 4 pp. 259-268. Part of the risald can be seen also in German 
translation, for instance, in 0. Rescher, Ercerple wid Oberselzinigell ails der Schriftel, des phijologell 
Gahiz, Stuttgart, 193 1. 
' See Colville, Sohrieoý and Mirth, pp. 18 1-20 1. 
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4.2.2 The nature and purpose of the Risala: 
The subject of aI-Qiy57 is found in all periods of Arabic literature particularly in 
Tda poetry. For instance, referring to a medieval Arabic qas, - 645 or ode from the third/ninth 
century, we find that there is a detail of ivaS((description)646 of this group of singing 
slave girls. Ibn a]-RGmT (d. c. 283/896), for example, devoted a big part of his poetry to 
describe them. 647 On contrary, prose literature works devoted to same sub ect are also 
found, but far less frequently. Perhaps, RisjIaf-IaI-qiy&i written by al-JdhiZ was the first 
prose work devoted to this subject matter. We assume that Risilaftrummahit al-awlid 
ab Z Sý48 also written by al-Jdhi: ý, as cited by YdqUt in his list of al-J i 's work can be put in 
this category. This is based on the term of Umm al-walad (pl. Ummahit al-awl&ý which 
is normally refers to the female slave when she has given birth to the child . 
649 However, it 
is a pity that the text of this risild is lost, for it would probably have contained additional 
views of a]-JahiZ concerning the subject matter. 
Later on, there are some monographs devoted to the subject of al-Qiyjn as have 
been brought to light and cited, for instance, by Ibn Nadim and Ydq5t such as Kitib al- 
645 The term, qavila (pl. qaFJYd) is generally defined according to its certain length, some scholar said that 
is from seven or ten and others said fifteen to eighteen lines. For more detail on this term, see Dwyclopedia 
ofArabic literature, art. Qaýida, Vol. II, pp. 630-633. 
ýý This term occupies a central role in the Arabic qavVa tradition and is commonly held to be 
characteristic of the genre. See Dicyclopedia ofArabic literature, art. W4f, Vol. 11, pp. 806-807. 
647 See DAvan Ibn al-R&nT, Edit. By: Ahmad Ijasan Basaj, Ddr al-Kutub al-. 'Ilmiyya, Beirut, 1994. For 
excellent study on the uae of singing slave girls in Ibn al-Riftiff's works, see Akiko, 'Sensibility and 
Synaesthesia: Ibn al-Rilrrri's Singing Slave Girls', in Journal ofArabic Literature, Vol. XXXII, (2001): pp. 
1-30. 
""' See YdqUt, Mifjam al-udabj', Vol. XVI, p. I 10. 
649 The legal term for such a slave is Unim al-ualad. On the death of her master, (Imm al-walad, together 
with her children, become free. For more discussion on the development of this term in the pre-Islamic 
period and under Islam, see also Me, D-iqC10jvdia of Islam, art. Umm at-walad, Vol. X., pp. 857-859. 
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qqynjI by al-Madd'it-Ci, 650 KiIAb akhbAr alýqiy, jn by Ab(i al-Faraj al-Asbahdift (d. 
363/972), 651 Kil5b qiyjn al-jlý& and Kilib al-qiy&z written by lbraffim b. Isbdq al- 
Maw*ill (d. 188/804). 652 However, this list of works does not seem to have survived and 
according to Pellat, probably, it is far from having the same literary value as the work of 
al_jdbiZ. 651 
Therefore, RisSa fi- al-qiygn by al-Jabiz can be assumed to be among the early 
prose documents which provide a fairly representative sample of the various kinds of 
material making up the existing corpus of literature on the profession of al-Qiyjn and the 
development of music among the ArabS. 654 Beeston admits that RisjIafj-aI-qiyjn of al- 
655 
JabiZ was an open letter from the author to some named person. This is based on the 
first statement of the risala where al-JabiZ listed the putative authors namely MW b. 
Isbdq b. Mia-sa, Muhammad b. Klizilid, Abdullah b. AyyUb, Muhammad b. Ijamnidd and 
others . 
656 However, according to Colville, although al-Jabiz claimed about his joint 
authorship, he is the sole author of this piece . 
657 In this preamble, al-Jdhiz informs that 
they claim their good fortune, and say that they have not hitherto set out their apologia 
because the truth seemed self-evident and so forth. However, al-Jabiz argues: "We have 
650 His full name is Aba al-Ijasan "Arl b. Muhammad, but known as al-Madd'iffil, because he lived for a 
time in al-MadA'in (Ciesiphon). He is reported to have written more than two hundred books, but hardly 
any have been survived. See Katbila, Mujam al-mu'allifBii, Vol. VIL p. 211; see also Encyclopedia of 
Arabic literature, art al-Madd'irff, Vol. 11, p. 481. 
651 Kilib akhb, §r al-qiyAn (Book of information on singing girls) and Kilib al-diyAra (Book of Monastries), 
which both published recently, are not editions of Aba at-Faraj's books on these subjects but collections of 
quatations from him, gathered from latter sources. See, Encyclopedia ofArabic Literature, art, Abri al-Faraj 
at-Mfaharfl, Vol. 1, pp. 3 0-3 1. 
652 See Pellat, The Encyclopedia of1slam, art. Kayna, Vol. IV, pp. 822-823. 
653 Jbid, Vol. IV, pp. 822-823. 
654 See Owen Right, 'Music and Verse', in: Arabic Literature to the F-11d of Umayyad period, pp. 433459. 
""Beeston, 7he Epistle of Siiigitig-Girls ofJO4 P. 2. 
656 Al-Jihiz mentions about eleven names altogether, see a]-JabiZ, Risj1afj-a1-qiya1, in Hirdn's edition, 
Vol. 11, p. 154; OUyfln al-Srad's edition, Vol. 11, p. I 11. 
657 Colville, Sobriety andMirth, p. 201. 
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heard about the criticisms levelled against us be a certain groups of persons and if we did 
not reply to them in our own self-defence - for we know very well that it is in the nature 
,, 658 of the envious to make a show of despising the object of their envy... 
For the reason of writing of this risila, in fact later on al-Jabiz writes: "We have 
therefore set out in this riv. §Ia our arguments against those who count it for shame to us 
that we own singing slave girls, insult us for sitting at table with out friends, and resents 
our displaying and talking about our prosperity. We hope to be justified because we are 
the victims of aggresSionv'). 659 A little later on in the same paragraph, he specifically states 
his premise: "In this risSa we shall set forth our arguments against the extension of 
jealousy to cover cases that are neither unlawful nor dubious; we shall then describe the 
good fortune that is our lot, and controvert our opponents' assertions in terms both 
concise and clear". 660 
4.2.3 The Structure of the Risala: 
The following content of the risila, 'Was restructured by Beeston. who gave it a 
very clear outline. 
661 
1. Introduction. 
2. General thesis, which since nothing in the Qur'dn and Sunna forbids 
association between men and women, apart from certain specific cases, 
658AI_jOiZ , -aj_qiy4,, in Hiran's edition, Vol. 11, p. 166. cUyOn A-Sad's edition, Vol. 11, p. 112. 
659 Ihid 
. Risgaf Tyan a]-SOd's editior VOL 11, p. 1] 2. 
.. Vol. 
11, p. 154; see also 
(, 601bid., Vol. IL p. 154; see alsoTyfin al-Sud's edition, Vol 11 p. 113. 
"' See Beeston. 711, L, )qjsjje on Singing-Girls of 
B#4 p. 5.., 
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therefore such association is licit, provided that the specific prohibitions 
are not violated. 
3. A series of anecdotes, all designed to illustrate the fact that in pre-Islamic 
and early Islamic time's men and women conversed freely at the social 
level, and that women were present at assemblies of men, without the 
strict purda (vie]). 
4. Excursus on social customs. 
5. Anecdotes and general argument, illustrating the thesis that music is an 
unobjectionable pastime. 
6. Further argument on the general thesis that, provided that actual indecency 
is avoided, social intercourse between men and women is licit. 
7. Excursus; on the nature of love and passion. 
8. Description of the practice of the qiyjn. 
9. Description of the advantages enjoyed by the muqayyinTn and of the 
practices employed by them. 
10. Tenninal apologia. 
It seems here that through this risala, al-idbiZ offers us some brilliant insights 
concerning certain circumstances of singing slave girls in the Abbasid era. In his detailed 
accounts of them, for instance, al-Jdbiz suggests that in those days female singer would 
actually sing poems in front of guests. 
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4.2.4 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
4.2.4.1 The Issue of al-Qiykt: 
Al-JdbiZ's main concern, in this risila, is to discuss about the qiyAn. The existence 
of this group of professional female singers or al-qiygn was a feature of upper-class life 
in the Abbasid society. According to al-Jahiz, wealthy clients would seek out excellent 
songstresses to entertain their guests at parties and for other purposes. In order to elevate 
their commercial value, the female singers were supposed to be endowed with highly 
trained performance and social skill, resulting from advanced musical education and 
association with intellectual culture under supervision of the muqayyin. 
662 This training 
enhanced their commercial value. Al-Ribiz claims that a successful singing girl had a 
repertoire of as many as four thousand songs comprising ten thousand verses, which, of 
courses, she knew by heart, besides her erudition in the traditional sciences and the 
Qur'dn. 
Part way through, the author digresses from this topic and turns his focus on 
trying to prove that jealousy is unjustifiable, supporting this with examples of the 
promiscuity of the early Arabs, and telling sundry stories about relation between men and 
women. This leads him to the subject of the Umayyad caliphs and their use of female 
slaves and singing slave-girls, and this 
is followed by a plea on behalf of music and 
singing. 
662 These women had received a thorough education. For more information on al-qiyki 's education, see 77w 
, 01cyclopedia of 
Islam, art. Kayna, Vol. IV, pp. 821-822. 
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A]-JdbiZ then proceeds to analyse physical beauty and sexual attraction. He says: 
"I shall attempt to explain beauty to you. It is fullness and proportion; and by fullness I 
do not mean anything excessive or disproportionate, such as tallness, thinness, fleshiness 
or size of eye or mouth over and above the normal dimensions in well-proportioned 
individuals. Any such excess detracts from beauty, even if it be thought to add something 
to physique". 663AII this is to explain why it is permissible to touch a slave-girl before 
buying her; and it leads the author on to deal with the attitude of Islam to healing by 
touching. 
4.2.4.2 The issue of relation between men and women: 
Apart from discussion on the Qiyjn, al-Ribiz digresses his discussion into the 
subject of relation between men and women which also amongst the important issue in 
Islamic thought. Before proceeding to further discussion of this aspect in al-Jabiz's work, 
it will be most convenient to know that in Islam, a man, other than husband, is neither 
allowed to have privacy with a woman, nor is he allowed to any part of the body, no 
matter how closely he is related to her. This according to 11adith, which Prophet 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) warned man not to call on a woman in the absence of her husband, 
unless he is accompanied by one or two other man. 
Likewise is the prohibition of 
touching the body of woman. However, it is lawful to sit with the women of advanced 
663 Al-Abiz, Risj1aj7a/-qiyM, in Haran's editiort, Vol. 11, p. 166; 'Uyfin al-SCid's edition, Vol. 11, p. 127. 
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age in privacy and touching them is not prohibited. The real object is to prevent such 
mixing of these sexes together as may lead to evil result. ' 
Now, let us listen to what al-Jahiz has to say on the subject in which he argued at 
lenght. Firstly, he stresses that among Bedouin men and women there was no veiling of 
women. He then asserts that men continued to hold converse with women both in pre- 
Islam and in the beginning of Islam, up to the time the veil was imposed as a particular 
duty on the wives of the Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ). According to al-Bbiz, "Umar b. 
al-Khatt5b never forbids looking at, and talking and joking with women. Regarding this 
matter, he asserts: "If looking, conversion and joking with women were things to excite 
jealousy then 'Umar would have been the first to disapprow". 665Then, he quotes another 
story of Mundhir b. Zubayr, who was in love with Abdulrahman's daughter, Ijafýa. 
According to al-Ribiz, from these two conditions, undermine the cleric's claim that "the 
first look is forbidden and the second look is forbidden7', since it is impossible to have 
conversation with someone that is not accompanied by many looke'. 
666 It seems that what 
he means by this is that it is lawful in Islam looking at women. In addition, al-Jdbiz also 
gives one more proof which shows us that it is not unlawful to look at any women. He 
says that spinsterswill appear in ftont of men and feel not the slightest shame. Were it 
forbidden when she was young, it would not be permissible when she is older. 
eeI, I For more discussion on this aspect, see Maududi, 
Purdah aW th stall's of wom n it? Is am Is amic 
Publication Ltd, Lahore, 1983, pp. 171-178. 
665 Al-JAW, Risfflaftalýqjybi, in Harun's edition, Vol. 11. p. 152; OUyfin al-SUd's edition, Vol. IL p. 117. 
6" Ibid.. Vol. 11, p. 154; see also TyUn al-Sad's edition, Vol. 11, p. I 18. 
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4.2.4.3 The issue of legitimacy of songs: 
This is another important issue which has been highlighted by al-JdbiZ. As far as 
can be determind, there has been a close connection between singing and poetry in 
Arabic culture. This song is normally performed by singing slave girls or al-Qiyjn. On 
this situation, al-JabiZ says: "In my opinion, there is nothing at all wrong with song, for it 
is simply poetry in the dress of music. Songs that are decent can only be good, while 
667 those that encourage vice are not" . For 
instance, the author quotes the Uadith in which 
Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) is reported as saying that "some of poetry contains 
wisdom". In addition, al-JdtiZ also quotes 'Umar b. at-Khattab is reported as saying: 
-Poetry is only words; the good is good and bad is bad". Then he continues "that a song 
can be appreciated intuitively and understood technically by wazan (metre) and q#iya 
(rhyme). There is no basic, either in reason or in the Qur'zin and Sunna, to declare it 
unlawful"-661ý 
His argument is: "If it is to be declared unlawful because it distracts from 
devotion to God, we can point to any number of things that do that such as listening to 
stories, eating, drinking, looking at gardens and flowers, hunting, etc. " Regarding this 
matter, he concludes: "We understand that, for the man who is able to do so, spending his 
time in prayer is fine thing to do but, as long as he has discharged his religious duties, 
these other things are perfectly permissible". 
669 In this case, al-Jdbiz gives us an example 
6671bid., Vol. IL p. 160. see also Tyan al-SM's edition, Vol. 11, p. 123. 
"'Ibid., Vol. 11, p. 160, see also Tyfln M-Sild's editior4 Vol. 11, p. 123. 
6691hid., Vol. IL p. 16 1; see alsoUyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 11, p. 124. 
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of Prophet Sulaym5n when he was distracted from prayer until after sunset by a horse- 
riding tournament. 
4.2.5 Analysis of the use of the Qur'dn and Ijad-ith: 
From what can be gleaned from the text of the risila, we find that al-Ribiz quotes 
verse from the Qur', 5n and Ijadith. The Qur'. 5nic quotation in this risSa can be found 
only in the paragraph on the legitimacy of touching slave-girls. For instance, al-JdhiZ 
stresses that it is permissible to talk, joke, flirt and shake hands with singing slave-girls, 
and it is permissible also to touch them while examining them, as long as nothing 
unlawful happens. In conjunction with this matter, al-JabiZ commented that Allah has 
accepted minor misdemeanours from His punishment. Here, we find that the author 
quotes verse from SUra al-NaJm (53: 32) to support his argument when the Qur'Sn said: 
CýAj &4-) ac 41 '1) ý71 j24 Cj, "-LL--, j &jall ý 
(Those who avoid great sins and al-Fawgbish (illegal intercourse, etc. ) except the small 
faults, - verily, your Lord is of vast forgiveness) 
In his comment to the above verse, Abdullah Yusuf Ali said: "Allah's attributes of 
Mercy and Forgivness are unlimited. They come into action without our asking, but on 
our bringing our will as offerings to Him. -)-)670 It is interesting to note here that al-JabiZ 
then quotes Abdullah b. MaeUd's interpretation on this verse in which he says: "Asked to 
interpret this, Abdullah b. Maead gave the example of a man who approaches a woman: 
6701n his comment to this verse. Abdullah Yusuf Ali said: -Allah's attributes of Mercy and Forgiveness are 
unlimited. They come into action without our asking, but on our bringing our will as offerings to Him. " 
See, Abdullah Yusuf Ali. Ae Holy Qur'Ai. Text, Trawlation and Connnnientary, p. 138 1. 
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if he proceeds, it is an act of indecency but if he holds back, it may be considered a minor 
misdemeanor" . 
671 
Regarding the same case, al-Jdbiz then asserts: "Let us suppose the following 
argument: "There are Ijadith that say: The breath of men and women shall not 
commingle" and "A man shall not be alone in a room with the woman even if he is her 
brother in law, for brother in law are a menace". 672 He proceeds: "Now, the coming 
together of men and qiyjn is an open invitation to debauchery and vice, since it fills a 
man with lust, drives him to indecency and spurs him to foul abomination". 673 
Let us see now how he replied to that idea in which he himself creates it. He says: 
"We would begin by noting that rules apply only to external actions. Although action 
should be based upon good intent, God does not demand judgment on the basic of 
unknown factors. For example, a man may be judge to be a Muslim on the basis of his 
ostensible observance of the rituals, although he is infidel in reality, and so fortW 2.674 
Beside - this Ijad-Ith, al-Abiz quoted also another Hadith in conjunction with the 
legitimacy of singing a song when he stresses: "There is nothing at all wrong with song, 
for it is simply poetry in the dress Of MUSiC-Y9.675 Here, he quotes the Ijadith when Prophet 
67'AI-JibiZ, Ris8IafI-"-q'y'*', in Hirfin's edition, Vol. 11, p. 164; IJyfln al-StId's edition, Vol. IL p. 126. 
672 This Hadi-h can be seen in $apiý BukharT, Chapter on marriege, No. 1711. 
673 Aj_jibjZ . 
Rjs9afj-a1-qiy4i, in Hiran's edition, Vol. IL p. 164; Tyfin al-Sild's edition, Vol. II, p. 126. 
674 Ibid., Vol. IL p. 164; see alsoUyan al-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. 11, p. 126. 
67SIbid., Vol. IL p. 160; see also Tyfan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 11, p. 123. 
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Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) as reported saying: ( Cs. - CA ) which means "Indeed, 
some poetry contains wisdoM"'. 
676 
Another aspect we would like to highlight here is the style of al-Jdbiz's argument. 
We find that one argument flows into another in such a way that a division required by 
the outline may come in the midst of a paragraph or in the middle of another argument. 
This style can be obviously followed in the text of the risga but as a result of this, it is 
difficult to know where one should stop reading. This is because with his digressions, he 
jumps from topic to topic, so if you want to follow a particular argument then you need to 
read the complete text. 
Al-jatiz employs a number of post-classical lexical items in this risala which 
Beeston concludes that the language usage would have to be regarded in some respects as 
faulty. 677 So, at the end of his analysis, Beeston listed the select glossary to record of non- 
Arabic words and post-classical usages found in the text of the risala. On the other hand, 
al_j, jti: es style of writing bears strong traces of the influence of the parallelism 
. 
678 
-J, characteristic of Adab In addition, al. itiZ avoids using rhyming style; however, on 
some occasions there are two or three examples of rhyme in his work. 
676 See al-Suyat-,, al-jivnf al-, wghk, Vol. 1, p. 376, No. 2457. 
67713eest on, j7he Episile ol) Singin&girls of a]-JO;; p. 6. 
6781bid., p. 6. 
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43 Risalafil-al-nisg'(Risala on Women) 
4.3.1 The text and title of the Risala: 
Allah has created every living being in pairs - male and female including 
mankind. By nature, man does not live alone and he cannot live alone. In fact he is 
destined not to live alone. Even Prophet Adam, when he was created, was not left to live 
alone. From the earliest times, Adam and his wife lived together, naturally, with love and 
affection. This sense of mutual love and close relations between man and wife is 
considered to have been due to the physical creation of the woman out of the left rib of 
her husband, as narrated in a Uadi-th. Thus, women have a very important place in Islamic 
society. Unlike a number of other religions, Islam holds a woman in high esteem. 
679 
it is generally observed that al-JdbiZ's attitude and discussion of the subject of 
women can be distinguished by two main characteristics; firstly, a great deal of tolerance, 
and secondly, a true recognition of human nature . 
680 From this point of view, some 
scholars of at-Ribiz called him as a protector for women . 
681 Now, let us refer to the list of 
al-Ribiz's work, to find out these elements. We find that the works of al-J5hiZ concerning 
women can be traced in this rasj'il namely Risgaftal-nisd', KiMb or Ris5laflummahN 
679 on Islamic view concerning women and their rights and rersponsibilities from religious and as well as 
anthropological point of view, see 
for instance Aisha Lemu, 'Women in Islam', in: 7he Challenge ofislam, 
Edit. by: Altaf Gauhar, Redwood Burn Limited, London, 1978, pp. 248-265. There is, needless to say, a 
vast literature on the subject 
but most works are written from the perspective of current prejudices in the 
West. 
6so NaJm, Suldies on the ivriting qfal-JOi4 p. 173. 
"I See, al-Qa-strTg, 7-1fir, lal-Jibiz Nas7ir al-Maea', agArah7, 
Vol. 135, (February, 1970), pp. 66-69. 
'108 
al-UWIW 682 and Risila J, -r ul-furq mil bayn ul-ryjl wa al-nisi!. 683 However, Risillafi a/- 
nisj' is the only text which survived and it will be engaged our attention in this part of 
study. 
684 Al-J5jii4 refeis in many occasions to this risga in his gqýyawjn. By rererring to 
the list of al-Jahiz's works cited by Ydqfit, there is a mention of two books, one on alý 
NisX, and the other on al-Ishq. 685 According to Najm, none of these two works come 
f 11.686 down to us in u She claims that what we have today only a selection from the 
687 
original copy which comes among the chapters collected by '-Ubaydullah b. Ijassan. 
Risilaf-tagishq wa al-nisff'or simply known as Risfflafi-al-nisff'has been published for 
the first time with some other rasj'il of al-JabiZ by Muhammad Sds7i al-MaghriVI. 118 
Then, al-SandaVi- published it under the title "Min kita-b al-nisff". 689 Pellat, however, 
cited two works under the title of Fi al-%hq wa al-nis, §' and Fa. ýf in, § bayn al-ryal wa al- 
nisff'wafarq ingbayn al-dhuki7r wa al-ingh, 690 which according to him the first one has 
692 See yaqat, Mdjam al-udabj', Vol. XVI, p. I 10. 
693Abil MUWM mentioned it under the following title "Risjlaftfaýi mi ha . yn al-Ilig wa al-nisi'wafarq mi ba)w al-olhukar wa al-infflh, See Aba Milbim, 'Mubiwalat khasf natai al-Miz% in RasJ71 al-JOA p. 376. 
On Islamic view from modem philosophical studies concerning the mate and female and the distinction 
between this two sexes, see Seyyed Hossein Nasr, 'The male and female in the Islamic Perpective', Journal 
0 Studies in Comparative Religion, Vol. XIV (1980), pp. 67-75. 
See al-Jabiz, al-Mayawki, Vol. 1, P. 13. 
Yaqfft, MdJam al-udabff', Vol. XVI, pp. 106-111. It is reported that Ibn S-ina (d. 428/1037) has also 
written a risffla in this subject entitled Risild fi- agishq. This risga has been analysed by G. E. von 
Grunebaum in his article: 'Avicenna's Risj1aJ7-a1-! ishq and courtly love', Journal of Near Eastern Studies, 
Vol. XI (1952), pp. 233-238. 
6" NaJm, Studies on the writing of al-J04 p. 46. 
697 Ibid, p. 46. 
689 Sisit al-MaghriVi, Maimita Rasid, PP. 161-169. 
'" Al-Sand0lil's collection contains more than thirteen rasf 71 including Risilaftal-nisr. 
690 Al-JAbiZ tell us in al-Bayawki that in this risga he considered such questions as when women are 
superior to men and vice verse, whether a child contains more of its father or its mother. in which cases 
women's right should be absolutely guaranteed, what sort of work is most appropriate for women, and in 
which occupations they are most efficient. See a]-JabiZ, al-lkr . YawAl, Vol. 1, p. 13. 
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a link with the latter. 691 Perhaps he think that these titles are, originally, two different 
wort- f . Is, N,., h;. -. h later on, combined it togget'her. Nevertheless, referring to --l-J: 5: t. i4s 
-m-ment that he had ch'alt vvilthl the question of love in dCtLails, in the bo"clK, salying: "As 4 
we have mentioned in this book the love (a! -, YIabb) which is the root of passionate love 
(al-Hawaj, and the passionate love of which extreme love (al-ý'Ishq) is derived and the 
extreme love for which the person sets out aimlessly or dies of grief in his bed" . 
692 We 
can conclude here that he already wrote two books, one under the heading "a. VIshq Tva 
al-nisj"', and the other was "al-Farq mi bayn al-ryg wa alf-nisif". Ho,,,; cvcr, the latter, 
as far as we are aware, was not survived. 
693 
Furthermore, NqJm claimed that, in al-SandaVi-'s edition, the Whole risala ends 
with a chapter where a general description of the book is given by the author, and where 
he complains of his illness. 
694 According to this chapter, al-Ribiz intended to write a book 
on the diffrerences between the males and the females of all animals, but found that it was 
better to limit it within the subj ect of men and women, who, according to him, was made 
short, in order to w-in the interest of the reaulcr. It may bc prcsumed that the book of al- 
ArisX is identical with the book of Farq mg bayn al-ryffl iva al-nisj', of which only 
selected extracts, in the form of chapter have come down to us. The question, however, 
still remains whether Risilaftal-nisXis part of the work or not. 
695 However, we believed 
that Ibn Nadi-m was right in this context when he insisted that Risalaftal-nisj' is the 
691pellat, IlIvetitaire de Leuvre Goi, #enne, No. 146, p. 174. 
692 See al-JOiz, RisSaftal-W. W: Haran's edition, Vol. 111, p. 139, 'Uy-On al-Sild's edition, Vol. 11L p. 105. 
693 There are some monographs devoted to the subject of women which has been written by later Muslim 
scholars such as ibn Qutayba's volume entitled "Kitib al-nisa'" in his work 'UyUn al-akhb5x (Beirut, Wir 
al-KitAb al--FAraw editioi-4 1963) and al-SakhawVs (d. 902/1497) volume entitled, "KitAb al-nisr" in his 
work al. '4%m, - al-ljq? 
f Ji ahl a, ýqarn al-W (Beirutý Maktabat al-1jayit, n. d. ). 
694NajM', VmdYes on the wrifing ofal-Jift p. 48. 
693 ibid., p. 48. 
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same work known as Risga fl- al-farq nig bayn al-dliuka- (al-ryjl) wa al-in&h (al- 
nisil ." 
The text of the risila is divided into twenty-one portions. The first portion entitled 
"Fa, sl min pdr kitibilifi-al-nisj"' and the last portion ends with "Taa minhli". 
697 The 
risila is now avaible in English under the heading "On Women" which has been 
698 
translated by Jim Colville. Therefore, the study of the text of the risga will be based 
on the Hdran's and 'UyUn al-SUd's collection, and for translation of the text will be relied 
on Colville's translation. 
43.2 The purpose and date of the composition: 
The purpose of composition of this risgla is clear when the author noticed that 
some men treating women with the utmost contempt and denying them most of their 
rights which according to him, is the sign of weakness if a man can only fulfil his 
obligation to his father and uncles by denying them to'his mother and aunts. For this 
699 
reason he admits that he has written of the merits of women. 
The date of composition of Risilaffal-nisi'can not be determined precisely. Abu 
Mijbirn. suggests it would be before 232 A. H. Some other said that it may be having 
written within the same period of al-gayawffn, or after al-Bayffn wa al-tabyTn was 
696 Ibn Nad-im al-Fihrist, p. 209. 
697 AWAbiZ, Rjs. Vafta1-Wsj': Hiran's edition, Vol. III, pp. 139-159, Tyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 111, pp. 
105-121. 
699 Colville, Sobriety alid Mirth, pp. 170-179. 
AWAbiz, RisgafTal-nis-i': Harrin's edition, Vol. 111, p. I52, Uyfln al-SOd's edition, Vol. Ill. p. 116. 
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comp ete . 
700 However, one can supposed that Risilafi-al-nisd' together with Kilib al- 
highjI have been written after the latter portion of al-gayawdn, because these themes and 
topics are strongly related to al-gayawki as al-Jabiz himself has promised the reader of 
his aI-, ffqyaw, §n. 701 
4.3.3 Analysis of the Content and Style of writing: 
According to Pellat, a]-Jabiz used his favourite technique, firstly, defines 
passionate love (ishq) as a step beyond affection love (bubb) in the same way that 
rashness is a step beyond courage. The word "ishq is also used figuratively in the text of 
the ris. 51a in an empahtic sense to denote love of renowned, wealth, etc. 702 In the next 
paragraph, the author speaks about men and love which according to him, compared with 
what they give women, men only give each other things of little consequence. Describing 
the range of bounty, al-Rihiz, for instance, says that he never known a man to love his 
parents or children, his stable or estate with much intensity as he loves forbidden women, 
even to the point of his death. 703 From this point of view, he quotes this Qur'zinic verse in 
which Allah tell us about the range of the bounty: 
jtýý*I. 
j 
AL. 
-ý. 
01j LZ. Aill C>- S. >"J (: )0jlj oLj, &- C-A-wtll Y-a' Lwun o9i ý 
4 ýWMJ 2-JLJ 
700AI-Ijdjirl. al-JOi, 7bay&iihwaJlh&wh, p. 437; EI-AtPr, 771ePolifical7hought of al-Aft p. 348. 70' Al-JAbiz, al-Hayawhi, Vol. 1, p. 4; Vol. 6, p. 14. 
702 pellat. Me life and works of Abiz; p. 257. 
703 Al-Jabiz, Risjlaftal-nisl': Haran's edition, Vol. 111. p. 142, 'TJyRn al-Stid's edition, Vol. 111, p. 107. 
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(Fair in the eyes of men is the love of things they covet: women and sons; headed-up 
hoards of gold and silver; horse branded (for blood and excellence); and (wealth of) cattle 
and well-tilled land). Sfira Al-ýImrdn (3: 14) 
It seems from the Qur'Zinic verse above that women are in the first range of the 
bounty. Now, let us see how the author comments on that verse, he says: "Here, God 
speaks of the range of bounty. He was bestowed on man; men, however, long for nothing 
with such passion as they long for women. For that reason, He placed them first on the 
IiSlri. 704 This comment seems that the author used emotional element to support his 
argument. 
it is remarkable to note here that the author also mentions the status of women in 
Islam which according to him, women are superior to men in certain respects. For 
instance, he writes "it is they who are are desired, courted, loved and pursued. It is they 
who are ransomed and guarded". 
705 In another occasion, he said that the God has given 
wives in their husbands' hearts, for instance, if a man be asked to to swear to divorce his 
wife, he grows pale, is overcame with rage, protests, expostulates, gets angry and refuses, 
etc. In addition, al-Jdbiz said also that a further point to consider is that God has created a 
child from a woman without man but not from man without a woman. In conjunction 
with this idea, he refers to the case of the creation of al-Mas-ib (Messiah) in the womb of 
Maryam (Mary). This according to the author, the miracle God distinguished woman, not 
man. 706 
7041bid., Vol. IIL p. 142; see also 'Uyfin al-SM's edition, Vol. 111, p. 108. 
705 bid., Vol. III, p. 146; see also Tylin al-SrId's edition, Vol. III, p. I 11. 
' ibid., Vol. 111, p. 149, see also Tyrin al-SFid's edition, Vol. III, p. 113. 
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Afterwards, the author reverts briefly to the subject of superiority of men to 
women. He states: "It is my view that the superiority of men to women is evident. 
Nevertheless, a woman's right should not be ignored. The right of father, brothers and 
sons are not respected by diminishing those of mothers, sisters and daughters. Although 
the rights of the former are greater, I believe compassion dictates that the rights of the 
latter be respected" . 
707 
Finally, the author defines the canon of feminine beauty particularly in the type of 
women known as Majdala (voluoptousness). He said: "I noticed that most expert judges 
of feminine beauty set great store by Majdrda. In a woman, this lies somewhere between 
slender and fat. A woman should have a good figure, finely chiselled features and a 
straight back and shoulders. She should have enough flesh on her bones not to be skinny 
but neither shoul e ". 
708 
Concerning the style of wiriting of this risga, it has already been declared by the 
author himself as follows: "I had initially intended that this book present as complete a 
picture as possible of the features of the male and female of each animal species. The 
virtues and vices of both were to be identified and brought together in one place. By 
Supplying the approariate evidence from the Qur'dn and Sunna, as well as documented 
quotations and widely known proverbs and maxims, the reader would be shown by just 
how wide margin superiority differs ftom inferiority. The book was being truly Arabs in 
707 Ibid.. Vol. 111, p. 152. see also 'Uyan al-Srid's edition, Vol. K p. 120. 
708 Ibid., Vol. 111, p. 158, see also 'Uyfin al-Srad's edition, Vol. III, p, 12 1. 
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character and represents our communal normS, 9.709 Then he continues: "A book should 
have something to encourage the reader and banish the listerners' yawns. So, if you find 
anything of that sort here, you know it has been included on purpose" . 
710 
By extensive reading of the risila, we find that the author highlighted the subject 
matter of the discussion by given the appropriate evidence from the Qur'dn and other 
sources. 
4.4 Risslafflmufgharat al-jaw&rwa al-gliffmki (Boasting match between girls and 
pretty boys) 
4.4.1 Background of the Risala: 
The Qur'anic legislation on sex and marriage is well known. Men are urged to 
marry, even to find spouses for their slaves. Adultery is forbidden, and the story of Ut 
(Lot) is told several times, in terms that leave no doubt that sodomy is forbidden. The text 
of this risala will discuss here is one of the most obvious tendencies in the Abbasid social 
relation, i. e. the tendency towards sodomy, with which al-Jabiz deals effectively. Risalafl 
mufgharat al-jaw&I wa al-ghilmJW711 is the work where al-jabiz relates a debate 
12 713 between the supporters of al-Jaw&f and the supporters of al-GhilmTn. A debate 
709 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 152; see also 'UyUn al-Slid's edition, Vol. Ill, p. 116. 
710 rbid., Vol. 11]4 p. 153; see also 'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. III, p. 117. 
711 Y5qat only named it as Kilffb al-jawffrr, see YAqUt, Allfiam al-udabj,, Vol. XVI, P. 107. 
712jjriya (pl. Jawirij. This word means slave girls, or the champion girls. See Wehr, A Dictionary of 
Moderil Wrillen Arabic, p. 122. 
713 C 
, hjjj&? j (pl. Ghilmm), This word means a young man or 
boy and very Often, but not necessarily, a slave 
servant or bodyguard, etc. See Wehr, A Dictionary qfModeni Written Arabic, p. 682. For more information 
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boasts in poetry and anecdotes. In the sphere of prose literature, this risild is the most 
significant, if not the oldest writing on the subject of sodomy. 
There are a number of anecdotes in the risila, which testify to the popularity of 
stories of this group from the 3d/9h centUry. 714 The subject of discussion attaching to the 
risila is reason enough to examine its content in detail. Colville in his remarks to the 
translation of the risila into English admits this is fisrt independent treatment of sex in 
Arabic literature . 
715 However, al-Jahiz himself describes the risgla as no more than light- 
hearted, with which he hopes to entertain his readers. For instance, at the beginning of the 
risala, he writes: "The result may be frivolous but this is why I have sought to explain 
and justify my position from the outset. I have no wish to offend or upset anyone. To God 
I turn for help and protection, to beg, through His mercy, for peace in this world and 
716 hereafter" . 
The example set by al-Ribi4 in this risga has been followed by quite serious 
author who have left analogous writings, among which we may mention here such as al- 
on the existence of this group and its constitution 
in the history of Muslim world, see Yhe Encyclopeadia of 
Islam, art. Ghulam, Vol. II, pp. 1079-1091. 
714 RiSgafl-dhaMM al-ftwif is also written by al-JabiZ concerning sodomy. Only title of the risga has been 
mentioned by Pellat in his G00ana III, and 
it is a pity the whole text is lost, for it would probably have 
contained al-JAWS view concerning the subject matter. 
See, Pellat, G00ana III, p. 164, No. 94. 
Nevertheless, some information of this subject can be found in other work of al-JabiZ such as Risfflaftal- 
mtfalfimhi. See Hirian's edition, Vol. 111, p. 
43, cuydn al-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. 111, p. 34. 
713 Colville, Sobriety andMirth, p. 202. The issue of sex and love in literary sources has been discussed at 
length by J. C. Bragel, 'Love, lust and loging: Eroticism in early Islam as reflected in literary sources', in: 
Society mul sexes in medievallsLam, Undena Publication, Malibu, 1970, pp. 81-117. 
716 See al-jAbiZ, Risfflafi-mufaViarat at-JawArTwa al-ghilmky, in: Hirfin's edition, Vol. 11, p. 95, 'Uyfa-n al- 
SCId's edition, Vol. 11, p. 76. 
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Wasita bayn al-zunit wa al-ldtj by Ibn Hinda (d. 420/1029)717 and Kildb al-ýikgr vAt by 
Badr al-D-in al-' 'Ayff (d. 855/145 1). 
718 
The text of the risila can be seen in HdrUn's collection with no division other than 
paragraphs. 7 19 HdrCin based his publication of the entire text on the only Pellat's edition. 
The latest edition of the risila can be seen also in 'UyUn al-SUd's collection. 720 The risila 
has been translated for the first time into English by Hutchins under the following title 
"Boasting Match over Maids and Youth". 72 1 And the latest translation of the ris5la can be 
seen in Colville's bookwith English title "The Pleasure of Boys and Girls; Compared". 722 
Therefore, the study of the text of the risala will be based on Haran's and cUyUn al-Said's 
collection, and for translation of the text will be relied on Hutchins and Colville's 
translation. 
4.4.2The Structure of the Risala: 
Let us now turn from the background of the risila to the work itself which can be 
separate into these elements: 
A discussion of the usage of explicit words. 
717 His full name is Abil al-Faraj 'Ari b. Ijusayn b. HindU. He was a courtier, ad1b, poet, and scholar. He 
died in Judan during the ZiyArid period. However, his div. ýi (anthology of peotry) and work on proverbs 
and letter are lost. See Kabbala, Mu'jam al-niulalli/B'i, Vol. VIL p. 82; see also Dicyclopedia of Arabic 
literature, art. Ibn Hindri, Vol. 1, p. 334. 
718 His full name is N14mud b. Ahmad b. Masa al-ýcAyrfi, but known as Badr al-D-in al--ýAyrfl. See Kabbala, 
Mlfjam aj-mulallifBiz, Vol. VII, p. 82; see also The Encyclopaedia OfIslarn, art. Liwat, Vol. V, pp. 776-779. 
719 See al_jlbiZ, RjSgajj-MUfa-kharaj al-jawjrfwa al-ghilmýti, in: HArDn's edition, Vol. 11, pp. 91-13 7. 
"See also al-JdbiZ, Risilaftmufalkharat at-jawffrrwa al-ghilm9n, in: 'UyUn al-Sild's edition, Vol. 11, pp. 
73-108. 
721 Hutchins, Arine EssaYs Of al-JOA PP. 167-174. On his note to the translation of selected Rasj'jl al- 
JAOi, A Hutchins said that a portion of this risda appeared in somewhat different form in Pkryboy, XY. 11,7 
(July 1975). P. 135 and is used in his translation by permission. 
722 Colville, Sohriely OndMirth- PP. 10 1- 13 1. 
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2. AlVaw&Tand al-Ghilniki in the Qur'Sn. 
3. AI-Jawjr7and al-GhilmAn in the liacti-th. 
4. The penalty of the fornication and sodomy. 
5. Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) urges his Ummah for marriage. 
6. The characteristic of adultery. 
7. Al-JawirTand al-Ghilnzffn in Arabic poetry. 
8. Digression onto a Basran and a Kufan who boasted to one another about the 
number of noble people of Basra and of Kufa. 
9. Note on the story of eunuchs. 
10. Ends with list ofjokes. 
4.4.3 Analysis of the main issue in the Rissla: 
At the beginning of the risala, al-RibiZ explains about the use of explicit language 
in everyday life which according to him was invented to be employed by the speakers of 
the language. In addition, he continues, there are enough examples for their use by, or in 
the presence of, the Prophet and the greatest of the early Muslims to make them generally 
acceptable. Al-Ribiz concludes his introduction with the proverb: 
( LIG- ru- L151 ) 
"Each place has (its) verbal statemenf'. 
This means that the right words must always be used in their proper places. 
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4.4.3.1 The issue of al-Liwkt(Ilomosexuality) 
The main point of this risila is al-Liwit (homosexuality). In spite of the fact that 
Islamic society condemned this practicet and the fact that the Qur'5n itself refers to it 
with disgust, the growth of it in the Abbasid society was strong and obvious. Its 
prevalence was not in among a certain class of people, but among all classes whether 
lower, middle or upper. Its prevalence among judges, teachers, clerks and scholars was 
well-known to the Abbasid society. No secret was made of this practice, whether among 
old or young people. 723 
As has been mentioned before that al-JabiZ writes a chapter of al-Liw'ýt, where he 
argues and condemns the habit. His argument is based, mainly, on religious grounds. For 
example, he said that God prohibited many practices in the society, such as drinking 
wine, but He promised to recompensate His good believers by allowing them the 
prohibition in the next world (the Hereafter). God, however, according to al-Abiz, did not 
promise to compensate for this prohibition; therefore, it is unnatural, abominable and 
f 1.724 hate u 
In Risild ft mufikharat al-jawirl wa al-ghilm&i, however, al-Jdbiz again gives 
more explanation on this practice which he presents it within the debate between the two 
groups, i. e. ' al-Jaw&, Tand al-Ghilmgn. First of all, al-Ribiz mentions that the word of al- 
Ghilmin which is exist in the Qur'5n and Sunna was taken by the supporters of this group 
723 See 7he'Dicyr1opaedia of Islam, art. UwAL Vol. V, pp. 776-779. 
724 Se aj_jjbiZ e. Risalapral-mucallimii 
in: Hdran's edition, Vol. 11L pp. 43-51, Tyan a]-Sad's edition, Vol. 
111, pp. 23-39. 
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as an argument to justify it as legal and good practice. God, according to them, praised 
the Ghilm&z and often referred to their 
beaUty. 725 
To illustrate the dialogue between these two groups, let us follow these quotations 
from the text of the risila: 
A iJJ 
(The youths' patron said: The superiority of boys to girls is demonstrated by the fact that, 
in poetry, a pretty girl is often described in boyish terms as though, in fact, she were one). 
vj 13ý& 4. 
i ca? -% ui 4 ü141 ýý 
1- J&, t: ga m23 ýä1 ->lil 
AS: Lijj4 ju - 
Id OLID A. 3 AM ýJL. L-j 1 1-11 IS 
J"j L 
. A. CA --- 0-9-41i. 3 ýý &b" 
(The maids' patron said: God speaks about the girls of paradise more often than the boys. 
God protects the honour of women. In criminal cases, including murder and idolatry, 
religious law requires the evidence of two witnesses. However, in the case of woman 
accused of fornication, four collective witnesses to the art are required and each has to 
swear). 
ai LZ Lýj zjll Lol, OLJj 4 V) ýý cj&-: ýj %I lz-zi a: Cit-wi Lr"l- 0-i - 
-0 
jo LA ... 
(The yout i's patron said: Only beardless shall enter heaven. Even women, as the poet 
AM observed, are attracted by bearless young men). 
725See al-Abiz, Risitafirmufalbaral al-jawjrlwa al-ghilmat, 
in: Haran's edition, Vol. 11, p. 139, rUyjjn al- 
Sfid's edition, Vol. 11, P. I ID-5. 
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An't... ju - 
oU4 L: p -': Sj 
2-L-; -0 oýA Jý- ýX-M 
u4a, 
--l-yýj Z-11.1 e4l- t P-J 
(The maids' patron said: The Prophet is also reported as having said, "Women and 
perfume are my pleasure and I find my delight in prayer". He never spoke about boys that 
way. All the prophets, including Ddwfid and YUsuf, were captivated by women). 
LQ J 'uný CA 
Z; 4--Pj cs-alil U J-:?, -ýl 
J L,; -)IJA YJ; p Lý- L. -L--L- LIU - 
41' j3,1 u31 c13-2ýý %j 6 im Je* te! - 'A', ül 4ý. L 
(The youths' patron said: Among inconvience with females is the legal requirement that, 
when he buys a slave girl, a man wait a specified time before he can take his pleasure 
with her- a stipulation which, of cource, does not apply to boys). 
e! ýLoj k7AZ. A_n 6aq C__: j L 
JU 
C:, 94ý71 
A--uý 
Lýý-j - 
&. oljir- Ati Sj-)r-j S-ýa L. -L- Ati -).; 
6j ZIý4 J-U '-ý C. P 
"ßi I--'i 
(The maids' patron said: I have never heard of any lover pining to death out of love for a 
boy, yet among the pocts, particularly the Islamic ones, there are many who have died out 
of love for women. Jamil b. Mifammar was killed by his love for Buthaynah, Kuthayyir 
died out of love for cAzzah and it was his love for Mid' that killed 'Urwah). 
After taking up a number of issues raised by the both groups in dialogue form, we 
find that the paragraph before the end of the risgla, the author digresses his subject into 
another subject matter i. e. the eunuchs. The reason is that he was asked to discuss about 
it. However, he asserts that this topic is out of place in a discussion about slave girls and 
boys. The eunuch according to a]-Jahiz is neither man nor woman. His character is a 
hybrid of woman's and a boy's. He has defects that would be repellent in a woman and so 
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forth. Al-RibiZ highlights also the result of the research that has been carried out by 
certain eminent scholars concerning the eunuch, saying that they found long life more 
common among the eunuchs than among all races of men; the reason is the absence of 
intercourse. 726 
Finally, we find that al-JdbiZ follows the dialogue with some equally scabrous 
anecdotes as the end of the risga. There are around twenty-one anecdoteS727 which 
according to Colville that a few can still raise a smile . 
728 Al-Jdhi7, himself says that he 
"will now round off this risila with a few comic anecdotes and jokes, to revive the 
flagging reader and dispel his weariness". 729 
4.4.3.1 The style of writing: 
A145tiZ always prone to cultivate the genre mumf? ara, debate, of which he is one 
of the pioneers in Arabic literature, presents in the form of stylised dialogue arguments. 
The text of this risild shows us that the author presents the debate between homosexuals 
which he described them as $jbib al-ghilmki (The youth's patron) and men of normal 
sexuality as $jpib al-jawgrT (The maids' patron). However, the editor, 'Abd al-Salarn 
Muhammad Hdran, remarks in a note that al-J5biz has hereby silenced him as to the 
composition of this debate. But, we are not sure of this, it is not at all certain that al-JdbiZ 
726See at-Jabi;, Risdafrmufddiarat at-jawgrf wa al-ghilmkt, in: H&rQn's edition, Vol. 11, pp. 123-124, 
Tyan al-Sad's editiom Vol. 11. pp. 98-99. 
72T, rbid., Vol. IL pp. 125-137; ]bid., Vol. II, pp. 99-108. 
729 Colville, Sobreity aiidkfirlh, p. 202. 
729 See al-jabiZ, Risglafi-mufAharat al-jawirrwa al-ghilm, 21, in: HWin's edition, Vol. 11, p. 125, CUY(in al- 
Sfid's edition, Vol. 11, p. 99. 
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is wholly serious here. For one thing, the passage in question is put into mouth of one of 
the contestants, al-Ghilmin, whereas it is his opponent, al-JawirT, who clearly has the 
better of the debate. 730 This sense can be seen clearly in the statement from the youth's 
patron when they said as follows: "You have been unjust in the debate and unfair in the 
argument... Why do you argue against us with the Qur'dn, traditions, and legists when 
we have read as mush as you and heard from the traditions as mush as YOU? 
73 1 In another 
occasion, they claimed again: "At least play fair and let us argue on the same terms. By 
intoning the Qur'dn at me and quoting statements from the Prophet that you have scraped 
together, you have closed down the discussion and we end up like Basran and Kufan 
arguing about which town has the greater numbers of nobiliV'). 
732 
The use of language of the risala clearly is in debate style. The word "Qala" is 
frequently used in the risala. The debate starts with the patron of al-Ghilmin and the 
patron of al-Jaw&, Thas the last word in this debate. There are eight arguments offered by 
each patron. In addition, from the second part of the risffla, we find that al-Jihiz mentions 
the words Fati (The Virtue) which mean that he will explains to his addressee the virtue 
of something. 
This dialogue between al-JawgrTand al-GhilmAn is interspersed with quotations 
from the Qur'5n and Ijadiths, etc. We find that there is large number of Qur'5nic verses 
and Uadlith which has been quoted by al-Jdbiz. For 
instance, when he speaks about the al- 
730 See Gelder, Jest mid earliest in classical Arabic literature, p. 105. 
7" See A-AbiZ. RisilaftinufAharal aljawirlwa al-ghiln1by, in: Hdrfa-n's edition, Vol. 11, p. 116. Tyfln al- 
Sad's edition, Vol. 11, p. 93. 
7321bid 
. Vol. 
11, P. 117, see also 'Uyrin al-Sud's edition, Vol. 11, p. 94 
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Jawirr and al-Ghilmin or al-Wildki in the Qur5n, the following Qur'dnic verses has 
been quoted: 
4 uiic-- oi-, ý e4 4c- --Qjlzý ý 
(And there will go round boy-servants of their, to serve them as if they were preserved 
pearls). Sfira al-TFar (52: 24) 
4 c; N-)Qj YiA cii-l" ý)Uj 04L-- ý 
(They will be served by immortal boys, with cups, and jugs, and a glass). Sarah Al- 
W5qi'ah (17-18) 
Aj-jabiZ then says on behalf of al-Ghilmin: "So, He (Allah) described them in 
more than one place in His book and created desire for them". 
On discussion of the punishment of adultery, al-Jdtiz through the youth's patron 
said that the ban of adultery was expressed more forcefully than anything else in the 
Qur'5n and in the Sunna. Here, we find him quoted these following verses: 
4 
-ýL. uw C-Ldj 
1-1-u 
L: 
4 A-k, 
u3j, 
I-O-Aj Vj ý 
(And come not near to the unlawful sexual intercourse. Verily, it is a Fibisha (i. e 
anything that transgresses its limit (a great sin)), and an evil way (that 
leads one to Hell 
unless Allah forgives him). SUra al-IsrW (17: 32) 
J&JI Al 
(Nor commit illegal sexual intercourse - and whoever does this shall receive the 
punishment. The torment will be 
doubled to him on the Day of Resurrection, and he will 
abide therein in disgrace). Sara al-Furq5n 
(25: 68-69) 
. 
eSa: 
jL-3 Vj '4: UL U+14 
. 
1-%Ij JS ljl:?, U 
Crýjlj 
ýAjjý IA+J D 
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(The woman and the man guilty of illegal sexual intercourse, flog each of them with a 
hundred stripes. Let no pity withhold you in their case). SUra al-Mr (24: 2) 
Later, he comments on the above verse: "In the absence of witnesses to the act, 
the divine punishment is for them to be estranged and to loathe and curse each other to 
the end of their days, followed by eternal torment and damnation for whichever of them 
lied about the deed"'. 
733 
In his discussion on al-Ghilmin which mention in 1jadlith, al-Jdbiz quotes the 
following liadi-th in which the patron of this group argued that Prophet Muhammad 
(p. b. u. h. ) said no one enters paradise as a beardless youth: 
734 
(a? " zwl JAI J) 
(The people of paradise will enter it clean shaven and wearing kohl). 
Based on the above Ijacti-th, al-Ribiz gives his comment on behalf of this group: 
"Women are more attracted to beardless youths and desire them More-). 
735 
The following Ijadith is used by the other group to support their argument on the 
virtue of al-JawirT It is reported that Prophet Muhammad 
(p. b. u. h. ) as saying: 736 
( SýAýl vi vl, = S-A 4: -ýj 6 
LA 
(Women and perfume were made dear to me, and prayer pleases me). 
733 See a]-JAbiZ, Risilafl-InIlf, "arat al-jalfrfwa al-ghilmfvt, 
in: Hdran's edition, Vol. 11, p. 100, 'Uyan a]- 
SOd's edition, Vol. 11, p. 79. 
734 jjiS ijad-itb can be seen in al-Nihiya by Ibn al-Ath-ir with different wording under the heading 'jarada". 
See, Ibn al-Athfir, al-Nihiyafirghark al-lbdi7h wa al-Athar, 
Vol. 1, p. 265. 
733 See al-Jibiz, RisilaftmufAharal al-jaivirfwa al-ghilmai, 
in: HArfin's edition, Vol. 11, p. 98, 'Uylln al- 
Sild's edition, Vol. 11, p. 78. 
' See al-Suyfiff, al-J&W" al-xghk. No. 3669. 
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The patron of al-JawgrTcomment: "No honour like this came to the boys (i. e. al- 
Ghiltan)". 
Like adultery, punishment has been described for those who are found to engage 
in homosexual acts. Al-Jabiz also has described that punishment in this ris. §Ia, for 
instance he records several Ijacti-th concerning the punishment for sodomy from Islamic 
law such as the Ijadith in which Prophet Muhammad is reported expelled a bisexual 
called "Hayf' from Medina. 737 In another Had-ith, Anas b. Mdlik reported that Prophet 
Muhammad cursed homosexuals and lesbians. 738 
The following Ijadlith is used as supporting idea when the author mentioned that 
Prophet Muhammad urges his people to get married. For example, Prophet Muhammad is 
reported as saying: 
739 
A, _PI- C. 91.1 
(I shall, through you, make nation numerous) 
The Prophet again said: 
740 
GAP 0413 ? SJ-316 ei-ý' 1ý1) 
737 It is reported that Hayt was telling the Prophet's wife, 
Umm Salama: "When you conquer TAW, then 
you will have Bddiya bt. Ghaylan. 
She is then-bellied and mirthful, and so forth. Marry her to your son 
Umar". The Prophet said: "You have been looking closely, you enemy of God; I never took you for a 
ladies's maW'. See See al-Jabiz, Risilafi-MufAharal al-jawArYwa al-ghilmti, 
in: HArfin's edition, Vol. II, 
p. 101, 'Uyiin al-Srad's edition, Vol. 11, p. 
80. This text of 1jaclith can be seen in Fabi-P al-Bukhffrf, Vol. 
VIII, p. 35. 
739 See al-Suyii(l, aligmil al-Mghk, No. 7268. 
7391hid., No. 3287. 
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,0 
The original wording of this 1jadith can 
be found in Kiab al-Buy1f, on the purchase of animal and 
donkeys, and also ran be seen in Kilib al-Nikip, on the seeking to the 
beget children, see SaPIP al-Bukh&r, 
Vol. III, p. 176, Vol. VII. P. 124. 
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(When you finish the raid, then the sack, the sack, i. e. marriage). 
In another occasion, he said: 741 
(-; "Jl 3-ý-Jj ýýIj 4 i-ý 6 41 ly". 2i ., 4zj3) 
(Marry and have children, for they are the fruit of the hearts. Beware of barren old 
women). 
742 Finally, the Prophet said: 
0-6-j 4 W-4 Lýo 4 JM14 ?. 
ý-) 
(Look for young virgins, for they have the sweetest mouths and more fruitful 
wombs). 
Afterwards, al-JdhiZ states that: "The Ijadith about this are too numerous for us to 
mention them". 
Towards the end of the text, al-Ritiz interrupts the debate and concludes with a 
collection of assorted anecdotes and jokes. This he does, as he explains, because he fears 
that the reader would be bored with the debate. Thus, as was noted by Gelder, al-Jabiz 
pretends that the debate itself was serious and in need of some light relief743 Indeed, al- 
JabiZ did it when he declared at the end of the risga: "I cut short this work of mine to 
prevent the reader becoming bored with it". 
74 
111 have tried to 
find this IjadIth in al-Afdjam al-Mufallras li aff4al-With al-Nabawl, * and also in the 
computer program, HARF. which contains 'The 
Six Authentic'. but I could not find anything similar or 
close to this text. Perhaps, al-Jibi? used 
his own words which its meaning refer to the Ijacrith concerning 
the marriage. 742 See al-Suyrij, aI-J. *nfaI-pghk, No. 5507-9. 
743 Gelder, Jest and earnest in classical Arabic literature, p. 106. 
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4.5 Risalaft-taf(M al-bapi "aIjFaI-? uhr(The Superiority of the Belly to the Back) 
4.5.1 Background of the Risala: 
Al-JahiZ's interest in this aspect of social problems seems to have influence his 
writing. Closely connected to Risilafi-mufAkharat al-jawffrfwa al-ghilmgn as has been 
discussed above is Risilahfi-tafffil al-batn 'algal-, zahr, or "in preference of the belly to 
the back". This risila seems to have been another kind of illustration and refutation of the 
same tendency in the Abbasid society. As we have seen above, this practice (Iiw, ýO 
remains as big problem within the Muslim community in Baghdad, as a result, al-JabiZ 
try to convince his addressee about the bad nature of this practice. 
There is no mention on this risila in YdqUt's list of al-Abiz's works. The text of 
the risala was edited for the first time by cAbd al-Salam Muhammad Hdriin. Now, the 
risgla can be found also 'Uyiin al-SUd's edition with different length. 
744 It is divided into 
mdr kiijbihfi-taf a- six portions. The first portion is the largest which entitled "Min j 177 1 
bapi "ali al-,? ah? ',, and the second portion is the smallest portion which contains one 
short paragraph. The text of the risila now available in English entitled "The Superiority 
of the Belly over the Back" . 
745 The latest translation of the risala appeared in Sobriety 
and Mirth by Jim Colville. 
746 So, all quotation from the risala is based on English 
translation. 
744AWAW, Risdaftiafo', lal-hapialial-, auhr, in: H=n's edition, VOL IV, pp. 155-166; Uytinal-Sad's 
edition, Vol. IV, PA 117-125. 
745 Hutchins, ffille EssaYs 0. )f al-JiWz pp. 167-173. 
7' See Colville, 'Inside, outside and back to front', in Sobriqv andAlirth, pp. 62-70. 
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4.5.2 The structure of the Risala: 
The structure of this risSa can be divided into these elements: 
1. Starts with a lengthy preamble which is consume a big part of first portion. 
2. Recall that some ancient civilization (i. e. The People of LUt and Thamlid) became 
extinct as a result of the unnatural vice. 
3. Portion three and four; the author continues his vindication of the "belly". 
4. Proceed with a violent attack on his correspondent particularly in portion five. 
5. Ends with the simple prayer from the author for his addressee. 
4.5.3 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
4.5.3.1 The homosexual practice: 
The debate on "The Superiority of the Belly to the Back" opens with a sombre 
introduction in which an unnamed person is addressed who has a marked preference for 
back, or, as it strongly suggested, for homosexual practice. AI-Jdlýiz says: "May God 
preserve both of us from doubt and protect us from deviant desire and misguided 
, 747 
passion' . Then 
he describes his opponent's work as: "Your book, my brother, may 
God grant you success, in which you describe the merit of backs in a way which shows 
'747 
Al-jAbiZ. Risila J7 lafO'11 al-baP, cali al-, aahr, in: HArfin's edition, Vol. IV, p. 155; "Uyan af-Sad's 
edition, Vol. IV, p. 117. 
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your passion, love, longing, and preference for them". He proceeds: "I have therefore 
embarked on this book of mine to awaken you from your deep slumber and to call you to 
the right way". 
748 
Al-JdbiZ rebuts this view, firstly by adducing some religious arguments. For 
example, he reminds his addressee: "We have seen that the destruction of the people of 
Ut and the people of Thamild with the onset of eclipse and earthquake, were caused only 
by what they committed by choosing backs". 749 He then quotes Qurdnic verse from Sfira 
al-Shdard' (26: 165-166) in which Allah mentioned the story of people of the Prophet 
Lut. Al-JabiZ said to his addressee: "So, God the Blessed and Exalted censured them as 
you see! There were condernmed by God, whose wrath at the enormity of their 
abominatiolf,. 750 
4.5.3.2 The merits of belly over the back: 
Al-Jabiz rebuts this view also by dwelling at length on the various meanings of 
bap "belly" and whr "back" and by given evidences from the Qur'an, Sunna and 
proverbs. He says: "We begin now to mention the merits with which God characterised 
bellies to help one who is on his way to repentance, and a sleeper to wake up and so 
f h,. ). 751 ort In this regard, al-Ribiz shows that "belly" is used in favourable contexts; in the 
Qur'dn, honey is said to come forth from the bellies of bees. He then said that Prophet 
74s Ihid., Vol. IV, p. 155; see also Tyan al-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. IV, p. 12 7. 
7491bid., Vol. IV, p. 158, see alsoUyiin al-Sfid's edition, Vol. IV, p. 119. 
7"lhid., Vol. IV, p. 159; see also Tyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV, p. 119. 
7511bid., Vol. IV, p. 159; see alsoUyLln at-Sild's edition, Vol. IV, P. 120. 
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Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) was born in the best bap7 (clan) of the tribe Quraysh. The insider 
or "belly" of parchment is better for writing on than the reverse or "back". The cutting 
edge of a knife is called the "belly". Treasure and precious stones are found in the "belly" 
(or the bowel of earth), and so forth. It seems here that al-Jdhiz plays on words and 
meaning in order to support his arguments later on. 
4.5.3.3 The penalty for the fornicator: 
Al-Atiz also speaks about the penalty for the fornicator in Islamic law as can be 
seen in the text of the risila. For example, he tells his addressee: "Do you know that the 
penalty for the fornicator is eighty lashes so long as he has not married and that the 
penalty of the homosexual is to be burned. Both of them are immoral acts, foul deeds, sin, 
-, 752 This and impurity - statement seems that al-JdýiZ explained about two 
different kind of 
penalty. The first one is about the fornication, and the other is about homosexuality. 
We know that fornication is morally the most heinous crime that a person can 
commit. Therefore, Islam has held fornication as a punishable offence for its own sake, 
whether it is accompanied by some other offence as the use of violence or encroachment 
upon somebody else's legal right, or not. The Qur'dn already said in SUra al-NOr (24: 2): 
-1--ij LIS U*u 4ýljlj A.: Pljl 
4-U. Aý cj-$Lýp 
7521bid., Vol. IV, p. 164; see also "Uyan al-Sild's edition, Vol. IV, p. 123. 
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(The woman and the man guilty of adultery or fornication, flog each of them with hundred stripes, let not compassion move you in their case, in a matter prescribes by 
Allah, if ye believe in Allah and the Last Day, and let a party of belivers, witness their 
punishment). 
4.5.3.4 The conclusion of the Risga: 
Finally, al-JdbiZ earnestly expresses his hope that the addressee will mend his 
ways. He says: "Thus, I have thought to conclude my book with a simple prayer for you 
to safeguard thereby my reward and recompense. I hope you will repent and return after 
having been headstrong and obstinate". Therefore, he hopes: "May God put us among 
those who behold His guidance, know His way, choose justice and apply it, and reject 
desire and cast it offg. 753 
4.5.4 The style of writing: 
This risila is among al-RiýiZ's works which can be called as "map&in wa al- 
- -tis 
64 
masawi or ments and fault" together with the previous risaila. We find that the author 
records oral debate in which one person praises belly while his interlocutor praises back. 
As we have said before that for al-Ribiz, there is no question that the Qur'dn is the most 
important sources for use as evidence in the construction of his argument. So, this risala 
shows al-J5biZ's Islamic tendency in developing his argument concerning the subject. 
There are three Qur'5nic verses which had been quoted by the author. The first one is the 
following verse: 
7531bid., Vol. IV, p. 166, see also 'Uyran al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV, p. 125. 
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e-o r-sj-) t-s' U ýjj-llj'j 
4 oj. ýtr- 
(Go you in unto the males of the mankind, and leave those whom Allah has created for 
you to be your wives? Nay, you are a trespassing people! ") Sfira al-Shuard'(26: 165-166) 
The next one is quoted when the author asserts that when God describing bees, He 
mentioned that from their bellies comes a honey: 
(There comes forth from their bellies, a drink of varying color wherein is healing for 
men.... ) SUra. al-Nabl (16: 69) 
Finally, in connection with God commenced His pronouncement on vice with 
conspicuous acts of immorality, not inconspicuous, al-Jabiz quotes this verse: 
4 &I-A 1-i Idi- -)+];, U ut---1-011 vii ý-. P, 1-ki ý 
(But the things that my Lord has forbidden are al-Fawihish (great evil sins, every kind of 
unlawful sexual intercourse etc. ) whether committed openly or secretly) SUra al-graf 
(7: 33). 
Besides these Qur'Anic quotations, al-RibiZ quotes also Ijadi-th to strengthen his 
argument. For instance, al-Rihiz says that it is a sin for mankind to copulate with their 
wife in their buttocks according to the reported Hadith. Here, he quotes Hadi-th in which 
Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) is reported to have said: ( vi , L-jI IA' V) which 
means: "Do not copulate with your wife in their anuses". 
754 
In short, it should be note that it is stated nowhere that unnamed person actually 
advocates homosexuality: however, all we 
know is that he wrote this risila in praise of 
754 See Ibn Maja, Sunan lbit A-faja, No. 1924, Chapter 29, book 9. 
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backs. As Gelder notes, there are two possibilities can be put toward al-Jabiz regarding 
composition of this risga: either there was nothing more to it, no question of morals and 
behaviours but merely a playful rhetorical exercise, performed, however, on the part of 
al-RibiZ, with a mixture of ludicrous arguments and deadpan seriousness. Or al-JabiZ 
earnestly wished to cure his correspondent of what he considers a perversity, but at the 
same time including some arguments that nobody would take seriously, least of all al- 
Jabiz himself 755 
4.6 Risalaffral-mdallimrn (Risfild on Schoolmasters) 
4.6.1 The significance of the Risala: 
As we has been mentioned earlier that it was reported that the Caliph al- 
Mutawakkil wished to appoint al-Jdbi. ý as a tutor to one of his sons, but unfortunately, the 
Caliph refused to accept him due to al-Ribiz's extraordinary ugliness. By this event, it 
seems to us that al-J5biz to have been a teacher by profession, and this circumstance, as 
was describe by Hirschfeld, probably induced him to lay down his tutorial experience in a 
rishla on 6eaI-MdaIIim'Tn-)7.756 From this point of view, we can say that al-Jdbiz spent 
almost of his life in teaching through his writing. His fame and his al-Bayin wa al-tabyrn 
and Risga al-tarbT' wa al-fadwk, which reached Spain, is said to have brought him 
students from there who studied under him for several years. 
731 See Gelder. jesiand earnest in classical Arabic literalure, p. 105. 
7m Hirschfeld, 'A Volume of Essays by al-Jibiz'. in: A; blume of Orienial Sludies, Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge. 1922, P. 202. 
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The subject of teachers has been mentioned by the author in his al-Bayin wa al- 
labyTh. 757 However, according to al-lbslfilft, al-Jdliiz is said to have wrote a book on 
tcachers, in which he quoted their jokes and anecdotes and criticized them. 758 In Ydqat's 
list of works of al-Miz, there is no mention of the risila which criticizing teachers, 
however, this risgla which has come down to us, al-Ribiz is more inclined to praise them 
and defend their profession . 
759 Perhaps, al-J5hiZ wrote two works on teachers; one 
criticizing them and the other praising them, showing ambivalence, which is not unusual 
with him as he do with other works. In addition, al-Jabiz seems to us to have been 
embittered by the disappointment mentioned above as well as unhappy experience in his 
educational work. It is remarkable to note that within the same tradition that Ibn Shalfid 
(4' of hyra) was the only author who attacked teachers and wrote against them. 
However, it seems to us that he is later than the time of al-Jabiz. 
4.6.2 The nature of the Risala: 
This risala originally is to be found on the margin of al-Kknil by al-Mubaffad, 
which according to Najm, it being 
in disorder and it has not been edited properly. 760 
However, in modem days, this risila can be seen in Hariin's edition and 'Uyun a]-SUd's 
edition with good quality in varying 
length . 
761 The text of risala is divided into eleven 
portions. The first portion entitled 
"Faa min pdr kit5bih fi- al-mdallimlh", the eight 
757 See a]-ijbiZ, al-Rdyk, wa al-labyjt, Vol. 
1, pp. 248-249. 
753 M-lbsigh-1, al-MuOaPlaf, Vol. 11, p. 242. 
759 YAqQt, Mdjam al-udabX, Vol. XVI, pp. 106-111. 
760 Naim, Studies oit the wrifing ofal-JO4 p. 50. 
761 See al-Jabiz, RisSaflal-mucalliniTh 
in: I 11rUn's edition, Vol. 111, pp. 43-5 1, 'Uylln at-S(ld's edition, Vol. 
III, pp. 23-39. 
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portion entitled 'Taslffriyjýh al-mbl', and ninth portion entitled "Frdhamm al-liwit'. 
The other portions only entitled "Fasl minhu". In 1922, Hirschfield translated extracts 
from the risila in his article which has been printed in A Volume of Oriental Studies 
presented to Edward G. Brown in memory of his 60'h birthday. 762 In addition, Pellat also 
translated some portion of the risga into French, and it is now available in English under 
763 following title "Schoolmasters" . 
Najm said that the text of the risgla is by no means the whole work and it appears 
to be extracts made from the original book of al-Milaffinon. We would agree with Najrn 
in this aspect, because we have found that one portion of the risala has under it no more 
than the following sentence: 764 
'-: ýl -4-01 Lý- CD14-4 k: 
A4kL: 
- 
jjr-1,21 CjQAj - 
(And these two poets are pre-Islamic and far from al-tawl. Td (modernised 
language) and safe from al-takalluf(artificiality)). 765 
This sentence, which comes in separate portion, is put, immediately, after al-RibiZ 
discusses about Ibn al-Muqaffa C and al-Khalli b. Ahmad al-Far5hTidll, and criticises them. 
Naim maintains that this sentence have been cut off from whole chapter on two pre- 
Islamic poets. 
766 
See ffirschfeld, A Folunte ofEssays by al-Jift pp. 200-209. It was also translated into German by 0. 
Rescher, ExcerPle u"d UbOrsel-"Ingell 17us deeO Schriffe" des G-Oz., Stuttgart, 193 1. 
763 Pellat, 77, e life and works ofJOA pp. 114-116. 
764 See al-J5biZ, Risilaftal-mucallimii in: Ildran's edition, Vol. 111, p. 44, cUyFin al-Sild's edition, Vol. III, 
t53 5. 
r it .V 
Alod, i For the other meaning of al-TawIV and al-Takalluf, see Wehr, A Dicliona of en Wri enArabic, 
V 837 & p. 1098. i6 Nai m, Studies oti Me wrifitig of al-Aft p. 5 2. 
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In addition, we think that some paragraph of the risffla has been mixed up with 
other work of al-Jdbiz particularly Risilafi-Inacib al-lzýjk wa dhamm 'amal al-sult5n and 
RisAlaftlafflil al-ba#7 'al, §al-ýudr. This based on the Pellat's comment concerning the 
text of the risila when he admits that the risga was Mostly loSt. 767 This means that the 
last surviving part of risila consists of remarks which probably belong to another work. 
Indeed, by referring to the text, one could consider that the paragraph which discuss 
about the question of trade and merchants probably been taken from that risAla. However, 
we are agree with Pellat, when he admits that to judge by what survives the loss is 
regrettable, for the aim of the risga seems to have been influence education in the 
direction of producing 'gentlemen'. 768 
4.6.3 The structure of the Risala: 
The structure of this risga can be seen as follows: 
1. Note on the books and their importance. 
2. Digression to al-Hif, -(the memory). 
3. Then proceeds to the subject of teachers. 
4. Then the author embarks on the problem of children's education. 
5. There are teachers for everything that man needs to know. 
6., Followed by a list of subjects thought. 
7. Note on homosexuality (sodomy). 
8. Note on the importance of Sultin. 
767 Pell at, 7he life and works of J4iA p. 20& 114. 
769 ibjd., P. 2o. 
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9. Note on trade and merchants particularly on the Quraysh. 
10. The risila ends with note on Adab. 
4.6.4 Analysis of the main issue and the style of writing: 
The content of the risga appears in the guise of refutation directed against a 
person who attacked teachers a class and used abusive language against them. Therefore, 
it seems to us that al-Jabiz is trying to give them their due rights and to do them justice. 
The author starts by talking about the books and their importance. Then he digresses into 
al-tllf, ji' (memory) in which we find him detested learning by heart which according to 
him, would paralyse the faculty of thinking and would stifle intelligence. Somewhat 
earlier in the essay he speaks on the important of writing as a means of communication 
with absent people, keeping records of past events, and the administration of outlying 
province by the home department. He then precedes with the main theme of the risala, Le 
the subject of teachers. 
4.6.4.1 The Mu'allim and Mu laddib: 
There are several tenns designated the teacher: mifallim, muaddib, mukallib, etc. 
Mu'allim (teacher) meant one who caused another to acquire "ilm, knowledge. Mu 'addib 
(tutor) meant the teacher of adab, humanistic studies, discipline of the mind and manner. 
It is clear that al-Jdbiz defines these two terms which according to him, nufallim and 
mu'addib are derived from "ilm (knowledge) and adab (manner). He states the fon-ner 
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being the root and the latter the branch, but often generalised to include both. 'Ilm enables 
us to distinguish between what is noble and what is base, lawful and unlawful, excessive 
and fair, and to choose between the better of two good things and the lesser of two 
evils. 769 
Al-Jdbi? classifies teachers into two categories, according to the class of students 
they teach and the knowledge they possess. He says: "Teachers, as I believe, are of two 
grades: among them are men who were raised above the teaching of children of the 
special. Some were raised from teaching children of the special to that of the children of 
kings themselves, who are prepared for the caliphate. How you think that one like ' 'Al7i b. 
Harnza al-KisSI (d. 189/805) and Muhammad al-Mustanýir, known as QuIrub (d. 
206/821), and the like, could be describe as fools. This saying is not true on these and the 
grade below them, but if you mean the teachers of village schools (Katajib al-qura), there 
are lower as well as upper grades in every class. Therefore, they are not different in this 
from ot ers 770 
it seems that in his discussion on teachers, al-JabiZ distinguishes two grades; in 
general. In his classification, he seems to take two 
facts into consideration; the fact that 
people are mainly of two classes, common and special, and secondly the fact that 
knowledge of man is an essential factor in raising him up in social estimation. 
769 Al-Abiz. j? iswafj-a1-. *n, 1a1hm, ýi in: Hkan's edition, Vol. III, p. 34, cQy(In al-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. III, p. 
29. - 770 ibid., Vol. III, p. 34; see also 'UyFin al-Srid's edition, Vol. 111, p. 29. 
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A145bi4's attitude toward a system of education in his time can be divided into 
two categories: 1) the education of certain special class of people which consisted of all 
branches of knowledge, whether science, art, sport, games, etc. 2) the education of 
771 people in general . 
It is meant that teaching ordinary people a handcraft by which they 
could earn their living, in order to become cultivators, builders and tailors, etc. In this 
context, al-JdbiZ said that teachers are needed for all subjects which are to be learnt, such 
as, writing, reckoning, law, the Qur'dn, grammar, prosody, poetry, history, horsemanship, 
games, astronomy, music, medicine, mathematics, archery, agriculture, commerce, 
agriculture, jewellery, tailoring, bootmaking, dyeing, bookbindind, traning of animals, 
etc. 
Afterwards al-Ribi, 7proceeds, to discuss on the children education. For instance he 
advice to the schoolmasters that a boy should not be taught more grammar than he 
requires for correct speech in order to avoid solecism and common ignorance in writing, 
reciting poetry, and making statement. He claims that too much grammar would distract 
boy attention from better things and more than that prejudice his mind against dialectic 
and historical matters which are superior. 
772 
The same point of view had been mentioned by the author in his Risgafl-Ondat 
al-qUWW&? 73 in which the author directed to the Caliph al-Mdtasim and he intended to 
771 See Nai M Studies on the writing of al-JO4 p. 5 0. 
772,4j-jAbiZ, Rjsjjaf1aJýmu'a11jmZw in: Hiran's edition, Vol. 111, P. 38, Wn al-Sild's edition, Vol. III, p. 
31. 
773 Tyfln al-SrAd used Risff1ajj-pbR'a1ýquwwAl as a title for this risNa. See cUyan at-Slid's edition, Vol, 1, 
pp. 267-277. Bargel admits that Risila 
ft ýind'at al-quivwAl or "Treatise on the crafts of the mastcrs", a 
misleading title. See, Borgel, Repetitive structures in early Arabic prose, p. 59. 
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persuade him to arrange for diversified education of his son. From the text of the risMa, 
for example, after quoting some statements by well-known authorities about the 
important and the power of speech, a]-Miz comes to the main point: "0 Commander of 
the Faithful, see to it that your sons be instructed in all branches of adab, for, it you let 
them specialize in one thing only, and they are then asked about something else, they will 
not be able to give good answer. 774 The rest of risild is qoutations of some lines of verses 
in the ghazal with representatives of ten other professions such as a physician, a tailor, a 
farmer, a bath-attendant, a street-sweeper, a wine-merchant, a cook, a valet, and etc. The 
text, however, maintains its disguise and ends with the formula: "The Caliph laughed so 
that he fell on his back, then he called in the tutor of his sons and ordered him to instruct 
, 775 them in all sciences' . 
Next chapter of Risffla ft, al-mitallimTn, the author speaks about the degree of 
intelligence in mankind especially among children. It is important to note here that al- 
RibiZ quotes Qur'Anic verse to support his argument regarding this matter. In this regard, 
he writes: "Boys, it said, differ as to their degree of intelligence as well of slackness and 
stupidity. This is alluded to in the Qur', in". 
776 Here, we find him quoted this Qur'dnic 
verse: 
uL . 
(And had We appointed him an angel, We indeed would have made him a man) 
Sara al-Ad5m. (6: 9). 
774 -#nd'al al-quwwfd, in HArfin's edition, Vol. 1, pp. 379-393, 'UY(In al-Sad's See al-JAhi; P RisVa fi 
edition, Vol. 1, pp. 267-277. 
7751bid.. Vol. 1,393, see also 'Uyfan A-SCid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 277. 
m See al-JAhiZ, Risgafl-al-mu'allimbi in: FlIffin's edition, Vol. IlL p. 37, cUyan at-Sad's edition, Vol. IlL 
p. 30. 
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This verse leads al-Jabi? to conclude that: "This is because some persons are more 
intelligent than others. Allah comes to the aid of boys by causing their intellectual 
faculties to approach the intellect of accomplished scholars". 777 
4.6.4.2 The question of homosexuality: 
From the topic of teachers and teaching, we suddenly come across a chapter on 
the question of homosexuality (al-Liw, ýO. We think there is no relationship between these 
two issues. Therefore, according to NaJm, this part of risala is not complete and it has 
probably been taken from another work . 
778 We think that it might be from RisjIaf, -tafIVJ7 
al-bain 'ali al-§adr in which al-Jdbiz focuses his discussion on this practise. However, 
the discussion on this subject in Ris5lafi-al-mdallimTh consists of two paragraphs only. 
For instance, al-Jabiz describes: "The hateful nature of sodomy is revealed in the fact that 
Allah offers no compensation in hereafter for any desire to neglect propagation in this 
world, although He promises wine to those who eschew it here (in this worldy'. 77" Here, 
he quote. s this Qur"dnic verse: 
(Where from they Nvill get neither any aching of the head, nor any intoxication) 
SGra al-W5qi'a (56: 19). 
7771bid,, Vol. III, p. 37; see also 'Uytin al-Srid's edition, Vol. III, p. 30. 
773 See Naim, S111djesonihewrifing of al-JANA P. 53. 
7"See at-jabiz. RisilafTal-mu'alfinuh in: HaMn's edition, Vol. 111, p. 43, Tylln al-Sad's edition, Vol. III, 
p. 34. 
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He then interprets this verse: "He (Allah) means to convey that the wines of 
paradise doest not intoxicate, and there is no overcrowding of men with men or women 
780 
with women". 
Afterwards, a]-Jdhiz tells us about the nature of this group of people as expressed 
in the Qur'dn that Allah created men and women and placed between them the sources of 
mutual love and attachment. Allah joined men and women one to another in matrimony, 
but vice turned their relation upside down. 
Then al-Ribiz turned back to discussion of the teacher. He mentions that a most 
eloquent and accomplished teacher was 'Abdullah b. al-MuqaW. Moreover, he gives us 
a full description of the personality of Ibn al-MuqaW. He describes him as follows: "He 
was of generous nature and elegant and courteous. When he spoke in poetry, he could vie 
vAth a competitor without labouring to improve upon it in any way. He was also 
circumspect in transmitting the utterances of other persons without disclosing either 
deceit or trustNvorthineSS". ). 781 
4.6.4.3 The important of the SWIM: 
Next chapter is a shortish account of the important of the sulfin, who is, according 
to him, like a shepherd to his people. He states: "Know that the most intelligent person is 
the suýtjn, and whoever seeks intercourse with him must find the right way to present his 
7901bid., Vol. III, p. 43; see also 'lJyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. III, p. 34. 
791 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 44; see also'Uyan a]-Sfld's edition, Vol. III, p. 34. 
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plea. A monarch's favour towards his subjects is not more marked than the attachment of 
an owner to his cattle". 782 
4.6.4.4 The question of trade and merchants: 
Quite unpredictably, the writer now moves on for next discussion which is on the 
question of trade and merchants. Concerning this topic, al-Jabiz sheds some description 
on the Quraysh. He claims that the Quraysh are people whom Allah kept free from 
blemish, but allowed their originally fine constitutions to deteriorate. He then argues that 
if people knew their high station in commerce, they would notice the difference of their 
way. According to al-Riti7, the Quraysh were brave and pious, they refrained from rapine 
and ravishing women, and did not bury their daughters alive, etc. Al-Jdbiz also mentions 
that the Qurasyh were travellers and depended on certains seasons and the establishment 
of cities, they were obliged to work for their living, held the Ilifand travelled to the kings 
with their wares. This statement refers to the Qur'Snic verse in which Allah decribes the 
Qurasyh as follows: 
o"I 
p"(: 
-4 
IýA Y-) 4 -: 
ýj otl,: 
ý ZL-) M-U41 4 uti-Ji 4--ýy ý 
i . -ý Cj- ? 4-1-11 t-sm., C. ). 
(For the covenants (of security and safeguard enjoyed) by the Qurasyh, their 
covenants (covering) journeys by winter and summer. Let them adore the Lord of this 
House, who provides them vAth food against hunger and with security against fear of 
danger). SUra Qurasyh, (106: 1-4) 
7921bid.. Vol. III, p. 45, see also "Uyfin al-Srid's edition, Vol. III, p. 35. 
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The idea of trade and merchants has been discussed by al-jabiz in several 
occasions of his works. For example, his Risila fi- inat1h al-izýjp- wa dhamn? 'amal al- 
sullin which is addressed to a correspondent one of whose friends had spoken in praise of 
officials. So, al-J5biz wrote this risild in order to praise of tradesman and on the other 
hand disparagement of officialdom. He pointed out that the Prophet Muhammad 
(p. b. u. h. ) is known to have been a trader, and the very name Quraysh is derived from 
trade (1aqrTsh). 783 As a result, according to Najm, this chapter, together with the above 
one, is completely out of place. This is because; the reader may wonder why al-Ribiz 
should discuss so many topics in one work, and without any apparent connection between 
them. 784 However, the reason perhaps, lies in the confusion caused by the selected 
extracts which were presented in this chapter. In short, we can say that kind of 
composition represent one of the trademarks of al-Ribiz's writing Le, al-Istilrid in which 
he swithes from topic to topic by simple association of ideas. 
The risila at that point moves to its conclusion with the rebuke to bear a pure love 
for Adab in order to draw out its hidden treasures even at the risk of material sacrifices. 
Here, he quotes these two following Qur'dnic verses: 
4 cvL-AP 
-Pýý 
cl-ij U-ý 
v3-vyj V L7ý) ý 
(0 My Lord! Leave me not single (childless), though You are the Best of the inheritors). 
SGra al-Anbiy5! (21: 89). 
723 See a l_jjbi4 Risalajl-mad4al-liýWjrwadhamm "amalal-sulf. *t, in: CUyan al-SFid's edition, Vol. IV, P. 
197. 
7" Najrn, Sludies on 1he writing of at-JiOiz, p. 54. 
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Al-JdbiZ asserts that as a result of this prayer, Allah awareded Prophet ZakariyYS 
a beautiful son. The author then quotes final Qur'dnic verse in this risila which related to 
the above mention verse: 
j 
UýýLs -)sa ý 
(And the male is not like the female). Sfira al-Anc5m (4: 36). 
4.7 RisMaj7pbaqAt al-mughannbi (Classes of Singers) 
4.7.1 Background of the Risala: 
This risffla is closely connected with Risga ft al-qiyjn. It is based on the art of 
song (al-ghin. §) in Arabic society particularly in the Abbasid period existed within the 
group of al-qiygn. 
785 YSqUt did not mention this risila under the list of al-Jabiz's work. 
He only mentions Kitib al-mughannTn which would be the title of this risga. 786 
However, SandUVI cites two works of al-J5hi7,; one Kilib al-mughannrn wa al-ghinj'wa 
al-pda, and the other KiMb pbaq& al-mughannTn. 
787 Kjj, §b or Risala fi- labaq& al- 
mughannFn seems to have been one of the ras-§'d of al-Jdbiz which thrown an interesting 
light on professional grouping A selected portion of this rivala was published for the first 
time by Sdsýl al-MaghriVi- and it appeared again in better edition in 'Abd al-Sal5m 
7851t has been said that almost these qa . ýyfiz& were all 
foreigners and they sang probably to foreign airs. 
Some of them came from Persia, or more likely al-Irra, and even Byzantium. See Farmer, 77te 
796 
Yclopedia of1slam, art. Ghin5'. Vol. IL pp. 1072-1074. F-qc 
YAqUit, Afdjam al-ridabi', Vol. XV14 p. I 10. 
7" SandfiVi, Adab at-J, 04 p. 129. 
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Muhammad Hdran collection. The latest edition we have is "UyUn al-SURd's edition . 
788 It 
seems to us that this piece was designed as preface to the original work which indeed not 
extant. The length of the risila is in six consecutive pages only with no division other 
than paragraphs. It starts vvith the follovving title: "Fad min vdr kiijbih fj- fabaq& al- 
muglzann. Tn". 
The date of composition of this risild is very clear when the author himself 
mentioned the year 215 A. H. where he start writing this work . 
789 However, Najm argued 
that it is possible that al-Jabiz wrote the introduction after completing the. main work . 
790 
Pellat, on the other hand claims that al-Jahiz has in mind to write a sort of musical 
almanac for the year 251 A. H., leaving blanks which he will fill in later but which no one 
else is to be allowed to fill in for him. For this reason, al-Ribiz resolves to deposit a copy 
with someone for safe keeping, but unfortunately the text is IoSt. 
791 
4.7.2 The scheme of the Risala: 
Referring to the text of the rishla, Najm, for instance, divided it into this scheme: 792 
1. To classify singer according to their: a) instruments b) school or method of 
singing c) peculiarities and d) reputation. 
799 See al-JdbiZ, Risfila fl pbaq& al-mughanWit, in SAsT al-MaghribT, Majm d rasjil, pp. 186-1 go; in 
HArDn's edition, Vol. 111, PP. 131-136; Uyiin al-Srid's edition, Vol. 11L pp. 97-101. 
739 A]-JibiZ, RisjIaffPbaqX 01-mughannA in HArOn's edition, Vol. 111, p. 134. 
79') Najm, Studies on the writing ofal-JOig p. 40. 
791 pej lat, 7he life and works of Jlft p. 125. 
792 Naj m, Srudies on the writing of al-JJI)i4 p. 4 0. 
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2. To give each classes its name accordingly. 
3. To be concerned only with contemporary singers and particularly those who lived 
in Baghdad. 
4. To leave a space after each chapter for new singers who might appear and had not 
been included or to drop who might lose their reputation as singers by changing 
their place to the class that befit with them. 
5. Not to be partial in judgement and prefer one to other without reason. 
4.7.3 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
4.7.3.1 Branches of knowledge: 
In the opening chapter, al-JdýiZ talks about branches of knowledge. The old 
philosophers, according to him, said that the origin of arts from which all sciences had 
derived, are four namely astronomy, geometry, chemistry and the art of melodies. He 
claims that the art of melodies contains its parts, syllables, divisions and themes which 
form harmony. Al-RitiZ states that he was going to give only the name of these four 
origins -, vithout going into detailS. 
793 This point of view can be assumed as a foundation 
for further study on the field which have been develop by later scholars such as al-Fardb-i 
(d. 339/950), Ibn S-Ind (d. 428/1037) and al-Ghazz5l7i (d. 50511 111). 794 
7" See al-Jabiz, Risga fl- pbaq& al-mughannNt, in Harlin's edition, Vol. JIL pp. 13 1; cUyfin at-Slid's 
edition, Vol. 1114 p. 97. 
794Among al-FarWl works is KjIjb ]Psi' al-ýulan wa larllbuhj (A book on the enumeration and 
classification of the sceinces), twice translated into Latin. Afaqjla ft laq&-71" al-&kma 14-a aj. 41an 
(Dicourse on the classification of the philosophical and other sciences) is among Ibn Slina's works on this 
field, while al-GhazzAri through his IPyJ"r&, -m aWhi (The revivification of the religious sciences). 
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In this preface, al-Abiz delineates a complete scheme for the risila itself He does 
not embark upon a discussion of the subject of singers and their classes as is to be 
expected from the title of the work, but gives a general idea of the scope of the risAla, its 
aims, method and style. 
4.7.3.2 The science and music: 
Al-Ribiz discusses about the science and music which he refers to al-Khallil b. 
Ahmad al-FardIfi-dif (d. 175n9l) as founder of Arabic music. He says: "Their knowledge 
of it was intuitive or based on Persian or Pahlavi traditions, until al-Khal-il b. Ahmad al- 
Far5lflcri made a study of poetry and its cadence and scansion, identified and classified 
the various metres used by Arabs, and collected them together in a book which he entitled 
agArflýd'). 
795 He continues: "When he had mastered and perfected this branch of 
knowledge, he set to work to analyses melodies and musical sounds; and after that some 
trial and error he established rules,, %vhich his successor adopted and elaborated". 
796 
The author next refers to the writing of Isbdq al-MawýMi (d. 235/850), who 
according to bim, was better equipped than al-Khalil 
b. Ahmad al-FardhTdi, and to many 
musicians who came after him. He proceeds, however, to discuss the history of music 
beginning with Islamic times. 
795 See al-jabiz, Risjlaftpbaq& al-mughannit, 
in Hirfin's edition, Vol. 111, pp. 132-133; Tyan al-St1d's 
edition, Vol. III, p. 98. 
7% Ibid., Vol. III, p. 133 ; see also 'Uyiln al-Srad's edition, Vol. III, p. 98. 
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Al-Jdtiiz also mentions one particular type of singers who made repentance 
namely $5lib b. Abli $51ib, Ahmad b. Sall5m and $dlib Mawla Rash7ida. 797 However, one 
understands that this respect and admiration for the class of singer made a]-JdbiZ, as he 
says, devote a whole work to them. 
4.7.4 The style of writing 
A study of this risga gives us indication of the character of the original work on 
al-MughannFn for which it was presumably designed as an introduction. Concerning the 
style of writing of this risila, as was described by the author himself, is to mix between 
seriousness with jest, particularising with hinting. The text of the risala starts without 
traditional preamble as has been used by al-JabiZ in other work. In addition, there is no 
quotation from the Qur'5n, liadith, poetry or proverbs except a few anecdotes. The rest of 
paragraphs run on the normal type of al-JahiZ's style of writing including the used of al- 
Islipjd. it it found also that all his arguments begin with 'they say', 'they said', he say', 
etc. Therefore, one cannot be sure whether al-Jabiz agrees with what 'they said' or not. 
797 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 135-136; see also cUyranal-Sgd's edition, Vol. III, p. 101. 
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4.8 Risalaft-dhamm al-kuttg (An attack on Secretaries). 
4.8.1 Background and the significance of the Risala: 
It is reported that the Kdlib (Secretary) 798 were considered next to kings in his 
value and position. This post is the first official profession al-Jahiz is known to practised 
during al-MaWin reign, however, he resigned after three days. 799 The KuttAb had a great 
influence on the culture and the whole literature of Islamic society. Their high position in 
the Abbasid court gave them great privilege over the fields of knowledge, whether in the 
court or outside it. 800 Before al-JdbiZ, ' 'Abd al-Ijarrild al-Katib already wrote a ris5la 
addressed to secretaries. Then, Ibn Qutayba's Adab al-kaib, was the first of several 
similar works on correct linguistic usage, and followed by Adab al-kutmb, the work of 
AbdBakr al-$U171.801 
Due to the importance of this job, al-Rilýiz offers his view concerning those people 
who are working as Kutta-b. Ydq5t mentioned two works of a]-J5biZ concerning al- 
Kuttab,, one criticising them "Kitib risilatih fl- dhamm al-kuttib" and the other praising 
799 Kgib (pl. Kutmb) or in English is secretary. This term was used in the early Islamic century for every 
person whose role or function consisted of writing of 
drafting official letters or administrative documents 
for the caliphate and for those of its provincial successor states. For more information on the development 
of this jobs in the classical era, see 
Me Encyclojvdia of Islam, art. KAtib, Vol. IV, pp. 754-760; see also, 
Encyclopedia of Arabic literature, art. Secretaries, Vol. 11, p. 698. On the other hand, Najrn suggests 'the 
clerks' is the best term for the Kullib. 
See Najm, Sludies oti the wrifillg of al-Jffft p. 13 1. On contrary, 
Hutchins thinks of the attorney of modem times as being similar to the Arab institution of K&ib. See 
Hutchins, Nine F-UaYs Of al-JO4 p. 6. 
'YAqGt, Miliam al-tidabJ, Vol. XVI, p. 79. 
lo See al-QalqashandT1, Subp al-dshA Vol. 1, pp. 177-178. 
"'See Dicyclopedia ofArabic literature, art. Secretaries, Vol. II, p. 699. 
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them "Kitib ris. Vatih ft madli al-kull. §V. 802 This is to show the author's ambivalence 
concerning the issue which is not unusual with him. In other words, it shows us the 
author double-minded i. e. praising and at the same time condemning various groups of 
people. However, only the first is survived in which a]-Jdbiz more inclined in criticised 
them. One may assume that al-Jdbiz writes this ris. Va as a result of his anger over this 
group of people particularly when he resigned from this post after three days of his 
appointment. In addition, it was reported that at-Mutawakkil was unhappy with some of 
his Kuttib who are working with him in several department. For instance, he replaces 
'Ubaydullah b. Yabya b. Kh5q5n instead of Muhammad b. al-Faql at DAvin al-tawqr" 
and he also appointed MCisd b. 'Abd al-Malik b. lfishdrn as KRib at DjWdn al-Kharaj 
instead of Najdb b. Salama, etc. As a result of this situation, al-JabiZ writes this risala to 
show his support toward the caliph's policy. Thus, we can say also that the risala is 
combination of ethical and political issue and is written in the period of al-Mutawakkil (r. 
232/847-247/861). 
The text of the risila can be found in Hariin's and rUyUn al-Sad's collection 
under the heading "Kitih ft, dhamm akliliq al-kutfg" with varying length. There is no 
division of the text other than paragraphs. The risga is also available in English under 
following title "Censure of the Conduct of Secretarie§gt. 803 Therefore, the study of the text 
of the risSa will be based on the Hdriin's and cUyUn al-Sad's collection, and all English 
quotations in the text relating to the ris5la are from Hutchins's translation. 
"2YAqrjt, A-fifjam al-udabj', Vol. XVI, p. 109. 
03 Hutchins, Nine Ekvais of al-JJNA pp. 55-66. 
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4.8.2 Analysis of the rishla: 
Al-JdljiZ regrets the fact that the class of official kultib of his time were 
preoccupied with false education and appearances, following the Persian example in 
extravagance so much, so that they hated and despised everything Arabic, even the 
learning of the Qur'5n, which is according to al-Jabiz, the best example of the language. 
This is clearly stated when al-JdhiZ argued: "What do you think of a group among whom 
was the first apostate from Islam? ". He then says: "Part of proof for that is no k&ib 
(secretary) has ever been seen to make the Qur'fin his evening companion, its study his 
exegesis, gaining knowledge of religion his emblem, or memorizing reports of the 
prophet's words and deeds his prop. If one of them is found to mention some of that he 
does it awkwardly and there is no grace to it when it comes from him". 804 More than that, 
al-JAbiZ Says, it would be impossible for him to pronounce it properly. It seems here that 
the kutl. §b, who were a mixture of Arabs and non-Arabs, especially Persians, were 
adopting new styles, whether in manners, appearance or writing. This is, according to 
Najm, caused the criticism of al-Jdbiz. 805 
For example, al-Atiz points out their vanity about Persian culture, saying that as 
soon as anyone of them is appointed and learns a few anecdotes and saying of 
Buzurgemhr, Ardashir, 'Abd al-Ijanffid al-Katib or Ibn al-MuqaW and holds the books 
of Mazdak as a basic knowledge and Kafild wa Dimna his treasure, he feels as if he 
became capable of knowing everything. 
8" J-Jaiz. Risilaftd1lainm akhljq al-kullib, in Harlin's edition, Vol. Ill. p_ 194; "Uyan al-Sild's edition, .A 
Vol. Ill, p. 145. 
"'Nairn, S111dies on the writing qfal-JO44 P. 132. 
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In his attack, al-JahiZ seems to reject not only the social manners of the Kuttjb of 
his time, but also their school of thought who was distinguished in connection with 
official writing letters and administrative works. A145biz, however, did not deny the 
good qualities of their merits. It seems that his attack was not directed against individuals, 
but against the whole class of Kuttih, their culture, way of thinking and manners. For 
example, al-MiZ says that the relation of the Kuttg with the Caliph finished with them, 
he got rid of them. Away from their own field, al-Ribiz says, they worth nothing, they are 
at the same level with the common people. Besides their own profession, they can do 
nothing, because it is not suitable for any of them to be anything else, after having been a 
Kutta-b. They may enjoy a good influence among the special people, al-Ribiz says, but 
they hate each other. In addition, al-Ritiz quotes other theologians who criticised the 
superficial knowledge of the KuttZ. 
806 
, 
As for Islamic culture and traditional knowledge, al-Ritiz says, they despised it 
and put it behind their backs. They never approached the Qur'5n or tried to quote it. If 
anyone of them tried to learn it, the rest of his class would despised him, but even if he 
could learn it, al-jaýiz says, it would be impossible for him to pronounce it properly. "" 
The closing section of the risila ends with al-Jdbiz point of view concerning this 
group of people. He says: "Had we related all the stories of this type and all those 
analogous and similar, the work would have become long and wearied the sympathetic 
sý6,4j_jAbiz, Risgap-dhamm akhljq al-hatA in Hartin's edition, Vol. III, pp. 202-208; cUyan M-Slid's 
edition, Vol. III, PP. 151-155. 
307 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 194; Ibid., Vol. III, p. 145. 
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reader. We have limited ourselves to a portion of the material, to part in place of the 
whole". 808 
4.9 Conclusion: 
As we have seen above that this is a part of the rasi'd of al-Ribi; ý which can be 
considered as an essay on the questions of social groups and emotion. All these ras. Vil 
have been the object of our extensive analysis. Al-Jabi, 7displays his remarkable talent for 
human observation, for instance, his observation on certain issues in social life of the 
Abbasid society. In addition, as we have seen in this chapter, the author has a critical 
approach to evaluate his idea in all circumstances and mix together with other elements 
such al-Qur'iin and Ijadlith, etc. 
Through all these works, it is the most helpful in revealing a side of al-RibiZ's 
interests in the social issue of his time. Risala J. 1- al-qiyffn and Risala fi- pbaqjt al- 
mughann, Tn, for instance, shows us that al-Ribiz highlights the social problems arises 
particularly after the Abbasid's era saw the centre of musical life which was transferred 
from the ijijdz. As a result, the Qiyffn or professional musicians' amateurs appeared 
which could cause ravages among her admirers among the people in the Abbasid society, 
as al-Mbiz recorded. In addition, these two risila also shows that al-Jdbiz was the first 
writer who began to record the custom of celebrating festive occasions. The author, for 
instance, showed his interest in recording the daily life of professionals, artisans and etc. 
On the other hand, it cannot be denied also that in this group of the rasj'il, the author 
808 Md., Vol. III, p. 209; Ibid, Vol. IM p. 155. 
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presents a systematic argument against other people or parties. This is clear, for instance, 
in his Risilafl-dhamm al-kuttib where al-RitiZ denounces them for their arrogance, their 
reliance on Persian lore and precedent and their corntempt for the Qur'dn and so forth. 
On the subject of women, we find that al-Ribiz's attitude towards the question of 
women is not merely that of an observer or reporter, but also of a critic. This aspect can 
be seen clearly in the text of Risgaflwa al-nisX. Through this risga, al-Jdýiz provides 
us with numerous insights into the social lives of women. The significance of this risga 
emerges from the fact that almost half of what history should discuss is left out 
concerning this group that represents half of any society. 
Moreover, some other social phenomena such sodomy and adultery can be found 
in Risglaftlmz#ýýharat al-jawirlwa al-ghilm5n, Risilafl-taf1ý121 al-hatn 'algal-, zahrand 
part of Risalafi-al-mdallimhn. Through these rasi'd, al-JdbiZ does not fail to potray 
social manners in the Abbasid life in his time. In some case, al-Jdbiz claims that there 
was onother person who involved him in the argument, in order to create another side to 
stand for the opposite point of view. This is obvious from an analysis on Risala fl- 
muf9harat aj-jaw&j"wa al-ghilmin and Ris5lafl-taf0i al-baM 'algal-, mhr In short, we 
can say that it would be difficult to find anywhere in classical Arabic prose literature a 
more vivid picture of social environment than we find in the work of al-Jabiz. In addition, 
his examples in giving the groups of professions a special place in Arabic literature, was 
followed by later writers, who showed the same interest. For instance, in the fourth/tenth 
256 
century, writers like al-ThAlib-I and al-Tangkifi quote al-J5biZ in various occasion on 
themes pertaining to professional groups, classes and other characteristics of people. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE RASAYL CONCERNING THE 
SEMI-THEOLOGY ISSUES 
5.1 Introduction: 
The main purpose of this part is to cast light on the ras. Vil of al-jabiz concerning 
the semi-theoloe09 issues which mainly related to an account of Mdtazilite doctrine. As 
it has been mentioned earlier in this thesis"' that although mdtazilite scholars had 
written many works about Mdtazila were lost, but some of the material concerning this 
school of thought could be found in al-Jdýiz's works. 
MaMur describes the works of al-Jdbiz on Mdtazilite ideology as a kind of 
substitute for the lost works of other scholars of the Mdtazila. 
811 For instance, from the 
rasxil of al-Ritiz concerning the doctrine of Mdtazila, we shall see a vivid picture of the 
$09 The word 'semi' means half, partly or almost. However, the usage of this word in designations of 
heresies, sect, and school of thought, expressing partial adherence to the tenets or theories connected by the 
second element of the compaound. 
For detailed linguistic usage of 'semi', see Simpson, Me Oxford 
English Dictionary, Vol. XIV, pp. 944-950. The word 'theology' refers to the rational analysis of a 
religious faith or a system of theoretical principle, especially an 
impractical or rigid ideology. Whilst, the 
term 'Islamic theology' is defined by al-Ghazzal7i as only the study of God; it has four main topics: the 
existence and basic nature of God, His attributes, 
His works and His prophet Muhammad together with his 
teachings concerning God and eschatological matters. For the term 'theology' see Me Concise Ox . 
ford 
Dictionay of Current English, p. 1266; and for 'Islamic theology' see AbU Ijariffid, at-GhazzAl-i, a1-1qdvWf1 
al-tfiqjd, Maktabat al-Husayn al-Tijariyya, Cairo, undatedý pp. 3-4. 
810 Please refer to the Chapter one of this thesis, p. 44. 
"" Manýflr, Me World View ofal-Aft p. 180. 
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Mu'tazila theological arguments and discussions represented in his writing. Based on this 
point of view, this part of the thesis will highlight some of these elements ftorn the 
selected rasil'il of al-Jdbiz. 
When describing the Mutazila, Watt obviously describes it, in some sense, as the 
school of rational or liberal theologian and they seemed to be closer to the Occidental 
outlook. Because of this reason, it attracts the attention of European scholars during the 
nineteenth century. 812 From this point of view, it would better to bear in mind that it is 
not our aim in this thesis to prove that al-J5biZ was a MdtazilT thinker, nor is it not our 
purpose to look ot the reasons why many of the Mdtazila views were re*ected by the 
main body of Sunnite Muslims. On the contrary, our aim is only to elaborate al-RibiZ's 
perspective concerning the issues, which relates to the Abbasid society at his time and at 
the same time to shed some light on al-Ribiz's contribution to Islamic thought, 
Pellat listed nine rasVil of al-JdbiZ concerning the subject of Mdtazila's doctrine, 
which in some extent contains the meaning of semi-thcology or semi-religioUS. 
8,3 
However, this thesis offers only three risild for extensive reading and analysis in the 
hope of gaining some insight into al-Jabiz's school of thought in general. The works to be 
treated in this section are; Ris6la f-t Aujaj al-nubuwwa, RisNa fi- al-radd 'ali al- 
mushabbilia and MsWa ft al-sh&ib wa al-mashrffb. 
It is important to note here that 
Risila ftf madt al-nabkdh will be taken for discussion in connection with Risida fl, al- 
812 Watt, 77te Formative Period of Islamic 7hought, p. 209. 
913 The rest of al-iabiZ's works in this category are as fOllOws: RisSaftAblat ýildal al-hah*n, Kiijb al- 
masj-il ma aJ-JawJb&fi-a1-mdri/4, Risdafi-al-akhhAr wa kajf laýjpp, Ris-Va ViAhmad b. AhrDu &I 
y, khbiruhfl'j bi kit. 1b ahfutyJ, Risalafi-madh al-nabVii, see Pellat, Me life and %,, orks of Jaftix pp. 14-16, 
and Pellat. awabiz'. in: Abbasid Belles-Letters, pp. 86-88. 
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shi7rib wa al-mashnffb. Whilst, Risilafi-nafyal-fashbi7i will be discussed together with 
Risiilafi-al-racid'alial-mzishabbiha because this two works are on the same subject 
5.2 Risa-laf, -tAujaj al-itubuwwa (Proofs of Prophecy): 
5.2.1 The significance of the Risga: 
Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) Nvas born on Monday 12'h Rabf al-Axv%val (2nd 
August 570 A. D. ), at Mecca, to the noble family of the Quraysh. When he forty years old, 
he recieced al-Waby (the Divine call), this was when he was in his retreat in Hird' cave. 
it was the first Revelation and the beginning of the prophethood of Muhammad and he 
814 
became the Prophet of Islam. However, Islamic history told us that some people did 
not accept his nubtnvwa (prophecy), 815 but the triumph of Islam at Medina, followed by 
the conquest of Mecca, put an end to such reservation. 816 
There are several Muslims authors who have written interesting works concerning 
the subject of nubuwwa and its distinctive signs particularly writers from the Abbasid era 
when most Muslim's scholars are at the time get in touch with the Greek philosopher. 817 
914 See Fxcyclopaedia of Seerah, Vol. L p. 17. 
$"Nubuwwa is derived from word Xabl (Prophet) and distinctive signs i. e. (aMmit, dalid, im&& al- 
nubuwwa). See 7he Encyclopedia of1slam, art. Nubuwwa, Vol. V111, pp. 93-96. 
'"Ibid, Vol. V111, p. 96. 
817There are some work which had been written by later Muslim authors on the subject of Nublmwa 
(prophecy), for instance, Kilab dalid al-nuhuwiva by AbR Naim Ahmad b. Abdullah al-Aýbahinl (d. 430 
XH. ) and Kiab dali'd al-nubuwwa by Abd Bakr Ahmad b. al-Husayn at-Bayhaqi' (d. 458/1066). However, 
both books were not survived. The only work of at-Mawardi (d. 450/1058), Kilib dI&n al-nubuwwa and 
11ýmal al-anbiyJ' by Fakhr al-D-in al-Rad (d. 606/1209), was survived. See Ijaiji Khallifa, Kashf al-pinat, 
VoL 1, p. 760. For detailed view on the prophecy in Islam, see F. Rahman, Prophecy in Islam, George Allen 
& Unwin Ltd. London, 1958; see also Me Dicyclopedia of Islam, art. Nubuwwaý Vol. VIII, pp. 93-96. 
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AI-Bbiz, for instance, as a famous Muctazila's scholar at the time, had contributed some 
of his work on the subject especially concerning the distinctive signs of Muhammad's 
prophecy. Referring to YaqGt's list of the work of al-Jabiz, there are two works of this 
author which related to subject of nubuwwa namely Risilaftal-nabrwa al-mufanabbi' 
and Risjlafi-ýqjqj al-nubmma. 
818 However, as far as we are aware, only the latter had 
survived which will be the main subject for this extensive study. 
The significance of the Risala fi- jmjqj al-nubuwwa lies in the fact that it 
constitutes a central point at the subject matter which the author elaborates the reasons 
(, Uujaj) of the nubuwwa as we shall see later on. In addition, it can be said that this risila, 
which presented here is one of the earliest works on the subject from the Miftazila's 
perspective and is among the best study on the subject of nubuwwa as described by al- 
135-Jiff. 819 
5.2.2 The title of the Risala: 
Al-AbiZ had already mentioned in two occasions in his al-gayawin regarding the 
title of this work which seems to be the same as the risga under discussion here. The first 
one is in his introduction, when he named as Kilib al-bujdafj-taihbj7 al-nubuwwa'20 and, 
in other occasion, he named it only as Kitib al-lmjja. 
82 1 HoNvevcr, in later tradition, Ibn 
Big ydqiit, Mdjam al-udab, #', Vol. XVI, pp. 106-108. 
sigAl-Igirl, aj-jjN,?,,. 6qyjuA ivafflhfruh, p. 316. 
. 
yawivi, Vol. 1, p. 16. 820 Al -jaiZ. al-Ra 
921 The title of the risVa has been mentioned by al-AbiZ when he writes about the story from the Qur'An 
concerning the elephant and the 
Ahffhil (flight) of birds in $Gra al-Fil (105: 3). See al-Ubi: ý, 01-1k 
Vol. VII, p. 61. 
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RawandTi, one of al-Jdhiz's opponents, claimed that al-Ribiz wrote the book on prophecy, 
which he called it as al-Aklibir iva ithbil al-nubmvwa. 822 Afterwards, al-Murtada in his 
al-Munya wa al-ainal named it as Kilib fi ithbN al-nubuwmw. 823 YdqUt, on the other 
hand, is the only scholar mentions in his list of the works of al-Abiz which he called it as 
Kitffb al-Pujr wa al-nubmiwa. 1124 However, in modem times, at-U5jirt for example, 
assumes that both al-Murtaod and Y5qat are mistaken when they mentioned about the 
ib #a J, -I works of al-Ahiz. 825 He suggests that the correct reading of the title is Kit, al-ýq 
tathbit al-nubuKua. 826 
Pellat and Brockelmann, on the other hand, only named this risila as Kilib bujja 
827 
(#ujaj) at-nubuwwa. Nevertheless, by referring to SandflIA's list of a]-idbizIS work, we 
find that there are two works of al-Jabi, 7on this subject matter with different titles. The 
ib I hq first one is Kit ib al-bujjah fl- tqthbi? al-nubuwwa and the other is Kit a- Yrwaal- 
nubuwwa. 828 in this case, we assume that Sandi! Vi- is seemingly thinks that this two works 
are on the different subject. 
5.2.3 The text of the Risa-la: 
The text of risa-la is divided into eighteen portions. The first portion entitled "Fa# 
min Mdr kiijbih fj- Njaj al-nubuwwa", followed by the second portion entitled "Fasr 
$22 Al- Khayylt al-IntiV& wa al-radd, P-III- 
923 Aj_MUrtaoj, aWunya Wa al-AMal, P. 162. 
$24 yAqgtý M111jam af-udabl', Vol XVI, P. 108. 
925 Al-Ijajia, aAJO, 7bV&uhK-a ahinih, p. 316. 
1126 ibid., p, 317. 
927 See Pellat, The life andworks ofJjbi4 p. 15; Brockelmann, TJrAh al-adab agArabr, Vol. III, p, 112. 
"28 Sandaut, Adab al-Jffbi4 P. 129. 
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minhu fi- aI-ibttjjj li al-jam' 'aIj qirj'& Zayd'. The last portion comes with the heading 
"I, agfj-dhikr akliq al-Nabr(p. b. u. h)". Selected part of this risila has been translated in 
Pellat's book under the title "Proofs of prophecy". 829 Now, the risAla is available in 
English under the heading "On the Prophet's Authenticity". 8'0 Therefore, the study of the 
text of the risila will be based on the Haran's and 'Uygn al-SUd's collection, and for 
translation of the text I will rely on Colville's translation. 
5.2.4 The time of composition. 
it is very difficult to decide the precise date concerning the time of composition of 
the risila. In modem times, al-Ijajiff and El--ýAqdr are the only scholars of al-Jdbiz who 
have discussed this matter in their work. For example, we find that at-Ijajid recorded the 
title of the risila among al-Ritiz's works that had been written between the year 233 
A. H. which is the date of Ibn al-Zayydt's death and the year 236 A. H. which was the date 
cUbaydullah b. Yatyd b. Khaqdn had been appointed as a vizier. 831 In contrast, EVAttdr 
puts the title of the risild with other works of al-Abiz in al-Mutawakkil's third period, 
where this era is known as the Orthodox and Sunni policy of al-Mutawakkil and the 
832 
decline of ItizAl. This period stretched from the year 237 A. H. until 247 A. H. 
Therefore, based on these two statements, the best thing that can be said regarding this 
329 Pellat, Me life atzd works ofJAN4 pp. 3948. 
830 Colville, Sobriety aizdMirlh, pp. 101-131. 
. 
ajiff, Kitab al-futy4 Kilib na4n ab-Qur. tt, Kitib nias. 171 al-Qur, i, Ris aja-d 931 According to al-H 
wa al-mdjsh, Risila fi al-radd 
'aIj al-mushabbiha, and etc. is another works of al-Jibiz. that has been 
written in this period. See al-IjAjirl, aI-JjjVr&W&uh wa fflhihth, pp. 
311-339. 
232 El-ýApr claims that RisjIaf7-aI-raddaIjaI-NaF&A RisVaj7'manIqib al-Turk and Risgafial-akhbir 
wa kayf ja#tp are another works of a]-Jabiz that 
has been written at this time limit. See El--ýAqar, 77ie 
polilical 17101, ghl of aj-jjýi4 pp. 387-395. 
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matter is to put it in some place in the Baghdad era where al-Jabiz wrote almost of his 
works. 
5.2.5 Outline of the Risala: 
The following outline of the content of the risila should give us a clear idea of its 
design: 
1. The topic and scope of the risala. 
2. The definition of the "Rujja". 
3. The reason why the earlier generation forgot to write about the proof of the 
prophecy. 
4. The reason why Allah may have distracted the first generation to collect the proof 
of prophecy in order to test prosperity of later generation. 
5. The first generation prefer to have verification in the science of the Qur'5n rather 
than collecting the proof of prophecy. 
6. The requisite of collecting the proof of the prophecy. 
7. The aim of collecting of the proof of the prophecy. 
8. The use of mind is not the only way to receive knowledge. 
9. The reason why Allah sending his prophets to the people? 
10. List of the evidences for prophecy: 
a. The unconditional fulfilment of his prayer (aI-Ddj'aI-musIqjab) 
b. The prophethood of Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) was foretold in ancient scriptures. 
b. The Arabs cannot resistance Nvith the Qur'5n. 
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c. The Unique combination of morality and works of the Prophet Muhammad. 
11. Conclusion. 
5.2.6 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
In his introduction to the risila, al-Ribiz enumerates the issues that he would like 
to highlight in this work such as the differences between the proof (tIujja) and the doubt, 
the proofs of prophecy, the types and the need of traditions, men manners, prophets 
traditions, and reason of spreading traditions, etc. 833 
Firstly of all, al-JdýiZ stresses on the topic of the rishla when he says as follows: 
"As I sorted the mass of data at my disposal, I kept in mind the argument for the 
Prophet's authenticity - that is, his sign, edicts and practice. I arranged the traditions in 
term of importance and summarised them in a clear and straightforward manner, so that 
the man who has heard little and whose memory is poor might achieve, by means of 
rational argument and compelling evidence, the same level of understanding as one who 
has read much and whose memory is good". 834 Secondly, according to al-JabiZ, there are 
two kinds of evidence, first-hand eyewitness and second, authentic reports. 835 
833 Al-JAbiZ, RiSXaJ7P#aj171-11111b1111a, in Hdran edition, Vol. 111, p. 223; 'Ijyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 111, 
r, 
4171. Ibid., Vol. III, p. 224; see also'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. III, p. 172. 
$35 Ibid., Vol. III, pp. 225-226; see also cUylin al-Sild's edition, Vol. III, p. 173. 
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5.2.6.1 The proofs and signs of Nubuwwa: 
When arranging and classifying evidences (al-Ahbir), al-RibiZ clearly stated that 
he wants to mention the proofs and the signs of the Prophet. From this point, he goes 
further to elaborate the reason why the earlier generation did not collect together the 
proofs of the prophecy. He claims that: "The first generation of Muslims collected the 
Qur'. 5n in book form- it having previously existed only as fragment in men's memories- 
and established the position of Zayd b. Tb5bit recessions as canonical where, before, 
there had been no standard text ... Had they also collected the evidence, sign and proofs of 
the Prophet's authenticity and accounts of the wonders he performed in the course of his 
daily life as well as his sermons before great congregations of such number that none but 
a fool or fanatic would doubt the accounte'. 
836 
The author admits that there are two reasons why earlier generation forget to 
collect evidence of the prophecy. Firstly, is to test the posterity of later generation. 
Concerning to this matter, he writes: "Of course, Allah may have occasionally distracted 
the first generation by causing them to forget, or whatever, in order to test posterity and 
give later opportunity to show their obedience to Him by defending His faith and 
championing His Prophet". 
837 
And another reason is that they were busy with learning and colleting aI-Qirj& 
(the different style of reading of the Qur'An). Al-Rihiz says: "By virtue of God's grace 
$36 ibid., Vol. 111, P. 226; see also 'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. III, p. 173. 
837 ibid., Vol. 111, p. 228, see also TyGn a]-Sad's edition, Vol. IlL p. 174. 
- 
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and their own intelligence, the first Muslims (earlier generation) that they had to protect 
the text (the Qur'5n) from confusion and the odd counterfeit letter and word". 
Because of this, a]-J5biz suggests to put the importance of collecting the proofs of 
nubuwwa is in the same level with the collecting of the Qira'dt. The main objective of 
this collection as the author argued is: "Once they have been arranged systemically in one 
place, someone who is unable or unwilling to collect them himself from the various 
sources, who has difficulty with the language employed or who is unaware of where to 
locate them may be encouraged to study and understand them". 
838 
Afterwards, al-JAhiz goes on to tell us the reason why Allah has sent His 
Messenger to mankind. According to al-RibiZ, the reason is that "Allah created men 
imperfect and unable to act in their own interests. His design was for mankind to worship 
Him. But, He has not burdened men beyond their abilities and He has given them free 
rein to hope. He sent His prophets and apostle among thenf'. 
839 
From this point of view, al-Jdbiz goes further to discuss the differences between 
men's character. He found that these differences were 
due to the types of their works. He 
writes: "There is something that makes each professional group particularly satisfied with 
the trade it practices. The weaver, noticing a defect in a colleague's work, will call him a 
barber, while the barber, pointing out a colleague's shoddy work, will describe him as a 
weaver! For this reason, tradesmen are usually 
keen to see their sons follow them into the 
939 ibid., Vol. III, p. 234; see also "UyGn al-SFid's edition, Vol. III, p. 180. 
939, rbid., Vol. 111, p. 239; see also 'UyUn a]-Sfld's edition, Vol. III, p. 184 
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same trade". 840 And as a result, al-Jdbiz emphasises that Allah created men differently in 
order to unite them. 
He then relates the creation of men and their relationship with homeland. He 
states that: "if marsh-dwellers were exiled to the desert, plainsmen to the mountains, 
highlanders to the coast and nomad to the towns, the hearts of each would dissolve in 
sorrow and their lives descend into stripe. The love of homeland is said to be inherent in 
841 everyone" . 
5.2.6.2. The author theology doctrine: 
From the above point of view, al-JabiZ employs part of the rishla to provide his 
readers some of his Mdtazilite doctrine, for example he says: "A man may be compelled 
to do one thing but have free choice with regard to another. Even in the absence of the 
divine command and prohibition, it would be possible for men to be drawn to the subtle 
and the sublime, the esoteric and the evident". 
842 
Al-JdbiZ's main purpose from all of these statements is: "to enable you to see how 
a large number of men could not simultaneously conspire to fabricate a report". 
843 
Because of this, he claims that: "he will discuss further the matter of human similarity 
840jrbid., Vol 111, p. 242.; see also 'Uyfan al-Sild's edition, Vol. III, p. 184. 
$41 Ibid., Vol. 111, p. 243; see also Tyiln al-SOd's edition, Vol. III, p. 185. 
942 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 246; see also Tyfln at-Sad's edition, Vol. III, p. 188. 
343 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 247; see also "Uyftn al-Sad's edition, Vol. 111, p. 189. 
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and diversity and show how, in certain crucial respects, diversity secures the welfare of 
,, 844 mankind and allows the authenticity of reports to be established . 
Afterwards, a]-Jdbiz gives two more examples about human similarity. Firstly, 
between the merchant and the consumer, both of them are in cohesion in buying and 
selling, which according to al-Jahiz, where there is commerce there are profits for all and 
where there are profits there is social cohesion. Secondly, al-Jabiz's illustration of the 
diversity of human nature and instinct is that in eating food. According to him, if the 
desires of each person happened to coincide, there would be an outbreak of bad manners, 
bickering and rash initiatives. 845 
Al-jabiZ again returns to the point that human needs to listen to and relates news 
reports and traditions particularly to the strange reports and traditions. Here, he gives us 
detail information about the reports and tradition. For example, he said that men have an 
innate to speak of uncommon events and a predisposition to tell of epic deeds but are no 
more likely to recount the instructive and good than they are to relate the vicious and bad 
and etc. 846 
5.2.6.3 Evidence of Nubuwwa: 
Finally, we find that at-JdbiZ had listed a several proofs or evidences of nubuwwa. 
First of all, he said that the Prophet Muhammad is afforded by his foretelling the future 
3441bid., Vol. 111, p. 248, see also Tyrin al-Sil-d's edition, Vol. III, p. 190. 
8451bid., Vol. III, p. 249; see also Tyan A-SCid's edition, Vol. III, p. 190. 
9461bid., Vol. III, p. 257; see also Ty-an al-Sad's edition, Vol. 111, p. 196. 
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and his appeals to Allah were answered. Here, al-Jabiz gives the example, particularly 
when both Quraysh and the Bedouin has rejected Prophet Muhammad's prophecy and 
mobilised men and material against him, he beseeched Allah to make them barren their 
lands and poverty enter their home, so Allah withheld rain and the palm trees died, the 
dates disappeared, the crops withered and the cattle perished. 847 
The second proof and evidence of nubuwwa is that the prophethood of 
Muhammad was foretold in ancient scriptures such as the Tawrat (Old 
Testament/Pentateuch), the Inj-11 (New Testament/Gospels), and the ZabUr (Psalms). For 
example, he said, if we refer to both Old Testament and New Testament, we find 
references which speak of the coming of the Last Messenger of Allah on the earth. 8" 
Conceming to this matter, al-Ribiz writes: "By observing that Syrian Christians and Jews 
who convert to Islam give the same reason as Iraqi Christian and Jews who convert. The 
same applies to converts from the Ijijaz and the Yemen, without any collusion or prior 
acquaintance. These men could not have met or corresponded since not only do they not 
know each other but they are unaware of one another's existencd". 849 
The third proof of nubuwwa is that the Arabs cannot resistant with the Qur'an 
which has been revealed to the Prophet Muhammad which according to al-Jahiz was 
uniquely gifted with one exceptional sign. He further added that it is impossible to accept 
947 Ibid., Vol. III, pp. 266-267; see also Tyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. 111, p. 203. 
948 Similar prophecies are also found in Indian religious books as well as Persian (Iranian) books. For 
further information on the external and internal evidence of the prophethhood, see Dicyclopaedia of Seera, 
art. proof of His Prophethood, Vol. 1, pp. 141-159. 
849 At-JahiZ. RisNa jj- P#qj al-twbuwwa, in HIrCin edition, Vol. 111, pp. 269-270; *UyQn al-Slid's edition, 
Vol. III, p. 206. 
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and absurd that Qurasyh with their intelligent, sharp and perceptive men, were lost for 
words in fighting against the Qur'dn and the Prophet Muhammad. Al-AhiZ 
explains: "what foiled them (Quraysh) was the same thing that foiled In AN al2Awj5', 
Ishaq b. T515t, al-Ndiridn b. at-Mundhir and others who bartered honour with for 
disgrace, faith for unbelief, happiness for misery, and certainty for doubt". 850 
After all, al-Rilji4 records the last proof of nubuwwa i. e. the unique combination 
of morality and works of Prophet Muhammad, which has never been found in one man 
before or since. As for the conclusion al-Jdti4 states: "To my knowledge, no men ever 
had such remarkable upbringing or possessed such patience, composure, good faith, 
piety, honesty, generosity, courage, humility, understanding, recollection, serenity, 
851 
eloquence, forgiveness, consistency, stability and self-sufficiency as Muhammad". 
5.2.7 Analysis of the use of the Qurlftn and Ijad-ith in the text: 
The Qurdn is the primary and most reable source for any event in the Prophet's 
life to which makes reference, since it transmitted through the centries in unchanged 
form. Therefore, one can observed that al-Jdýiz used several verses ftom the Qur'An to 
support and strengthen his case. For instance, al-RitiZ records three Qur'5nic verses in 
the explanation of the scope of the risala. The first one is from SUra al-Tawba (9: 33), 
when the Qur'in said: 
4_Wj 
L1, Mj aAjUUj D_35 jýj A-15 ýý Lrjr- aj%jj;, 
ý 6-mjj aj. ýj L; _41U 
850 Ibid.. Vol. 111, pp. 277-278; see also cUyfin al-Sad's edition, Vol. 111, pp. 211-212. 
$51 Ihid., Vol. 111, pp. 280-28 1; see also "UyUn A-Srad's edition, Vol. 111, pp. 213-214. 
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"It is He Who has sent His Messenger (Muhammad) xvith guidance and the religion of 
truth (Islam), to make it superior over all religion even though the Mushrikal (polytheist, 
pagans, idolaters, disbelievers in the Oneness of Allah etc. ) hate (ity'. 
His comment is: "The most basic level on which to prevail is in debate against 
those who resist of God". 
He then quotes the second verse from Srira al-5af (61: 8): 
4 Cjj_OL! ýIl *, 6 
_4j 
? I. 
Iij 
e+AIA 
Al 
_)_o 
lj4i4 ej_q-ý3_V ý 
"They intend to put out the Light of Allah (i. e the Religion of Islam, this Quean, and 
Prophet Muhammad) with their mouths. But Allah will complete His Light even though 
the disbelievers hate (itY'. 
He continues that God has announced that He has commanded all races of men, 
near and far, and said to His prophet (Muhammad) (SUra Saba'), (34: 28): 
4 U-J-13i O-un ZM V) W-j Uj ý 
"And We have not sent you (0 Muhammad) except as a giver of glad tidings and a 
warner to all mankind". 
This verse from SUra al-Nisd' (4: 165) was cited when al-Jabi7, speaks about the 
reason of sending the prophets to mankind. 
4 JA-ý IU 4--.. Al ula L>,. UU CJA =ý 
"... in order that mankind should have no plea against Allah after Messengers... " 
The love of homeland is said to be inherent in everyone. For example, he said that 
if marsh-dwellers were exiled to the desert, plainsmen to the mountains, highlanders to 
the coast and nomads to the town, the hearts of each would dissolve in sorrow and their 
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lives descend strifc. Here, al-Mbi? cited this verse from SCira at-Nisa' (4: 66) to support 
his view: 
"And if We had ordered them (saying), "Kill yourselves (i. e. the innocent ones kill the 
guilty ones) or leave your homes, " very few of them would done it. " 
He comments: "God compared the attachment to one's homeland with attachment 
to life itself'. 
The Prophet was very often rejected, opposed and ridiculed by unbelievers. Al- 
jabiz tells us that Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) once wrote to Chosroes (Kisra), inviting 
him to salvation and to renounce his unbelief He quotes this verse from SUra al-Tawba 
(9: 33): 852 
4 
-ýJ 
a-Z ýA 
Lýa 0->d-r.. 
A 
(3-23 (ýu-ii (S4U 
4-*"-) J"-), 
L. 
All 
-4A 
> 
"It is He who hath sent His Messenger with guidance and the religion of truth, to 
proclaim it over all religion, even though the pagans may detesf'. 
He then comments: "It is not enough that this religion be proclaimed without 
Muslims holding supreme power and receiving tribute". 
The Prophet was very eager for all the unbelievers to accept his faith and was 
often grieved at their rejection of him. Al-Jdbiz proves this matter of the fact by offering 
some quotation of the Qur'dnic verses such as: 
952 The same verse can be seen also in Sara al-$af (61: 9) and in Sara al-Fatb (48.28) ends with this verse 
(L,, "* Alý csisj I 
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4 ; L4 ml LI-S L63) W LI-M. -I ý 
"Makke for us a god as they have gods" SUra al-gr5f (7: 138). 
Al Uj 
"Show us Allah in public" Sgra al-Nisd'. (4: 153). 
j ýDjir-U 13A U4 ýý 
4_)j L:. 
J 
L. -Ali 
ý 
"So go you and your Lord and fight you two, we are sitting right herd". SUra al-MWida (5: 
240). 
4 IýA Lt, UM 0= 
_4 
u.. ý zi lp ung 041a Lrt 
qj ý 
"And when Our Verses (of the Quean) are recited to them, they say: " We have heard this 
(the Qur. in); if we wish we can say the like of thie'. SUra al-Anfa-I (8: 3 1). 
4 (jjZj A41r_ (J_)l V_4 
lj, %i5 C)ýa 
jUj ý 
"And those who disbelieve say" why is not the Quean revealed to him all at once? " Silra 
al-Furqdn. (25: 32). 
< A4 J IaA 
-%P 
J-ýJ 4: -LI 
t3c-W V 04JU kýý U4 M41cý LIZ Iýlj ý 
"And when Our Clear Verses are recited unto them, those who hope not for their 
meeting with Us, say: Bring us a Que5n other than this, or change it. SUra Yanus. 
(10: 15). 
Beside these Qur'Anic verses, the author quotes also several Hadith. which related 
to the same issue. For instance, when both Quraysh and the Bedouin had rejected 
nubuwwa of Muhammad and mobilised men and material against him, the Prophet 
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beseeched God to make barren their lands and poverty enter their home. Here, al-Jabiz 
quoted this tladi-th in which Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) is reported as saying: 853 
( LVL-- I-IbLI-i -1ý1 Ott - -ýJ:? Vi-16 Lý-ý elpi ) 
"0 Allah, afflict them vith years (of femine) similar to the (femine) years of the time of 
Prophet YGsuf. 0 Allah, Be very hard on Mudar tribe". 
As a result, al-RibiZ continues: "So, God withheld rain and the palm-trees died, 
the dates disappeared, the crops withered and the cattle perished. People were reduced to 
eating hide and a broth of camel blood, hair and 
fleaS"'. 854 
According to al-Ritiz, the Prophet, in his mercy, relented and appeal to God to 
send rain and make the land green once again particularly when Muoar had been worn 
down hunger and suffering. However, the rains destroy their homes and swept away their 
belongings, so in response to their appeals, Prophet Muhammad prays again: 955 
( 141-- Vi Lkoj-: - oll ) 
"0 Allah, send the rains around us, not upon us" 
In another occasion al-Jabiz tells us that once Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) 
wrote a letter to Chosroes inviting him to Islam, however, Chosroes tear up that letter. So, 
in respon to this attitude, Prophet Muhammad prays: 
8-56 
853 See al-Bukhad, $4&0 al-BukhIrr, No 96 1, Vol. IV, p. 113. 
&54AI-jabiz, Risilafi-Ptiaj al-m., buwwa, in Harfan edition, Vol. III, p. 267; 'Uygn al-SOd's edition, Vol. JIL 
203. 
5 See al-Bukhad, $api-b al-Bukhjrr, in Bab Wit al-Istisql', No 96 1, Vol. 11, p. 27. 
"" See al-Bukh5ff, $atl-b al-Bukhjrr, in Bib al-Jihad, No 278 1. 
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( 
L3_ý- 
JS A-SI. LS_ý. e+Ul 
) 
"0 God, tear apart his empire". 
As a result of Prophet' appeal, al-J5bi? continues: "Thus, did God destroy 
Chosroes" empire and uproot his power". "57 
It seems that Allah occasionally provided him with relief and solace for his 
satisfaction. As the Prophet was very anxious for the people, sometimes he wished that 
some miracles would be shown so that people could embrace the faith and save 
themselves from the punishment. As we all known that the Qur'dn itself is the greatest 
miracle Muhammad has given to mankind. There are many verses which provide strong 
evidence to this effect. The most obvious one is the challenge to mankind to produce a 
similar Book or few Ma like it. Al-Ribiz quotes this verse to show that the Prophet 
requests some miracles: 
4JL3 
"Say: " Bring you then ten forged Surahs (chapters) like unto it, and call whomsoever you 
care'. SUra Hud (11: 13). 
AI-RitiZ adds that the style and force of the Qur'5n and his manner of delivery 
would itself have been the challenge. 
857 Al_jjbiZ , Risilaftýr#aj al-tiubuwwa, 
in Haran edition, Vol. IR, p. 267; 'UyOn al-StId's edition, Vol. JE4 
p. 203. 
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5.2.8 Language of the Risala: 
The language of the risila is obviously in the debate style. For instance, the 
author frequently used these words to express his view such as "If you said", "If they 
said", "If someone said", etc. And for respond, he will say: "I say". To illustrate that, let 
us follow these quotations: 
? LIL-, Lie. 
. 
LrJA Cjr- eAj4;, 
l 
4ý eo : 
Uji 
__ 
'"'- 
b JL, 4 34 teli 4r-. i -3.42ý-9 L>4j 
jg U. 1.9 ££-q u2a al : Uli 
; A41-1 Vj ljkAj ý 4&ýj MAr- 
JS4j -IM Lrb' 
IA_A 
Ls; ai .& 
Mij, býA : LW 
J! da 
- 
(. 
3-UAAJ U- C. ". 
2 
Among other linguistic style which has been used in the text of the risala is the 
usage of conditional sentences. 
858 It has been used more than twenty locations in the text. 
Let us follow some ots passage: 
C)ý Z4-1 vb U-: *ý &. ) 4 U-Lj vil i ej, . 1-J3 cg. ý - 
$58 A conditional sentence consists of two parts: " 
J-. s4 " the condition (Le Protasis) and "I. A 
answer of the condition (i. e. Apodosis). 
See Nadwý Learn the language of the Holy Qur,, §,. p. 353. For 
more imformation on the conditional sentences, see 
Cowan, An introdution into modem literary Arabic, pp. 
195-198. 
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; 
-i-isllj 
; 
->ý 
JAI 
trt-- Iffi 
JAI 
vi 
ffi 3L.:. 
'gj - 
. 3-vis &. ail vi (AJ-412 ýý 
AVS 31-: - b4 3j:?. i J. )+121 4. ri LAeVll V; Im 3L?. 
This short paragraph contains a conditional sentence which is introduced by 
particale "-4 ". While the following examples shows us that the author used some other 
conjuctions which followed by a negative particle such as "d " and J ": 
_) 
Aýi 
L 
JA 
LL .4 _s: 
0j UJI L4L;. 
IL5 
A ljll,.. 1. 
1,1 -mvi-s A, -A Ll. --.. 
WL 
: 4, 
JL 
AIJ 
We notice that the answer for these conditional sentences may be introduced 
by the attached particle "J " to give more stress on the nature of the sentence. 
Finally, the author used rhyme style in his writing. Note the careful and clever 
structure of the following paragraph in which the author stresses on the 
further evidence 
of the Prophet's authenticity: 
859 
a.., A Vj 4 IJ _)S 
yj 4A 
jj,,, S 
4 A-Ua-ýS g A_ALS 
*j j6 AjL,; *j 
_ýS 
15% 
jS j! III Al ; IS *jj 4 4, 
;, 
ij , A. 
ý 21 
&- 
. 
Aln. 1 Asj 6 
139 Al-AbiZ, IUSJIaJ-TP0j al-nubuwwa, in 111ran edition, Vol. 111, pp. 280-281; 'UyGn al-S(Id's edition, 
Vol. IILp. 214. 
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In short, the foregoing discussion shows us that through this risga, al-Rijiiz 
establishes the authenticity of Muhammad's prophecy and in the same time he defends 
the truthfulness of the Qur'anic verses and the Surma of the Prophet (p. b. u. h. ). 
5.3 Risalafl-al-radd "aljfal-mushabbiha (Refutation of the Anthropomorphism) 
5.3.1 The significance of the Risala: 
s is th Thi Ie second risOa 
in this category, which has been chosen for extensive 
analysis in this study. The significant of the risa-la lies on the issues that have been 
US , 60 employed by the author in refuting the group of people known as "al-M habbiha'. 1 it 
is already known that the principle of al-TawhM (God unity) is one of the five principles 
of al-Mdtazila school of thought. Therefore, there are three important matters, which 
came under this principle, firstly, the denial of hypostatic character of God's, secondly, 
the denial of the creation of the Qur'An and finally, the denial of anthropomorphism. 861 
The Mdtazila believed that Allah is one; there no thing like Him; he is hearing, seeing; 
he is not a body (jism, shaboh, julhtha), and not a form, etc. As a result, those who 
differed from the Mdtazila in these points of view were accused of holding false 
862 doctrines of tashbih . 
960 The word al-Musbabbiba is denoting to a person or group practising TashbOt which means making 
similar, and can be understood either as producing something similar to creation or as assimilating Allah to 
His creature. See 7he Encyclopaedia of1slam, ail. Tashbih, Vol. X pp. 341-344. 
s6 i Watt, 7he Formative Period of Islamic 7hought, p. 242. 
362 Ibid. pp. 246-247. For instance, an analysis on the conflit between Mdtazila and Sunni concerning this 
issue can be seen in Masdar Hilmy, 77vological conflit between Mu'lazila and Sunni: A Study ofal-JAIiir's 
refwation against anthropomorphism, in: httpl/www. Stocities. conMotsprincts/677A4, htmi. 
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From this point of viexN,, al. Jdbiz as one of the followers of the Mutazila's school 
of thought had taken his responsibility to refute this issue that have been employed by 
this group in order to avoid misunderstanding about God. Al-J5biZ had already told us r; 
about his aims when he stated in his Risila fi- al-radd aIj al-Naygri as follows: "I shall 
proceed to confound them further when I discuss anthropomorphism, a doctrine adhered 
by most of the Christian community, with the exception of some dissident scholastic and 
philosophers". 
863 
5.3.2 Date of composition and addressee of the Risala: 
As usual, indeed, it is very difficult to have a precise time of composition of all al- 
iatiz's works and the same problem occurred also to this risgla. Most valuably, when 
y al-lash w ich al-JabiZ referring to another work of al-Jabiz entitle Rishla fi- na b i1i h 
addressed to AN! al-Walld Muhammad 
b. Ahmad b. AN Du'5d al-Ayddli, he himself 
remarks that he also wrote another work 
in the same subject entitled al-Radd `aIj al- 
mushabbiha. Based on this remark, JiTts assumed that 
both works has been written in the 
time of the Caliph al-Mdtq iM. 
864 At that time, Ahmad b. AVI Du'dd, the father was a 
chief Q5411 for the Caliph al-Mdta*im, while 
Muhammad, the son was his assistant, this 
occurs between the year 218/833 and 
227/84 1.865 On the other hand, al-IJaJid assumed 
that this risila has been written between the year 233/848 and 236/850 when Ab(i at- 
963 Aj_ioi; ý, RjsVaJj-aI-ra&I "ali al-Nav&j, in: Harrin's edition, Vol. IIL p. 35 1, "Uyun a)-Sad's edition, 
Vol. 111, p. 264. 
u4 jirj-1s, Kilgai Ii at-Jjbi4 Nlatba! at al-Sariýj-l, 'Akk- k 1980, p. 95. 
$65 Ibid. p. 96. 
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WalTd himself was a chief QdýN- in the reign of the Caliph al-Muta,, vakkil. 866 From this 
point of view, it can be safe to say that the addressee of the risila was Abli a]-Wal-td 
Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Abit Du'dd, who was himself pro-Mu'tazilite. The time of 
composition was somewhere between the year 218/833 and the year 236/852. In other 
words, we can say that this risila had been written after Ris9afi-al-raddaljal-Na$jrj 
which will be discussed later. This is based on the statement made by the author at the 
end of the risga when he declared: "I shall proceed to confound them further when 
discuss anthropomorphism (al-Mushabbihay'. 
867 
5.3.3 The title and the text of the Risala: 
jirjTs in his book on the study of the two works of al-JabiZ remarks that ("al-Dhab 
"ali al-mushabbiha" was the correct title of the risala. This is because that he found in 
the manuscript of the risila from Topkapi Museum, Istanbul bearing that title. 
868 
However, most scholars of al-RibiZ in the modem days agreed that the correct reading of 
this work is Risilafi-al-radd'al. Nal-mushabbiha. This is based on the statement given by 
the author himself in the long introductory section which takes up the first hundred pages 
or so of Harrin7s edition of a1-, ffqyawffn. There 
is to be found remarkably interesting 
passage in which al-JdbiZ describes 
fairly clearly the title of this work. 869 In addition, 
8" Al-Udjiry, a1-JO, -baY&uh wa &h&wh, p. 306. 
g67 AWA! Ji; ý, Risilap-al-raddald al-Nava-A in: Hiran's edition, Vol. 11L p. 35 1, 'Uyan al-SOd's edition, 
Vol. 11L p. 264. 
969 jiTis, Kitjb&t ij al-J. 04 p. 109. 
969 Al-jabiz, al-Rayawti, Vol. I, p. 
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Y5qGt, al-Khayy5t and some other classical biographical authors stated that al-Raddali 
al-niushabbiha is among the title of al-JdbiZ's work. 870 
The text of the risila in the printed edition consists of eight pages which are 
divided into four portions with sub-titles. The first portion entitled "Tag min Xdr kitAbih 
fi-al-radd 'aIJ al-mushabbiha", and the rest of the portion only entitled "Fasl minhu". 
However, many thanks to Abd Milhim with his edition of this risila in which he has 
divided the text of the risila into sub-titles, this is very useful for the student of al-J5biZ 
like us, to understand the content. The risila now is available in English. 871 
5.3.4 The structure of the Risala: 
The body of the Risala fl- al-radd 'ali al-mushabbiha can be break down into 
these constituting elements: 
The meaning of "al-Tawtxd'. 
2. Refuting the claim, which said that Allah is visible? 
3. Refuting the claim which considered that Allah as a body. 
4. Some of the differences between anthropomorphisms. 
5. The interpretation of the anthropomorphism concerning the Qur'dnic verse 
which related to possibility of Allah to be seen. 
6. Refuting of some scholars concerning the interpretation of the Qur'5nic verse. 
The Qur'Sn as a judge and arbiter. 
, p. $70 See Yiq5t, 
Mdjam al-udabj', Vol. XVI, p. 107; al-Khayyat, al-Inmyjr wa al-radd 
$71 CoIlVile, Sobriety aiidMirth, pp. 94-99. Thus, all quotations relating to the text of the risild are from 
Colville's translation. 
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8. Anthropomorphism's evidence concerning Allah as a body. 
9. Refuting on that evidence. 
5.3.5 Analysis of the main issues in the Risala: 
5.3.5.1 The connection between the two Risda (i. e. Risala f-I al-radd "ali al- 
mushabbilta and Risalaf-Inafy al-tashbA) 
As has been mentioned earlier that al-JabiZ composed another work concerning 
anthropomorphism, which presumably was the introduction into Risilla f-fal-raddoali al- 
mushabbiha. Now, before going into details analysis of the content of this risala, it would 
be interesting to have some basic information about the content of the Risalafl-nafy al- 
tashblhM which will be useful to this study. 
The whole introduction to Risilaffinafy al-lashhlli, in fact, was on the character 
of the common people, how to deal with them and how to gain control over them. In 
addition, al-Nihiz expresses also various views of these category of people concerning 
anthropomorphism, he also complaints of the treatment meted out to the Mulakaljimi7n, 873 
and according to him, thanks to Ahmad b. AbIj Du'Sd, who brought this group under the 
protection of the authorities. On this situation, it is understood that at-JdhiZ lays the 
372 According to Najm, a]-KhafajT in his T1r& al-majilis admits that the first part of this risifla was an 
introduction to the other work of al-JOiz entitled RjsXafj-waea9aww1vn. However, she found that it was 
originally belongs to RisNajj-i)afy al-lashbli. This risda then has been edited by Charles Pellat. See Najm, 
Studies oil the writing of al-Jift p. 28. 
s73 Al-Mulakallimun is a term used to describe the group of people who involve in the science which is 
concerned firmly with establishing religious beliefs by adducing proofs and with banishing doubts or 
known as 111m al-KaMi (dogmatic theology). Therefore, al-Mutakallimat can be described as the doctors 
of Kajan. See 77le Encyclopedia of1slant, art. "Ilm al-Kalam, Vol. III, pp. 1141-1142. 
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importance of refuting the anthropomorphist. Here, he states: "You know that although 
the supporters of anthropomorphism have been crushed, reduced and subjected to the 
inquisition, their number have not decreased, the majority have not change their views, 
and only a tiny minority are dead ... This situation 
in which cunning and persuasion are 
called for, since force and violence are ineffectual". 874 
Regarding to this situation, al-JabiZ admits: "I have therefore written a book in 
refutation of the anthropomorphist which will be neither beneath the notice scholars and 
educated men nor above the heads of 
tyrOS". 875 However, he expresses his reason why he 
against the anthropomorphism by saying: "They have started to debate with us and 
riends, after insulting us, to pay great deference to us.... challenge our f vM6 
Aftcrwards, al-RibiZ asks Abfa- al-Wal7id Muhammad to rcad it (thc risa7a) and 
give it a wide circulation. He also declares that it is everyone's duty to help the 
authorities with advices, for example by ordering the good and forbidding the evil. Then, 
al-RibiZ recorded his praise to AbU al-Walld Muhammad by means of examples drawn 
from history. Finally, al-Jdbi; ý explains why he writes to him and not to his father, 
877 
Ahmad; perhaps Muhammad is still young at that time. 
974 Al-jjbiZ, RisWaftnafy al-iashbih, in: Hirran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 288; 'Uyan al-Stid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
203. 
9731bid., Vol. 1,289; see also 'TJyfa- n a]-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. 1, p. 203. 
$76 ibid. Vol. 1,289; see also 'lJyUn al-Srid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 203. 
977 Ibid.: Vol. 1, p. 303, see also Tyan al-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. 1, p. 214. 
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5.3.5.2 The meaning of "TawW' 
The paragraph above is a brief introduction of the previous work of al-JabiZ 
concerning the refutation of anthropomorphism. Now, al-Jdbiz employs small fragment 
of the RisSafi-al-radd'al. §al-mushabbiha to elaborate the meaning of the "aI-TawbTd' 
which related to the main doctrine of Mdtazila. We already know that they considered 
and called themselves as "Ahl al-ý'adl wa al-lawbrd'. Therefore, al-JdhiZ admits that: "not 
everyone who professes to be monotheist (al-Tawh7d) actually is one, since some treat the 
One (Allah) as made up of parts and consider Him (Allah) something divisible". 878 
According to al-Bbiz, there are two types of men who cannot be called as 
Muwappid or simply as the followers of Mdtazila. The first one is a man who claims that 
Allah is visible and can be perceived by certain of the senses, and sometimes he going far 
than that by saying Allah can be seen like a man and perceived in the same way as 
colours. The second is a man who considered Allah as a body. 
879 Here, it is safely can be 
said that al-Ribiz, firstly draw a framework of the Mutazila's doctrine, before he goes 
further on the subject of the work. 
5.3.5.3 Category of the Anthropomorphist: 
Al-AhiZ divides the anthropornorphist into two factions. The first faction said that 
Allah is a body and that all bodies have the attribute of length. Another faction also 
873 Aj_jAbiZ Risgap-al-radd calial-mushabbiha, in HarOn's edition, Vol. IV, p. 5; "Uytin al-Srid's edition, 
Vol. IV, p. 5. 
2791bid., Vol. IV, pp. 5.6; see also'lJyfin al-Sild's edition, Vol. IV, pp. 5-6. 
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maintain that Allah is a body but do not assert that He has the attribute of length . 
880 Then 
al-Jdbiz recorded the argument from the both factions which be concluded it as follows: 
"To claim that Allah has any particular physical shape - square, pentagonal, cruciform, 
and polygonal or what have you - is strained in the utterance and demeaning in the 
supposition". 8"' 
Al-Jdbiz then move to discuss the argument from those who contend that Allah 
can be seen visible by interpretation several of the Qur'Anic verses. He then responds to 
these arguments by interpretation of another Qur'dn verses. He says: "It has, however, 
given rise to much controversy among the opposition, since the literal meaning supports a 
position at odds with theirs because the jurisprudents and scriptural exegetes themselves 
dispute its interpretation77.882 
On the other hand, al-Jahiz asks his opponents to go back to the Qur'Sn on their 
principle issue, because according to him the Qur'5n is the judge and arbiter. And there is 
a long discussion between al. -Jdti; ý and his opponents concerning the interpretation of this 
Qur'5nic, verse (4: 153): 
Al U -'A 4-21 C>- 14S M-. k- J-A Y=1 JAI OIL9 J IA I-4L 
LIU 
"The People of the Book ask thee to cause a book to descend to them from heaven; 
indeed they asked Moses for an even greater (miracle) for they said; show us God in 
public, but they were dazed by their presumption with thunder and lightning" 
980 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 7. see also cUyiln al-SFid's edition, Vol IV, p. 6. 
8811bid., Vol. IV, p. 7; see also cfJyiln M-Sud's edition, Vol. IV, p. 6. 
SR2 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 9; see also 'lJyfln al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV, p. 7. 
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In the last point, al-Jdbiz recorded again the anthropomorphism's claim that the 
Qur'dnic verse, Sara al-Fajr (89: 22): 4 LL- U, - ýUlj 4_) which means "And 
God came with row upon row of angels" proves that Allah is a body. Al-Jdbiz replied: 
"Such is the trust of their argumenf'. 983 However, al-Jahiz said that it is possible for one 
thing to be "in" something else in a number of ways. He hopes to show them what these 
are and define all permissible relationship. Finally, we find that al-Jdbiz employs the last 
two pages of the ris. §Ia for further explanation of the issue. 
5.3.6 The style of writing: 
Our examination of al-JdýiZ's argumentation in the Risala fi- al-radd 'al-N al- 
mushabbilia reveals his Mdtazilite conviction. He writes in a distinctive way arguing 
with thoroughness and orderliness to maintain reader interest. In order to achieve this 
aim, the author, as usual, gives his attention to quote several Qur'dnic verses as 
supporting elements into his idea. He then proceeds to refute the case made by his 
opponent for these verses. For instance, he mentions the argument of those who contend 
that God can be seen when they said as follows: "You advance as argument against us the 
, 884 Qur'Anic verse: "No vision can grasp Him, but He grasps all vision. Nothing correctly 
that it is ambigious and of a general, non-specific, nature. You are also correct in nothing 
that a genral verse remains so until God qualifies it with another. Thus, had He said: "No 
vision can grasp Him, but He grasps all visioW' without subsequently saying: "Some 
983 jbid, Vol. IV. p. 13; see also 'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV. p. 11. 
_, Pj jAj 
J-41 4SJ-*, 3 V ý-. Sara al-AncArn. (6: 103) 
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faces that Day shall be NdOira (shining and radiant). Looking at their Lord Allah"'" we 
would not know that there are exceptions to the general rule". 886 
Now, let find out how al-J5biz responds to this argument. He says: "My response 
887 '-ýI old Lý- &h ý after He revealed this is that, because God revealed: 
verse: 8884 ý-ýI uL-- ? 
SOLO -11 LýUý 1--i We do indeed know that there are a certain 
exceptions to the general statement that He shall disclose nothing. There is no 
disagreement about this exception either textually or semantically and, in my opinion, the 
literal meaning of the text is the actual meaning. It has, however, given rise to much 
controversy among the opposition, since the literal meaning supports a position at odds 
-, j 889 with theirs . 
In his discussion of these Qur'dnic verses, we see that al-Ribiz at work played as 
an interpreter of the Qur'dn. For instance, in the discussion of a number of the Qur'dnic 
passages; the author refers to the views of respected early authorities such as Ibn Abbas, 
Mujahid and others. Refering to his quotation of two verses from SUra al-Qiyama (75: 22- 
23), al-RibiZ states that Ibn Mahdt (d. 198 A. H. ) quoting Sufydn (d. 161 A. H. ), quoting 
Man*ur (d. 132 A. H. ), quoting Muj5hid (d. 104 A. H. ) interpreted that verses to mean 
"anticipating reward from their God". He then adds: "A similar interpretation was offered 
4j-) LA bi-a-i Sfa-ra al-Qiylma. (75: 22-23). 
986 Al_joiZ, Risjlafi-al-radd'alial-mushahbiha, in Harlin's edition, Vol. IV, p. 8; UyUn al-Slid's edition, 
Vol. IV, p. 7. 
887"None in the heavens and earth knows the Ghayb (Unseen) except Allalf'. Sfira al-Narnl. (27.65). 
"'"Nor will Allah disclose to you the secrets of the Ghayb (Unseen)-. Sara Al-ýClrnran. (3: 179). 
299AI-joiZ, Risalaffakaddalj al-mushabbihaý in Harlin's edition, Vol. IV, p. 8; Tylin al-SCId's edition, 
Vol. IV, p. 7. 
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by Aba Mdavviya, quoting Ismd'il b. Alfi Khalid, quoting Abri $51ib. Muj5hid and Abri 
$dlib were both leading figures in Ibn 'Abbds circle and were eminent Mufassii". 890 It 
seems here that he refers to the famous figure in the field of the Qur'5nic interpretation. 
The language of the risala is also in the debate style. For instance, the usage of 
these passages "If you said", "If they said", "If someone said", "If they said that" etc. can 
be found frequently in the text of the risila. And for respond, the author will say: "I 
said", "I said to these people", or "We said", and etc. It is interesting to note here that 
such passages have been used by the author more than ten times in the risala. 
In short, through this risa-la we have had the chance to see examples of al-Jdhiz 
vigorous arguments against this group of people. We find him concentrated much attack 
upon them and refuted their ideas whenever the chance came. So, his ability in 
argumentation gave him a special place in this apologetic movement. 
5.4 Risolafltal-sh&ib wa al-mashrLZA (Drink and Drinkers) 
5.4.1 The significance of the Risala: 
The significant of the risila lies on its content whenever the author tries to discuss 
the issue of special drinks, which the people of the Abbasid society take after their meal. 
According to Ahsan, the Abbasid society generally has their special drinks taken after the 
m1bid., Vol. IV, p. 9, see also Tyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV, p. s. 
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meal. These drinks were known simply as nabldh 89' and sometimes known with the 
addition of the principal ingredient's name such as al-Nab. Tdh al-ý'inabl, al-Nabrdh al- 
zablbF, al-NabFdh al-tamarj, ' al-NabTdh al--asalFand etc. These types of nabFdh were 
widely taken during this period by people from all Nvalks of life. "92 As a result of this 
situation, there was a fierce controversy among the scholars and the jurists as to whether 
or not nabRdh belonged to the category of wine. In addition, there is also a wide 
discussion among the fuqah. §' whether the consuming of this kind of drink is allowed or 
893 forbidden. 
The Qur'an has clearly forbids Muslims from drinking khamr (wine) which has 
been stated in several verses. Because Islam found that wine drinking deeply rooted in 
the habits of people in Jgfifiya. However, Islam proceeded towards its prohibition only 
by gradual steps as can be found in the Qur'dn. 894 
The subject of wine and nabTdh is found in all periods of Arabic literature 
. 
895 However, prose literature works devoted to particularly in poetry wine and nab7dh are 
also found, but far less frequently. Risalaftal-sh&jb wa al-mashra, Risalaffmadt al- 
89'Naboh is a comprehensive designation for intoxicating drinks, several kinds of which were produce in 
early Arabia, made from barley, honey, spelt, dates and etc. For fiinher information about the term NabVh, 
see 7he Ellcyclopaedia of Islam, art. Nabldh, Vol NII, p. 840; E. W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, Vol. 11, 
F 2757. E. W. Lane particularly claimed that Nabidh is a lawful beverage. ý2 Ahsan, Social life under the Abbasid, p. I 11. 
393For example, Imam Abd Ijarfifa (d. 150 A. H. ) interpreted the prohibited wine as meaning only that made 
from grape juice and regarded nabTdh (made by boiling dates or raisins) as permitted, provided the quantity 
drunk was not enough to cause intoxication, in which he was probably following Abdullah b. Mas! Od al- 
Hudhal-1, leader of the Iraqi school of law, See Harb, 'Wine poetry', in: Abbasid Belles Letters, p. 222; The 
same idea was brought forward by the Mutazil-1 Aba HAshim al-JubblT (d. 321/933) who argues that God 
has created things which resemble those things which were allowed in Paradise but forbidden on earth. 
Among them is nabidli, which is allowed for the believers so that they can guess what khamr will be like in 
the hereafter. See MeDicyclopaedia of1slam, art. Nabldh, Vol -Vil, p. 840. 29"See at-Qur'An al-KarTm, Sara al-Baqara (2: 219), Sara al-MVida (5: 277) and Sara at-MA'ida (5: 90). 
895 For further information about wine poetry, see Harb, Wille poetry, pp. 219-234. 
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nab, Tdh wa ý; ifal aýPjbilz and Risilafl-dhamin al-nabTdh written by al-JabiZ were among 
the earliest prose work touching this subject matter. 896 Afterward, in the fourth to fifth 
century of Hýra, AbU Ish5q lbr5lilm b. a]-Qdsim (d. 383 A. H. ) wrote QuIb al-sur&fj- 
awý; ý al-khum 17r. 897 This work, as was described by Harb, is an encyclopaedic work 
discussing the etiquette of wine and wine parties, wine's remedial qualities, how to profit 
from its blends, textual citation dealing with it, legal argument centred on it, entertaining 
stories about it, and an appendix of poetical reference. 
898 
Being a man of letter (Adj-b) and religious scholar, al-Ribiz, the author of the 
risala intends to explain the differences between nabTdh and khamr (wine) and giving 
more information about these types of drink to his reader. When describing the content of 
this work of al-Ritiz, Colville said that the author employs the methods and terminology 
of Islamic disputation in this risila, to argue in favour of that most un-Islamic of vices - 
alcoholic drinks. 
899 Pellat, on the other hand admits that al-Jabiz has designed it to show 
that the drinking nab. Tdh is lawful. 
900 Moreover, it can be said here that the risala was 
among al-Ribiz's contribution to the study of Islamic jurisprudence from the Mdtazila 
point of view, which may be differed from other schools of Islamic juristic thought as can 
be seen later. 
06 The text of RisVafir-dhamm al-nab! & is not survived; Yaqat in his list Of al-JAWS works mentioned 
the title of this fisald. See YrLqrlt, Mu"jam al-udabj', 
Vol. XVI, pp. 106-110; see also, Pellat, Inventaire de 
I -euvre Gahizienne, No. 119,120 & 152, pp. 169,174. 
997 His full name is Abfa- Isbdq IbrWim b. al-Qasim al-QuraWI al-Katib al-Qayrawitri. lie was known as Ibn 
al-Raqjjq or Ibn at-Raq-Iq al-Nadim. 
His origin is from Qayrawdn. Amongst his works are T&Ah Qqyrawai, 
Quib al-surCrfi aws*aI-khumFr, and Napn al-s-WuIftmusknara al-muluic, see ljijj-t Khal7ifa, Kashf al- 
'P., nrjl, 
Vol. V, p. 7. 
'gs Harb, Wine Poetry, p. 219. 
s99 Colville, Sobreity widMirth, p. 134. 
900 Pel lat Ae life a"d works Of JO-A P- 16- 
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5.4.2 The addressee and the date of composition: 
There is another work written by al-Jabi4, which related to the subject of nabTdh 
entitled Risilaffmadp al-nabldh wa #fat ayPgbih. The work has been addressed to al- 
liasan b. Wahb9o' who al-Jabiz asked him for some nabrdh. We find that al-JabiZ 
develops his idea about the effects of nabTdh and it advantages. For example, he claims 
that when nabTdh soaks into your bones, spread to every organ and suffuses into your 
brain, it clarifies your mind, redeems your spirit from care, relaxes you in body and soul, 
makes you carefree, and etc. Then he proceeds to praise al-Hasan b. Wahb and describes 
902 
the quality of his nab. Tdh . 
Scholars of al-Jahiz agreed that the title of the work is Risalaft-al-shirib wa al- 
mashrfib, however, at-JdbiZ in his Risalla f-Ifaa mJ bayn agadiwa wa al-basad which 
has been discussed in chapter three called this work as Risala J. -I tahIll al-nabFdh. He 
claimed that when the work was presented to the Caliph al-Ma'm5n, Muhammad b. Ab(i 
al.. ýAbbZis al-Tils7i attack it and protest against al-Ribiz's arguments in it. By referring to 
Abil Milbim's collection of the rasj'd of al-RibiZ, one could observe that the Risilaftal- 
shirib wa al-mashrlib is the second work on the subject of nabTdh. Although, al-JAbiZ did 
not mention specifically his addressee, presumably the addressee of the risala was also 
al-Ijasan b. Wahb, because both of the risala 
is on the discussion of nabTdh. 
90, His full name is al-Ijasan, b. Wahb b. Seld b. 
'Amr b. al-Ija$In b. Qays b. QanAn al-IJArithT but was 
known as Aba "Al-i. He was among the 
famous k&jh for Muhammad b. 'Abd a]-Malik al-ZayyAt and was 
also considered an excellent poet 
in the Abbasid period and contemporary to the two of great Abbasid 
pocm, Abil Tammim 
(d. c. 231or 232 A. H. ) and al-Bubtuff(d. 284 A. H. ). His brother, Sulayman (d. c. 250) 
was a vizier to the 
Caliph al-Mutazz and al-Muhtad-i., See al-Ziriki-i, al-A"I&n, Vol 11,226; al-Kutubi, 
Faw ji al-wafays. Vol - 
1, p. 13 6. 
, 
RisitaftmaO af-nabrdh, in: Har-an's edition, Vol. JIL pp. 113-128; Tyan al-Sild's edition, 902 Al_jjbiZ 
Vol. IIL PP. 83-93. 
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However, it is difficult to give a precise date of composition the risAla, because 
the author as usual never mentioned the date of composition of his works. What can be 
suggested here is to put somewhere in the period of a]-Ijasan b. Wahb was al-K&ib for 
Muhammad b. "Abd al-Malik al-Zayydt between 218 A. H. and 233 A. H. 
5.4.3 The text of the Risala: 
The text of the risga can be found in Haran's and cUyUn al-SUd's edition with 
varying length. This risila in its scholarship edition consists of fifteen pages with no 
divisions other than paragraphs. It seems to us that the body of the rishla can be divided 
into two main parts. Part one starts with al-JdtiZ's introduction in which he mentions his 
correspondent's request. Whilst part two begins with al-Jatiz's respond to the issue that 
has been highlighted by his correspondent. For example he states: "I understand 
everything you have said about the varieties of nabTdh and the difference between good 
and bad quality. I can see you just how interested you are in the subj ect". 
The study of this risila will based on English translation by Colville which can be 
found in "Sobriety and Mirth" under the heading "On Drink and Drinkers"903 . In 
addition, the study also will refer to Pellat's collection of translated portion of al-JdliiZ's 
work who has published some two pages selected from two places of the risala entitled 
"Drink and the Drinkers"904 
903 COJIVile, Sobriety alldMirth, pp. 134-143. 
904 Pellat, 7he life wd work ofJ. Wr, pp. 86-90. 
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5.4.4 The structure of the Risala: 
As has been mentioned before that the Risilaftal-shkib wa al-mashri7b is very 
short, however, one can observed that the author of the risgIa has develop more 
infonnation concerning the topic. Let us now break the risla down into its constituting 
elements which can be divided into two parts. These are as follows: 
o Part One: 
1. The subject matter of the ris5la. 
2. The advantages of nab. Tdli. 
3. The disadvantages of nabrdli. 
4. The type of nab. Tdh. 
o Part Two: 
5. The author responds to the issues. 
6. The differences between khamr and nab. Tdh in the light of legitimacy. 
7. The Prophet's Muhammad companions made a distinction between the 
Farj7pland drinking alcoholic beverage. 
8. There are many more things are permissible than are forbidden. 
9. AN al-Madfina (The resident of the Prophet's city) forbidden nabFdh. 
10. Some people from the Prophet's city drink nabFdh. 
11. The main purpose of the risala. 
12. Conclusion. 
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5.4.5 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
5.4.5.1 The introduction of the Risala: 
In his introduction, al-Ribiz praises his correspondent vvithout naming the person. 
He then goes to explain the subject matter of this work. He said as follows: "You (his 
correspondent) have asked me to write on the virtues and vices of drink and of drinkers 
and to describe the condition of drunkenness. You asked me also to make clear the 
difference between nabldh and khamr, and explain why the former is such a popular 
drink. I was to list all the points in its favour and detail the defects of bottled varieties 
... etc". 
905 
5.4.5.2 The advantages of Nabrdh: 
He then goes further to explain the advantages of nabidh on behalf of his 
correspondent. For example he explains: "It settles the stomach, eases the temper, and 
removes traces of pallor and put colour 
back into the check. It transforms sickness into 
health. it puts energy into the weary and gives companionship to the lonely. It clears the 
mind, invigorates the body and puts 
backbone and heart in a man. It dispels inhibition 
and shame. It sharpens the appetite and reduces the consumption of water ... and etc. 
")%6 
905 Al-jabiz, Risilaft-al-shkib wa al-mashrab, in: Haran' edition, Vol. IV, p. 26 1; *Uyan al-Sad's editioný 
Vol. IV, p. 201. 
wjbid., Vol. IV, pp. 264-265; see also Tyan al-Srid's edition, Vol. IV, p. 203-204. 
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5.4.5.3 The disadvantages of Nabrdh: 
Furthermore, al-JabiZ makes a list of the disadvantages of nabTdh such as "it 
loosens the tongue and adds to the level of nonsense around. It causes bad temper and 
incontinence, headaches and insomnia and leaves a hangover that spoils the whole day. It 
prevents a man rising for prayer. It demeans the soul and degrades the sense. It damages 
the character and stimulates bile. It gives malice free rein in the heart. It dries up sperm 
and creates paranoia. It causes jaundice, consumption and eye disease. It destroys a man 
physically and ruins him financially...., and etc". 907 
5.4.5.4 Types of Nabrdh: 
Al-Ribiz also makes a list of the tAxs of nabidh and mentions the quality of each 
type as was described by his correspondent. Among the varieties of nab. Tdh which al- 
j5biz records in the risala are as follows: al-Sakar, al-Masji7r, NabTdh al-zabib, 'A$, Tr at- 
karm, NabTdh 'asal MiF, Rkin al-Ahwazz, al-Dushab al-bustinT, NabTdh al-jazar, and 
Arabidli al-kishmish, etc. 908 In the following section, al-JabiZ goes to answer the question 
from his correspondent. He states that he understands everything what his correspondent 
said about the varieties of nab7dh and the difference between good and bad quality. 909 
9071bid., Vol. IV. pp. 265-266; see also clJyQn al-Sild's edition, Vol. IV. pp. 204-205. 
903 Md., Vol. IV. pp. 267-272; see also 'Uyan A-Slid's edition, Vol. IV, pp. 206-209. 
"9 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 273, sm also'Uyiln al-SlId's edition, Vol. IV, p. 210. 
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5.4.5.5 The reason of legitimacy of Nabldh: 
Then he goes to differentiate between al-khamr and al-nabTdh in the light of it 
legitimacy. He writes: "It sometimes happens that thing classed as legally forbidden 
undergoes a sort of metamorphosis whereby the effect upon it of a new colour, smell, 
taste, etc. alters it in such way that a semantic shift occurs and, what had been forbidden 
is transformed into something legitimate ! 15.910 
From al-Jdtiz's point of view, there is no doubt about the legitimacy of nabTdh. 
This is based on his personal evidence particularly against those people who disagree 
with him on that matter. For example, he points out as follows: "The scholars who 
disagree with my position on the legitimacy of nabldh are contradicted by their own 
admission.... because this view (legitimacy of nabTdh) is corroborated by the fact that at 
no time, past or present, has God ever forbidden man anything without allowing him 
something else with the same, or similar effect. He (Allah) thus provides men with a 
lawful substitute for everything He denies thern". 911 
According to al-RitiZ, although people of the Prophet's city (Madha al- 
Munawwara) are forbidden nab. Tdh, but this is not the reason for it to be forbidden 
because the status of a particular community cannot be basis for prescribing or 
proscribing anything. Because according to him what is lawful and unlawful can be 
9 10 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 274; see also 'Vyfin al-Scid's edition, Vol. IV, p. 211. 
91, Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 275, see also TyGn al-Sild's edition, Vol. IV, p. 211. 
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determined only by three elements, firstly, the revealed Qur'5n, secondly, established 
prophetic precedent and finally, the valid reasoning of sound minds. it is clear here that 
a]-J5biz refused to accept evidence from AN al-, Uadj7h, (the Ijad-ith scholars) but he 
prefers to use his mind to come to the conclusion on the matter. 912 
We find that al-Jdbiz gives a list of men from the Prophet's city who drink nabrdh 
namely; Wbad, 913 Ghafid, 9 14 Ibn Surayj, 915 Dahman, 9 16 Ibn MUhriZ, 917 and some others. 
'-Uyan al-Sad in his editorial remark to the risga claims that these people are 
contemporary musicians and singers. 
918 Al-Rihiz also claims that some of the Prophet's 
immediate successors and their own forefather who live in the Prophet's city without 
naming them were drinkers of nabrdh. Because of this reason, in the next step, al-Abiz 
attacked the Ijadith scholars' by calling them as a quite unprecedented in the chronic N. of 
human fabrication and deceit. 919 
5.4.5.6 Some additional juristic rules: 
Al-Ribiz also mentions other juristic rules in this risild. For instance, firstly, he 
states that God has forbidden the consumption of blood that has been spilled but not of 
912 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 276; see also 'Uyan al-Scid's edition, Vol. IV, p. 212. 
913 His fUll name is Mabad b. Wahb known as AbQ'IbSd al-Madaiff, died in 126 A. H. 
914 His real name is 'Abd al-Malik, his kunyw is Abil Yazid, but famous with nickname Gharld because of 
his gentlemen appearance. He died in 95 A. H. 
915 His full name is Tbaydullah b. Surayj. He died in the reign of the Caliph Hisham b. "Abd al-Malik 
when he was eighty five years old. ' 916 His full name is 'Abd al-Rabman b. 'Amr. It has been said that the Caliph at-Mahdi has given him fifty 
thousand dindr for his one night singing show. 
917 His full name is Muslim b. Mubriz, his kut" is Abil al-Khattab, from Persian origin. lie died in 140 
A. H. 
I'll 'Uyan al-Srid, Rasi'd al-Jift Vol. IV, pp. 213-214. 
gig Aj-jjbjZ, Risalaftal-sharib wa al-mashrab, in: HArW edition, Vol. IV, p. 280; 'Uyxln al-SUd's edition, 
Vol. IV, p. 215. 
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congealed blood in the liver, the spleen, etc. Secondly, God has forbidden the flesh of 
carrion but not the flesh of animals slaughtered in accordance with the law or of the fish 
and locusts. Thirdly, usury is unlawful but ordinary financial transactions are perfectly 
legitimate. Fourthly, short selling is unlawful but forward buying is permissible. Finally, 
he says that fornication is forbidden but sex within marriage is most definitely not and 
pig meat is unlawful to eat but suckling goat, lamb and veal are not. After all he writes 
"in fact, many more things are permissible than are forbidden". 920 
5.4.5.7 The purpose of the Risda: 
Near the end of the risala, al-JabiZ again mentions his main aim from this work. 
He admits: "My reason for listing the above mentioned drinks and discussing their 
varieties and origins was a fear that this text might fall into the hands of someone who 
may not have heard of them all and would suppose that the references to some of these 
abominable, new fangled brands are the ravings of man stung by a scorpion. My purpose 
in noting them at the beginning was to advise upon which ones are lawful and which ones 
are not and to show how the Muslim community has failed to reach unanimity on this 
issue and why ambiguity and error have arisen". 
921 
92o bid., Vol. IV. pp. 275-276, see also 'Uytin al-SCId's edition, Vol. IV, pp. 211-212. 
921 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 280. see also 'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. IV, p. 215. 
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5.4.5.8 The conclusion of the Risala: 
M-Rihiz concludes the risila by saying: "Let that be sufficient for now. If this 
risila went on any longer, you would find it too much to take in. Brevity can be more 
effective than thoroughness if it runs the risk of being boring. I have leavened seriousness 
with humour and spiced reasoning with jest to lighten the reader's labour and spur the 
listener's interest". 
922 
5.4.6 The style of writing: 
There is only one Qur'anic verse that has been quoted in the risala i. e. from Sura 
al-Wida (5: 90) when the Qur'5n said: 
V Al CJ) lj. LZ Lw U 1_ý. lzn v 14. -1 C)ýIll Id ly 
"0 ye who believe! Make not unlawful the good thing which God has made 
lawful for you, but commit no excess; for God loveth not those given to excessý'. 
Al-jdbiZ quotes this verse to support his argument concerning the legitimacy of 
nabRA. We find that at-Jabiz had already explained above 
his reason for the legitimacy 
of this type of drink, and finally, he concludes with this quotation of the Qur'dnic verse 
by saying: "I have sought not only to argue the case for the lawful but also to shed light 
on the illicit and give full recognition to each. 
In this way, I shall have affirmed the 
legitimate, acknowledge the unlawful and adhered to the injunction of God's saying7 v. 923 
922 Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 28 1. see also "Uyan al-Sud's edition, Vol. IV, p. 216. 
923 ýUyfln a)-STid's edition, Vol. IV, p. 215. Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 280, see also' 
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We find that the author runs his argument in debate style. For instance, in the first 
part of the risila, the author records the arguments which have been forwarded by his 
addressee by using the following passages such as "You have asked me", "You asked my 
opinion of', "What is your opinion", "Tell me", "What is your judgmenf', etc. For 
instance, at the beginning of the risila, he says: 
34A1 ÜiJ "-ii Ai >4 iL- 
gi --- LU-- üli 4 ->"- 31.1 s 3491 üU 
(You have asked me to write on the virtues and vice of drink and of drinkers and to 
describe the condition of drunkenness ... and so on. 
) 
Then, he replies: 
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(I understand everything you have said about the varieties of nabidh and the 
differences between good and bad qualitiy. I can see just how interested you are inthis 
subject. You have always been the sort of man who keeps on asking and 
inquiring 
while I am one of those small bands which never ceases to explain). 
In another occasion, we find that the author gives his response directly to the 
argument -which has been highlighted by his addressee. For example, 
he says: 
-)ýi 
4 Jii 
(ua) jj.,. gjl k4. ý. L1A1.3 : 
O-q4.3 ýw ui 
- 
. el & &ýý 1-i j-". 4, CO Uj 4 -4, -, Jj & L>--Jj 
(Suppose if someone say: People of Medina knew better than anyone else what was 
lawful and unlawful, about wine and intoxicating drinks and what the Prophet allowed 
and forbade .... and so on). 
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Let us now see what his reply was, he says: 
Saul J:, ffi"i J-iljlb- 
j-'l-11j, 61. Ul LJUS4 
(My reply to this would be that the status of a particular community cannot be a basis of 
prescribing or proscribing anything. What was lawful and unlawful can be determined 
only by the revealed Qur'5n, established prophetic precedent and the valid reasoning of 
sound minds). 
This argument obviously highlighted al-Jdhiz's point of view which based on 
Mdtazilite doctrine. In short, our examination of al-JdtiZ's argumentation in the Risalaft 
al-shirib wa al-mashrflb reveals his Mdtazilite conviction. 
5.5 CONCLUSION 
When the Mdtazilite thought began to asset itself in the early third/ninth century, 
its influence was far left beyond the field of theological polimics. For one thing, these 
polimics made for a more exact prose which left its mark on belles-lettres (jdab). For 
another, the discussion of certain topics raised further problems which demanded 
concreate answers. Al-RibiZ, as we have seen in this chapter, through his raSj'jj 
concerning the semi-theological issues gives us some information on the method of his 
thinking which is based on Mutazilite doctrine. RisjIaf7&jqj al-nubuwwa, for instance, 
highlights the Mdtazila teaching, when al-JdbiZ speaks about the sign of the Prophet 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) which is attested in the Qur'Sn and contained in a trustworthy 
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report. In addition, the Qur'dn itself, according to a]-Jabiz, is a sign because of unmet 
challenge to imitate it, its language, and the foretelling of events contained in it. Since 
Islamic theology aims at defending the religious belief which is based on the Qur'anic 
and prophetic sources against heretical aberrations and innovations, al-Jahiz through 
Risila fi- al-radd 'ali al-mushabbiha, highlights his arguments to the group of people 
known as al-Mushabbiha. Therefore, al-Jdbiz appears as a leading participant in a 
sophisticated debate on theological issues by using his intellectual strenght. 
It is seem that, in the hand of al-J51iiZ, this Mdtazilite argument is not only 
defended at length but is also to support the reality of the evcnt of past ages as we have 
seen in Risilafi-al-shirib wa al-mashrilb. This risala also show us that the literary form 
of adab often requires presenting all sides of controversial subject. In this regard, we find 
that al-izibiZ always put every single theological matter in the context of wether or not it 
is compatiable with the regulation of logic. In short, in this rasi'd, we have an example 
of Mdtazilite rhetorical method applied to a controversial subject of relevance to 
theology. However, that aspect of religious arguments which presented by a]-JabiZ 
through this rasj'il to his readers most vividly was the arguments and stories derived 
from the Qur'Sn and Sunna. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
THE RASAIL CONCERNING THE 
SEMI-POLITICAL ISSUES 
6.1 Introduction: 
In general, the Miftazila refutation on non-Muslim doctrine was a basic element 
in their defence of religious belief and their stand with the Abbasid government. Al-Jdbi? 
like many other Mdtazilite scholars, including his teacher al-Nazz5m, 
924 is not only 
defending the Mutazila against other Muslim schools, but also wrote in defence of Islam 
against Christians, Jews and other faiths. The present part focuses on the ras'ff'd of the 
defence of the Abbasid against their political opponent which can be described as a series 
of observations on al-Jabiz's works concerning the semi-political 
925 issues. Pellat has 
listed nine ris-Va of al-Ribiz which are connected with the topic, however, in this part of 
the study the focus goes only on two main risffla i. e. Risdlaftal-raddalj al-Naýcjrj and 
Risillaftimanakib al-Turk. 926 Our intention is to identify some of the many historical and 
924He Was reported not only engaged in discussion about Christian doctrine, but also supposed to have 
memorised the Torah and the Gospel. For 
further information on his biography, see Ae Eticyclopaedia of 
Islam, art. At-NazZa-m, Vol. V11, PP- 1057-1058. 
925 The used of term 'semi-political' refers to the meaning of partially taking to a side in politics. For the 
. 
ford English Dictiottary, Vol. X1 1, pp. detailed analysis of the meaning of 'political', see Simpson, 77te Ox 
32-33. 
926 The rest of risila are as follows: Ffal-ýAbb&i)Ya, Fa(ff HJ1; him`a1J'Abda1, Vhams, Bay&t madhghib al- 
Shjrca, jawabsftal-imtna, Kilib laýwjib "AlirfittabOn al-bakamay7l. Flal-ýUlhm5iiýya, 1--fal-n4bila. see 
Pellat, Me life 17"d Works (? fJJN4 PP. 16-18. Almost all of the rasJ71 in this category has been studied by 
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political allusions to groups and events found throughout these two risga and to illustrate 
how they serve a]-Jdbi? 's strategy in defence the Abbasid against their opponents. 
6.2 Risalafflal-radd 'alffal-Na$&j (Refutation of the Christians) 
6.2.1 The significance of the Risala: 
Let us first recall that Islam in its earliest period had to deal with two major 
religions, Judaism and Christianity. It not only showed respect for the two and tried to 
accommodate them, but it also tried to have dialogue with them on the basis of what was 
common between them. 927 However, it is important to note here that as has been reported 
in Islamic history that at the Abbasid period, the Abbasid State openly changed its 
friendly policy to the Christians after the latter revolted in Annenia, which bordered the 
Byzantine Empire . 
928 Al-Tabail mentioned that in the year 235/850, the Caliph al- 
Mutawakkil ordered new laws which related to the dress of Christian and to the social 
and education position of Christians. For instance, he forbade their employment in 
government offices and on official business where they would have authority over 
Muslims. He also forbade the display of crosses on Palm Sundays and Jewish rites in the 
streets and so forth. 
929 As a result, this period witnessed some interesting examples of 
interchange between Christians and Muslims, and also witnessed significant change with 
El-cAtW in his Ph. D. thesis entitled "The Political Thought of al-Jdbif', and T' J7 a9Ujhm&jiyya, 
"llicularly has been studied by Zahniser in his Ph. D. thesis entitled "The '[Jthmlniyya of al-AbiZ7. )a, P27 
For excellent analysis on the story of the relationship between Islam and other faiths in classical Islam, 
see, Ismail R. Faruqi. 'Islam and other faiths'. in: Me Challenge ofislam, pp. 82-114. 
928 El-WtAr, The jvfifical thatight of a1-Jff&, 7, p. 388. 
929 See al-Tabarl, TWkh ol-uniant wa al-mulil, Vol. 111, pp. 1389-1390. 
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respect to the position of other faith communities %vith the Muslims , vorld. 930 So, We 
assume that from this point of view, the debate and dialog between Muslim and Christian 
or other faiths had become an integral part of religious discourse in Islam particularly in 
the middle of the third/ninth century. 
Acording to David Thomas in his book on Abd cisd al-Warraq (d. 247/861) that 
nearly all of the major theologians active at this time are known to have participated in 
debates or to have written some polemical work. 93 1 However, he points out that most of 
the works composed in the decades around the year 200/815-16, where al-JabiZ lived, are 
lost. 932 Writing during one of the most magnificent periods in the history of Islamic 
civilization, al-Ribiz could not ignore the reality of that time. So, as far as we are aware 
the text of Risila fi-al-radd 'alff a1-Na$,! rJ which will be analysed in this study is one of 
the earliest Muslim attacks on Christian doctrines, and it can be considered as the most 
comprehensive anti-Christian polemic that survives from the early Islamic period. Thus, 
the significant point of the works lies in the arguments that al-Ribiz employs in the body 
of his attack to prove his case against Christians and Jews. It also lies in the information 
he collects about the various Christian interpretations of their doctrine which stretched 
through out the risila. Moreover, the fisila analysed in the immediately preceding pages 
930Goddard, A History of Chrisfial. -Muslim Relations, Edinburgh University Press, Edinburgh, 2000, p. 66. 
For more detail on the development of Chrisitians and Jews in Iraq particularly under the Sasanians and 
aner the Muslim conquest and some aspects of their interactions with Muslims, see M. G. Morony 
Religious communities in late Sasanian and early Muslim Iraq, Journal of the Economic and Sociaj 
History of the Orient, 17 (1974), pp. 113 -13 5. 
93 1 Thomas also assumes that al-WarrAq and al-JabiZ engaged in polemical exchange especially through the 
two of al-Jdbiz's works entitled Risgaftmadt al-warriq and Risdaftdhamm al-warriq, See Thomas, Anii 
Christian polemic in early Islam, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1992, p. 3 1. YAqiit in his list 
make reference to the title of both risila of al-Jibiz, however, as far as we are concerned that the text of 
these two risNa not survived, see YAqfit, Mi(jam al-ridabi', Vol. XV1, p. 109. 
932 Thomas, Anti Christian polemic in early Islam. p. 3 1. It is reported that 'Ati b. Sahl Rabbin al-Tabar! (d. 
c. 240/855) wrote also polemical risild against the Christians. His detail biography can be seen in: Shorter 
DIcyclopedia of Islam, art. Naýdra, pp. 440-444. 
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belong to a recognizable literary type; the dialogue. 933 In addition, al-AM4 used the 
comparision technique for defending Islam by comparing it with Judaism and 
Christinaity. From this point of view, it can be assumed that a]-JabiZ is one of the biggest 
names in the field of comparative religious study. 
6.2.2 The title and the text of the Risala: 
Most valuably, al-QdTt ' 'Abd al-Jabbar (d. 415/1025) claimed that al-JabiZ 
composed two works on the subject of Muslim-Christian relations, firstly, known as 
Risffla al-ýasahya 934 and secondly entitled al-Mukhtir jj- al-radd 'aIJ al-Nay&A 935 
However, as far we are aware, the latter is the only one which has survived. Therefore, 
there are different views concerning the correct reading of title of the risila. Al-Jdbiz for 
example, he himself mentions the title of this risga in his introduction to the al-tlayawin 
as Kitib 'aIJ al-Nasgrj wa al- Yah i7d, and in other occasion, he named it as Kitib 'ahF al- 
936 
933 In this context, it is important to note that the etymology of the word "dialogue' is dia in Greek, 
referring to the act of seeing through. 
An essential component in dialogue is the willingness to reexamine 
one's faith in the light of how others relate to their tradition and the ability to strengthen or adjust one's 
own engagement and interaction with the sacred 
based on the experience of the other. For more information 
on the nature of interfaith dialogue, see 
Liyatakali, 'From Conversation: Interfaith Dialogue', 7he Muslim 
World, Vol. 94, No. 3 (2004), pp. 343-355. 
934yaqut did not make any reference to this Risda in his list of al-JabiZ's work. See, Yaqat, Mdjwn al- 
udahj, Vol, XVI, p. 107. 
935 c1w; 4, Md aJ-JOi, 7J7rJsj1a al-radd "alff al-Nas&ff, Maktabat Zahrl' al-Sharq, Cairo, 1999, p. 5. 
936 A1404, al-AlYaw5l, Vol- 1, P- 9- 
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On the other hand, Y5qat in his list of a]-Jabiz's works only named it as Kilib al- 
radd 'aIj al-NaArg. 937 As a result, al-fj5jiff assumed that al-Jdbiz has two works with 
different title, the first works is Kilib al-radd 'ali al-Naý; ýJ, and the other is Kilib al- 
radd "aIJ al-Yah 17d. 938 As far as we are aware Kilib al-radd 'aIj al- Yah W is not extant. 
SharqdNVi- claimed that the correct reading of the title of the risala is al-Mukhtirfi-al-radd 
'algal-Na, y&j, because the original copy of the risala is lost. And what we have now is a 
selection of text from the original work. In addition, he also claimed that it was the 
shortest risild of al-Jabiz as well. 
939 Based on this confusion, lbrdlfim clwaq asked 
whether al-Mukhtirfi-al-radd "ald al-NasArg is the summary of Risild a1--'asa1iyya?. 
940 
However, we have no further information about this matter, because as we have said 
earlier, that the text of Risala al-Fasafiyya has not come down to us. 
Joshua Finkel was the first editor of the risgla. The text of the risga can be found 
in his edition with other two risga of al-Jabiz namely Risilafi-dhamm akhl. 7q al-kutmb 
and Risalaffal-qiyk?. Afterwards Hadin edited the risala 
for the second time based on 
the Finkel's edition. The text of the risa-la also can be found in "UyUn al-Sud's with 
varying length. This risga in the scholarship edition consists of 
forty-eight consecutive 
pages. it is divided into ten portions. The 
first portion entitled "Fag min pdr kita-bihfi- 
al-radd "ali al-Nasirg, and the other portions only 
begin with "Fag minhte'. 
937 yaqut also does not make any reference to Kilffb al-radd "alf al-YahQ, see YAqfit, Mu1jwn al-udabj', 
Vol. XV], p. 107. 
939 Aj_jj, 5jirj', 7j-jjhjI? ba . y&uh wa 
ahanih, p. 363. 
939 Al-SharqIWIF, al-Mukhtir f7aI-raddaIjaI-, &'a;; &J, Ddr at-$abwa, Cairo, 1994. p. 17. 
940'IwaO, Md aI-JjPi,, 7fi-riSJIa al-radd "aIJ al-Na$ýtA p. 5. 
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The full translation of the risila could be seen in "Sobriety and Mirth" translated 
by Jim Colville with the title in English translation: "Contra ChristianoroUM,,. 941 Pellat in 
his collection of translated portions of al-Jabiz's work also has published some five pages 
selected from various places of the risila under the heading "Refutation of the 
Christian" . 
942 So, all quotations in the text relating to the risdIa are from both Colville's 
and Pellat's translation. 
6.2.3 The addressee and the purpose of composition: 
The addressee of the risffla cannot be determined precisely, however al-Ijajift and 
El--ýAjtiir suggest that al-Ribiz addresses the work to the Turkish vizier, al-Fatb b. 
KhZiq5n. 943 Their suggestions were based on al-MýiZs statement in the introduction of 
the risila when he claimed that he had received al-Fatb b. Khaq5n message about the 
Christians, particularly the confusion in argumentation which has come into minds of the 
young and the weak, and the fear that they may not 
be able to answer their questions, and 
asking how to help with good answerS944 . Al-Hajiff also states that Y5qfa-t recorded 
in his 
MI[jam al-udabi'that he relates to AbU Ijayy5n al-Tawb7idithat al-Fatb b. Khdqan urged 
al-J5biZ to write this risgIa. 
945 
941 Colville, Sobriety widMirlh, pp. 71-94. 
942 Pellat, 7he life andwork of Jorp. 86-90. 
943 Aj-Ujjirjaj-jjýi.? Pay&uhwa j1hiruh, p. 363; El--FAtjAr, 7hepolificalihought of al-jffbiAp. 397. 
944 Al-libiz, RisffIajj-aI-raddaIjaI-Na$jrj, in: Hdran's edition, Vol. III, p. 303. cUyan al-Sad's edition, 
Vol. 1114 p. 23 1. 
9'5 A]-HSj if, t7j-jjhjzAp,,! wh wa j1hirish, p. 
362. 
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By observing to the beginning of the risga, it is clear that al-J5biz himself 
declares that he has read the letter from somebody without mentioning the name of the 
person who asking him to %vrite this risila, he says as follows: I have read your ris, §Ia 
(treatise) on the issue which Christian factions in your community have raised and I can 
understand the confusion which these have caused in the minds". 946 As a result, al-Fatý b. 
Kbaqan, the vizier promised in his letter that he would give al-Ribiz one year's earning in 
advance. 947 Concerning the addressee of the risila, Abd Milbim, on the other hand, 
claims that al-Rihiz did not refer to any person, but only an illusory man. 948 This is based 
on al-Jdbizs statement; for example, he writes "I have read your ris Va on the issues 
which Christian factions in your community have raised ... ete'. 
949 This is due to the 
nature of the methodology of al-Jahi7, 's writing which he always used a dialog style in 
order to attract the reader. 
Pellat, however, only assumed that the risila has been written as a supporting idea 
of al-mutawakkil's view regarding the relationship between Muslim and Christians in the 
Abbasid society. Perhaps, Pellat has observed from the announcement of decree made by 
the Caliph al-Mutawakkil which has been designed to ensure the strict application to 
Christian and Jews of the discriminatory status in the year 235/850 and 239/853.910 
Because according to Brockelmann, the Christians and Jews at the time bad played a big 
946 Al-Jdbiz, Risdaftal-raddcaljal-lýraiy&j, in: Hariin's edition, Vol. Ill, p. 303, 'Uyan al-Srid's edition, 
Vol. 11L p. 23 1. 
947 Ylqrit, Mujam al-udahj', Vol. XV1, p. 100. 
948 Abil N4ilbim. RasJ'j1a1-JAWA p. 285. 
949 Al-Jibiz, Risfflafl-al-radd WJ al-Nd. YffrA in: Hirtin's edition, Vol. 111, p. 303, cUyfin al-Sad's edition, 
Vol. JIL p. 231. 
950 sourdel. 'The Abbasid Caliphate', in: Me Cambridge Histoty of Islam, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge. 1970, Vol. 1. P. 127. 
Mo 
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role at court of the caliph. 951 Actually, we agree with al-UajifvVhen he stated that al- 
Jabi? 's main purpose of the writing of the ri. v9a was as a respond to religious situation 
which according to him the Christians and the Jews are the sources of the atheists 
movement in the country at the time. 952 Based on a] I of this infomations, it can be safely 
to say that the risila seem to have been written according to a %ýsh of an authority either 
by the Caliph al-Mutawakkil or his vizier, al-Fatb b. Khdqdn. It is seems here that al- 
RibiZ was able to maintain his relation with the Abbasid authoriV, although the Abbasid 
govemment has no longer upheld Mdtazilite doctrine at that period. 
6.2.4 The date of writing: 
The only discussion of the possible date of writing the risgla on the part of 
modem scholarship is that of al-ljdjifi in his book on the life and works of al-Ribiz. He 
pointed out that the most logical date for this risga would be during the period of the 
Caliph al-Mutawakkil . 
953 El-ýAttdr also added the more specific period is in the third 
period of at-Mutawakkil in power which this era is classified as the era of the 
Sunni 
triumph and decline of Mdtazila. 954 In the light of both statements, the important thing 
can be said here is that this risila was written under the reign of the 
Caliph al- 
Mutawakkil which his power stretched from 232/846 until 247/861. 
95113rockelmann, Histor), of 1he Islamic people, p. 132. 
952 Al-Igili, aýAog Ixyguh wa 2h&uh, p. 359. 
953 Ibid., p. 359. 
954 El-Att5r. 7he political thoughl ofaf-Jý*, ý, p. 387. 
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6.2.5 The structure of the Risala: 
Al-Jabiz seems to have compensated for the blow to the Mutazila by giving the 
praises to the Abbasids and responding to a]-Fatb b. Kh5q5n wishes that were aggravated 
by the first Christian rebellion that threatened the Abbasid sovereignty in Armenia, given 
its proximity to the Roman land. 
955 From this point of view, Pellat assumes that the 
Risila fl- al-radd 'ali al-Nay&j is consistent with measure taken by al-Mutawakkil 
against AN al-Kilib. Furthermore, be regards this risgla as a polemical work which was 
designed to furnish arguments against Christians occupying high position in Muslim 
countries. 956 On contrary, Hugh Goddard only considered the risila is as much an attack 
on the social position of Christians as it is on their system of belief 
957 However, let us 
now go back to the text of the risala to see its content which can be divided into these 
structures: 
1. Introduction - contains main Mdtazilite principle. 
2. Some of Christian's criticisms on Muslims. 
3. Note on Maryam (Mary) and clsd (Jesus). 
4. Note on '-Uzayr (Ezra). 
5. Note on Firaun (Pharoah) telling Hdmdn "Build me a high low&-. 
6. Note on YabyS b. Zakariyya (Yahya son of Zacharias). 
7. Note on %5 spoke in the cradle. 
8. Al-Jdbiz's strategic to tackle down Christian's criticisms. 
9. Why Muslims are more favourably towards Christians than other faith. 
955 ibid., p. 387. 
956 Pellatý Ae life and works ofJINA P. 19. 
9"Goddard, A Hi. vl()ry (? f Chrisfian-Muslim Relaiions, p. 67. 
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10. Clash betwecn Muslims and Jews. 
11. The Emigration of Muslims to Abyssinia. 
12. The interpretation of some Qur'5nic verses. 
13. Some of the Arabs king adopts Christianity. 
14. Trade relation between the Arabs and Christians. 
15. Christianity spread among the Bedouin. 
16. The Arabs assumed that Christians are philosophers and sages. 
17. The Christians gain a better place in the heart of Caliph and Sultan. 
18. Tolerance with Christians. 
19. The role of Christian in spreading of atheism. 
20. Some of Christian's faith. 
21. The Spread of castration between Christians. 
22. Some of Christian's culture. 
23. Uncertainty on the nature of the Christianity. 
24. Refutation of the Christian on the issue of "Isd spoke in the cradle. 
25. Refutation of the Christian on "al-Mas-ib (Messiah) is the son of God". 
26. Refutation of the Christian on "God is poor". 
27. Refutation of the Christian on "'Uzayr is the son of God". 
28. Refutation of the Christian on "Messiah is the spirit of God". 
29. Conclusion. 
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6.2.6 Analysis of the main issue in the Risala: 
One would gather from what al-Jabi4 says about the risila in his introduction to 
his al-JI4jawbi that he intended it to be as a response to the argument posed by 
Christians. 958 However, it is interesting to note here that Ibn Qutayba, one of al-Jdhiz's 
contemporary scholars was not satisfied with the content of the risila. For example, he 
claimed that its content is like the list of the grievances that Christians have against 
Muslims. In other occasion, Ibn Qutayba also stated that al-Jabiz, as the author of the 
risga highlights more Muslimsweaknesses . 
959 However, a study of the risild gives us a 
useful indication of al-RibiZ's evidences to defend Muslims against Christians. For 
instance, in the opening chapter of the risala, al-Ribiz talks about his role in this work 
when he clarifies: "I shall respond to each of these points - and to others besides - with 
powerful arguments and compelling evidence. Once I delivered my response, I shall 
proceed to address specific issues wherein lies, as Christians are well aware, the 
refutation of their teaching, and dissolution of their doctrine and complete collapse of 
their religion". 960 
And as a Muslim writer, he seeks from Allah Almighty for help and forgiveness, 
before he goes onto further discussion. He says: "I seek refuge in God from unfounded 
958 Vol- 1, p. 8. 
"19 ibn Qutayba, Ta'ml mukhlalaf al-tkdjth, p. 59. 
, j? jsjlaj7aJ4addaljal-Na$jrA 
IllrOn's editiorL Vol. 111, p. 308, 'AJyGn al-S ds itio Vo. 960 Al-JAbiz (i ' ed iL I 
111, p. 234. 
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assumption. I beseech Him for clarity of purpose in word and in deed, for His sake and 
for the triumph oh His religion. He is close at hand and to our prayers responding". 961 
In his introduction, a]-J5biz as usual tries to explain some of the Miftazila 
doctrines to his reader. Here, we find him saying: "All praise be to Allah who has 
bestowed on us the knowledge of His oneness, inspired us to reject mankind's sophistry 
and contrivance and moved us to dismiss all distinctions between His apostles. We deny 
no scripture He has enjoined us to believe in and add nothing thereto that has no rightful 
palace therein. He is the Glorious and the Omnipotent and alone is worthy of our 
Praise". 962 
6.2.6.1 The issue of Muslims-Christians-Jews relation: 
Among a]-Ribiz strategic to tackle down Christian's criticisms, he highlights the 
reason why Muslims are more favourably towards Christians than other faiths. We find 
that he starts by pointed out the main issue of Muslim-Christian-Jews relation in the past 
till his age by saying that "I shall begin by considering why the Muslim masses are more 
favourably disposed towards Christian than they are towards Zoroastrians and 
.... 
Jewe'. 963 From al-Rihi? 's point of view, this is refers to the case of Muslims and Jews 
relationship when they have 
bad relation since they were lived side by side at Medina. On 
the contrary, the relationship between Muslim and Christian was in good condition 
because Christian's lands were distant from both Mecca and Medina, and they never 
96, Ibid.. Vol. III, p. 308. see also Tyun al-Srid's edition, Vol. JIL p. 234. 
962 lbjd., Vol. 111, p. 303, see also cUyiin al-Sad's edition, Vol. III, p. 23 1. 
963 Ibid., Vol. III, p. 308; see also'UyUn al-Srad's edition, Vol. 11L p. 234. 
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resorted to intrigue against Muslim. According to al-JabiZ, this is the principle reason 
why Muslim opinion became set against Jews, but remains tolerant with Christians. 
The second point al-Bbiz raised here is the history of Judaism and Christianity in 
Arabia before and under Islam. He writes: "Another point to note is that Christianity, 
unlike Judaism and Zoroastrianism, had spread among the Bedouin... ". 
964 And then he 
adds "Christianity prevailed among the Arabs kings and the tribes of Lakhm, Ghassdn, 
ijarith b. Kdab at Najr5n, Khudhaa and Tayy, to name but a few. It later, spread among 
Ralfi'a, Tighlab, 'Abd al-Qays, obscure elements of Bakr, in particular, among the Dh(i 
al-Jaddayn. However, by the time of coming Islam, there were no predominantly Jewish 
tribes outside the Yemen, except for insignificant element of Iyy5d and Rabra... ". 
965 
, AI-RibiZ then proceeds to explain wherein 
lies the apparent superiority of 
Christians, he writes: "The reason why the common people respects and love them is that 
they include among their number secretaries, kings, flunkeys, noblemen's physicians, 
perfumers and money-changers, whereas the 
Jews are dyers, tanners, barbers, butchers 
and tinkers". 
966 
In his explaination to content of the Qur'dnic verse (5: 82-85) which means: 
"Verily, You will find the strongest among men in enmity to the believers (Muslims) the 
Jews and those who are al-Mushrikan, and you will find the nearest in love the believers 
(Muslims) those who say: "We are Christians". Such is the recompense of those who 
9" bid., Vol. III, p. 313, see also 'Uyan al-SU's edition, Vol. IlL p. 237. 
965 Ibid.. Vol. 111, p. 313, see also 'Uyan M-Srid's edition, Vol. III, p. 237. 
%61bid., Vol. IIL p. 314, see alsoUyan al-SUd's edition, Vol. 11L p. 238. 
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do wel 1,, 1*7 al-Jdhiz wites: "these same verses provide strong evidence that Allah 
Almighty was not referring to such Christians as the ones you speak of their Milkiya 
(Melchite) and Ya`kubiya (Jacobite), but, rather, to the likes of Bahira and the monks 
whom Salmdn served. Just because they all claim to be Christian does not mean we have 
to treat them all alike". 968 Concerning to this point of view, '-Iwad al-Kaam admits that 
al-Jdhiz is the first Muslim scholars who had brought this idea into Islamic thought. 969 
However, it is seems that al-J5biz assumed that not all Christian accepted in this category. 
6.2.6.2 The doctrine and custom of Christianity: 
One can notice that al-AbiZ in this risala writes also about some of the 
Christianity doctrine. For example, he says: "It is simply astonishing that no primate, 
bishop, archbishop, Jacobite hermit, Nestorian (or any other) monk or nun anywhere 
engages in procreative activity, in spite of the legion of monk and nuns around, the army 
of priest who follow their lead, the hordes of campaign veterans 
in their ranks and their 
share or normal male and female sterility. Christian who 
does take a wife cannot divorce 
and remarry or take a second wife or concubine". 
970 
Besides this, al-Jdbiz also writes about some of Christian's bad custom, such as 
human castration, eating pigs, and etc. For example, he said about human castration as 
follows: "Proof of the moral corruption and lack of compassion of Christians is that they, 
967 Ibid., Vol. 111, p. 310, see also 'UyUnal-SUd's edition, Vol. 111, p. 235. 
969 Ibid., Vol. III, PP- 310-311; see alsoUyan al-SfId's edition, Vol. 111, p. 236. 
969 A]-Kajim, Aid al-JOrfl-risda al-radd'alial-Nafki, p. 9. 
970 Al-jjbiZ, RisXaflaI-radd'aIJaI-NasjrA HMn's edition, Vol. 111, p. 322, Uyfin al-Sud's edition, Vol. 
IIL p. 244. 
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uniquely, practice that grimmest of all human custom: castration. They even performed it 
on innocent children". 97 1 Then he attacks Christians: "He (Christian) may be better 
dressed, practice a higher profession and be less hideous to look at than the Jew but the 
Christian is, at heart, a foul and dirty creature. Why? Because he is uncircumcised, does 
not wash after intercourse and eats pig meat. His wife does not wash after intercourse, 
either, or even after menstruation and childbirth, which leave her absolutely filthy. 
Furthermore she, too, is uncircumcised". 972 
When he completed from describing some of Christian's custom, he moved to 
explain more specific about the realty of Christianity because according to him, it is 
impossible to discover exactly what their religion consists of. He asked: "Even if you 
made a supreme mental effort to grasp their teaching on the Messiah and, particular, the 
doctrine of the nature of divinity, you would fail to understand the essential point of 
ChristianiV". 973 He says again: "How could you? If you comer a Nestorian and ask him 
about the doctrine of Messiah, he will tell you one thing. If you then comer his brother 
(also a Nestorian) and ask him the same thing, he will tell you something else. In 
consequence, we cannot grasp the truth of Christianity as we can of all other religions". 
974 
971 jbidý Vol. III, p. 322, see also 'Uyan al-Sild's edition, Vol. JIL p. 245. 
972, rbid., Vol. Ill, p. 322; see also Tyan a]-Sild's edition, Vol. 111, p. 245. 
973 bid, Vol. III, p. 323, see also 'Uy-an al-Sftd's edition, Vol. Ill, p. 245. 
974 Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 323; see also "Uyan al-Sild's edition, Vol. III, p. 246. 
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6.2.6.3 The argumentative issues: 
In the next paragraph, al-Jabi4 starts his arguments about the main issue in 
Christianity. The first issue is the refutation of Christians about Jesus having spoken in 
the cradle. From al-Jdbiz's point of view, in spite of their wish to glorify Jesus, it forms 
no part of their belief He writes on the issue as follows: "Let me now respond to their 
denial of the infant Jesus in the cradle. When Christians thought up and posed this 
spurious issue, they supposed that their purpose had been achieved. Not so. It may charm. 
their audience with superficial appeal but it is, in truth, a stark abomination and an act of 
desperation ), . 
975 
it is a brilliant point from al-RibiZ to deal Nvith the problem that has been arises 
among Christians. Then, he goes to another sensitive issue which can be crack down the 
relationship between Muslim and Christian. The issue is about the question "Is the Jesus 
son of God? " Concerning that issue, one can observed 
from the risga that al-Ribiz had 
succeeded in handling this sensitive 
issue, he answers to the question that had been arise 
by Christians as follows: "I do not accept that God may have a son, either begotten of the 
flesh or by adoption. I believe that to allow such a thing is gross ignorance and cardinal 
sin. if it were possible for God to 
be Jacob's father, He would be grandfather to Joseph. 
Were it conceivable - without implying a paternity, supposing any sort of physical 
similarity or in any way 
demeaning His majesty - for God to be both father and 
grandfather, it would 
be conceivable for Him to be an uncle, too. Were it possible to call 
Him -father" out of love and obedience, it would be equally possible to Him "brother" 
------------ 975 bid, Vol. III, pp. 324-325; see also Tyfln al-Srid's edition, Vol. 111, pp. 246-247. 
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out of honour and respect. It would also be conceivable that He find Himself a ffiend and 
partner. However, all this would only be deemed possibly by someone ignorant of the 
majesty of God and the insignificance of humanity". 976 
In another occasion, at-JabiZ comes again with other evidence, he says: "If the 
Messiah is to be known as the son of God because God conceived immaculately, ought 
more properly to be described as the children of God - if, indeed, Immaculate Conception 
was the reason why God took Jesus as His son. If, however, it was because of how He 
raised him, we might ask in what way did He raise him any differently from Moses, 
David and the other prophets? ". 977 
Moving to next paragraph, al-JabiZ goes further to discuss the complain from 
Christians that we Muslims accuse the adherent of other faiths of believing certain things 
which they do not and could not possibly believe such as, 
Muslim claim that the Jews 
said, God is poor and we are rich (Sfira 
Al cImr5n, 3: 18 1), the hand of God is tied (Sara 
al-MiNda, 5: 64), and etc. As regards to this matter, al-Ribiz also 
brings a strong argument 
to deny the statement. He says: "My reply to them is that the accurst Jews vilify the 
Qur'An, attempt to disprove it, look for faults in it, accuse the Messenger to whom it was 
revealed of making mistakes, attack 
it from every side and seek to undermine it with 
every device, to confuse the minds of 
the simple and lead the hearts of the foolish 
ashtray ... 
How could anyone believe that God is unable to do anything man can do yet 
acknowledge that 
He is the One who created and sustains him? If He wished, He could 
976 bid.. Vol. ill, p. 331; see alsoUyanal-Sad's edition, Vol. Ill, pp. 250-251. 
977 ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 342; see alsoUyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. III, p. 259. 
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deprive him of everything he has. If He wished, He could torment him of forgive him. 
His power to do all things is as His power to do just one" . 
978 
Referring to the same issue, a]-J5biZ as linguistic scholar, tries to explain the word 
"qarff' when God quoted the Jews as saying: Tf`ho is the one who will give unto God a 
goodly loan that He shall multiply for him? "(Sara al-Baqara, 2: 245). Al-Jdbiz states: 
"The verse in question obviously metaphorical and its interpretation is perfectly cleae'. 
Indeed, this is similar to this saying: "A man short of cash might tell his slave, "Lend me 
a dirham", although he knows that the slave and everything he owns belong to him. It is 
simply a speech act that demonstrates his decency towards the slave and indicates that he 
will repay what he himself has given him. This is not an incorrect or strained use of 
language". 979 
From this explanation, one can notice how luminous al-Atiz when he replies to 
the Jews saying that the hand of God is tied. To prove this, he delves into the psychology 
of the scholar. He writes: "By saying, the hand of God is tied-, they were really referring 
to God's goodness and mercy, even if they did not state it openly. , 
980 Then, al-MýiZ 
relates it with another verse from al-Qur'5n which means: Indeed, His hands are both 
stretched out. He bestows just as He wills (SUra al-MS'ida, 5: 64). And he proceeds: 
-This proves my poinf'. 
9" 
978 Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 343, see also 'Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. IIL p. 260. 
979 Ibid., Vol. IlL p. 344; see also Tyan al-Sad's editioN Vol. IIL p. 261. 
980jrbid., Vol. III, p. 345; see also TyGn al-Sud's edition, Vol. III, P. 261. 
goi Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 346; see also cUyQn al-Sad's edition, Vol. IIL p. 261. 
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AI-J5biZ then goes to discuss the second Christians complains on behalf of the 
Jews that we Muslims accuse the Jews saying that Ezra is ihe son of God. He writes 
again: "Regarding the contention that the Jews do not really claim that Ezra is the son of 
God, there are, in fact, two Jewish positions, one of which is localised while the other is 
held by all Jewish communitieSv). 982 He then continues: "The specific case is this: when 
some Jews realised the Ezra had, by himself, restored the Pentateuch to them after it had 
been effected and scattered, they went overboard and came up with the claim that he is 
God's son. -They generally 
held position is that every Jews is begotten by Israel and it 
thus the son of God, since the son of the son must himself be a son". 983 
After further exegetical consideration, al-Jdbiz comes to the problem of the 
Christians denying that Jesus is the spirit and the word of God. He reply: "You have 
question us about what is accepted in our language and our religion not in yours. -If in 
saying jesus is the Spirit and Word of God' (Silra al-Nisd', 4: 171), we were bound 
according to our own language to admit that God made him His son, to regard his as 
another god beside God, and to say that a Spirit Nvas in God and left Him and entered into 
Jesus's body and Mary breast, then we should have to say the same of the angel Gabriel; 
for he also has been called Spirit of God and sanctified Spirit". 
984 
This was the last point that al-JAbiz wants to arise in this risga. After all he says: 
"I have dealt with the issues which Christians have raised more rigorously than they 
themselves have done, in order to make this guide complete and my response 
qs2jbid.. vol. 111. p. 346, see also Tyan al-Sad's edition. Vol. JIL p. 262. 
983rbid., Vol. JIL p. 347; see also Tyran A-Sad's edition, Vol. IlL p. 262. 
w, Ibid., Vol. 111, p. 347; see alsoUyan al-Srad's edition, Vol. 111, p. 262. 
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comprehensive. The reader who reflects on replies will appreciate that I have not 
exploited weakness or seized upon oversight but have been summoned by reason and 
confidence in salvation to speak candidly about their faith as they cannot do 
themselves". 985 
Ho%vcvcr, as usual, in his digression, al-RibiZ comes again with the last point he 
would like to conclude his writing. Here, al-Jdbi; ý endeavours to show that Jesus is a man 
like other men, asserting that Jesus only an anthropomorphist could accept that divinity 
could be incarnated in human body. He draws his last question: "Was the Messiah a 
man and not a god or a god not man? Or was he both god and man? 
986 He says the 
answer of this question could be found his work entitled Risilafi-narjy al-tashbili. 
6.2.7 The style of writing: 
Our examination of al-Jdbiz's argumentation in the Risila ft al-radd 'ali al- 
Ara$jrj reveals his Mdtazilite conviction. One can see him reasoning logically in 
accordance with canons of rhetoric, as well as reasoning 
from the mean between two 
positions, or from the psychological realities of 
human motivation. He writes in a 
distinctive way arguing with thoroughness and orderliness surprising in its ability to 
maintain reader interest. For example, 
he starts his writing with this word: 
qsS Ibid.. Vol. III, p. 349, see also Tylin al-Srid's edition, Vol. 11L p. 263. 
9M Ibid.. Vol. Ill. p. 350; see also 'Uyrin a]-Srad's edition, Vol. 111, p. 264. 
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(I have read your essay on the issue which Christian's factions in your community have 
raised and I can well understand the confusion which these have caused in the minds of 
the young and easily-led. I sympathise with your concern for the latter's inability to 
respond adequately... ). 
While, on the other hand, al-Jdhiz has been portrayed as writing almost carelessly 
and sometimes given to digression and half serious, however, here in the risgia one can 
found that al-Jdbizs writing systematically with a plan in mind, and, for most part, with 
seriousness. To illustrate that, let us find these elements particularly in the second portion 
of the risila. For example, al-RibiZ writes: 
C)A 141r- k)j IA ? Lý 
S,, AU-3 
( Oýp e+. Al- )L=li 4 ol.; q U; Arj3i 
(I shall respond to each of these points with powerful arguments and compelling 
evidence. Once I have delivered my response, I shall proceed to address spe rl ci IC issue 
wherein lies, as Christians are well aware, the refutation of their teaching, and dissolution 
of their doctrine and complete collapse of their religion). 
Then, he writes: 
6 ul-j-Z. -i &- rl-14 CA. L; -)L-ýl 
Ci-)L- til 
(. A, Y4ý1 -P Lri L;. Lý" ýiq 
( IqQz CjjAij 4 1_4 
_>i-Ij 
4 
111L 
Lýlj I S-)j- Y_fij 4 Z_M4 C, %. ýA-%: = 
Ijj-'L- 
ýLjj 
(I shall begin by considering why the Muslim masses are more favourable disposed 
towards Christians than they are towards Zoroastrians and why they believe them to be 
more trustworthy, more sociable, less pernicious, lesser infields). 
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Aftenvards, he continues: 
cJLS2 YJ j diii) 
ýjj L &jillZu I eA 
(L.. 
jA. 
(The first point to note is that Jews and Muslims were neighbours in Medina and 
elsewhere, ... However, because their 
lands were distant-from both Mecca (where 
Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) was born) and Medina (where Prophet Muhammad 
(p. b. u. h. ) emigrate), Christians never restored to intrigue, vilification and open hostility 
against Muslims). 
He proceeds again by given his second reason: 
lij f+. 
W 
t: AJ C>. 
$A C, 9: 21 ijýl ChýU 
(The other thing which is one the most coinpellidg reasons of all concern the 
interpretation of certain Quranic verse which have been misunderstood by the Muslim 
masses. Christians picked up on them and used them to 
bend the ears of the rabble. These 
are the verses in which the Qur'An said : 
"'Verily, -you willfind the strongest among men 
ir, enirlity to the believers (Aluslims) the 
Jews and those who are al-Mushrik&i, andyou 
willfind the nearest in love the believers 
( &Iuslin's) those who say: "K e are Christians"). 
Finally, at the end of the risala, al-Atiz concludes with this humble statement: 
b 
-; -w L-A-q-ýIj , e+14 li - 
eA3. Xl eiý 4,. -A .D 
QA Sjj 46 "L'ý jý 
-Y 
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(I have dealt with the issue which Christians have raised more rigorously than they 
themselves have done, in order to make this guide complete and my respond 
comprehensive. The reader %vho reflects on my replies will appreciate that I have not 
exploited weakness or seized upon oversight... I hope to have the opportunity of 
questioning them and scrutinizing their replies, just as I fully expect them to interrogate 
me. I have already considered the questions I shall ask. ) 
In addition, the risgla also draw heavily on verses of the Qur'dn, in which the 
author based his arguments and built his case. For example, in the first page of the risgla, 
the author told us that the Christians claim to have never Professed, either in private or in 
public, about the divinity of Maryam (Mary). Here, he quotes this Qur'Anic verse SUra al- 
MjjIida (5: 116): 
C)441. VJJ VýJýl u-UU C:, -' C-di ? 4-)- ch? tý. M ju klj 
"And (remember) when Allah will say (on the Day of Resurrection): "0 Isa 
(jesus), son of Maryam (Mary)! Did you say unto men: "Worship me and my mother as 
two gods besides Allah? " 
In another occasion, al-Jabiz again quotes another Qur'dnic verse to support his 
argument especially when he mentioned the claim 
by Christians or Jews. For instance, he 
quotes this verse (SUra al-Baqara, 
2: 245): 
4 A] AI=U4 Uaz. "_ý Al U.: *_)4 4111 
1ý 
(: )A ý 
"Who is he that will loan to Allah a beautiful loan, unto his credit and multiply 
many times? " 
AI-RibiZ then Tecorded what had been said by Jews: "They Teplied in that 
insulting and arrogant manner of their "God, you say, wants loan but He would not be 
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asking us were He not poor". Afterwards, al-Jabiz replied: "This verse in question is 
obviously metaphorical and its interpretation is perfectly clear. One man lends money to 
another as a favour and small profit accurse to himself, along with the eventual return of 
his capital, which remains at risk until it has been rcpaired. " 
This brilliant statement from al-JdbiZ shows us that our author also has his special 
skill in tackling the claims from his opponents. 
The language of the risila is obviously in the debate style. For instance, the 
author, frequently use these passages to express his view such as "They claim", "If they 
said" and -if they asked", etc. To illustrate that, let us follow these quotations: 
UAZ J; 
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These quotations seem to us that the author made the structure of this risila on the 
dialogue style. Or in other words, we can say that this style of writing is designed not to 
reveal the structure of the argument but to carry the reader along maintaining his interest 
and eliciting from him a positive response. 
6.3 Risala f-Imaniqib al-Turk wa "im-sniat jind al-Whya (The virtue of Turk and the 
whole army of the Caliphate) 
6.3.1 The significance of the Risala: 
In general, Islamic history is not concerned with only one people such as the 
Arabs; it is the history of several nations, Turks and Persians, etc. However, the clash 
between these nationalities occurred in the Abbasid time. The Turks for example, they 
come into existence from Samarkand and Bukhara and marched to Baghdad. 
987 During 
the reign of the Caliph al-Mdtaýim, as the Caliph himself having Turkish blood on his 
mother's sideým he has invited many strong, healthy and pure-blooded Turks to joint him 
in the government, and he founded a magnificence army and employed them in the most 
si gnificant positions. 
989 Explaining the position of the Turks at that time, al-M&U(ri said 
as follows: "The Turks became the owners of everything (in the Caliphate countries); the 
rest of the people were either 
listeners (to their order) or submissive (to their willy'. 990 
997 For further information on the origin of the Turks, see Brockelmann, History of the Islamic Peoples, p. 
163; see also KitapchL al-TurkJ. -Imu'allafa al-dift pp. 29-37. 
988 There are some other Abbasid Caliphs who also has Turkish blGOd, namely A-Ma'mfln, al-Mutawakkil, 
al-Muct4im, at-Muktafi Billah, at-Muqtadir 
Billah, al-Nd$ir li Din Allah, al-Mustamir Billah, al-Muste-in 
Billah and al-Mdtaoid Billah. See Kitapchiý al-Turkri muallaft al-JO4 p. 194. 
989 see, iassner, Me Shaping ofA bbasid Ride, p. 118. 
9" Awaetldl, Murg al-dhahab, Vol. 11, p. 336. 
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The Turks reached their zenith in the time of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil in which 
according to al-Tabaff, at the time, there were two hundred thousand Turks in the 
Caliphate army. 991 This is the result of al-Mutawakkil's policy when he recruited a large 
number of Turkish slaves. Therefore, he created a sort of military class, whose role 
according to him, was to protect the caliph and the government. But the reverse 
happened; the caliph was assassinated following on a plot hatched by Turkish officers. 992 
Risilaffmaniqib al-Turk is the second work of al-Abiz will be discussed in this 
part. The significant of this risila lies on the question of inequality, racial and national 
which becomes the main social and political problem in the Abbasid society. Here, the 
author tries to explain his attitude towards the all nationalities and give them their rights 
and merit which according to him, every nation has their special characteristics, by which 
they are distinguished from each other. However, in this risala, he stresses on the Turkish 
racial national and military characteristics and peculiarities more than others as we shall 
see latcr. 
993 When describing the risgla, PcIlat said that is concern to conciliate the troops 
that al-Jabiz takes the opportunity of praising the Turks in order to flatter the court 
favourite at-Fatb b. Khdqan, who was of Turkish extraction. 994 
911 M-TabarT, TjrAh al-umam wa al-mula, Vol. )(1, p. 32. 
9" Sourdel, Me&eval Islam, Routledge & Keegan Paul, London, 1983, p. 144. For more detailed views of 
the composition of the military from Umayyad to mid-Abbasid times, see 7he E"cYclopedia of Islam, art. 
Djaysh, Vol. IL PP- 504-509. 
99 
4 
In the same tradition, we can mention here RisSaftaj_pfijba by Ibn at-Muqaffa' which was cited with 
regard to military propagandas. It contains concrete proposal 
for establishing an enduring Abbasid state. 
For excellent analysis on the text of the risffla. see Latham. Ibn a1_AYuqq9d aiul early Abbasidprose, pp. 
(A-73. 
994Pellat. 77ie life aikl works of JJYA p. 18. 
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6.3.2 The addressee of the Risala: 
Beeston claimed that the risgla is formally addressed to the Caliph al- 
Mutawakkilý95 however, most scholars of at-Jahiz agreed that the real addressee of the 
risga is al-Fat6 b. Kh5qdn. 996 He was the son of Khdqdn b. Ghurtuj of the Turkish ruling 
family at Farghana. Biographical infon-nation concerning him is scare; nevertheless, he 
must have been born around 200/846, because he was probably same age as al- 
Mutawakk-il. He was a member of the caliph's literary circle and he was himself a writer 
and poet. 997 Amongst his works, as recorded by Ibn khallikan are lkhhhf al-mulak, al- 
I 
$qyd wa al-jArip and al-Raw(; U wa al-zahr, but, none of these works has come down to 
US. 
998 
In addition to this risila, al-Jdhiz wrote also another work entitled Napn al- 
Qur in which he addresses it to al-Fatb b. Kh5q5n. 999 However, as far as w. e know, this 
work also has not come down to us. Some scholars claimed that it was a book on the 
995 ]3eeston, Samples of. 4rabic Prose, p. 12. 
996 one should bear in mind that this person is not the other al-Fatl; b, Kh4qan who is his full name, al-Fatb 
b. Muhammad b. Tbayd Allah b. Khdqdn. He is an Andalusian anthologist whose history is somewhat 
obscure. He is the author of the 
book entitled Qalff 'id agiýyatfi-mab&in al-dyai. He was assassinated at 
the date which various sources varies between 528/1134 and 555/1160, however the year 529/1134 being 
the most possible. See Dicyclopaedia ofIsIam, art. 
A]-Fatb b. Khdqan, Vol. 11, p. 83 S. 
997 For further infomation about this man, see Ibn Shakir al-Kutub-,, Faw&aj-wafays, Vol. 11, p. 246; al- 
Zirikti, al-41JI", Vol- V, P- 133; Ibn Nad-im, al-Ejhrist, p. 148; 7he Encyclopaedia of1slam, art. AI-Fatb b. 
Khdqin. Vol. 11, p. 838. 
999 Ibn Khallikin, PVafay& at-dykri, Vol. 111, pp. 177-179. 
9'" IjAjjT Khal-ifa, Kashfal-ptnai, Vol. 11, p. 1964. 
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inimitability of the Holy Qur'5n in which the author analysed the content of the Qur'An 
from literary point of view. low 
6.3.3 The date and the purpose of writing: 
The precise date of composition of the two parts of the risila cannot be 
determined. However, as it has been mentioned earlier that the second part of the risga 
was written during the reign of the Caliph al-Mdtaýim, but it does not reached him. This 
means that the second part of the risga was written between the year 218/833 and 
227/842 when the Caliph al-Mdtaýirn was the caliph of the Abbasid dynasty. On the 
other hand, the first part of the risala was written during the reign of the Caliph al- 
Mutawakkil particularly in the time of al-Fatb b. KhZiqdn being his vizier. This means that 
this part was written by al-JabiZ between the year 232/847 and 247/861. And then it was 
combined together with the second part and hand over to al-Fatb 
b. Kh5q5n. We know 
that under the caliphate al-Mutawakkil, the Mdtazila policy was once abandoned and no 
Abbasid caliph ever attempted to return to it. And al-J51jiZ of course, try to make his 
attempt to be more closer to this new policy, presumably this 
is the main reason of the 
composition of the risila. 
However, it seems to us that his main purpose of the writing of this rissa is an 
attempt of establishing an 
idea of equality through compromise between all the elements 
which the caliphate 
had to employ under its own power. Thus, the fact remains that it was 
1000 See a]-UAjirT. al-J-Wr-wyjluh '+a R"-Ull, p. 322. 
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written in accordance with the Abbasid policy at al-Ribiz's time. 1001 Therefore, Najm 
maintains that this risga was written especially by al-jdhiý in praise of the Turks as 
soldier of the Caliphate. 1002 Or in other word, it can be said the Turkish fighting units are 
compared to four other groups in the army of the Caliphate; i. e. the Arabs, MaNvall 
(clients), Abnd', and Khurdsanis. 
6.3.4 The title and the text of the Risala: 
Yaqat claimed that the title of the risild is Manjqibjund al-khjlqý'a wafa(Wil al- 
Atr-9. However, most of the modem scholars of al-Bbiz such as Pellat, Mirfin, al-IjZijiCi 
and others agreed that the correct reading of the risala is Risalajj-manjqib al-Turk wa 
c, y -a. On the other hand, some scholars simply named it as "Faffil al- , mmatjund al-khilip 
AtrN'. 1003 Al_lj5jiff claims that the text of the risila is in two portions which had been 
written by al-Ribiz in different time. 
1004 The second part was written during the reign of 
the Caliph al-Mdta*im, while the first part in the reign of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil as 
has been mentioned by al-RibiZ in his introduction to this part. He states: "In the name of 
Allah, the Compassionate and the Merciful. This is a book (the second part) I wrote in the 
days of al-Mdta*im Billah (May Allah is pleased with him). It did not reach him for 
reasons which would take a 
long time to explain. Therefore, I did not give information 
1001 For analysis on the political aspect of the ris. Va. see Lassner, 7he Shaping ofAhhasid Rule, Princeton, 
Princeton University Press, 1980, pp. 116-136. 
1112 Naj M, Studies in the writing tyal-Aft p. 8 1. 
1003 Kitapchi, aI-Turkftmm'aI1qf& al-Jibig p. 14. 
"" A]-IjAjiCI., aI-JjPi, 7 jay2uh wa ahk*uh, p. 293. 
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about The both part aftenvards hand over to al-Fatb b. Khdqdn when he was a 
vizicr of the Caliph a]-Mutammakimall. 
Referring to the text of risala in Hdrýln's and "UyUn al-SUd's edition, one can 
observe that the first part of the risild begins , vith al-JabiZ's statement: "In the name of 
Allah, the Compassionate and the Merciful. May Allah grant you success in follo, %kring 
right course, help you to be thankful, make you and your hand sure, place us both among 
irijose who speak the truth while the second part starts with this statement: "In the 
name of Allah, the Compassionate and the Merciful. This is a book I wrote in the days of 
al-MdWim Billah (May Allah is pleased with him). It did not reach hirn for reasons 
which would take a long time to explain... "j 
(" 
The risila was published at Leyden in 1903 edited by G. van Vloten. But he died 
j e. 11-107 Since before completing the worik; it was continued and sent to the press by de Goe 
tilen, it published again in the Muhammad Sdýl al-Magliribi's collection in 1907.1("'nic 
latest edition we have now is Hdran's and 'Uyan al-SCid's edition. ' ... 9 Both edition differs 
slightly from that G. van Vloten and Safi al. -Maghrilfl and is cited throughout the text. 
iom A. 1-jabiz, Risj1aftmanjqib al-Turk, in: Haran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 36; Tyfin al-Sild's edition, Vol. 
31. 606 ]bid., Vol. I, p. 5& 36; see also "Uyan al-Rid's edition, Vol. I, p. 9&3 1. 
1007 This edition entitled "Tria opusculd, auctore al-Djah&'. It was printed by E. J. Brill, Leiden, 1903, pp. 
1-56. 
10" See 'Risila ri rnaniqib al-Turk', in Mk4mif Ras, 171, collected by: S5!; i al-Maghribli, pp. 2-53. 
119 The text of the risJla can be seen in two places in HArfin's andUy-Ga all-Sad's edition. See, for example 
in HAran's edition. Vol. 14 pp. 6-S6 & VOL HL pp. 163-2= and in Tyfln al-Sild's edition, Vol. I. pp. 9-66 
& Vol. 111, pp. 125-16S. 
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An English translation was published by C. T. Walker entitled "Exploits of the 
Turks and the Artny of the Caliphate in General" which he used the Cairo edition for his 
translation. 1010 The text of the risgla is divided into three parts which he named it as 
Letter 1, Letter 11, and Letter 111.1011 The latest Engllish translation of the risSa could be 
found in "Nine Essay of al-Jabi; e' by M. Hutchins entitled "The Virtue of the Turks". 1012 
Pellat also in his book on the life and works of Ribiz has translated some selected pages 
from various place of the risga under the heading "The merits of the Turks and the 
Imperial army as whole". 
1013 
6.3.5 The structure of the Risga: 
Risilafl-maniqib al-Turk is dealing with the comparative qualities of the various 
racial elements in the anny and their composition as can be seen in this brief outline 
which will be divided into these structures: 
EL Part one: 
1. Introduction - Dedication to al-Fatb b. Khdqdn. 
2. The unity of the imperial army. 
3. Al-Ribiz compared the merits of Turk with those of other groups. 
4. The Case of Khurasdh-is. 
5. The Case for the Arabs. 
1010 See Walker, C. T. Harley, 'JabiZ of Basra to a]-Fatb Ibn Khaqan on the "Exploit of the Turks and the 
Arrny of the Caliphate in General". Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XXIII, (1915): pp. 631-697. 
For discussion, see also Francesco Gabreili, 'La ris5la di a]-65biZ sui Turchi', Rivista degli studi orieýjjajj 
. 32,1957, pp. 
477483; Ramazan Siskn, Hilafiet Ordusunun Melikebeleri ve T17rklerin Fazziletleri (including 
a Turkish translation, Ankara, 1967. 
lot I Ibid. p. 633 (Letter 1), p. 654 (Letter 11), p. 659 (Letter 111). 
1012Hutchins, Nine EssaY Ofal-JOZ PP. 175-217. 
10 13 pellat. Me life arid works ofJjPi4 pp. 91-97. 
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6. The Case for the Mawalf(clients). 
7. The Case for the A bnj' (The descendant of the Persian immigrant). 
8. The conclusion of the first part. 
b. Part Two: 
1. Time of composition. 
2. The virtue of the Turks. 
3. The Turks as horseman. 
4. National characteristics. 
5. List of the qualities required in war. 
6. Quote a line of reasoning by which the Turks claim to be closer to the 
caliphate than the Arabs. 
9. Some information about customary law among Khurasanis and the Turks. 
10. Some anecdote. 
11. Conclusion 
6.3.6 Analysis of the main issue in the Risaid: 
In his introduction, al-Rihiz starts his risAla by recording his praise to al-Fath b. 
Kh5q5n. He then declares that knowledge must precede action by saying as follows: 
-people have sought clear understanding and for love of safety from destruction and 
desire for prosperity, they have endured the burden of knowledge and hastened on with 
the hated part of reform, because there are few doers and many prescribere'. 
1014 
1014 AWAbiZ. I? isfaj7mattjqib al-Turk, in: HArfln's edition, Vol. 1, p. 5; clJyfin al-Sad's edition, Vol. 1. p. 9. 
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After that a]-Jabiz expresses his admiration for the loYalty and zeal with which a]- 
Fath b. Khaqdn defends his leader against the enemies of authority. He writes: "I have 
been pleased by what I have seen your zealous obedience to your leader, defence of your 
caliph's rule... For authority is never free of the vindictive busybody, a man angry at 
being convicted, a disparaging man whose sentence was redressed, the unemployed critic, 
a person pleased with his own opinion whose presentation is foolish, one who loves to 
scom the right way, objects to sound management, until he seems a scout for all the 
nation and minister for the inhabitants of all the realnf'. 
1015 
6.3.6.1 The composition of army: 
The component of the caliphate anny at the time of al-Fatb b. Kh5qdn consists of 
five groups; Khurds5nis, Turks, Mawdl7i, Arabs and Abna'. According to al-Jabiz, al-Fatb 
b. Khdqdn had declared that the army could really be regarded as composed entirely of 
Kburas5nis, and there were no sharp distinctions between these various groups. However, 
we find that al-Abi, 7propose to deal with the Turks and compare their merit with those of 
the other groups, and provides with evidences which conciliating him. 
iols Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 6; Ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 9-10. 
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6.3.6.2 The catalogue of virtues: 
6.3.6.2.1 The Khuras! nT group: 
Al-JdbiZ starts his comparison by the case of Khurasarff and immediately invokes 
the memories of the Abbasid revolution. They are the early Khuras5nis who brought the 
Abbasid to power. Therefore, at-Ribiz records in this risa-la some of the qualities that the 
Khurasdh-i were proud with. For example, they boast: "We are chieftains and the son of 
chieftains; they are nobles and the son of nobles. They are provided the Abbasid 
missionaries and it was through them the kingdom of their foes ceased from its place, and 
the kingdom of their friend was established. And they also claimed that they have 
conquered the lands and killed the enemies and destroyed the foe in every valley. And 
finally, they claimed that they are the people of this dynasty and the missionaries of this 
claim and the root of this tree; and from their direction blows this wind ... etc. So, we 
deserve better to be preferred and have the better right to the first place". 1016 
There then follows a list of major military campaign, beginning with the 
fortification of the villages in Khurdsan, and ending with an allusion to the siege of 
Was7q. The author also cites a variant of the famous tradition in which Muhammad b. 
'Ari, considered where to send his dda (propagandist). The Khurasan-l therefore boasts: 
"We are the best contingent for the best imim. We vindicate his opinion, confirmed his 
idea, and prove the accuracy of his insight". 
1017 
1016 Ihid., Vol. 1, p. 14; see also 'Uy7un al-SOd's edition, Vol. 1. p. 15. 
iovjbid., Vol. 1, p. 16; see alsoUyiln a)-Srid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 17. 
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Al-JabiZ completes the case Q the Khu-. dsdnis with a description of their cultural 
background, fighting qualities, and arm, our. Initially, his praise for them seems to us is 
generous; unique in the history of Islam, highly discipline and remark-ably well-behaved 
towards the civilian population. 
6.3.6.2.2 The Arab group: 
If these are the virtues of Khurasanis, who are the Arabs and what are their 
claims? Al-jabi? 's description of the Arabs is obviously presented. The next paragraph 
the writer moves on to record some of the qualities which the Arabs claimed. For 
instance, he quotes what the Arabs having said: "the Arabs that the merit is earned by 
established relationship and intermarriage and ancient association and obedience to 
parents and tribe, and by serviceable gratitude and adequate eulogy, and by measured 
verse, which endures as long as time and shines like a star, and is recited, so 
long as men 
start on pilgrimage and the east wind blows and the olive is pressed, by prose and speech 
worthy to be handed down, and description of the origin of the 
dynasty and argument on 
behalf of its claims and perpetuating its exploits, since the non-Arabs are not used to this, 
and this not related as known to any 
but the Arabs". 1018 
The Arab also boasts, "Who are most of the agents (naqlb), if not, in essence, 
Arabs (min xmhn al-ý'Arab)". 
1019 A description of their military exploits is the same as 
1018 Ibid., Vol. L p. 21-22; see also 'Uyan al-Sad's editiorý Vol. 1, pp. 20-2 1. 
mg Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 22; see also "UyiIn al-Srid's editioný Vol. I, p. 21. 
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that of the Khurdsdnis. There is, one difference: whereas a KhurasanT is credited with 
killing the last Umayyad Caliph, it is an Arab who spread the good news. If there any 
other subtle differences between the so-called Arabs and Khurds5nis of al-Rilliz, it is not 
clear from a reading of the text. 
6.3.6.2.3 The INlawdff group: 
1020 
The smallest section of the risXa is reversed for the Mawali. They were least 
significant compare to the other component of the Caliphate army. 1021 Al-Rihiz records 
the Mawdl-i (the client) saying: "We are the really loyal and the really affectionate. We 
are trusted in a crisis. We are kinder to patrons, more dependable, and happier, "ith what 
is provided. And to us belong, among the chief of nobility and to us belong the exploits 
of the people of Khurdsiin and the exploit of the Abbasid propaganda; and we belong to 
them and are reckoned among them". 1022 
Their role as a distinct division of the army was limited. They were units under 
the name of Maw5171 that fought in campaigns subsequent to the revolution, but these 
were relatively small and the occasions on which they served were extremely rare. 
1023 
1020 MaWld (pl. Mawah) is Arabic term for clientship. For futher information on this issue, see Me 
Dx1opedia OfIslam, art- MawJ5, Vol. VI, pp. 874-882. 
1021 Lassner, 7he Shaping of the Abbasid Rule, p. 123. 
1022 Al-jabiz, Ris5laftmwijqib al-Turk, in: HAran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 23, Uyfln al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
22. 
1023 Lassner. 7he Shaping of the Abbavid Rule, p. 128. For more information on military slaves and their 
role in the early Abbasid state, see Daniel, 
Slave soldier and Islam. the genisis of the military system, Yale 
University Press, New Haven, 198 1. 
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6.3.6.2.4 The BanawTf group: 
1024 
This group is among the early contigents of the army. M45biz linked them, as a 
group, to service in the Caliphate army. According to author, the BanaWj- is an expert at 
close combat. When weapons are exhausted, the BanaW-1 grabs the neck of his foe. They 
also knows bow to stab with the knife and fend off the dagger and so on. On the Banaw-1 
origin, al-Mbiz says: "Banaiýd said that my root is Khurdsan. It was the place where the 
state originated and the call began... until the truth was established and covered the 
horizon with its lighf-). 1025 He continues: "And my branch is Baghdad. It is the residence 
of the caliphate and the place of the material resources. It is the Kburds5n. of Iraq, the 
home of the caliphate, and the place of substance". The Banawi also boasts: "We know 
how to fight at the entrances to protective moats and at the bridges.... We are masters of 
night fighting and kill openly in the markets and the roads .... We 
fight in the water as 
well as in the land, %1026 Because of this, the Banaw! says: "Thus who has more right to 
preference and is more worthy of high rank than one with these inner qualities and 
characteristice'. 
1027 Other images of the BanaWif in al-Ritiz's description reappear in the 
description of the qualities of the Turks. 
1024 The term abnj'(sing. Ibn) literally means "sons7. See, Wehr, A Dictionary ofModern Written Arabic, 
p. 76. Lassner described abnj'as the 
foster sons of the Caliphs and the neighbours of the wazks. They are 
bom in the court of their kings and under the wings of their Caliphs, see Lassner, 7he Shaping of the 
Abbasid Rule, p. 132. On the other hand, Pellat suggested that they are descendents of Persian immigrants 
in the Yemen, see Pellat, Me life and works of JANA p. 276. However, we are agreed with Beeston's 
remarks on Pellat suggestion that al-JzxbiZ. used the term not with reference to Iranians but to 'second 
generation' Iraqi-born troops of Turkish parentage, see, Me lVe and works of JOi4r by Pellat, rev. by 
Beeston, Journal ofArabic literature, Vol. IL 1971, p. 196. 
1025 Al-jabiZ, RisJ1aftmanjqib al-Turk, in: Hdrgn's edition, Vol. 1, p. 25; Wn al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
24. 
1026 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 27; see also 'Uyan at-SM's edition, Vol. 1, p. 25. 
1027 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 27; see also TyGn al-Scid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 25. 
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In his conclusion for the first part of the risila, al-Jabiz hopes that he has 
undertaken his book solely to bring together those hearts that differed, to add to 
friendship if they were friendly, and to tell of the agreement of their origins, so their that 
their word can agree and those ignorant of the amount of distance in lineage and extent of 
difference in descent will learn. 
It seems that the main purpose of this part of the risga, firstly, the author 
mentions some stories which related to the case of study, either matters seen or 
witnessed, or taken straight from mouths of men and heard, secondly, he will mention all 
the instruments and tools these groups have, and finally, he will examine which of them 
uses most, which are least dependent on them, and so on. 
After all he hopes this work will be accepted because he said the choice is in the 
hand of the observer, who leafs through these ideas, ponder their aspects, reflect on the 
chapters, and compares the beginning with the end. 
Moving to the part two of the risila, we find that al-RibiZ told us the precise date 
of writing of the risila. He said that 
he wrote this work in the days of the caliph a]- 
Mdtaýim Billah. However, he said it did not reach the caliph for the reason which would 
take a long time to explain. Therefore, he said he did not give information about it. He 
wants it to be a forthright book and a 
fair presentation. And he did not want it to be a 
book with immoderate praise for one people and excessive scom for others. 1028 
to2s ibid., Vol. I, p. 36; see also TyGn al-Sfad's edition, Vol. 1, p. 3 1. 
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Because of this purpose, he said he did not want to mention only the virtue of the 
Turks, but also the vices of the rest of the troops, and sometimes he said omitting of all 
would be more correct and forsaking this book more prudent. 
6.3.6.2.5 The virtue of the Turks: 
We find that al-Jdbiz in the most part of this section focusing on the quotation of 
reasoning by which the Turks claim to be closer to the caliphate army rather than the 
other groups. For instance, al-JabiZ records that the Turks have claimed as follows: "The 
Turks can shoot beasts and birds, targets on spears and human being. The Turks also ride 
his horse with downward sweep from a mountain or down below inside a ravine at a 
greater speed. And one single Turk is as good as whole staff. And if a Turk is advancing 
along with an army composed of some other contingent, where the rest go ten miles, he 
goes twenty; and again the Turk does not march like other people at all, and does not 
proceed at all in a straight line .... etc". 
1029 
Al-MiZ continues his praise and eulogy of the Turks and quoting informations 
borrowed from the man known as jiumayd. 1030 From these qualities that had been 
recorded by al-RitiZ was the great evidence which made up the Turks closer to the 
caliphate army. 
1029 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 48; see also 'UyDn a]-SOd's edition, Vol. 1, p. 40. 
10-30 The full name of this man is Ijumayd b. rAbd al-Uam7id al-Tfa-sli, who was also known as Abil GhInim. 
He is one of the famous the Abbasid amk (leader), and he has played a big role in helping the caliph at- 
Ma'm[In against IbrWIm b. al-Mahdi. See'Uyan at-Sad, RasXilal-Aft, Vol. L p. 34. 
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AI-Jdtii? also considers the Turks psychology by pointing out that they are 
characterised by great home sickness for their own country and exceptional fondness for 
moving about. He writes: "Homesickness is common to all nations and prevails over all 
mankind. But it is peculiarly strong among the Turks, and counts for more among them". 
Al-jdti; ý repeats: "Love of country and longing for it are mentioned in the Qur'dn and 
written of all people, although the Turk for the reasons we mentioned is more intense in 
longing and greater in desire". 1031 
From this point, al-JdýiZ passes on to a consideration of describing national 
characteristics other than the Turks. He said: "Good examples are the Chinese in 
craftsmanship, Greeks in philosophy and literature, the Arabs in fields that we mean to 
deal with in their proper place, the Sasanians in imperial administration". He added: "The 
Greeks are theoreticians rather than practitioners, while the Chinese are practitioners 
rather than theoreticians; the fonner are thinkers, the later doers". 
1032 
Afterward al-RibiZ describes the Arabs by saying: "they were not merchants, 
artisans, physicians, farmers, mathematicians or 
fruit farmers. They dwelt in the plains, 
and grew up in contemplation of the 
desert ...... They obtained every goal, and in some of 
these respects their souls became larger, concern higher and prouder than all of peoples. 
Their battle days have been better preserved and remembered". 
1033 
1031 Aj-jAbiZ, Risilafrmaniqib a]-Turk, in: Haran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 63; 'Uyan al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
51. 
j032 Aid., Vol. 1, p. 69; see alsoUydn al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 55. 
t033 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 69; see also 'Uyfin at-SOd's edition, Vol. 1, p. 55. 
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Then he move on again to speak about the Turks. He explains: "The Turks 
likewise owners of the tent poles, resident of desert, and master of the flocks. They are 
the Bedouins of the non-Arabs. ... Since they were like that, they became in war like the 
Greeks for wisdom, the Chinese for crafts, the Bedouins in what we enumerated and 
wrote down, and the Sasanians in kingship and leadership". "" So as a result of these 
different characteristics and activities, al-Jabiz claimed that had broadened their minds 
and exalted their inspiration, so that of all nations they are now the most glorious and the 
most given to recalling their past splendours. 
At the end of the second part, al-JabiZ concludes his work by apologizing for his 
own deficiencies. He writes: "We have mentioned the good points of all races, in 
collecting together what we have learned and what has come to our knowledge. And if 
we have hit the mark, it is by the assistance of Allah and by His appointment. If we have 
come short of their deserts, then the blame of our shortcomings must rest with the defects 
, 1035 of our knowledge and the laps of our memory and our lack of information7. He than 
adds: "if the author (al-Mbiz himself) bad been expected to aim at exhaustive treatment in 
very subject that he handled in it,.... then, 
indeed, it would have been a big book, filling 
many pages of large COMPaSS9, P. 
1036 However, the author suggests "a little that makes for 
concord is better than a great 
deal that makes for division". 1037 
1034 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 70; see also 'Uyun al-SfId's edition, Vol. 1, p. 55. 
1033 Ibid., Vol. L p. 86; see also Ty-an al-Sfid's editior4 Vol. 1, p. 66. 
1036 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 86; see also Tyrin at-Srid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 66. 
1037 Ibid., Vol. 14 p. 86; see also Tyrin al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 66. 
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To sum up, we can say that the Turks were the key element to any reconciliation 
within the Abbasid society, because of their central political and military role. So, 
through this ris5la, it seems that at-Jabi4 appeal for the acceptance of the Turks and the 
creation of a united society and he also called for new era, one whole values were to be 
rooted in the early years of the Abbasid regime. However, Lassner admits that the 
author's vision of new society was not destined to be realised. 1038 
6.3.7 The style of writing: 
Although al-Jabiz himself denies that he wrote the risala as a refutation or 
argument, but the content of the risga obviously part of his argument against the 
opponent of the Abbasid's policy as we have seen above. This is based on the style of 
language used in the risila. Al-JabiZ's style indicates that he is in arguing with his 
opponent. The word such as (zdamta) frequently was used in the text. To illustrate this 
aspect, let us follow this passage: 
cql.. vi-loij CIP "NýLs 
L4 vs-A -=Ll (J - 
. 1A.; 
Wu U-j 
&L.  _)J 
1-ifil C'-J-ýJ "ýJlallj ýI_p ýIj 'd 
iýlj "A IýA Vi NO 
jý- 
1039 See, Lassner. 7he Shaping ofAhbasidRule, p. 136. 
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The tone of the above passages is, on the whole, indicates that the author in 
argument with his opponent, The rest of al-Ribiz's argument run on the style of "If they 
say, we say to them" which is also in the framework of the dialogue. 
Al-Jdhiz begins part one and part two of the risga with the Islamic formula 'In 
the name of God, the Merciful, the Compasionate', a formula used to begin all but one 
Sam of the Qur'dn. However, we find that the quotation of the Qur'dn and Ijadi-th is 
absent from this risgla. But this comes as not surprise at all, since the content of the risga 
essentially informations of the composition of the Caliphate army, and we think here 
there is no space of the use of the Qur'An and Ijadi-th. On contrary, there are many 
occasions in this risala, which could be called adaptation of the Qur'dnic stories, for 
instance, when al-Jdtiz tell his addressee: "He (Allah) created the angels, and He created 
Adam without assigning to him father or mother, but formed him in a clay, and He 
created Eve of the rib of Adam, and made her his wife, and He created c1sa without a 
male parent and traced his descent from his mother, and He created the Jinns from the 
scorching fire, and the heaven from the smoke, and the earth from the water, and Isbaq 
from the barren womarý and He gave the power of speech to 'Isd in cradle, and He enable 
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Yaby5 to speak prophecy as a child, and He taught Sulayman the language of birds and 
the speech of ants ... etc. 
, 1039 
In addition, the author suprises with the quotation of the Qur'dnic verse in the 
type of the Qird'At (the variant reading of the Qur'dn). For example, in his explanation of 
the origin of AbnX, he says: "Just Abraham Nvas made a father to one he did not beget, 
the BanaWi- is Khurdsdrd by birth and the client of Arab as a defendant and inclusion in 
the group responsible for paying blood money". And in the same condition, he continues: 
"the Prophet (p. b. u. h. ) made his wives mothers of believers. Yet they did not bear them 
or nurse them". In conjunction with this statement, al-Jahiz quotes this Qur'dnic verse 
which narrated with according to some style of Qird'At: 
1040 
iJ 4. a&, jij ) 
(His wives are their mothers and he is their father)1041 
Abdullah Yusuf Ali on his commentary said that this verse shows the dignity and 
position of the Holy Prophet's wives, who had a special mission and responsibility as 
Mothers of the Believers. They were not to be like ordinary women; they had to instruct 
women in spritual matters, visit and minister to those who were ill or in distress, and do 
other kindly offices in aid of the Prophet's mission. 
1042 
1039Al_jai4 Risdafit-maniqib al-Turk, in: Haran's edition, Vol. 1, p. 25, 'Uyan al-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. 1, p. 
24. 
wo Ihid., Vol. 1, p. 86; see also 'UyBn al-Sild's edition, Vol. I, p. 66. 
1041 Please refer to the Qur'An al-Karim, Srira al-Abzab (33: 6). 
1042 See, Abdullah Yusuf Ali, 7he Holy Qur. m, Text, Translation and Commentcuy, p. 1057. 
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In short, the style of al-Jdbiz's writing in this risila is excelllent, as Lessner 
rightly points out, that the basic thematic lines of the text is clear enough and it does not 
readily lend itself to a thorough explication. The author's credentials for observing the 
government and military were impeccable. 1043 This is because; the author was an 
eyewitness to events which occuffed in his days. 
6.4 Conclusion: 
This chapter reviews and attempts a critical assessment of the rasj'il of al-Jdýi7,, 
in particular those relating to the semi-theological and semi-political issues. All of them 
are the most interesting work of al-Ritiz and are worthy of the careful analysis. As for its 
connection to the subject of semi-theological and semi-political, it is the most helpful in 
revealing a side of al-Ritiz's interests in the theology and political life of his time. 
Through out this works, we can see that Adab and Mdtazilism went hand in hand in al- 
j, qti7,, s writing particularly in all his exploration of different issues. From the rasi'd of 
the defence of the Abbasid against their opponent, we have seen how al-Ritiz, as 
Mdtazila scholar, had presented his duty to attack and refute the ideas of the Abbasid's 
opponent either from theological (religious) or political perspectives. It cannot be denied 
that this group of the rasXil presents a vivd picture of the Mutazil7i systematic argument 
again other people or parties. For example, in Risa-lafi-al-radd'aljal-Na$. §r, #, al-J5bi 7, 
sets his task by attacking the Christians and Jews. While in Risila fit al-radd "ali al- 
rnushabbiha, his argument goes to the group of people known as al-Mushabbiha. This 
1043 Lassners 77le Sl'aPillg OfA bbasidRule, P. 119. 
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rasj'il helps us also to gain an idea about the scope of the activities of al-JAbiZ and the 
Mdtazila. They have done their best, as showed by al-JabiZ, to defend their belief by 
their unique understanding and interpretation of Qur'dnic verses. Threfore, it can be said 
that al-Jdbiz played his main role as defender of the Islamic religion and Muslims from 
the people of other faith particularly Christians and Jews through his works. He also can 
be assumed as one of religious thinkers in the course of third century of hyra to propose 
and promote dialogue between Muslims, Christians and Jews. Through his Risala fi- 
manakib al-Turk, the author provides a concise and cogent statement about the general 
composition of the early Abbasid armies. Therefore, this risga can be considered as a 
historical document that sheds light on the structure of the Abbasid military and certain 
aspects or problems of the army. In short, we can say that the text of the rasg'il in this 
group rich of illusion to historical events and personalities at the time of al-Jabiz. It also 
represents the sense of al-JahiZ's obedience to the Abbasid government against their 
opponents. From the discussion in this chapter, we are enabling not only to conceive the 
Islamic tendency in at-Jaiz's writing, but also to see his view on historical situation as a 
Mdtazilite thinker in a time and environment where various kinds of religious and non- 
religious tendencies faced each other in a strong dialectical dispute. 
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CHAPTERSEVEN 
THE RASAU CONCERNING THE 
QUASI-SCEINTIFIC ISSUES 
7.1 Introduction: 
There is no doubt that al-, Vayawin, a monumental work in seven volumes, is an 
excellent study by al-Rihiz concerning the quasi-scientifiC1044 issue in which the author 
takes certain animals and sets out verses, anecdotes and traditions concerning them. 1045 
Pellat has listed six works of al-Ribi7, in this category; 1046 however, this chapter is 
designed to deal with only two main risa-la i. e. Risild al-tarbf' wa al-tadwrr and Risgaft 
fakhr aI-sW&I 'alg al-bVin. These two risalla are known as "the rasi'd of quasi- 
scientific" because they were based on the character of the work itself, as can be seen 
later on. An effort will be made here to present this aspect in their true light and to give a 
clear picture. Therefore, before we go into further discussion, it is important to note here 
that according to Pellat, the writings in this group are intended as a contribution towards a 
general education based on Arabic sources with some foreign elements. They also aim to 
1"4 The term means seemingly; apparently but not really or in limiting sense. The word 6quasi' used in 
connection with the word following; 
hence usually treated as a prefix and hyphened, e. g. quasi-art, quasi 
scientific, quasi-beliet etc. For the 
detailed linguistic aspect of the word, see Simpson, The Oxford English 
Dictio"WY. Vol- XIL pp- 1001-1002. 
1045 We have already discussed briefly about this book. See. chapter two of the thesis. For more information 
about the theological aspect in al-HaYaw&i, see Sa-id H. Man$ftr, 7he World View of al-jo,, in KjIg a, _ 
'M is 
Ph. D., McGill University, 1968. For instance, he argues that for a persuasive argument 
. 5, 
awjn, Thesi 
that the book is a work of philosophy and theology and better translated to "Book of life. 
1046 The rest of al-JAbiz's work in this category are as follows: al-Ha &4 at igI$. fr j'i . yaw -B gh ,a -Am wa aj b 
al-buld&'. and Afimaf al--ýArab, see Pellat, Me life andworks OP04 P. 21-23. 
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make the reader think, both about receiving knowledge and about the nature and the 
evidence it offers of the existence of God. 
1047 
7.2 Risala al-tarbl'wa al-tadwk (The circle and the square) 
7.2.1 The Significance of the Risala: 
The significance of the risila lies in its content, which consists largely of a series 
of ironic questions on a wide range of topics, as we shall see later. However, when 
describing the topic of discussion in the risila, Zubaidi states as follows: "Many of them 
are religious questions relating to Adam (p. b. u. h. ) and Satan, to ancient prophets, kings, 
peoples and historical events mentioned in the Qur'dn, to angels and devils, to Paradise, 
Hell and the Day of Resurrection, to prophethood, divine revelation and inspiration, to 
faith, guidance and perversity". 1048 Consequently, Pellat describes it as "a masterpiece of 
ironic writing as well as a compendium of all the questions". 1049 
Interestingly, we find that there is another significant element that can be pointed 
out from the content of this risild which is related to the theme of the risga itself. 
According to TAM Uusayn, the man of letter in modem Arabs world, the risala can be 
categorised in the lampoonery theme. 
1050 Indeed, it is a new approach in prose literature, 
because this theme normally can be found in Arabic poetry. Obviously, from the 
1047 Ibid.. p. 2 1. 
104'Zu ba id4 7he Impact of the Qurai and Hadith, p. 336. 
1049 The Enqyclopeadia of Islam, ail. Al-Djabiz, Vol H, p. 387. 
1050 Taha 1jusayn. Min tudRh al-shfr wa al-nathr, p. 56. 
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introduction of the risala, one can notice that matter when al-JdbiZ pokes fun at the 
personality of his addressee as will be seen later. 
7.2.2 The title and the text of the Risala: 
Hdr-an has cited in his editorial remarks on the risila that al-ljuýfi al-Qayrawdra 
recorded in his Jam' al-jawAir that Risgla al-tarbr' wa al-tadwk was also known as 
Risalaftal-fawl wa al-ýar(I(The Lengthwise and the Breadth) and Risilaftal-lawassif 
wa al-tadwk (The Expansion and the Square). 
1051 Hirschfeld stated that this work has 
been quoted by al-Tha%lilA (d. 429/1038) in his "Thimir al-qulab" as Kitib al-tadwTn wa 
al-tadwk. 1052 However, most scholars of al-RitiZ in modem times agreed that the correct 
reading of the title of the risala is Risala al-tarbj' wa al-tadwk. 
1053 
The text of the risala has been published for the first time at Leiden in 1903 with 
two other works of al-RitiZ, i. e. Risalafi-mang ib al-Turk and Risilafi-fakhr al-s q Win 
'cali al-bid&i. 1054 Then, it appeared again in Majmtfa rasj'il by Sds7i al-Magritfl. 1055 
flowever, the first academic edition of the risila has been done by Pellat in 1955, and 
then reedited by Hdr5n, followed by other scholars of al-Ahiz. Now, the text of the risga 
in academic edition can be found in Hdriin's, '-Uyfin al-SUd's and Abri Milhim's 
1051 See aj-jjuýry, Jane al-jawAir, p. 260; in: Hardn's edition of Rasj'il al-JAN4 Vol. 111, p. 55. For the 
rneaning of the words "al-Tawl", "al-ýarjf'. and "al-Tawassu", see BaalbakL al-Mawrid al-Wasit, A 
Concise Arabic-Diglish Dictionmy, Ddr aVIlm If al-Maldyin, Beirut, p. 479,496,242. 
1052 Hirschfeld, A Volume of Essay by al-J. OiA p. 20 1. 
1053 See for example Pellat, Me life and works ofJ*;; p. 10, SandflVII, Adab al-J. Vir, p. 127, at-ljajirT, al- 
jj, N, 7bay&uhwa&hjruh, p. 275, KhafajTAbi7, Ulhmffiial-joiAp. 322. 
1054 See van Vloten, Tria Opuscula, pp. 86-157. 
10-"5 SW al-MaghribT, Afajmda rasJ71, pp. 2-53. 
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collection with varying length. 1056 It was divided into nine divisions; however, the first 
four pages of the risila are missing from Mdin's and cUyfa-n al-Sia-d's edition. Therefore, 
the text of the ris, 77a in their edition begins with this passage: 
A" LiJt A" IjUQ J 
LJ 1% 
For the translation, Pellat also has translated a selected text of the risa-la in his 
book about the life and works of Jahiz under the heading "The circle and the square", 
which he claimed that it was the poor translation. 
1057 Elsewhere, Pellat again comes 
another translation of the title of the risild entitle "The Square and the Round7'. 'O" 
Apparently, the full translation of the risala has been done by Colville in his Sobriety and 
Mirth entitled "Squaring the Circle". 1059 So, all English quotations in the text relating to 
the risgla are from Colville's translation. 
7.2.3 The Addressee of the Risala: 
The addressee of the risgla is Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Wahhab is fairly plain in internal 
evidence; however the information of him is very little. Al-Jabiz himself described 
Ahmad b. '-Abd al-Wahliab as a KRib (Secretary) and previously was one of his friends, 
1056 Al-irtbiZ, Risila al-tarb)" wa al-ladwk, in Haran's edition, Vol. 111, pp. 55-109; Tyan a]-Sad's edition, 
Vol. III, pp. 43-79; see also Abfl Milbim, RasTil al-JO, 4 49 tu th hs ,, pp. 
431 0. For the s dy of e text of ti 
risgia, in addition to Hdriin's and TyUn al-Sfa-d's collection, we will also make use of Aba Miltim's 
collection. 
1057 Pellat, The life aiki works of Jift p. 2 1. 
1058 Pellat, al-JALA P. 87. 
1059 Colville. Sobriety and Mirth, p. 256-302. The text of the risild has been translated into French by 
Maurice Adad and it was published in Arabica 13 (1966), pp. 268-294, Arabica 14 (1967), pp. 32-59, and 
167-190. 
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but, not after Ahmad b. cAbd al-Wahhab starts to show off knowing everything, and he 
then moved to Mecca. He belonged to Banri Bujayla, and has close relation with Sdlib b. 
'Al-i and Sulayman b. Wahb. He also was among the best companion of Jdfar al-Khayy5t. 
In many occasion in the rivila, at-Jdhiz has referred his addressee as one of the Shi'ite 
RdfiýWs followers when he said clearly as follows: "You (Ahmad b. C-Abd al-Wahh5b) are 
Riffidite". 1060 And in another occasion, al-Jabiz suggests his addressee to substitutes the 
doctrines of the Mdtazila for those of the Rafida. 1061 
Furthermore, Abd al-Faraj al-Asfahdtfl also gives some information about this 
man in his al-AghkiT He said that Ahmad b. cAbd al-Wahhdb was not KRib al-DTwin 
(Secretary of the Administration), but he was one of the Kilib al-Umarj' (Secretary of 
the Abbasid leaders). 1062 In other occasion, Abil al-Faraj claimed that Ahmad b. "Abd al- 
Wahhab was being as associate of the vizier, '-Abd al-Malik b. al-Zayydt and he was also 
a famous poet. 
1063 In modem times, al-Mijiff in his works says that al-Ribiz had described 
Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Wahhab in many places in the risild as the Rdfidite i. e. the radical 
Shi'ite. " On the other hand, KhafaiT claims that Ahmad b. "Abd al-Wahh5b was 
working as al-Waffdq (copyist) with fanatic belief in Shi'ite. 1065 Of course, it can be seen 
in the risila that a]-Jabiz referred to him severely. However, the most important thing to 
say about him is that Ahmad b. cAbd al-Wahh5b was one of al-RitiZ's ffiends and his 
contemporary scholars. 
1060 Al-jabiz. Risjla al-tarbr" wa al-tadwk, in Haran's edition, Vol. JIL p. 102; Cuyfln al-Srid's edition, 
Vol. JIL p. 74. 
1061 Pellatý Me life wid workv ofJO4 p. 2 1. 
1062 Abd al-Faraj al-Asfahdifi, al-Aghmr, Vol =, p. 32. 
1063 Ibid., p. 32. 
'064 AI-IjAjirT, alV04-bayauh wa Shkuh, p. 276. 
1065 Al-KhaMjT. Aba 'Uthma, al-jaw4 p. 3 22. 
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El-'Attdr in his thesis comes with new idea when he assumed that Ahmad b. cAbd 
al-Wahhab is expected to be a 'charismatic' Imam for the Shi'ite particularly between 
Rafidite followers. 1066 This point of view comes from this passage of the risila when al- 
JabiZ says as follows: "Even you were the Imam of the Rafida, you would have been 
killed in twinkle of the eye! And if you were so killed, the Umma would then perish, as 
you are a man without offspring". This is the reason why El-ýAqdr admits that Risila al- 
tarb. T' wa al-tadwbr is anti-Shiite in outlook. 1067 
On the other hand, we would like to add that al-JahiZ merely pretends to address 
his victim and in realty speaks to other readers. Among these other readers the foremost 
one is al-Ribiz's patron Ibn al-Zayy5t, which according to Gelder, at whose instigation to 
risala was written. 
1068 Indeed, from the internal evidence, al-Jdbiz himself asserts that his 
work is pleasing to the vizier and the general reader, not to the addressee. 
7.2.4 Time and Purpose of Composition: 
Al-JdbiZ claims that he was written Risala al-tarbF' ' wa al-ladwhr against Ahmad 
b. '-Abd al-Wahb5b, a K&ib (secretary) who is describes by our author as a person who 
boasted to know everything. From this point of view, we think that this risVa is closely 
conncctcd with Risilafi-dhamm al-kullib in which al-JdbiZ regets of somc of k&ib in his 
Ef-Attir. 77tepolifical Ihought of al-JAN4 p. 307. 
Aid., P. 307. 
1068 Gelder, Jest andEamestin classical Arabic literallire. p. 98. 
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6 time was preoccupied with false education and appearance. 'O 9 Scholars of al-Jabiz have 
not given precise date concerning the composition of the risila. Al-H5jifi for example, 
admits that the risga was written in era of 'Abd al-Malik b. a]-Zayydt when he appointed 
as a vizier of the Caliph al-W5thiq between years 220 until 233. However, El-"Att5r in his 
thesis extends to more specific date when he listed this risila among the works which al- 
jdbiZ has written in the second period of the reign of the caliph al-Wdthiq, which 
stretched from the year 229 until 23 1. At the same time al-Ribiz has already written some 
early part of al-, Uayawin and Risild fi- madb al-tujjjr. 1070 However, it seems that the 
risjla was written prior to aI-. Uqyaw5n because al-MbiZ in his inventory for the first 
volume of aI-, UqyawTn doest not refers to this work, he does refer to it as a complete 
work later in the same volume. 
1071 Pellat, however, assumed that this work was written 
between 227 and 230 A. H. 
1072 
Another important thing to note here concerning the purpose of the composition 
of the rishla is that it is likely that al-Jabiz wanted to ridicule the person, who in a]- 
jiibiz, s words "claimed the knowledge of everything", by facing him with series of one 
hundred puzzling questions. However, we find that al-JdhiZ avoids giving answer to the 
issues he raises in the risala. Nevertheless, he suggests the reader especially his addressee 
to find their solution in his other works mainly in al-, Uayaw9n. According to El--Attar, 
the risila also targeted against the interpretations of some old doctrine such as Mazdaism, 
10" For more detail on the risSa, please refer to chapter four of this thesis. 
1070 El-Attir, 7770 POlific-al IhOUghl of al-JO, 7, p. 3 00. 
1071 Al-Jahiz, al-Hayawbi, Vol 1, p. 308. 
1072 pellat, Me life and Works ofJAi;; p. 10. 
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and Manissm, etc. 1073 This concern has been clearly mentioned by the author in his brief 
outline of the content of the risild while inviting the vizier to examine his denial of this 
line of reasoning. 
1074 
With careful reading of the risila, one can notice that at-RitiZ's real aim of his 
work is to examination the knowledge of his addressee. This is clear from his following 
statement: "I have asked you questions, knowing very well that you are completely 
unable to answer them. If you wish to know what is true and false in them, what is 
fictitious or absurd, what is sound and what corrupt, you must make a point of reading 
my books and coming to visit me at home". "" 
7.2.5 Outline of the Risala: 
The risild can be classified under various subjects as possible. EVAttdr for 
example, classified it as the history of ideas as well as a useful literary miffor, which 
reflect the intellectual concern of the third century. 
1076 Pellat claims that this risala 
contains some literary features and it also draws attention to a variety of problems whose 
solution is unsatisfactory to a Mutazilite. From this point of view, he has recorded what 
the Arabs say "this book is the central pearl in the necklace". 1077 In some extent, one can 
notice that the risa7a is the collection of al-Jdbi7,9s questions he directs at his 
correspondent which relates to the folk tales, legend and ancient beliefs, etc. However, 
1073 El-Attir, 771epOlifiCal thought of al-Ji&, r, p. 3 04. 
1074 Ibid., p. 3 04. 
1075 Al_jibiZ ,, ksildal-larbf wa al-ladwk. 
in Abri Milbim's collection, p. 486. 
1076 El-Attir, Ae political thought of aj-jgj,,, p. 3 04. 
1077 pellat, 7he life and woks ofJAV4 p. 2 1. 
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the considerable Islamic interest attaching to the risila is reason enough to examine its 
content in detail. Now, let us divide the text of the risila into this simple outline to see its 
content: 
a. Introduction (Description of Ahmad b. cAbd al-Wahhab and the purpose of the 
risila). 
b. List of the some embarrassing questions: 
1. Question on the flood. 
2. Question on the history. 
3. Question on the nature. 
4. Question on the science of life. 
5. Question on the archaeology 
6. Question on the geographic and population. 
7. Question on the idols. 
8. Question on the science of the physiognomy. 
9. Question on the Shiite beliefs. 
10. Question on the fairies. 
11. Question on the chemistry. 
12. Question on the philosophy. 
c. Digression from questions to: 
1. Note on the disadvantages of the joking. 
2. Apologise from al-Jdhiz. 
3. Note on the advantages of the joking. 
4. Praise for Ahmad b. 'Abd a]-Wahb5b. 
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5. Imamate of the ShVite. 
6. Reason for digression. 
d. Return to the embarrassing questions: 
13. Question on the prophethood. 
14. Question on the religions. 
15. Question on the magic. 
16. Question on the remembrance and the forgetfulness. 
17. Question on the mathernatic. 
18. Question on the music. 
19. Question on the some of the book that has been translated into Arabic. 
20. Question on the knowledge. 
2 1. Question on the mirrors works. 
22. Question on the colours. 
23. Question on the desert tracking and darkness. 
24. Question on the internal organ. 
25. Question on the magic and Satan. 
26. Question on the some of animals strange action. 
e. Al-Jdbiz's proclaim that the answers of these questions can be found in all of his 
works. 
f Note on the wise people saying. 
g. Conclusion. 
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7.2.6 Analysis of the main issue in the Risda: 
7.2.6.1 The Introduction: 
The ris5la begins with the introduction in which al-Jdbi4 used it in a descriptive 
method to introduce his addressee by drawing his picture in the bad look. For example, 
he writes: "Ahmad b. ' 'Abd al-Wahhdb is a very short fellow who believes he is 
exceptionally all. Square shaped and squat with a broad chest and spreading waist, he 
could be mistaken for a ball. His hands and feet are podgy and his fingers short and 
f af,. 1078 From this description, one knows that Ahmad b. cAbd al-Wahhab shape was very 
ugly- 
A145tiz then proceeds to describe more ironic picture of his addressee, saying 
that: "He is very old, but claims to be still in the full bloom of youth. His pretensions to 
knowledge exhibit an ignorance of all fields of learning and his efforts to display it are 
matched by a staggering incomprehension. He is disagreeable, quarrelsome, stubborn old 
man, always anxious to have the last word but out of his depth in debate". 
1079 
Afterwards al-Ribiz adds some worse thing about Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Wahh5b, he 
says: "I know that you envy nothing as much as you do a handsome appearance, a good 
looking physique, a large head with clear and bright eyes, a fine reputation and the gifting 
107g Al-JAhiZ. RisjIaaI-IarbF'waaI-tadwk, in AM Milhim's collection, p. 431. 
1079 Ibid., p. 43 1. 
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of largesse and favour". 10' '0 He then goes on to tell his addressee and his reader as well 
about the subject in which he would w-ritc in this risga. He says: "Having put up with 
him for so long that I had almost grown used his ways, I have now had enough. 
Accordingly, I have decided to expose him to one and all - nomad and townsman, 
villager and city dweller - by asking him one hundred questions. By poking fun at him in 
such way, the world might come to know the measure of his ignorance". 1081 
It seems that al-JabiZ firstly addresses him ironically, then pokes fun at his build, 
his knowledge, etc., and gives him some advice. 
7.2.6.2 Catalogue of embarrassing questions: 
At a later stage, al-JdýiZ decides to expose this person by asking him one hundred 
embarrassing questions. These questions contain elements of religious history, pre- 
Islamic tradition, Arabic legends, the genealogies, scientific, etc. Now, let us put it in 
order some of these questions, he says: 
1. Tell me, what the Flood was like? When did the Ma'rib dam collapse? Wben did 
the mountains appear and the seas pour from the mountainsides go? In which seas 
does it end up? Which valley has it filled? How much land has been created and 
how many new springs have appeared? etc. 
1082 
1080 Ibid., p. 43 1. 
1091 Ibid., p. 431 
1082 Ihid., p. 433. 
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2. Tell me, at what date did mankind comprise a single community speaking the 
same language? How many generations did it take for the Zanj to become black 
and the Slav white? Why did skin colour change more rapidly than other bodily 
features? Why is it that a child exhibits physical characteristics acquired by its 
father, not innate in him, and yet no Arab child is born insane? What is the factor 
that prevents this happening? How long it was after the Tower of Babel before 
each group had a complete language of its own in general use? 
1081 
3. Tell me, pray, which animal live longest: the vulture, the onager, the snake or the 
lizard? When can snake go without food? When do lizards live on nothing but air? 
When do vultures stop breeding? Why is it that the mule, which is a cross 
between an ordinary pigeon and ring-dove, reproduces itself, and the bukhti, 
which is a cross between two humped camel and a female dromedary, likewise? 
.... 
Tell me about the giraffe: is it really a cross between female hyaena and she- 
camel? "'R4 
4. Tell me about the Anqa' Mughrib; what were its father and mother, and was it 
created spontaneously or by the union of a male and a female? Why is it said to be 
sterile, though supposed to be a female? At what point does it make a cradle for 
this child, and when does it cover the imam's supporters with its wings? When 
does it have a bridle put on it? 1085 
1093 Ibid., p. 446. 
1094 rbjd., pp. 446-447. 
108'lbid., p. 432. 
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5. Tell me about the building of the ramparts of Ubulla and the founder of al-Hira; 
who raised the building of Misr, and who was the founder of the city of 
Samarkand? Tell me about the buildings of a]-Madd'in: are they really, as is 
supposed, Shem's handiwork? And is Palmyra really Solomon's? How much time 
elapsed between the reigns of Ahab and Nimrod? And between those of 
Alexander and Solomon? 
The questions are interrupted by some ironic comments on longevity and on 
legends about people who lived to a great age. Then the author resumes his questioning 
about various legends, j inns, magic, a passage in the Avesta, the manufacture of glass, the 
effects of poison, etc. There are more questions about true and false prophets, the various 
religions, socerers and their tricks, the important humours, numerals, music and the 
mysteries of India. For instance, he says: 
6. How do false prophets compare with those candidates for prophecy who did not 
declare their calling or who did declare it but wore themselves out or whom no 
one responded to or who did not fulfil their promises? Describe for me the 
varieties of their trickery and schemes? Etc. 
7. Do you belive that the Prophet once cast a spell on a piece of palmbark which he 
then placed underneath the steps of a well? Tell me what Prophet Isa is supposed 
to have said inside his mother's womb and, later, in the cradle? 
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In addition, al-J5hiz asks various other questions about the sense-organs, and 
about Solomon, Jesus, etc., and interrogates his opponent about the mirror. He says: 
8. Tell me about miffor. How is it that faces and other external shapes can be seen in 
them and in any clean, smooth, polished surface such as a sword-blade, a metal 
sbeet, bootles or still water, or even in gleaming ink....? How is it that running 
water, flames and the glowing sun do not catch the reflection or fix the image? 
9. Indeed, what is this image that is caught in the miffor? Is it accident or substance, 
thing, realty or illusion? Is what you see your face, or something else? If it is an 
accident, then what gives rise to it and create it, seeing that your face has not 
touched it or exerted any influence on it? Does the image seen in the mirror 
obliterate the image of the space it occupies? Why, since you do not see the image 
on the surface of the mirror, and why, since you seem to see it in the air behind 
the body of the miffor? 
10. Does this colour, which resembles that of your face, obliterate the colour of the 
miffor? If not, then there are two images in one body, or two colour in one 
substance. If it does, how can it do so without having some action on them metal? 
The author continues with his questioning, especially about the colour of 
peacock's tail, tides, physiognomy, shadows, etc. 
He says: 
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11. Tell me about darkness: is it a physical substance that appears when light 
disappears or are we to understand it simply as the displacement? If darkness is an 
entity, do you reckon that it is occuleded as light diffuses or is the earth itself a 
disk of darkness, just as the sun's core is a disk of light? If one were 
superimposed upon the other, would they not cancel each other out, in which case 
we would see neither light nor darkness? 
Then he turns to soothsayers and their mood of operation. He writes: 
12. Tell me who would undertake to do such things (magic)? The devil, you say? 
Why should he do it for anyone? 
Finally, on some animals' strange action, he says: 
13. Where do the saying, "more caring than a lizard" and "more devoted than a caf' 
come from, when both these animals eat their young? Why does the wolf raise a 
hyena's orphand young? Is it true that the wolf sleeps with one eye fast asleep and 
the other one alert? And etc. 
Near the end of the risild he says: "I have only a few questions left and with these 
shall bring this risila to a closc". 
1086 Then, the author closes up with questions about 
Greek philosophers and logic and complaints about the ignorance of the age. Finally, he 
ended this risga with this humble statement: "If I 
have succeeded, it has been because I 
have only sought the truth. If I have erred, it has not been due to dereliction or 
10" Ibid., p. 486. 
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indifference but because, perhaps, some trait of character betrayed me or ingrained habit 
led me astray". 
1087 
7.2.7 Analysis of the use of the Qur'An and Ijad'ith: 
Remarkably to note that there are several quatations through out the catalogue of 
embrassing question in the risala which can be called as Qur'dnic such as the story of 
'Ad and Tham5d, 
1088 
the Abdb-il bird, 1089Prophet Sulaym5n, 1090 Y SUf 
1091 CIS 
'1092 etC. a, On 
contrary, the usage of the Qur'dnic verses was very limited in the risga. The first 
Qur'anic quotation can be found is in the paragraph on the discussion of the shape of 
human body. Al-JAViz said that only stubborn oppose the plain truth and only the ignorant 
find fault with the facts. However, to fault an ungainly frame or alarmingly over-stuffed 
gut is not inconsistent with God's saying in the Qur'5n: 
41. ýJljul o.. &ý-A Vi a-ý t- ý 
(you can see no fault in the creation of the Most Beneficent) SUra al-Mulk (67: 3) 
In the discussion of the merits of width over height, al-Jdbiz said that his 
addressee claimed that the earth is described 
in terms of the former because withd is 
superior attribute. However, according to a]-Miz, 
God would not have described 
1097 Ibid., p. 489. 
loss He says: "Where is the lost tribe of 
'Ad and ThamUT' See alýQur'kial-Karim, SUra Mid (11: 59-61) 
10" He says: "What can you tell me about the 'heavenly missiles'? Were they enormous hailstone or block 
of baked clay dropped 
by flights of birds? " See al-QurM al-Kar. ýn, Sara al-Fil (105: 34) 
"" He says: -Why did Sulayman not know about the Queen Sheba, although she was powerful sovereign? 
Did he not have the genii at his command? " See alýQur'&i al-Karim, SOra al-Naml (27: 23-25) 
1091 He asked: "How did Yasuf not know where his father was? He was no less distressed, after all, and was 
a prohet and powerful man. 
And how could his father not have known where Yfisuf was? " See aý-Qur'&) 
aj_Karjtn, Sara Yasuf 
(12.93-97) 
1092 He asked: "Tell me what 
qsA is supposed to have said inside his mother's tomb and later in cradle? " 
see ai-Qur 'a, al-Karin, Silra Maryam (19: 29-34) 
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paradise in terms of that attribute alone. Here, al-J5hiz quoted what has been mentioned 
in the Qur'an: 
ju.; *. )ýIj OL-Al L>: o-vt-s zi: --j ý 
(And towards Paradise, the width of heaven and earth) Sgra al-Hadlid (57: 21) 
In his advice to his addressee, al-Jdbiz reminds: "Just drop us kind word and you 
vAll have us on board. Take more moderate line and you will me on your side. Then I will 
tell everyone you behaved with propriety; transgress and I will say you acted quite 
correctly". However, al-Jdbiz told us that his addressee comes up with thing similarly to 
what Allah has mentioned in the Qur'dn: 
j, uj Al. Cj_ý, 4 CA I ZLZ )&3j U;, -Jý 
I*ý 
JAJ 
(As if the skies are ready to burst, the earth to split asunder, and the mountains to fall 
down in utter ruin) SUra Maryarn (19: 90) 
Near the end of the risalla, al-Ribiz asks his addressee to wonder at truth not at 
error. Here, he relates with what has been mentioned in the QUT'An when Allah said to 
prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ): 
I 
ýa 
I 
A; t ', %ý x-(. %:? X, 11i ý , (V"W --7 -*U 
(And if you (0 Muhammad) wonder (at these polytheists who deny your message of 
Islamic Monotheism and have taken besides Allah others for worship who can neither 
harm nor benefit), then wondrous is their saying) SUra al-RaM (13: 5) 
And in another verse, the Qur'An said again: 
JI 
) 
(Nay, you (0 Muhammad) wondered (at their insolence) while they mock (at you and at 
the Queb) SUra a]-$5fa-t. (37.12) 
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On the other hand, there is only one quotation from the Ijact-ith of the Prophet 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ). This can be found in the paragraph on the question of magic and 
evil. According to a]-J5biZ, the Qur'5n has already mentioned magicians. Here, he 
records Ijadith of Prophet Muhammad in which he said as follows: 
( '->-" &Aýj 61 ýýAl zu<, ) 
Eloquence is within an ace of witchcraft. 
And in another Hadlith, Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) also said: 
( J4A&4 j) 
Indeed, eloquence is a fonn of withcraft. 
The above Ijadl-th indicates that the term Sijr which has been used by Prophet 
Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) means "eloquence" not "magic". 
The rishla revealed that al-Ritiz urgued his addressee to follow his approaches 
towards Mu C tazila, for instance, he asks him: "to start by repudiating anthropomorphism 
and the theory that God can amend an earlier decree; substitutes the doctrines of the 
1093 
Mdtazila for those of the Rdfi. C. 
1093 Al-JAhiZ, Risila al-larlb, 7" wa al-ladw7r. in Aba Milbim's collection, p. 43 1; in Hkan's edition, Vol. IIL 
p. 102; Tyan a]-Sild's edition, Vol. 111, p. 74. 
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7.2.8 The language of the Risala: 
As we have seen above that a large part of the risila consists of questions without 
answers, hundred of them, posed in order to demonstrate the ignorance of the addressee. 
Many of these questions are serious enough in themselves; but according to Gelder, the 
long list with all its peculiar juxtapositions is irresistibly comical. 1094 In this risila, we do 
find passages explicitly on seriouness and jesting. For instance, a]-Abi? says: "Tell me 
about the difference between Sind and Hind; between Hind and Mayd; tell me about 
about those who perished because of nose-bleed; about those that were destroyed by 
ants.... What can you say about palmistry of examining shoulders-blades? What can you 
say about nibbling mice? .... What about a white cock with a split crests? and a black cat? 
And urinating in hole in the ground? "1095 
It is remarkable to note here that almost all these question seems to highlight the 
elements of jest and earnest in the addressee, where al-JOiz, at least apparently, intends 
to assist his reader, relieve his boredom with debate by relaxing him and giving him new 
energy by means of jest and earnest mixtures. The author himself already mentioned it: 
-This risila is pleasing with all the mixtures it contains of a likes and opposites, of 
seriousness and jest, of restriction and letting free, of resuming and breaking off, off 
preserving and wasting,... etc". Al-Ribiz admits also that when he speak about physical 
size, shape, height, and so forth about 
his addressee, all these words according to him 
rnay have a serious tone but the are, 
in truth, mere jest. This is clear that in another 
1094 Gelder, Jest and earliest in classical Arabic literature, p. 104. 
jo95 A, _jOj7, Risxa al-tarbre wa al-iadwr, 
in AN Milbim's collection, p. 43 1; in 111ran's edition, Vol. Ill, 
p., I o2; -, Uyfin al-Sild's edition, Vol. 111, p. 74. 
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occasion, he stresses: "You know I am only poking fun at you because I want to see you 
smile". 
1096Gelder 
suggests that al-Jdbiz may have done it here, partly to defend himself 
against possible accusations of 'traechery and injustice' by Ahmad b. 'Abd a]-Wahbab, 
the addressee, or by others readers including his patron Ibn al-Zayydt. 1097 Therefore, we 
do find that the author several times mentioned in the risild with apologise to his 
addressee by saying (J'I-*A 111ý. ) "I would ransom you with my own life". This special 
passage indicates that al-Ribiz, as the author of the risila has his own view towards his 
addressee. Remarkably to note here that such word has been repeated by the author more 
than in eight occasions of the risild. 
The use of digression or Istip-id is obviously in this risala, we do find the author 
transfered his discussion from one topic to another such as from listing the entire question 
onto the discussion on the joke, and then he comes back to the same subject again. 
However, the author has his reason for that usage, he says: "I have led you from one topic 
to the next because it is only natural to find too much of anything tedious and to be put 
off by what goes on for too long, even if 
it does contain much that is useful and good. I 
sought to entice you onto next topic 
before you had time to get bored with the lasf'. 
Al-Ritiz also used debate style in his writing of this rishla. His arguments, 
however, are sometimes presented in a systematic way in spite of the generally 
109&Uyan al-Sad's edition, Vol. HL p. 45. 
10'7 Gelder, Jest and eanyest M classicalArabic literature, p. 104. 
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disordered nature of the work. The usage of the following pharases HaddilhnF, KhabbirnT, 
Mjal-farq, Wa milaqCd and Lima. -damta, etc, are frequently used by the author. 1098 
7.3 Risalafi-fakhr al-sCdki "aIjFaI-bT(I&t (The Boasts of the Black over the Whites) 
7.3.1 The Significance of the Risala: 
The Qur'An gives no expression to the idea of that there are superior and inferior 
races and that the latter are foredoomed to a subordinate status. However, there are only 
twý verses in the Qur'dn which have direct mentioned about the race and colour. The f isrt 
of these occurs in SUra al-ROm (30: 22): 
4! -4', 'Im vi d4 (-Oili 
L);. 
-Mi 
CA-4-Al c3L-;, A50 ci. -i ý 
4(: 34aa 
,, And 01 among His signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the 
variations, in your languages and your colours; verily in that are signs for those who 
know". 
The second quotation, Sfira al-Ijujurzit (49: 13), is rather more specific, when the 
Qur'an said: 
air- CA 41-oit-: 2 3141 t4ý i . 
Uj o. ýý 1ý1 ul tvj ý, 
olg%. 
"0 mankind! We created you from a single (pair) of a male and female, and made 
you into nations and tribes, that ye may know each other (not that ye may despice (each 
1098 A detailed analysis on the syntax in this fisila can be seen in Malkmus, Spitar atid epislimolog ill Ihe 
Kilib al4arblc wa al-ladývk of al-JO4 Thesis Ph. D., University of London, 1983. 
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other). Verily the most honoured of you in the sight of Allah is (he who is) the most 
righteous of you. And Allah has full knowledge and is well-acquainted (with all things)". 
From the above verses, it is clear that the Qur'dn expresses no racial or colour 
prejudies. However, according to Lewis, the question of race and colour appeared in later 
times particularly when the attitude to black people remains on the whole negative. 1099 He 
further suggests that there are two main factors which helped develop a new sense of 
colour differences between the different races of people who lived in the Abbasid era. 
Firstly, the Arabs expansion into Africa and secondly, the growth of the slave trade 
brought large number of black Africans into Abbasid society. ' 100 We find in Arabic prose 
literature that the question of colour particularly blackness, was discussed in special work 
by our author in his Risala fi-fakhr al-sadin 'ali al-bTdk Thus, we assume that this 
risala was among the earlist references, which discussed the origin of black people and 
deals with the reasons for their blackness and contains collections of anecdotes 
illustrating good and pious deeds by them. The same subject was discussed at some 
length by the later authors such as Jam5l al-D-In AbU al-Faraj b. a]-Jaw: d (d. 1200) and 
jalal al-Din al-Suy5t-I (d. 91111505) in their works. ' 10 1 
Pellat describes Risilafi-fakhr al-sWin "alsal-bTdin as a piece of anthropological 
work by al-Ritiz because the author devotes much space to his theory that the skin colour 
1099 Lewis, Islamftom the Prophet Muhammad to the Capture of Constantinople, Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 1990, p. 52. 
1111hid., p. 32. 
11" Ibn al-jawil by his book entitled -Tanwk ghahashfi-fapf al-saI&I wa al-Inbash- (The Lightening of 
the Darkness on the Merits of the Blacks and the Ethopians), and al-Suyflri through his book "Rqy'shan al- 
jNj, bsh&i" (The Raising of the Status of the Ethopian). These two books have been mentioned by ljaýT 
Khatifa in his Kashf al-2unrBl. Vol. L pp. 501 & 910. According to Lewis, Ibn al-JawzI attempts to defend 
both groups againt the various accusations made against them, while, al-Suyfliri's work was based in part on 
the previous one. See, Lewis, Race and slavery in MidXes East, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1990, p. 
32. 
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of black people was solely the result of soil and climate. `2 However, Pellat might be 
wrong when he claims that this risild is the evident of al-Jdbiz's racism, particularly 
when he says that a]-Jdbiz intended to disparage the white race to which the Arabs 
belong. Indeed, as one can see, al-Jahiz certainly displays a good deal of vigour in 
recalling the glorious history of his own race, because according to some biographers, it 
was said that al-Jdbiz was partly African descent. 1103 But, this does not mean that al-Jdbiz 
was indulged of racism, we can see that al. -RibiZ was among the authors who gave 
balanced and factual accounts, based on his personal knowledge, of the black territories. 
In addition, Lewis admits that al-JOiz's defense of black people may perhaps be 
understood as a parody of Shdiibiyya tracts, intended to throw ridicule on Persian 
pretensions by advancing similar arguments on behalf of the lowly and despised Zanj 
(blacks). ' 104 On the other hand, Gelder describes this risala as a sample of new genre in 
Arabic literature known as ta&7n wa taqblý. He writes: "his (al-JahiZ) epistle on the 
superiority of black to the white (i. e. Risala fi-fakhr al-sWk? "aIJ al-bTd&? ) is another 
instance of beautifying what was commonly deemed Ugly,,. 1105 
1102 pellat, The life atzd works of al-JO4 p. 23. 
1103 See 7heEncyclopedia of Islam, art. Al-DiAbiz, Vol. 11, pp. 385-387. 
1104 Lewis, Race mid Slavery M the Middle East, p. 33. The term Zary (pl. Zunry) originaly is found in 
Arabic literature, and it is given by the Arabs to the black tribes. They come from the coastal regions of 
East Africa. which were a source of slaves for the Muslim countries in the middle age. The term Bil. 11 al- 
Z, v# was used for the territories. See, 77ie Dwyclopedia of Islam, art. Al-Zandj, Vol. XT, pp. 444, Glassd, 
77je Shorter F . jicyclopaedia of 
Islam, art. Zanj, p. 432. 
110' Gelder, The Paradox in Classical A rabic literature, p. 333. 
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7.3.2 Title and date of composition: 
The title of the risild is Risilafl-fakhr al-sCdjn 'aldal-bTdin. Ydq(it called it as 
"Kil5b al-sCU&i wa al-bFdbi". 1106 While al-Mas%dli in his Muraj al-dhahab named it 
"Risilafi-fakhr al-sWin wa munj? uralihim md al-bTdin ". 1 107 AI-Jahiz himself mentions 
this risila under the following description: "... the book of aI-$uraPj' wa al-hujanX 
(The pure Arabs and the mixed), and Mqfjkhir al-sWin wa al-humr&? (The boasting of 
the black and the red), and Mwitana mi bayn baq al-khau'ala wa al-umC#na (The 
comparison between maternal and paternal relation). 1108 
Therefore, based on the above statement, Pellat suggests that Risalafi-fakhr al- 
siV. -ki `aIJ al-bAdin is part of the %vhole work of al-&rahj' wa al-huiang"109 The 
following remark of al-JOiz himself confirmed this suggestion, he says: "As for the 
criticism, praising and boasting of the black and the red, ' 110 it is all collected in the book 
of al-Hujanj'wa al-prahj'. However, al-Hii id, on the other hand, suggested that al- j 
jijbiZ indicates only the one books, it was RisXafi-fakhr al-sCdjn "alial-bAOL 1112 
1106 y4iILA&ý'jamal-udabj', Vol XVI, p. 103. 
1107 AJ-Masfid-jý Munk al-dImIzab, Vol. 1, p. 167. 
1109 A]-jabiZ, al-kkyawtj, Vol. 111, p. 5 10. 
1109 Pellat, GO#ana, P. 175. 
1110 A]-HAjid admits that the Red, according to al-JabiZ, seems to be the white people, such the Romarlý etc. 
See al-Uajirl, al-JJýi; rPaySuh wa &h&wh, p. 241. Pellat said that this title might suggest that al-Jahi: ý' who 
was probably of African origin, and was a racialist. 
See Pellat, 7710 100 a? 'd wOrks Ofal-JO4; p. 23. 
* 
1111 Al-JAlji7, al-11a)aW&I, Vol. III, p. 5 10. 
_1112 
AWAjiff, aI-J, *4rbVffII'h Wa &hdnih, p. 240. 
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The risiga itself which %N2s published under the title of FTfakhr al-sW. §n 'alial- 
b4t.: Dt. 1113 we understand, howcvcr, that al-Jdtiiz had already written the book of al- 
StirahPwa al-hiýejnj% when he said: "You have mentioned, may Allah save you from 
deceit, that you have read my book about the judgment of aI-$urahXwa al-hujanX, and 
the answcr of the latter ones and the answer of their uncles, and that I have not mentioned 
in it anything about the boasting of the black. So, I have writtenwhat I remember of their 
boastine'. 1114 This note seems contradictory to what al-JdbiZ said about this book in al- 
ýJawayjn as has been quoted above. However, from this point of view, as was suggested 
by Najm, that al-J5biz wrote the general book on aI-$urahj'wa al-hujani'and then, after 
he was asked to write in detail about the subject, he wrote another work on the same 
theme; this was the Risalafi-fakhr al-salin "alial-bld5it 1115 
The date of the composition of the risala is not given precisely by scholars of al- 
jjjbiZ. The nearest date has been given by Najm when she suggests that al-idbiz bad 
"tten this risala before the aI-, Uqyawffn. 1116 This indicates that this fisala has been 
v. Titten during the reign of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil. What is noticeable here is that the 
r isala seems to have been written according to a wish of an authority. Although al-jahiZ 
attributes the arguments in the ris5la to the SiVki (Black)' 
117 themselves, it is evident 
that al-Miz wrote the risala in their mouth. 
1113 See a]-JWZ, RjsjIaflfakhraI-sW4i 'alial-Nd4l in: Majm if rasj'il, by SWi al-Maghrib-i, pp. 54-81, 
and also in Hirrin's edition, Vol. L pp. 177-225; 
'Uyiln al-Sfid's edition, Vol. L pp. 123-162. 
1114 See also Tyfin al-SUd's edition, Vol. 14 p. 123. 
1"5 Nai M, Studies on the urifing of al-Jddr, p. 4 5. 
1116 Ibid., p. 45. 
1117 Whilts the term BilW al-SWtr is applied in classical Arabic usage to the whole area of black Africa 
South of the Sahara. from the Nile to the Atlantic and 
including such West African black states. Sometimesý 
according to Lewis. it is extended to the countries of South and Southeast Asia. See, Lewis, Race and 
Slavery it) the Middle East, p. 50. 
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7.3.3. Text and Structure of the Risala: 
The text of the risila firstly edited by G. van Vloten in his Tria opuscula auctore 
aI-Djjbj, 7 (Leiden, 1903, pp. 58-85), reedited by cAbd al-Salam Muhammad Hiirfin and 
the latest editionwe have is by Muhammad Bdsil cUyUn at-SUd. The risga, in the printed 
edition, consists of thirty nine pages with only one division other than paragraphs in both 
lizirun's and Tyiin al-Sad's edition. The only division we find in the text entitled 
Adanjqib al-sWin (The Virtues of the Blacks), which located in third page of the risga. 
The text of the risala is now available in English translation. Tarif Khalidi, for the first 
time, translates it under following title "The Boasts of the Black over the Whites", and 
the latest translation of the risild that we have is Colville's translation in his Sobriety and 
Mirth. 1118 So, all English quotations in the text relating to the rissla are from Khalidi's 
and Colville's translation. 
Before exploring the content of this risala in depth, it is first necessary to break its 
content into its constituent elements. 
We would like to note that M. V. McDonald has 
divided this fisila into these elements: 
1119 
1. Dedication. 
2. Eloquent saying of pre-Islamic blacks. 
iiis ýSec Khalidi, 'The Boasts of the Black over the Whites' in 7he Islamic Quarterly, Volume XXV 
(Number 1&2) 1981. The translation of the text started from page 3-26, and followed by the Arabic text 
from page 27-51. See also, Colville, Sohriely w)d Mirth, pp. 25-52, abridged English translation in B. 
I, Cwis, Islan1froln the Prophet 
Muhammad to the Capture of Contantinapole, Vol. IL Religion and Society, 
oxford University Press, Oxford, 1987, pp. 210-216. The ris5la also has been translated into German by 0. 
. escher, 
in orientalische Miszellen, Vol. 11, Istanbul, 1926, pp. 146-186. F 
1119 See McDonald. al-Jhbi, -s method of composition, pp. 305-306. 
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3. Virtues of Luqmdn (held to be black by Arab tradition). 
4. Account of Said b. Jubayr (Contemporary of al-Ijajjaj) 
5. Bild] b. Rabab. 
6. Wahsh-i (killed Hamza at Ubud). 
7. Various black poets. 
8. Julayb-ib (black warrior at the time of the Prophet). 
9. Faraj (the Prophet's cupper). 
10. Long poem with sharb (explanation) of al-AbiZ, by black poet al-Hayqutzin. 
11. More early Islamic black heroes. 
12. Ethiopian conquest of Yemen. 
13. Account of black uprising in Iraq. 
Having reach the end of this more or less historical or khabar type material, al- 
JjjbiZ moves on to a more argumentative style of discourse which in fact forms of the 
rnajor part of the risila. McDonald assumed that topic one to thirteen can be therefore 
reasonably regard as an extended introduction. 
"" 
14. Good qualities of the Zanj. The latter part of this is an extended argument 
intended to show that their generosity is not caused by stupidity. 
15. The pre-Islamic Arabs had no prejudice against black; yet despite the 
coming of Islam such a prejudice is now found. 
16. Several poems in praise of Abraha. 
17. Praise of the Negus of Abyssinian; the prophet's respect for him. 
1120 ibid.. pp. 305-306. 
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18. Good properties of the colour black. 
19. Famous black Arabs, including the ten sons of 'Abd al-Muttalib, Abdullah 
b. 'Abbas, and the family of AN Tdlib. 
20. Proof on the basis of Ijadith that the Arabs belong to the black division of 
mankind. 
4f 21. Black are more numerous than whites, and thus superior. 
22. Blacks are highly civilized in the interior of their countries (where Arab 
trading vessels do not penetrate). 
23. Black has more offspring than whites. 
24. Black does not feel sexual desire for whites. 
25. Curious anecdotes about Zabaj (Jawa/Sumatra)"21 tending to show that the 
population of these regions (classified by al-RibiZ as black) is enonnous. 
26. The Prophet married Mdriya al-Qibtiya (the Copt also regarded by al-JAbiz 
as black), who bore him a son; he was addressed by Jibr-il as Abd Ibralf1m. 
27. Black Arabs; al-Jabiz's theories about the properties of the soil, which affect 
the coloration of men and animals. 
28. A piece of pride (fakhr) by black poet. 
29. Skill of the Indians (cookery, music and financial acumen). 
30. Final account of another famous black (Ubaydullah b. AVI Bakra). 
121 For more detail information on the origin of Zabaj, see 7heDicyclopedia of1slam, Vol. XI, art. Zabadj, 
pp. 367-368. 
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.. -. 4 Analysis of the conte.. t of the Risala: 
f. 3,41.1 The Virtue of the Blacks: 
In his introduction, al-Jabiz sets out to write a disquisition on the glories of the al- 
SW race. It is seems that the first part of the risila contains quotations, anecdotes and 
poetry and other sayings of al-Salin. For example, the author enumerates the famous 
rnen such as LuqmZin al-lja]Ci'm, Said b. Jubayr and Bi15l b. Rabab, etc. who were black, 
and then he quotes apposite verse by each of them. He begins with Luqm5n al-Hakim. He 
describes him as follows: "He was one of the blacks, and it is he who says: "There are 
three types of men whom you do not know except in three moments: the moderate man in 
rnoment of anger, the courageous man in moments of fear and the friend in your moments 
of need... ". 
1122 He then mentions Sd1d b. Jubayr who according to the author was also 
one of them. He states that al-ljajj5j killed him at the age of fourty-nine, six months 
b, efore aI-ljajjdj's own death at the age of fifty-three. When he was killed, men said: "We 
are all in need of him"... Also among the ranks of the blacks was Bil5l the Abyssinian, of 
whom 'Umar b. al-Khatt5b, said: "Abil Bakr is our lord, and he manumitted our lord 
(Bil5l) while Abd Bakr yet comprised a third of the Muslim community". 1 123 
ý, The author mentions other famous 
black people and refers to the exploits of the 
Abyssinians and their country's economic and artistic contributions. He asserts that black 
is superior to other Colours. They are strong, brave, cheerful, and generous, and not as 
11 22AI-jahiZ, Risila J7fakhr absWki OaIj al-bidat in: H&-an's edition, Vol. 1, pp. 179; 'ýUyan a)-Sad's 
c 'ditioj4 
Vol. 1, pp. 125. 
i 123 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 190, see also 'Uyfln al-Srid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 126. 
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people says, "because of weakness of mind, lack of discernment, and ignorant of 
consequence". 1124 Al-Jahiz also highlights another false charge towards black people: that 
of stupidity. To those who ask, "How is it that we have never seen a Zanj-i who had the 
intelligence even of a woman or of a child? " the answer, says al-Jabiz, is that the only 
r7 1125 
Zanj they knew were slaves of low origin and from outlying and backward areas". 
Another point is that the blacks are proud of their great number; also, the Arabs 
do not really know them, since all they see is black slaves. A145biz stresses: "Black say: 
Black men are more numerous than white. The most whites can count as their own are, 
Firis, Jib5l, KhurAs5n, etc. " Again he adds: "The Arabs are of our number, not the 
whites, because their colouring is closer to ours". 
' 126 Lewis said that this certainly true, 
since al-jabiz, along with some other Arabic authors of the third/ninth and fourth/tenth 
centuries, includes the Copts, the Berbers, the inhabitants of India, South east Asia, and 
China. 1127 
After some reflections on cross-breeding between races, and on men's taste for 
the female slaves commonest in their own countries, and he repast that the blacks 
outnumber the whites, and gives 
his view on the origin of black skin. The author 
reiterates his theory about the 
influence of environment on skin colour. He says: 
"Blackness and whiteness are in fact caused by the properties of the region as well as the 
God- given nature of water and soil and by the proximity of remoteness of the sun and 
1124 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 196; see also Tyfln al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 139. 
t 1251bid., Vol. 1, p. 212; see also *Uy5n al-Sad's editim Vol. 1, p. 153. 
tt26 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 215; see also Tyrin al-SFid's edition, Vol. 1, p. 155. 
1127 See, Le%Nis, Race and Slavety in Me AliddleEaw, p. 3 2. 
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the intensity or mildness of its heat. Such differences in colour are not the result of any 
deformity or punishment, disfigurement or shortcoming". 1121; It seems here that al-Jabiz 
noticed that blackness is not a curse or punishment, as is commonly alleged, but as result 
of natural condition. By the above statement, it shows us the quasi-scientific element of 
al-Ribi; ý's thought in the risila. 
Later, we find him quoted some verses such a poet, praising 'Usaylim b. al-Abnaf 
al-Asadi- when he made mention of the black colour of the Yemenite Arabs, 1129 and 
verses of 'Amr b. Shas (d. 20 A. H. ) in which he described the children of Abyssinian and 
Zanj women. ' 130 Then, he proceeds to deal with Indian culture in which he said that they 
are among the leaders in astronomy, mathernatic - in particular, they have Indian 
numerals and medicine, they have the art of carving statues and painted figures. They 
posses the game of chess, they have splendid music; the book of Kall7a wa Dimma 
originated with them, and so on. 
1131 
The concluding lines of the risVa are once more concerned with the Zanj 
particularly concerning one of another famous black people namely 
'Ubaydullah b. Ab-I 
Bakra, (d. 79 A. H. ), whowas the blackest of blacks. 
1132 At the end, al-Jabiz declares that 
"this, in sum, is what came to my mind of the vaunts of the blacks". 1133 
1128 A]-jjjhiZ, Risjlaji-fakhr al-sWki "aIjaI-bTd&i in: Hkan's edition, Vol. L pp. 216-217; 'UyUn al-SID-d's 
edition, Vol- L PA 155-156. 
1129 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 221; see also 'Uyun al-SM's edition, Vol. 1, p. 159. For the translation of these verses, 
see, Khalidi, 7he Boast of the 
black over the whites, p. 24. 
1130 Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 22 1; see also 'Uyfin al-Sfa-d's edition, Vol. 1, p. 159. For the translation of these verses, 
see, Khalidi, Me Boast of the 
black over the whites, p. 25. 
1131 ibid., Vol. 1, P. 223; see also 'Uyfa-n al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 160. 
1132 Ibid.. Vol. 1, p. 225; see also 'UyRn al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 162. 
11331bid., Vol. 1, p. 225, see also IJyrin al-Sild's edition, Vol. 1, p. 162. 
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7.3.5 The Style of Writing: 
As we have seen, where the praises are sung of everything is black, such as black 
horses, sheep, stone (including the Black Stone in the Kaba), dates, earth, ebony, the 
pupils of the eyes, musk, ambergris, the state colour of the Abbasids, etc. This risila, as 
described by Lewis, is an essay purports to be a defense of the dark-skinned peoples, 
espicially of black people, against their detractors, refuting the accusation commonly 
brought against them and setting forth their qualities and achievement. 1134 
After careful reading, we find that there is limited quotation from the Qur'An in 
the risala. However, McDonald suggested that there is only one topic in this risalla, which 
could be called Qur'dnic, i. e. Luqmdn. 
1135 On the other hand, there are accounts of saying 
and doing of Prophet Muhammad (p. b. u. h. ) and of pious contemporaries of the Prophet. 
Therefore, there is no doubt that the risild is strongly Islamic in flavour, especially in the 
introductory section where we might expect to find this. We find also in the earlier part a 
fair selection from the Arab tradition, which could certainly be classified as khabar. 
The bulk of the main part of the risala, as seen in the outline above, consists of 
argumentative qiyjs, and the approaching conclusion is signalled by a selection of 
naw, Wir. When, therefore, al-Jabiz concludes quite abruptly by saying, "this is all that 
1134 Lewis. Race and Slavery ittlheAfiddleEast, p. 3). 
1135 See McDonald, al-Jjbijs melhod of composiljoiy, p. 3 06. 
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comes to my mind on the subject of the black-", ' 1.16 this comes as no surprise to the reader. 
The use of the poetry is interesting since there is no exclusive block of poetry; it occurs 
throughout the risga, and serves to break it up into smaller units. 
The language of the risild is very clear, since the author used the dialogue style 
which is the standard structure upon which a prose text is usually founded (badRh 
structure). The phrases like Qj1a (He said), Qj1a (It has been said), QM7(They said), Qad 
qjIa al-nav (Some people said), and etc, are frequently used in the text. 
To conclude, Lewis said that the reader of al-Jitiz's defense of the black may 
sometimes wonder whether its intention is wholly serious. 
' 137 The reason is that al-jjjbi7, 
was generally known and famous as a great humorist and satirist. We do find his 
statement in other works, such as al-Bukhal. §', at-Yayawki and al-Bay&i wa al-taby7n, 
where he expresses or perhaps cites in several occasions a negative views of the Black 
(Zanj), for instance, he says: 
-We know that the Zanj are the least intelligent and the least discerning of 
mankind, and the least capable of understanding the consequences of actions. 
' 138 
-Like the crow among the mankind are the Zanj for they are the worst of men and 
the most vicious of creatures in character and temperament. 
1139 
1136AI-iihiz, Risilaf. -, fakhr al-scd4t lalf al-brdtt in: HArdn's edition, Vol. L p. 225; 'UyUn al-Sad's edition, 
Vol. 1, p. 162. 
1137 Lewis, Race twxdShmery in jhe Middle EzI, P. 32. 
1138AJ-Jabi; ý, al-Bukhalf, p. 253. 
. yam, 
b), Vol. 11, p. 314. 109 Al-JAbi7, al-Ha 
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-They (the ShdObiya) maintain that eloquence is prized by all people at all times- 
even the Zanj, despite thcir dimness, thcir boundless stupidity, their obtuseness, their 
crude perceptions and their evil dispositions, make long speeches. "" 
7.4 CONCLUSION 
in the preceding pages we have merely highlighted the two works of al-Mbi-T 
concerning the quasi-scientific issue i. e. Risild al-larbT' wa al-larwk and Risj1afifakhr 
al-s adffn 'alff al-bTdin. The first shows us that a large part of it consists largely of series 
of ironic questions on wide range of topics including science, envirom-nent, religion, 
history and so forth, however, the entire question without answers. This indicates that al- 
jZibiz, as the author of the risila, has wide knowledge and experience with the topics 
which had been discussed. The central message of the text may also reflect the 
ambiguities of the author's self-identification. He Nvas 
familiar with attitude towards 
mixing jest and earnest in his works. Therefore, he is regarded as the most interesting 
author on jest and earnest in the history of Arabic prose literature. For 
instance, we find 
on several occasions in Risala al-tarbT` wa al-tadwk that al-RitiZ 
justifies and explains 
his habit of inserting passages which bring some sort of light relief. Whilst, Risga fi- 
fakhr al-sWin "alial-brd2bi shows us the author interest in the subject of race and colour. 
it seems from the content of the risila that the author relates his discussion with scientific 
clements particularly when he suggests that the 
influence of environment on the skin 
colour. However, after a close reading of the text seems to suggest that with a]-Jdbiz's 
skill and subtle sense of hurnour, the problem of establishing his real attitude towards 
1140 Al-JAbiz. al-BayJyt wa al-labyjt, Vol. 111, p. 12-13. 
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race and colour is likely to be difficult. Indeed, he devotes this risila to praise of the 
blacks; while on the other hand, he elegantly pokes a fun at them in another occasion of 
his works. In short, we find this variety of subject in al-Jabiz's discussion support the 
suggestion made by many scholars that one of the purposes of Adab literature is 
extension of the readers' knowledge into new areas. 
1 142 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Before attempting to reach a conclusion on this research, let us now review the 
infonnation avaible about al-JAhiz and his works. 
Some points of the ideas: 
Al-Jdbiz %vas born in Basra; it was a centre of commercial and intellectual life 
where many nationalities and ideologies met. Al-RibiZ was a child of this Basran milieu 
and perhaps its best representative. Without a doubt he was a product of the first century 
of the Abbasid period. He had an Islamic education particularly with the Mdtazila idea 
which emphasised the importance of the rational faculties for seeking and verifying the 
tmth. In other words, al-Ritiz's characteristic method of thinking manifests itself most 
Significantly in the attempt he makes to compromise 
between, on the one hand, rational 
principles and on the other, social 
fact as they stand in the actual conditions of society. 
Later on, the importance of this way of thinking appears in the philosophy of history as 
founded by Ibn Khaldrin. 1141 
The great energy of al-Jabiz in recording all his thoughts by putting them in books 
seems to have 
been one of the reasons why al-JdbiZ's works deal with almost every 
subject. His rasj'il, apparently 
dealing with different matters, contains many interesting 
remarks. Through this ras. 
Fil we have tried to show that al-Ribiz lived in intimate contact 
41 See Nai M. Studies on the wrwngqIa1-J, &4 p. 223. 
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with the intellectual, political, social and religious tendencies of his age. His contribution 
to literary form and expression is a key to the Islamic thought of his time. Based on this 
great contribution, Beeston believes that al-Jdbi4 deserves to be ranked with Ibn Khaldan, 
however, what he lacked was the power of organizing and systematizing his observations 
which is so conspicuous a feature of Ibn Khald5n's work. 1142 His examples in giving the 
groups of professions a special place in Arabic literature was followed by later writers 
who carried on this interest in their work. For instance, in the fourth/tenth century, writers 
like al-Tha%libl and al-TangWi quote al-Jdbi4 on various occasions on themes pertaining 
to professional groups, classes and the personal characteristics of people. 
It is remarkable to note that some of the writers during the Abbasid period lived 
exclusively by their pens and al-Ribiz himself is an example of those who lived by their 
own writing. With his modest background and powerful court connection, he received 
large sums of money through the dedication of his books to some of the Abbasid 
authorities. He seems to have held the opinion that books were the best way by which one 
could face one's rivals in arguments, whereas in arguing with them face to face, there is 
the risk of quarrel and rage which spoil the free spirit of reasoning and argument. 
Above all, al-Ribiz was aware of the value of his work as much as he was aware 
of the fact that many people, especially his fellow writers, were going to attack him and 
disagree with him over the ideas within his works. Though al-Jdbiz is in no way 
comparable to the Muslim philosophers and thinkers of succeeding centuries, he 
nevertheless occupies a prominent place in the early history of Muslim thought. He was 
1142See. 77ie life andworks ofal-Jift rev. by: A. F. L. Beeston, p. 195. 
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not, perhaps, a profound thinker, but he observed Nvidely and his comments on every 
sub . ect are inspired by solid good sense '1143 U and sound reason all of which later scholars 
have been able to draw upon to get a picture of the various strata of religious, political 
and social elements during the thirdilninth century. For this reason, Hirschfeld remarks in 
his account of the subjects discussed in a]-Jdbi7, 's works as follows: "A perusal of al- 
ijibiZ's essays [ras-ff'in weil repays the time spent on them. He is a keen observer, an 
original thinker, and reveals deep thought even in apparently trival subjects. His field is 
,, 1144 wide For instance, he continues: "In the essays of which our MS is composed he has 
tnuch that is relevant to say on matters theological, historical, philosophical, 
psychological, social, rhetorical, grammatical, and pedagogic, with occasional anecdotes 
interspersed". ' 145 Indeed, this variety of subject matter applies, as we have discussed in 
this thesis, to Rasi'd al-Jffbiz: 
Some points about language and style of writing: 
For all that al-Jdbiz has won almost universal acceptance as the most outstanding 
writer of the Abbasid period and enjoys a preminent position in the history of 
Arabic 
literature, the dimensions of his contribution to the development of Arabic prose cannot 
be measured in precise term. 
Turning to the criteria of language and style, the corpus of ras. §'d or essay of al 
jiibiZ can be characterized as a mixed style. This can be distinguished from the corpus of 
1141 pellat, alIIN. 4 p. 93. 
1144 Hirshfeld, A Volume of es. wy. v hy al-JO, 4 p. 200. 
11451hj4 p. 2()(). 
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rasXil of the early period of Islam, which can be characterized as generally brief and 
concise and seems to be looser in style and simpler in diction. 
Al-Mbiz's works in general, are often not merely literary and ethical, but are 
combined %vith one or more branches of scholarship, be they the natural sciences, ancient 
and modem history, linguistics, dogmatic theology, or jurisprudence. His writing typifies 
the Abbasid concept of Adab, literature designed to impart essential knowledge and 
personal manners, while at the same time offering amusement and entertainment. His 
method of writing was characterized by assonances, balance phrasing and a tendency to 
digress. In addition, his works are distinguished by prolixity of diction, the love of 
accumulating synonyms, almost to weariness, and of expressing the same idea in as large 
a variety of phrases as possible. Indeed, the most important of these is his digression or 
islipid which has been recognised as the hallmark of RitiZian style. Therefore, it is worth 
quoting al-Mascildi4s dictum on al-JdbiZ's writing: "Their organization is excellent and 
their description is very good.... He clothed them in language of the most magnificent 
kind. Whenever he feared that the reader might be bored or the listener become tired, he 
shifted from something serious to something light, 
from a penetrating insight to a choice 
witticistw'. 
1 146 
As religious controversies spread among the scholars of his time, therefore, as a 
N4dtazilite thinker, the flavour of this school of thought becomes apparent in his works, 
both in content and in method. The method or argumentation throughout the rasj'il is 
1 "6 M-MaeOd-1. MurlW al-dlýallak VOL I- P- 172. 
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that of a Mu'tazilite dialectician and we find this influence through the treatment of 
various aspects of his arguments which he presented with variety and linguistic skill. 
As the Qur'5n and t1acti-th were the starting point of the religious, literary and 
linguistic sciences which developed among the Muslims scholars, al-Jahiz employed both 
of these main sources of Islam in his writing. There are good deals of Qur'anic verses and 
stories which can be found scattered throughout his works which shows the author's 
tendency towards Islamic elements. As for quotations from the Ija&th, we find that they 
are not always authentic (sablib) and this indicates that he tends to pick texts from those 
Islamic sources which confirm his own attitudes. Furthermore, he does not mention 
whether a particular Jja&th is authentic or not and they will sometimes come in different 
wording from the original. However, it seems that the differences in wording which do 
not affect the meaning, favor al-Ribiz as a composer of literary prose. Based on the usage 
of these two important sources of Islam therefore, we can say that 
his theological, ethical 
and political writings are in tune with the religious principles of the writer which reflect 
the spirit of Islam. ' 
147 
Be that as it may, the importance of al-Jdlýiz in the history of Arabic prose writing 
is of the highest order and has never been questioned. Of its importance there can be no 
better assessment than that encapsulated in Pellat's verdit on the man: "JdbiZ was not, 
however, merely a polemical writer in defence of the regime (Abbasid), the Arabs and 
Islam. He was also, indeed mainly, an adib. It was precisely because of his literary ability 
1147 For an excellent analysis on the usage of the Qur'An and 13adi-th in al-jabi? 's writing, see a]-juwayrff, 
-NazW al-ijbiZ ft fahm zawq al-naý a]-Qur'WJ wa A-1jadirtlT, Majallal al-Majmd al-Lugha ag4rahi", a, 
Vol. 27 (1971): 141-154. 
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that he was used by the authorities as a means of popularising the religious views of the 
moment and expounding current policies to the literate public". ' 148 
With his books and rasj'il being of a deliberately mixed style, al-Jdbiz achieved 
several things: he was read and appreciated and rewarded by a different kind of 
readership; he popularised scholarly and theological ideas; he created a new genre and a 
new style in Arabic literature; and thus he contributed to the lighter and more exhilarating 
strain in Arabic literature that serves as a counterbalance to sobriety and gravity. 
Therefore, al-Jabiz has never lacked at least some admirers who explicitly praised him 
such as Th5bit b. Qurra, al-M&Udi-, Abfa- Hayy5n al-Tawb7idl and of course, modem 
scholars and researchers. 
pointers to future research: 
Rasj'd al-Jibi, - is an essay by al-Rihiz in which Arabic literature and Islamic 
tbougbt merge together. This is a fruitful area of research which would repay futher 
investigation. The rasff'd itself would yield rich information to the student of Islamic 
thought through al-RitiZ's discussion and reflection of specific subject matters. All the 
ideas that we have met in the analysis of al-RihiZ's Islamic tendency in this thesis deserve 
another independent study in order to see their place in the historical development of 
Islamic thought. His rasi'd, have been analysed and they combined anecdotal prose with 
other elements, including Qur'anic verses, traditions of the Prophet Muhammad 
(p. b. uh), poetry etc. We have already mentioned in passing issues such as Adab, social 
1148 See Pellat, Me life andworksofAft, p. 12. 
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problems, theological issues, inter religious dialogue etc. With this thesis, we hope that 
the vacuum in the scholarly library has been substantially filled. However, that is not to 
say, of course, that there is not an enormous amount of research that is still needed on the 
works of al-RihiZ. There might be some other directions which are worth taking. For 
instance, his rasg'il provides one of the richest resources for research on the social, 
political and religious life of the Abbasid age. His rasi'd on subjects such as trade, 
teachers, singers, writers etc. demonstrates the realistic attitude in his prose literature. It 
would be best to treat each risild separately and to indicate its relevance to al-Jdbiz's 
theological, historical, political and social outlook. Al-RibiZ's views on such aspects 
would make an interesting field for researchers. 
In this, I have come to the conclusion that the study of al-Jabiz's works seem to 
me to have become even more interesting and essential. His great ability was to produce 
works which to this day remain a masterpiece of Arabic prose. He was like a mirror to his 
time, reflecting in his works its richness, diversity and novelty. Finally, I cannot do better 
than quote the saying of al-RibiZ: 
1149 
ýLA Cc- All W UU-0 -i Lis cýb , t4->: J A: ýL& LAD 110 Ylj--LU 14-1 tS di) 
Zw Lwj. J.?. 6L 
( C-1. ýx" LW. Jl 4 
"if I have succeeded, it has been because I have only sought the truth. If I have 
erred, it has not been due to dereliction or indifference but, perhaps some trait of 
character that has betrayed me or ingrained habit that has led me astray. Perhaps 
inadvertency waylaid me or distractioW'. (Colville's translation) 
1149 See al-IjbiZ, Risila al-larbl' wa al-ladwk, in Abil Milbim's collection, p. 489. 
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GLOSARRY OF ARABIC LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE TERMS 
APPEARING IN THE TEXT 
Atlab (pl. Acl. §b): Bell ers-1 etters, refinement, culture, manners, literature. 
Adlb: Writer of adab; man of letters. 
AN al-kitib: The People of the Books. 
Al-Khabar (pl. al-Akhbir) or Hadi-th (pl. al-Ab5di7h): Narrative anecdotes. 
"Arfiýd prosody. 
Al--FAýr al-JilidFor Jjhi1iyya: The term used by Muslim writers to denote the period 
before Muhammad mission or known as "The Heroic Age". 
Aya (pl. Ay5t): Sign; miracle; verse of the Quedn. 
Bad! ': The art of rhetoric. 
Al-Baligha or al-Bayin: These two terms had each the meaning of bothh rhetoric and 
eloquence. Specifically, the terms meant eloquence and, when prefix with "ilm (science), 
they meant rhetoric, i. e. the science of eloquence. 
Bayt (pl. Aby&): Verse in Arabic poetry. 
Diwffn al-rasXil: Correspondence office; the bureau which dealt with correspondence. 
I Fann al-rasjil: The art/genre of writing risiVa. 
Fiqh: Islamic law. 
Al-FukAa: Humour. 
Al-Ghazal: 
Hadj7h: The Prophetic Tradition. 
galqa: Circle of student listening to the lectures. 
AJ-tIamq, §- The silliness people. 
ffyra: The Emigration of Prophet Muhammad from Mecca to Medina. 
Ojm&na: Chalipate. 
Al-Istitrjd : Digression or in other word a temporary departure from one subject to 
another more or less distantly related topic before discussion of the first subject is 
resumed. 
, 41-Itiwa: 
Land tax. 
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Al, lidd. Seriousness. 
AI-Hazl: Joking. 
Kilfin: Pre-Islamic soothsayer. 
KRib (pl. Kull. 5b): Secretary. 
Khafaba: It was used to denote both oratory and rhetoric; and khitab (pl. khutab) from the 
same root, was the term for speech or sermons. 
Kit, aba: Writing. 
Kunya: Name compounded with Ab9... or Umm ... 
Laqab: Name alluding to a personal characteristic (earlier); honorific title (later). 
Afajlis: Meeting; Session; scholarly discussion; salon. 
Afasjidiyyi7n: Members of the bourgeois, or idlers who exchanged ideas and held 
conversations on varied subjects at the masjid (mosque). The group was diverse, 
including, among others, poets and transmitters of poetry. 
Mathal (pl. Amfhal): Proverbs. 
Mjrbadiyyan: Scholars who were based their lessons at Mirbad. 
Afukhadram: Islamic poet born in pre-Islamic period. 
Mutakkliman: Dogmatic thcologians. 
jVjdir (pl. nawidir): Literally means rare thing, and its denotes a pleasing anecdotes 
containing wit, humor, jocularity of type which has never ceased to be an integral feature 
of all social gatherings, whether intimate or official. 
]Vathr. - Prose. 
AI-Nathr al-adabY: Prose literature. 
A I-Nawkj. The idiocy people. 
Q, flya: Rhyme. 
Qa$jda: This term is generally defined according to its length that is from fifteen to 
eighteen lines of peotry. 
A J-Qiýsr(pl. al-Qussis# The story tellers. 
A I-Qirj'gt : The variant reading of the Qur'dn. 
Risala (pl. Rasj'io: The literary essay; treatise; or epistle which addressed to a name (or 
without naming) person as a literary device. 
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.. a: Balanced and rhyming prose; utterance originating with pre-Islamic soothsayers, of 
primitive style, short and with a single, invariable monohyme at the end of each member. 
Sldr (pl. Al-asffk): Poetry. 
Nitfabiyya: Anti-Arab political and literary movement, especially strong in Iranian 
circle. 
Tabaqa (pl. Tabaq&): Generation; Class; Layer (mainly biographies of the illustrious 
men, cities, etc. ). 
Al-Tabyin: The clarity of exposition. 
Tafsk: Exegesis. 
Tibjq: Acronym or antithesis. 
Usli7b al-mullaq or Uslab al-mursal: The free unadorned style. 
Usla al-micdawai or Usluib al-mulaw&in: The assonantal style; Rhythmic Balance and 
measured termination style. 
Uslfjb al-musajjd: The rhyming style. 
Uslab alýqasam: The Oath Style. 
AI-Warrjq: A term used to call people who are working as copyist. 
AI-Waýiffa (pl. al-Wa$jya): Commandments. 
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INDEX OF AL-JAV17, 'S WORKS AS APPEARED IN MUCJAMAL- 
UDABA'BY Y, &QIGT AL-IJAMAW! (d. 626/1229) 
1. al-Ilayawbi. 
2. al-Nisj' 
3. al-Ndl. 
4. al-lbiL 
5. al-Bay5i wa al-Tabybi. 
6. al-Za? al-nakhl. 
7. al-Nablwa al-mutanabhi. 
8. ai-mdrifa. 
9. Jawabit kilib al-mdrifa. 
10. Masif'd kilib al-mdrifa. 
11. al-Radd "ali a$balb al-ilhjim 
12. NaZw al-Qur&t 
13. Masg'il al-Qur&L 
14. Fa#j'lat al-Mdtazila. 
15. al-Radd'alial-mushabbiha. 
16. al-Imama 'ali madhihib al- 
Shfa. 
17.. Fzk, §ya qawl a§nf al-Zaydi)ya. 
IS. ag Uthm in iyya. 
19. al-Aklib& wa kayf lasihA 
20. al-RaddalJal-NayArj. 
2 1. "Ipm al-murTd. 
22. al-Radd'alJal--ýUlhmAniyya. 
23. Imjýna Md&iya. 
24. ImTina BanToAbb. §s. 
25. al-Fily-P-2. 
26. al-QuwwW. 
27. al-Lwu7s. 
28. Dhikr mg bayn al-Zaydiyya wa 
al-Rififla. 
29. Siy, §glza al-kalqin. 
30. al-Mukh&ab&jj-al-lawbTd. 
31. Tapvlb 'AIT fl- tabkhli al- 
hakamayn. 
32. Wuji7b al-im&na. 
33. al-Amint 
34. al-Wukal, §'wa al-muwakkaIR 
35. al-Sligrib wa al-mashrab. 
36. al-Iftikh. §r al-§ayfwa al-shitj'. 
37. al-Mdallim. Tn. 
38. al-JawjrT 
39. Nawidir al-basn. 
40. at-Bukhalj'. 
41. Fakhr mg bayn "Abd Shann wa 
MakhzC#ni. 
42. agUrj. In wa al-bur§gn 
43. Fakhr al-Qahtiniýya wa al- 
"Adaniini)ya. 
44. al-Tarb! " wa al-ladwk. 
45. al- Tufaylýyyfin. 
46. Akl7ljq al-mulullc 
47. al-Futyi. 
48. Man. §kib jund al-khilaý'a wa 
faffil al-Alrjq. 
49. al-, ffjsid wa al-main ad. 
50. al-Raddalial-YahW. 
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5 1. al-, Furaj5j'wa al-hz#ani. 
52. al-SCdjn wa al-bld5i. 
53. al-Md&h wa alýnidW. 
54. al-Nisj'. 
55. al-Taswiya bayn al-"Arab wa al- 
caj . am. 
56. al-Sulfin wa akliliq ahlih. 
57. al-WacTd- 
58. al-Buldki. 
59. al-Akhbir. 
60. al-DilSa 'ali anna al-im. 7ona 
farfl. 
61. al-Istifta wa khalq al-afaL 
62. al-MuqayyinTn wa al-ghinX wa 
al-§ada. 
63. Hadgygmanh al. 
64. al-Ikhw-in. 
65. al-Radd "aIJ man albad fl- kitib 
77. Al lbrgibi al-Mudabbir fl- al- 
inukitaba. 
78. I12alat al-qudra 'ali alplin. 
79. Ummahit al-awlid 
80. al-I'lizal wafafff ih 'an al-faoi7a. 
81. al-Akhtir wa al-marilib wa al- 
sindat. 
82. UMCdhal al-"ilam. 
83. al-Radd 'ali man zaam "anna 
al- insAn juzz' Igyataja. -. -a'. 
84. Abial-Najm wajawAbih. 
85. al-Tuffa& 
86. al-Uns wa al-salwa. 
87. al-Kibr al-mustakan wa al- 
mustaqba, b. 
88. Nadq al-#b. 
89. al-tIaznl wa al-"azm. 
90. An. §sir al-adab. 
Allah "Azz wa JaL 
66. Ay al-Qur'. ti. 
67. al-N&liTwa al-mutalishi 
6 8. tIa n Cd "a ffi ir 
69. al-Tamthil. 
70. Faff al-"ilni. 
7 1. al-Micap wa at-jidd. 
72. Jamharat al-muli7k. 
73. al-SawilYa. 
74. Zamm al-zimg. 
75. al-Tafakkur wa al-flibir. 
76. al-tIajar wa al-nubuwwa. 
9 1. TalB. Tn al-amwil. 
92. al-Amthal. 
93. Faff al-Furs. 
94. al-Himl. §j. 
95. Risila MFA b. Tal-Faraj b. Najjbf i- 
imlitin Ouquil al-awliy. 9. 
96. Risila ild AT al-Najm ji- al- 
kharij. 
97. Risglafi-al-qalam. 
98. Ris, 57aji- ittikk&lli al-kutub. 
99. Kilm. Nn al-sirr. 
100. Madb al-nabrdli. 
101. Dhamm al-nabidli. 
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102. Risilafl-al-afiv wa al-sqfh. 
103. Risilafi- Am al-sukr. 
104. Risilafi-al-ainal wa al-mam al. 
105. Risilafi-al-bilya. 
106. Dhanim al-kultib. 
107. Madb al-kutijb. 
108. Dhamm al-wurr5q. 
109. Madý al-wurrjq. 
I 10. Risila fl- man yusaming min al- 
shu"ari"'Amr. 
I 11. Risglafttal-yalkia- 
112. Risga fl- far! jahl Yacab h. 
Isbiq al-Kind. T 
113. Ris5lafi-al-karam iljAb. Tal- 
Faraj b. NajO. 
114. Risila fi- mawt AT Harb al- 
$aff& al-Ba§rT 
115. Risilaft-al-mirgh. 
116. al-Asad wa al-dhib. 
117. Risgafl-kitib al-kimiývj'. 
118. al-IstibdW wa al-mushaFwara fl- 
at-barb. 
119. Risgaftal-quffit wa al-wulit. 
120. al-Muli7k wa al-umam at-silifa 
wa al-b, -7qiya. 
121. al-Radd'alial-qawliya. 
122. al-'Alini wa al-jgiiL 
123. al-Nard wa al-shitranj. 
124. Ghish al-ontit. 
125. Khuy&nat al-hawl wa al-'awr. 
126. DhawTal-"giat. 
127. al-Mughann. T. 
128. Akhlffq al-shutt&. 
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